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THE CLEADON VILLAGE ATLAS 
 

Welcome to the Cleadon Village Atlas.  

As the name suggests, the village atlas aims to bring together a wide range of information and evidence – 

geological, archaeological, historical and ecological – to explore and unpick the various interwoven 

threads that make up Cleadon’s unique story. The project was conceived and funded by the Limestone 

Landscapes Partnership, administered by the Heritage Lottery Fund, as part of a three year programme of 

work to engage local communities in the discovery and conservation of the landscape, wildlife and rich 

heritage of the Magnesian Limestone Plateau (Natural England National Character Area Profile 15).  

 

The Cleadon Atlas project has brought together local volunteers with specialists in various fields in order 

to share skills and knowledge through a series of guided workshops, field investigations, research 

opportunities and discussions. The project team was led by Penny Middleton, a landscape and buildings 

archaeologist from Northern Archaeological Associates Ltd, who was joined by ecologist, Ivan Dunn, 

and geologist, Brain Young. The following report is the culmination of all this hard work and provides a 

comprehensive study of Cleadon that will hopefully promote a greater appreciation and enjoyment of 

the village and its wider environment, as well as encourage local people to get involved in the active 

conservation of the unique biodiversity, geo-diversity and heritage of this magnificent, but potentially 

fragile, landscape. 

 

Cleadon is situated at the northern point of the Durham Magnesian Limestone Plateau; a broad triangle 

of land stretching along the east coast from the Tyne to Tees and extending inland to central Durham.   

The rocks that formed this unique landscape were laid down in the Permian Period, 290 to 248 million 

years ago, when the area was covered by a huge reef and lagoon similar to the Great Barrier Reef off the 

eastern coast of Australia. The result was the formation of a series of water limestones and dolomites that 

together are known as the Magnesian Limestone. The geology of the area has shaped the surrounding 

landscape, giving it a distinct character and influencing the development and fortunes of the 

communities that have settled upon it. The rocks, soils, natural environment and water courses of the 

Limestone Plateau have determined where settlements were located; what people could grow and eat; 

the fuel they used to keep warm and cook; the material they could use to build their houses; the 

development of roads and later rail networks, and the expansion of industry and the social changes that 

followed in its wake. 

 

The underlying geology of the region has also influenced the development of a rich and varied habitat, 

home to a wide range of flowers, birds, insects and other wildlife, including rare species like the Wall 

Brown Butterfly that has been observed at Cleadon in some numbers but previously only found in the 

south of the country. The flower-rich Magnesian Limestone grasslands of the Cleadon Hills are 

particularly important and designated a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). Salad Burnett, Rock Rose, 

Burnett Saxifrage, Small Scabious and Northern Marsh Orchid, have all been identified in this area. 
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The village of Cleadon is located on the Sunderland to South Shields road (A1018) around 4 miles (6 km) 

north of Sunderland and 9 miles (14 km) south-east of Newcastle (Fig. 1). The village is now in South 

Tyneside but prior to 1974 had formed part of County Durham, historically being a township of Chester–

le-Street, one of four great estates owned by the Bishop of Durham. The first direct historical reference 

we have for the settlement at Cleadon is the Boldon Book, written in 1183 and often described as the 

Domesday Book of the North. The Boldon survey was a list of all of the taxable lands held by the Bishop 

of Durham, Bishop Pudsey, at the end of the 12th Century. In it, Cleadon and Whitburn are listed 

together and recorded as being occupied by just 28 bonded tenants. Over the next 830 years this small 

community bore the threat of Scottish raids, plague, famine, religious upheaval, civil war, agricultural 

reform, industrial expansion and the spectre of foreign invasion. Many of these events have left echoes in 

the landscape, but the true story of the village lies in the generations of people whose lives have 

gradually mapped out Cleadon’s development from that small medieval village of the 12th Century to a 

thriving community of nearly 5,000 people. Their past can still be traced in the pattern of the landscape, 

the layout of the streets, fragments of historic texts and historical buildings of the area - that is, if you 

know where to look. 

 

 

Plate 1: Members of the project team with local volunteers at the Cleadon Mill excavation in July 2013, one of the 

events undertaken as part of the atlas project. 

 

But this is only part of the story. Settlement in and around Cleadon began long before the Boldon Book 

was written. The name itself, Clifdun, is Anglo-Saxon in origin meaning hill with cliff, and there is 

archaeological evidence that people were occupying the area around Cleadon for thousands of years 

before Bishop Pudsey ever commissioned scribe to put pen to vellum (animal skin used during the 

medieval period as paper). Flint artefacts, possibly dating back 6,500 years, have been found on the 

Cleadon Hills, but even this is a blink of an eye in geological terms and this is where our story begins, 
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with a look at the formation of Cleadon’s distinctive geology. This will be followed by a glimpse into the 

archaeology and history of the village, and finally a fascinating overview of the natural environment of 

the hills, fields and hedgerows that surround the community.  

 

 

Figure 2: The Durham Magnesian Limestone Plateau (from Natural England NCA 15, 72). 

 

Several people have made direct written contribution to the Atlas report and are referenced throughout 

the text. These contributions have been summarised in this the main report but are included in their 

entirety in the appendices. The appendices also include the results of the field surveys, the Cleadon 

Tower building report, the Old Mill Farm excavation report, and details of all the events undertaken, as 

well as other supporting information. A digital copy of the all the source material – maps, documentary 

research, etc. - will form part of the village archive, but will be subject to the copyright of the individual 
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archives from which they came.  

 

The £2.8m Limestone Landscapes Partnership project was part-funded by a £1.9m Heritage Lottery Fund 

(HLF) grant with additional contributions from Durham County Council and other partners. It was one of 

a number of village atlas projects commissioned as part of the project, the others being Hetton-le-Hole, 

Easington, Elwick, Ferryhill, Wheatley Hill and Thornley. It ran for over a year from April 2013 to 

November 2014 when the final report was submitted. However, this is just the beginning of the story 

and not its end. The village atlas is not finished. It will never be finished. What is contained in these 

pages is a snapshot that will, hopefully, be extended and expanded as more people use the skills 

developed through the project to undertake their own research and investigations. This should be the 

Atlas’s legacy, not just a few hundred pages of text and images, but the inspiration across all generations 

of a desire to know more about this rich, fascinating and rewarding landscape you are all lucky to call 

home.   
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The Project Area 

Before we begin this is just a short note about the project area. The original project area provided by the 

Limestone Landscape Partnership (LLP) was based on the Cleadon and East Boldon ward boundary, 

basically comprising all the area to the north of the railway line (Fig. 3) but this is a relatively modern 

administrative boundary and would have meant very little to our ancestors. Prior to 1974, Cleadon had 

for generations been defined by the old township boundary, probably first established in the medieval 

period, if not earlier. A township was basically a territorial unit that contained all the resources required 

to support a village, including pasture land for grazing, arable for raising crops, woodland for timber, 

underbrush for fuel and a stream or spring for water. The name derives from the Old English word ‘tun’ 

meaning a village and has nothing to do with our modern concept of a town.  

 

Cleadon and Whitburn were both townships within the parish of Whitburn. An ecclesiastical parish was 

a unit of land large enough to support a church and its ministry. In the south of the country this would 

often equates to a village but in the north, where there were large areas of marginal moorland land, 

some parishes like Lanchester could be huge. In the most basic terms, a township was a secular 

administrative unit dealing with the day-to-day lives of the people, while the ecclesiastical parish was 

responsible for the guidance and edification of their immortal souls. This should not be confused with a 

civil parish, formed in 1894 as a unit of civil administration. 

 

The township, therefore, is intrinsically linked with the development and history of the village, 

particularly in the early periods. It is for this reason that the history and archaeology sections of the 

project have used the township boundary as the project boundary. This will provide a better 

understanding of Cleadon as a cohesive unit, but is slightly to the detriment of East Boldon. In contrast, 

the ecology and geology elements of the report have instead used the ward boundary as specified in the 

project brief. This was because the section of East Boldon to the south of the old township includes areas 

of particular interest in terms of bio- and geo-diversity, in particular Boldon Flatts. In contrast, the area to 

the north of the ward boundary, which formed part of the old township, is covered with houses and, 

therefore, is of less ecological significance at present. 
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SECTION 1:  

IN THE BEGINNING: CLEADON’S GEOLOGICAL ORIGINS 

By Brian Young 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Most of us have an interest, in some cases a real fascination, with the history of where we live.  Perhaps 

we know our families have lived in the area for many years and we feel part of the place’s history, or 

maybe we are relative newcomers keen to find out more about where we are.  Uncovering local and 

family history is probably more popular today than ever. This is as true of Cleadon as anywhere else. 

 

There are many ways of looking at history and, arguably, many types of history. All have much to tell us, 

not simply of how things were in the past, but of why things are the way they are now, and perhaps even 

to guide us into the future.  Later sections of this village atlas explore what might at first seem a huge 

span of time, stretching back through prehistory and evolving into the 21st Century community we know 

today.  However, there is a much longer history at play that takes us back vastly further, millions of years 

back to a period long before Cleadon, or indeed Britain, as we know it today existed.  This is not science 

fiction, though at times it might seem so.  It is a true story that, like its more recent counterparts, can be 

pieced together from reading the fragments of evidence that are all around us, and can speak to us if we 

take a little time  to learn just a little of how to decipher them. 

 

Historians, archaeologists and geologists all attempt to unravel past events. Historians and archaeologists 

reveal human history by researching written documents and interpreting objects and features uncovered 

during excavations.  Geologists tell the longer history of the Earth by reading the evidence preserved in 

rocks, fossils, minerals and landscapes. The techniques used are surprisingly similar: all interpret the past 

by examining the evidence contained in what has been left behind. 

 

As we explore Cleadon’s rocks we will see, not only how they can reveal our distant history, but also the 

remarkably varied uses to which they have been put ever since humans arrived here.  To do so we will 

look not just at our local rocks, but at some we see everyday around the village that have been brought 

from further, sometimes very much further, away. This is the geological story of Cleadon, and although 

we are looking at the village as part of the ‘Magnesian Limestone Landscape’, we will meet many more 

rocks along the way.  

 

Our story begins not in the 12th Century, but hundreds of millions of years earlier when the small part of 

our planet that is now Cleadon lay far away in the southern hemisphere.  Not so much a story, more of 

an adventure in time, let us piece this together from the evidence that is all around us. Before doing so 

though, we will look briefly at the huge timespans involved. 
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GEOLOGICAL TIME 

The best evidence we have today indicates that planet Earth is about 4.6 billion years old. Expressed in 

figures – 4 600 000 000 – this looks especially impressive!  As it is virtually impossible for us to 

comprehend the enormity of this, a helpful way to view such a huge time span is to imagine the whole 

history of the Earth as compressed into a single 24-hour day (Fig. 4). On this scale the rocks we see today 

in the Cleadon area formed at between 10.15 and 11.15 pm.  Ice sheets began to cover the area at 

around one minute to midnight and the first human inhabitants arrived just about on midnight. 

 

 

Figure 4: Geological time expressed as a 24-hour clock.  

 

We are well used to thinking of human history divided into periods such as the Bronze and Iron Ages, 

Roman, Medieval and Tudor periods and so on.  Geologists find it helpful to divide Earth history into the 

periods shown on Figure 4.  By so doing, these give geologists and historians alike a convenient means 

for considering the relative timing of past events without having to worry too much about attaching 

precise numbers of years to them. To appreciate geological history it is usually much more useful to 

know the relative order of when things happened rather than to estimate the exact number of years 

involved.  

 

The rocks present at the surface in the Cleadon area date from the Carboniferous, Permian and 

Quaternary periods.  As we shall see, they have much to tell us of the varied past conditions and 

processes that created the landscape we know today.  As we explore, we will encounter other rocks, 
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buried deep beneath the surface, that take us back even further in time. 

 

THE RESTLESS EARTH 

To appreciate fully the history and evolution of our rocks and landscape over such enormous periods of 

time we need to consider the way the Earth itself has evolved, and continues to evolve today. This is not 

intended as a ‘crash course’ in Earth science, but rather a very short, and hopefully painless, introduction 

to some essentially simple ideas and concepts. 

 

The Earth’s outer layer, on which we live, is composed of large slabs or ‘plates’, that effectively ‘float’ on 

the mantle.  These plates are in constant motion, moving up to around 15 centimetres a year, or about 

the speed at which our fingernails grow.  As a result, many of our rocks were formed far from where we 

see them today, sometimes thousands of miles away.  Their present position is the result of this relentless 

movement of the plates, a process known as ‘plate tectonics’.  This movement is not something that just 

happened in the past.  The plates continue to move as fast as ever.  The earth only appears to be fixed 

and static to us because the movement seems so slow in the context of human history but seen against 

the enormity of geological time it is rather rapid. 

 

HOW WE READ ROCKS AND LANDSCAPE 

Before we look at what our local rocks and landscape can tell us about Cleadon’s earliest history it might 

be worth spending a little time examining some of the features of rocks that enable geologists to unravel 

the stories they have to tell.  

 

To read the story preserved in rocks, geologists work from a rather simple but extremely important 

principle. Although rather dauntingly known in text books as the ‘Law of Uniformitarianism’, it is 

surprisingly easy to understand if you think of it as – ‘the present is the key to the past’.  Put very simply 

this means that if we look at and understand the way Earth processes work today, and the materials and 

features they create, we can look at materials and features formed in the geological past and, by 

comparison with their modern counterparts, work out how these were formed all those years ago. Many 

of these vital clues can be ‘read’ by looking at rocks in the field; others need investigation in a 

laboratory. 

 

Geologists group rocks into three main types: igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic. Key 

characteristics of each of these give us many of the clues we need to interpret past conditions. We will 

meet examples of all three of these at Cleadon. 

 

Igneous Rocks 

Igneous rocks are formed by the cooling and crystallisation of molten rock or magma, which originates 

from deep within the Earth. When magma erupts at the surface, in volcanoes, it is known as lava: basalt 

is a common type of lava. Magma that does not reach the surface cools and crystallises at depth to form 
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rocks, such as granite, which is only visible to us when the overlying rocks have been eroded away, 

perhaps many millions of years after it has cooled.  Using a variety of laboratory techniques geologists 

can calculate to a high level of accuracy the age of these rocks, as well as the temperature and other 

conditions of their formation. 

 

Sedimentary Rocks 

Sedimentary rocks were formed, as their name suggests, from the accumulation of sediment composed 

either of fragments of older rocks or of organic materials such as plant or shell debris, usually underwater 

or more occasionally on land. As layers of sediment build up, the lower ones become progressively 

more compacted and eventually cement together to form rock. Sandstone is a rock formed of sand grains 

bound together by a natural ‘cement’.  In contrast, limestone is formed from the accumulation of 

calcium carbonate, originally secreted by algae, shells or other, most commonly marine, creatures, and 

coal is a highly compacted fossilised accumulation of plant debris. Sedimentary rocks commonly 

contain fossils - recognisable remains of plants or animals living at the time of their formation.  Studying 

fossils, and comparing them with their modern counterparts where they exist, we can interpret the 

conditions under which the rock containing them was formed, whether it was a lake, swamp, land area 

or sea. We might be able to determine the depth and even the temperature and salinity of water in 

which the sediment formed.  Most fossils are of long extinct creatures, and the study of these allows us to 

decipher the history and evolution of life throughout geological time, and to give relative ages to the 

rocks containing them. Just occasionally animal tracks or footprints are preserved as trace fossils; long 

after the animal itself has died and decayed. As ancient sediments, sedimentary rocks commonly contain 

structures and textures that reflect the physical processes operating during their formation.  For example 

we may be able to determine whether a sandstone accumulated under water or in a dry windy desert, 

and if so the direction the water was flowing or the wind blowing. Given the right lump of rock, and the 

means to read it, it is sometimes remarkable how much it can tell us. 

 

Metamorphic Rocks 

Metamorphic rocks are of igneous or sedimentary origin but have, at some stage in their history, been 

altered by the effects of heat or pressure, or both, within the Earth. Careful examination of their 

composition and textures can reveal their original nature and the often complex chemical and physical 

processes that have changed them into their present form. 

 

Rocks, of whatever sort, are the foundations of landscape.  The shape of our hills, valleys, coasts, etc. are 

all dependent upon the composition and texture of the rocks that lie beneath, and of the way in which 

they have responded to Earth processes over millions of years of geological history.  Like the rocks 

themselves, the landscapes they create can, with a little care, reveal huge amounts about how it was 

formed and developed. 
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THE CLEADON LANDSCAPE 

The essential physical features of the landscape: the hills, streams, valleys and flat areas we see around 

us, all reflect Cleadon’s varied underlying geology (Plate 2).  Over time, this has given rise to and 

supported a varied range of flora and fauna. However, like almost every part of Britain, the Cleadon area 

has been home to man for many centuries.  During this time human activity, ranging from erecting 

primitive shelters to farming; industries such as mining and quarrying; road and railway building, and 

more recently the spread of housing, has fundamentally changed the appearance of the natural 

landscape. Man must, therefore, be seen as one of the most important agents in shaping landscape. The 

impact of man’s activity and the changing nature of the natural environment are all discussed in the 

following sections of this report. However, what is apparent is that our perception of a present landscape 

is simply a snapshot in a continual process of change.   

 

 

Plate 2: View from Cleadon Hills looking south along the coast, across the Limestone Landscape Plateau, with Roker 

pier just visible in the distance. 

 

Although this section deals primarily with those natural processes that have formed the physical 

landscape, it is important to remember that man-made features comprise a vitally important ingredient in 

the complex mix that is the modern landscape.  Just as the underlying rocks determine to a large extent 

the shape and character of hills and valleys, as well as the wildlife that populate them, it is those same 

rocks and the varied uses to which they have been put, that impart a distinctiveness to the area’s 

buildings, fields and settlement patterns.  Our examination of the Cleadon landscape will therefore look 

at both the natural features and the human and built environment. Both themes echo in the other 

sections of the report. 
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WHAT IS ‘MAGNESIAN’ LIMESTONE?  

Perhaps a little confusingly, the terms ‘magnesian limestone’ or ‘Magnesian Limestone’, when used in 

north east England has two rather different meanings.  As these terms are often encountered, and often 

misused, in descriptions of the rocks of the area, this is a good opportunity to clarify the distinction. 

 

As we have seen, limestones are sedimentary rocks composed almost entirely of the mineral calcite, 

which, chemically, is calcium carbonate (CaCO3). Nature rarely presents us with such minerals in a pure 

form and calcite, and thus limestones, usually contain variable amounts of other elements as impurities, 

often in the form of other minerals scattered through the rock.  One such very common impurity in 

limestones is magnesium, which occurs combined with calcium as the mineral dolomite: the chemical 

calcium magnesium carbonate (CaMg(CO3)2). The proportions of dolomite relative to calcite within 

limestones can be very variable but as a good guideline where the rock contains up to 10% of the 

mineral dolomite it is often referred to as a magnesian limestone. Where dolomite forms between 10 and 

50% of the rock it is known as dolomitic limestone.  When more than 50% of the rock is made up of the 

mineral dolomite the rock itself is referred to as a dolomite. In this sense magnesian limestone is a term 

applied to limestones with this composition wherever they are found and of any geological age. 

 

A large proportion of the varied group of limestones were formed during the Permian period, about 290 

to 248 million years ago, and which today form a narrow belt of country between the mouth of the Tyne 

and Teesside (Fig.2) and extend southwards to Nottinghamshire, are of this composition.  Geological 

science has recognised this by giving the full sequence of this group of rocks the formal name Magnesian 

Limestone, irrespective of the true composition of individual beds. Details of the different rock units that 

make up the Magnesian Limestone of north east England are discussed further below.  

 

An important feature of the magnesian limestones of the Magnesian Limestone of north east England is 

the unusually magnesium-rich soils formed on its outcrops, which support a range of plants unique to 

this special Magnesian Limestone Grassland habitat. 

 

THE MAKING OF CLEADON: A BRIEF GEOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THE AREA 

Before we look more closely at our local rocks and landscape, and in order to gain a ‘feel’ for the stories 

they can tell, it is worth looking briefly at the main events that, over millions of years, have shaped the 

Cleadon we know today. In doing so it is important to recognise that geology does not recognise 

political or administrative boundaries. To explain and interpret Cleadon’s rocks and landscape it is 

therefore necessary from time to time to look beyond our parish boundaries, sometimes even beyond our 

shores, in order to understand the rocks in their true context. It is also useful to attempt to look beneath 

the rocks we see today at the surface: older rocks, long buried far beneath us, can give important clues 

to an even earlier past. 

 

As we have already seen, the rocks seen today at the surface in and around Cleadon date from the 
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Carboniferous, Permian and Quaternary periods of Earth history. Careful study of these rocks, both from 

the Cleadon area itself and further afield, has enabled geologists to interpret the abundant evidence they 

contain of the conditions and processes that were affecting the district during those times.  As deposits 

dating from other geological periods are not present at the surface here, it is only possible to speculate, 

by comparison with the evidence contained in the rocks dating from these periods elsewhere in Britain, 

on the conditions and processes that were then affecting what was to become this small part of north 

east England.  

 

Carboniferous Times 

In order to glimpse the oldest rocks known from the Cleadon area we need to look a few kilometres to 

the east, to the coast at Marsden Lea, near Harton [NZ39663 65629]. Here, a deep borehole, drilled in 

search of oil by BP in 1960, reached a depth of 1769.06 metres. It ended in a thick group of rocks of 

Lower Carboniferous age, dating back approximately 350 million years (about 10.15pm using the 24-

hour clock analogue). These are the equivalents of the sandstones, shales and limestones that form the 

Northern Pennines and western and central Northumberland. They reveal evidence that in Lower 

Carboniferous times, the area that eventually became northern England lay a little to the south of the 

equator.  It was covered by a warm shallow tropical sea in which an abundance of marine life 

flourished. Beds of limestone containing abundant marine fossils formed in these seas. Huge rivers, 

draining a land area somewhere to the north east in the area now occupied by part of the North Sea, 

periodically washed in vast quantities of sand and mud that are preserved today as beds of sandstone 

and shale. 

 

At the surface, the oldest rocks we see today in the Cleadon area date from Upper Carboniferous times, 

between about 315 and 305 million years ago (roughly 10.30pm using the 24-hour clock analogue).  

Movement of the continental plates had by this period brought our area further north to lie almost astride 

the equator.  What was to become north east England was a vast forest-covered delta plain formed by 

great rivers draining from uplands to the north and north east in the area today occupied by parts of 

Scotland, the North Sea and Norway. Numerous plant and animal fossils collected from these rocks 

reveal much about the local Upper Carboniferous wildlife. The huge trees in these forests were unlike 

modern trees.  They included primitive ancestors of the modern conifers as well as gigantic early 

relatives of the tiny club mosses found growing today on mountain tops.  Alongside these was a wealth 

of tree ferns and giant relatives of the modest horsetails found growing in wet woodlands and gardens 

today (Fig 5).  Animal life in these forests included freshwater shells, newt-like amphibians over a metre 

long and primitive dragon flies the size of large birds.  

 

Thick accumulations of peaty plant debris on the forest floor were periodically buried beneath layers of 

sand or mud as the waters gradually subsided and the rivers flooded and shifted their courses.  With 

time, as these layers became buried beneath more and more sediments, they became compacted and 

turned to rock.  The muds became shales, the sands turned to sandstone, and the peat layers became 
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coal seams.  The term Coal Measures is used to describe the thick group of Carboniferous rocks formed 

at this time. The term ‘Carboniferous’ is derived from the abundance of coal seams found within rocks of 

this age across much of Europe and North America. 

 

 

Figure 5: Interpretation of Coal Measures swamp (image courtesy of British Geological Survey). 

 

These are the rocks of the Great North Coalfield that were for centuries so important in shaping the 

economic and social history of North East England. As can be seen on the geological map and section 

(Figs.6 and 7). Coal Measures rocks crop out at the surface over much of the western parts of Cleadon 

village and lie buried beneath the Magnesian Limestone in the remainder of the area. 

   

Permian Times 

Towards the end of Carboniferous times, powerful Earth movements that were creating mountains further 

to the south in what is now continental Europe, uplifted the land surface in the area that became 

northern England, destroying the tropical swamps.  The Carboniferous rocks were folded and tilted as 

they were raised up, creating mountains and hills and setting the scene for the next episode of Earth 

history, the Permian Period.  Although the folds created in our rocks were comparatively gentle 

compared to those in areas further south, the rocks of north east England were bent into low arch-like 

folds, called anticlines, and trough-like folds known as synclines. Fractures along which the rocks were 

displaced relative to each other, are called faults. Overall the rocks of our region were given a gentle 

easterly tilt with successive layers dipping gradually eastwards towards, and eventually beneath, the 

North Sea. 

 

These Earth movements were accompanied, about 295 million years ago (roughly 10.35pm using the 

24-hour clock analogue), by the intrusion, from deep within the Earth, of large volumes of molten rock, 

or magma.  This did not reach the surface, but spread out between the layers of the recently formed 

sandstones, shales and limestones. Here it cooled and crystallised, forming thick sheets of the hard black 

rock called dolerite, collectively known throughout northern England as the Great Whin Sill.  It is the 
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Whin Sill that forms many of northern England’s most striking landscapes, including the Farne Islands, 

the crags at Bamburgh and Dunstanburgh castles, the crags of the Hadrian’s Wall country and the 

waterfalls of High Force and Cauldron Snout.  Although it lies buried deep beneath Cleadon, the Whin 

Sill (Plate 3) appeared in three separate layers in the Harton Borehole, and can be found as a building 

material in Cleadon’s houses and walls. 

 

 

Plate 3: The Whin Sill outcropping at Dunstanburgh, on which stands the 14th Century castle, creating a dramatic 

and atmospheric landscape. 

 

By late Permian period, about 250 million years ago, (about 10.40pm using the 24-hour clock 

analogue), further northerly movement of the continental plates had brought the area we know today as 

South Tyneside to about 30 degrees north of the equator. The area had then become an arid desert, 

covered by broken rock eroded from the newly created landmass and marked by long lines of wind-

blown sand dunes.  These dune sands are preserved today as the Permian Yellow Sands, which lie 

beneath the Magnesian Limestone. Although their surface outcrop in and around Cleadon is clearly seen 

on the geological map (Fig. 6), there are no exposures of these rocks within the parish today.  However, 

they may be seen a few miles inland at Claxheugh Rock in Sunderland and on the coast at Frenchman’s 

Bay.  They were also reached in several boreholes in the Cleadon area and we shall hear more of them 

when looking at the uses of our local rocks. 

 

Subsidence of the land surface during Permian times allowed the waters of an extensive sea, known to 

geologists as the Zechstein Sea, that occupied much of the area of the present North Sea, Holland, 

Germany, Denmark and Poland, to flood the sandy desert country of what is today north east England.  

Flooding appears to have been comparatively rapid, as many of the original sand dunes were buried 

without being eroded by the advancing water of this warm tropical sea. 
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Plate 4: Palaeoniscus sp., a fossilised fish typical of the Marl Slate, from Downhill Quarry, West Boldon. 

 

The sediments that accumulated on the floor of the Zechstein Sea were to form the rocks that lie at the 

heart of north east England’s limestone landscapes – the Magnesian Limestone. Familiar and 

commonplace though they are to anyone living in and around Cleadon, these rocks are internationally 

famous for the evidence they provide of this period of Earth history.  At their base lies the Marl Slate, a 

thin bed of grey bituminous limestone that rests directly upon the Yellow Sands, famous for superbly 

well-preserved fossilised fish (Plate 4), and more rarely the remains of early reptiles.  Above this lies the 

complex succession of pale yellow and cream limestones, collectively known as the Magnesian 

Limestone. Because of their great local importance, we shall look at these rocks in rather more detail 

later.  For the present, however, and in order to appreciate something of the area’s geological history it is 

important to recall that the warm salty Zechstein Sea in which they formed, dried up almost completely 

on several occasions. 

 

Tertiary Times 

From the close of the Permian period, about 245 million years ago, the record of Earth history, as 

evidenced from the rocks of South Tyneside, falls silent for many millions of years.  Based on evidence 

gathered from the rocks elsewhere in Britain and Europe we know that during this time further Earth 

movements caused additional twisting, tilting and faulting of the Coal Measures rocks and the Permian 

rocks, though the precise timing of these movements is uncertain. 

 

By about 55 million years ago (roughly 11.45pm using the 24-hour clock analogue), during the Tertiary 

Era, movement of the continental plates had brought our area much closer to its present latitude. Major 

fractures were beginning to open in the continental plates beneath what are today Northern Ireland, the 

Hebrides and Iceland. Accompanied by extensive volcanic activity, these movements were to have a 
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major impact on the subsequent geography of the northern hemisphere.  As the fractures extended, the 

plates split progressively further apart creating the opening that we now know as the Atlantic Ocean; a 

process that is continuing today as the Atlantic widens and moves Europe and North America further 

apart.  Huge volumes of basaltic lavas erupted at this time, examples of which can be seen in the Giants 

Causeway in Northern Ireland (Plate 5) and in the Hebrides on Skye, Mull and at Fingal’s Cave on Staffa.  

These enormous movements were accompanied by very widespread cracking of the rocks for some 

distance from the main fracture points.  A series of roughly west-north-west to east-south-east fractures 

developed across northern England at this time and were rapidly filled by molten basaltic magma from 

the main volcanic centres, forming narrow vertical bodies of basalt, known as dykes.  One such dyke, 

known as the Hebburn or Monkton Dyke, run under Cleadon and was observed during coal workings in 

the area, though it does not reach the surface at Cleadon. 

 

 

Plate 5: The Giant’s Causeway in Northern Ireland, caused by volcanic eruptions during the Tertiary Period. 

 

Quaternary Times 

The geological record falls silent once again as no rocks survive in our area to record events between the 

intrusion of the Hebburn Dyke, approximately 55 million years ago, and the Quaternary Period that 

began about 2.5 million years ago (11.58pm using the 24-hour clock analogue).  By now, continued 

movement of the continental plates had brought our area to its present latitude.  There was a major 

episode of global cooling during the Quaternary period and the onset of repeated glacial conditions 

across much of northern Europe, including Great Britain. These intensely cold glacial episodes alternated 

with much warmer periods, known as interglacials, during which the ice cover melted, only to be 

succeeded by a return to glacial conditions.  

 

A variety of erosion features and sediments deposited during Quaternary times record a complex history 
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of events as ice sheets moved across the area from the west, north and east. The distribution of sediments 

formed at this time is shown in figure 8. Evidence of the origins of the various ice streams is to be seen in 

the scatter of exotic, or erratic, boulders of distinctive rock types across the landscape.  Other sediments 

and landforms are evidence of the effects of water melting from or ponded behind ice sheets.  Of 

particular interest in Cleadon is the huge lake, named glacial Lake Wear by geologists, that covered an 

area between Durham and the River Tyne in late glacial times (Fig. 10).  It is believed that this lake 

formed as a result of water from melting ice-sheets being ponded behind thick ice along the line of the 

present coastline.  The details of its history are complex, but it is thought that its water level may have 

been as much as 130m above present sea level at some stage and that it eventually drained rapidly 

southwards, cutting the channel seen today south of Sunderland at Tunstall Hope.  Bench-like features at 

between 43m and 45m above present sea level on the boulder clay covered flanks of Fulwell and 

Cleadon hills may reflect lower water levels in this lake.   

 

Since the last ice melted as recently as about 11,000 years ago (midnight using the 24-hour clock 

analogue), erosion and depositional processes have shaped, and continue to shape, the landscape of our 

area. It is worth reflecting here, especially in the light of some of the current, gloomier predictions of 

climate change, that we are today living in a rather low grade interglacial episode: Britain’s climate is 

known to have been much warmer in some previous interglacials.  Glacial conditions will almost 

certainly return, though certainly not within the span of a human lifetime. The causes of the 

comparatively rapid alternations of cold and warm periods during the last 2 million years are not fully 

understood.  Again, it is important to appreciate that whatever might have caused these changes in the 

past, human influence could not have been a factor throughout the vast majority of this period.  

 

It is during this last 11,000 years, a mere blinking of the eye on a geological timescale, that our area was 

gradually re-colonised by vegetation as the ecosystems we know today developed. Subsequent centuries 

of human occupation, and exploitation of the area’s natural resources, have further modified the 

landscape, which, through continuing human activity, continues to evolve. 

 

GEOLOGICAL MAPS: AN INTRODUCTION 

We are all more or less familiar with maps of different sorts.  We see a weather map on television every 

day and when visiting a shopping centre, especially one new to us, we generally seek out the street map 

to get our bearings and guide us to our chosen shops.  Even in these days of ‘Sat. Nav.’ road maps 

remain essential tools for finding routes and destinations, especially when the ‘Sat. Nav.’ proves 

misleading!  This village atlas contains maps of several different sorts, some of which, like the geological 

maps, might appear unfamiliar and initially a bit daunting. However, they can tell us a great deal about 

our landscape. 

 

Geological maps show the nature, extent and geological age of different named geological formations, 

usually by the use of contrasting bright colours. Such formations might be made up almost entirely of 
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one rock type, though they commonly comprise a number of different rock types related to one another 

by their age, mode of formation etc.  The geological map is therefore not simply a location map telling 

us ‘there be limestone, sandstone, etc.’ In order to compile such maps, all surface geological features are 

examined and recorded, but so too is information gathered  from aerial photography, boreholes, mine 

workings, geophysical surveys and lots of other sources.  The resulting map is an interpretation, by the 

geologist or geologists who compiled it, of the configuration of the geological features of that area. 

 

As well as telling us what we might find at the surface, the map can be used to deduce information 

about soil type, engineering properties of the ground, potential for mineral deposits and possible 

groundwater conditions, often far below the surface.  Geological maps are used by geologists, both 

professional and amateur; civil engineers; mineral extraction, oil and water companies; planners; land 

surveyors and indeed anyone who needs information on what lies on or beneath the ground surface and 

can be used to depict and interpret a great variety of geological features.  In an area like Cleadon two 

distinct sets of geological information are generally produced as separate editions of the same map. 

These were traditionally known as Solid and Drift editions. 

 

The Solid edition (Fig.6), now more precisely known as the Bedrock edition, depicts those rock 

formations as they would appear if all surface or superficial materials were removed.  This is particularly 

important in areas such as northern Britain, including Cleadon, where substantial quantities of superficial 

materials, mainly of comparatively recent glacial or post-glacial origin, conceal the underlying bedrock. 

 

The Drift  edition (Fig. 8), now known as the Superficial Deposits edition, depicts the distribution and 

configuration of unconsolidated superficial materials that in our area typically comprise geologically 

recent materials of glacial or post-glacial origin, but also include man-made deposits such as landfill 

sites, worked and made ground. 

 

Like all maps, geological maps may be produced at all sorts of scales, depending on the level of detail 

available or the purpose for which it is intended. In areas where superficial deposits are widespread it is 

common for two separate editions of the geological map to be published at the 1:50 000 scale.  In such 

places it is important to refer to both editions when attempting to understand an area’s geology.   

 

Geological maps of the UK are produced by the British Geological Survey (BGS).  This state-funded 

national survey, part of the Natural Environment Research Council, is the world’s oldest geological 

survey and was founded in 1835.  Geological field mapping is carried out at the scale of 1:10,000 

(1:10,560 scale prior to metrication) and maps at this scale are published, though available only directly 

from BGS but cannot be reproduced here because of copyright issues. The most widely available 

publication scale for BGS geological maps in the UK is 1:50,000.  These maps are derived from the 

larger scale field mapping, though with some generalisation and simplification of the 1:10,000 scale 

information.   
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For the Cleadon area the most readily available geological map of this sort is BGS 1:50, 000 scale Sheet 

21 (Sunderland), on which the bedrock (solid) and superficial (drift) geology are shown side by side as 

two separate maps.  For much more detailed geological information BGS 1:10,560 scale Sheet NZ36SE 

(available from BGS) depicts both the bedrock and superficial geology together on one single map.  This 

sheet also includes the sites of significant wells and boreholes, with abbreviated logs of the rocks 

encountered in them. The positions of former quarries, clay and sand pits are also shown, again with 

brief notes on what was formerly visible in these. A selection of relevant geological features recorded in 

underground coal workings, deep beneath the area, are also shown.  

 

The original Geological Survey mapping of the Cleadon area was undertaken by H.H. Howell between 

1868 and 1871. The area was resurveyed between 1954 and 1972 by D.B. Smith and published at the 

1:10,560 scale in 1975. The 1:50,000 scale Sheet 21 (Sunderland) was published in 1978. 

 

A CLOSER LOOK AT CLEADON’S ROCKS AND LANDSCAPE 

Having taken a brief look at over 300 million years of Earth history it is now time to look rather more 

closely at the rocks beneath our feet.  We will explore where they occur, where we might see them, how 

we can read some of the stories they have to tell, and how they influence our landscape.  A little later 

we will examine how man has used, and continues to use, those rocks available locally, and has brought 

others into the area from elsewhere. All of these elements are important in our understanding of the 

Limestone Landscape. 

 

The configuration of the different rocks that underlie the Cleadon area is shown on the simplified 

geological maps prepared from information contained on geological maps published by the British 

Geological Survey (Figs 6 and 8).  As we shall see, not all of the rocks known to lie beneath Cleadon can 

be seen at surface in the parish.  Where this is the case we will need to look at what is known about 

these rocks, both from adjoining areas and from excavations, mine workings and boreholes beneath 

Cleadon.  As these are important to interpreting and understanding Cleadon’s story, and as some of them 

shape parts of the nearby landscape, we will look at these briefly and suggest a few places where we 

might venture outside the strict confines of the parish to look for clues. 

 

Our Oldest, and Hidden, Rocks 

No review of an area’s geology is complete without taking a brief look at those rocks that, although not 

exposed at the surface, are known to be present at depth. The oldest rocks at the surface in and around 

Cleadon belong to the Coal Measures, of Carboniferous age.  However, a deep borehole drilled in 1960 

in search of oil and gas at Harton penetrated over 1300 metres of Carboniferous sandstones, shales and 

limestones equivalent to those seen at outcrop in the Northern Pennines and western and central 

Northumberland. As outlined above, these rocks record evidence of their origins during Carboniferous 

times as soft sediments on the floor of a warm, shallow equatorial sea into which huge rivers drained. 

The Whin Sill, the major igneous intrusion of dolerite seen today on the Northumberland coast, the 
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Roman Wall country and the Northern Pennines, appeared as three separate layers within these rocks. 

The borehole ended in Lower Carboniferous rocks at a final depth of 1769.06m below the surface, 

without discovering economic concentrations of oil or gas. 

 

As in most exploration boreholes of its type, the Harton Borehole did not recover cores of the rocks 

through which it passed because coring is a hugely expensive process.  Instead, drill cuttings – the small 

fragments of rock ground away by the drill bit and returned to the surface – provided geologists with 

evidence of the rocks passed through as the borehole went deeper. Samples of the drill cuttings from the 

Harton borehole are preserved in the collections of the British Geological Survey at its headquarters at 

Keyworth, Nottingham. 

 

We have no direct evidence of what lies beneath these rocks, but from our understanding of the wider 

geological structure of northern England it is likely that these are ancient mudstones, equivalent to those 

that form Skiddaw and adjacent mountains in the Lake District.  These are rocks formed around 410 

million years ago (roughly 9.20pm using the 24-hour clock analogue) in a deep ocean somewhere south 

of the equator. 

 

Carboniferous Rocks: The Coal Measures  

The term Coal Measures is the name used in British geology for the thick succession of coal-bearing 

rocks formed in the latter part of the Carboniferous Period between about 315 and 305 million years ago 

(roughly 10.30pm using the 24-hour clock analogue).  

 

For convenience, geologists subdivide the Coal Measures into three divisions, named in upward 

succession the Lower, Middle and Upper Coal Measures. The means of making these subdivisions, 

based on identifying beds containing distinctive key fossils, need not concern us here: readers wishing to 

know more about this can find full descriptions in the appropriate references listed at the end of the 

Atlas. For the current discussion it is sufficient to know that Lower and Middle Coal Measures rocks 

underlie the whole of the area, with Upper Coal Measures rocks occupying only a tiny area in the 

extreme west of the area near East Boldon.  Over much of the Cleadon area Coal Measures rocks are 

concealed beneath the overlying Magnesian Limestone though, as shown on the geological map (Fig. 6) 

they crop out beneath the western part of the village in the centre of a shallow basin-like fold structure, 

known as the Boldon Syncline.  

 

Although the outcrop of Coal Measures rocks in the area is clearly depicted on the accompanying 

geological map, these rocks are nowhere exposed at the surface within the parish, but are covered by a 

superficial mantle of glacial deposits.  However, we know a considerable amount about them, both from 

surface exposures in the adjoining areas, and more especially from underground coal workings that 

extend beneath the whole of the Cleadon area.  
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Coal Measures rocks were reached at a depth of 114m in the well at Cleadon Waterworks and at a depth 

of 81.7m in the Fulwell Pumping Station well, which lies immediately south of the parish boundary. A 

feature of the Coal Measures rocks reached in both of these wells was their red colour.  Although the 

Coal Measures rocks of north east England are typically grey in colour, a zone of locally quite intense 

red colouration is commonly encountered within a few metres of the overlying Permian rocks. This 

reflects intense tropical weathering of the newly emerged land surface prior to the deposition of the 

overlying Permian rocks. 

 

For anyone interested in examining rocks typical of the Coal Measures of north east England, the fine 

cliff sections along the coast between St Mary’s Island and Seaton Sluice are highly recommended: they 

are amongst the finest sections of such coal-bearing rocks available anywhere in Europe. 

 

The Coal Measures rocks of the Cleadon area form part of the Northumberland and Durham, or Great 

North, Coalfield.  Their surface outcrop, over the western and northern parts of the coalfield, constitutes 

the area known as the ‘exposed ‘coalfield.  Traced eastwards, these Coal Measures rocks dip beneath the 

overlying Permian rocks, including the Yellow Sands and Magnesian Limestone. This area of concealed 

Coal Measures rocks comprises the ‘concealed’ portion of the coalfield. Although many seams are 

known within the Northumberland and Durham coalfield the main production of coal has been 

obtained from between 20 and 30 main seams, mostly within the upper parts of the Lower Coal 

Measures and lower portion of the Middle Coal Measures. The 1:50,000 scale geological maps of the 

British Geological Survey indicate the surface outcrops of the seams present in South Tyneside.  

 

In common with other parts of Britain, the Coal Measures rocks beneath Cleadon typically consist of a 

more or less regularly repeated succession of shales, siltstones, sandstones, thin beds of clay ironstone 

and coal seams.  All were deposited as sediments in an extensive delta swamp environment in equatorial 

latitudes.  The regular upward succession of shale-sandstone-coal reflects the changing environmental 

conditions in the muddy delta swamps as huge rivers built up sand banks that eventually became 

colonised by dense tropical forests. Thick accumulations of peaty plant debris on the forest floor were 

periodically buried beneath layers of sand or mud as the land gradually subsided and the rivers flooded 

and shifted their courses. This pattern of swamp development, the building of sand banks followed by 

forest colonisation and subsequent flooding, was repeated many times. As the layers of mud, sand and 

plant debris became buried beneath more and more sediment they became compacted and turned to 

rock.  The muds became shales, the sands turned to sandstone, and the peat layers became coal seams. 

Segregation of iron compounds within the muds locally produced concentrations of ironstone. 

 

Despite their former economic importance, coal beds, or seams, actually comprise a comparatively 

small proportion of the overall thickness of the Coal Measures.  Individual seams vary in thickness from 

a millimetre or so to seams in excess of a metre thick; although thicknesses of a metre or less are most 

common in north east England. Seams may vary considerably in thickness and quality when traced 
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laterally across coalfields: a thick workable seam in one area may pass into a thin and unworkable seam 

elsewhere.  In addition, many seams separate, or ‘split’, into two or more leaves.  Most coal seams tend 

to look much like one another, though some internal characteristics and differences in their overlying 

(roof) and underlying (floor) rocks may help to distinguish them one from another.  Details of these 

characteristics in the Northumberland and Durham Coalfield can be found in some of the more 

specialised references listed in the bibliography.   

 

From the earliest days of coal working, seams have acquired individual names.  It was common, 

especially in the earliest days of the industry, for each colliery to devise its own set of names for the 

seams present within its workings.  With time, names gradually became more standardised and by 1957 

the National Coal Board had adopted a series of names for seams in the Durham portion of the coalfield, 

of which the Cleadon area of South Tyneside forms part.  These are the names employed on the most 

recent geological maps. 

 

Coal was worked beneath Cleadon from collieries at Whitburn and Boldon.   Plans of these workings 

enable geologists to work out the detailed structure of the rocks deep beneath the surface in the Cleadon 

and surrounding areas.  

 

Permian Rocks 

Permian rocks were deposited during the Permian Period of Earth history between about 290 and 250 

million years ago (from about 10.30pm to 10.40pm using the 24-hour clock analogue).  The name 

‘Permian’ is derived from the city of Perm in the Ural Mountains of Russia, where some of the earliest 

studies on rocks of this age were undertaken. 

 

Permian rocks are present over wide areas of Great Britain and reflect two main, and widely different, 

environments of deposition.  Most widespread of Britain’s Permian rocks are the so-called ‘red beds’ that 

consist mainly of red or reddish brown sandstones formed under desert conditions. These are the 

Permian rocks today found in the Hebrides, south west Scotland, the Isle of Arran and across eastern 

Devon, the Welsh Borders, wide areas of the English Midlands, Lancashire, north and west Cumbria and 

the Vale of Eden.  Britain’s Permian rocks also include smaller areas of rocks deposited under marine 

conditions and it is these that interest us in the Cleadon area.  British marine Permian rocks are restricted 

to the outcrop that extends northwards from Nottinghamshire to South Tyneside, though tiny outlying 

areas of similar rocks occur immediately north of the Tyne at Tynemouth and Cullercoats and in west 

Cumbria at Whitehaven. As we shall see, Cleadon’s rocks include important parts of the British marine 

Permian succession, though important non-marine Permian rocks, lying beneath these, are also present. 

North east England, including South Tyneside, contains some of the finest exposures of marine Permian 

rocks in Great Britain, and indeed the world.  From the earliest days of geological science these unique 

rocks have attracted, and continue to attract, research interest. It is neither necessary nor appropriate to 

examine the more technical aspects of these fascinating rocks here, but it is nevertheless useful to see 
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them in their true context as part of the regional geology of north east England. As some of the formal 

modern names applied to these rocks may be unfamiliar, the nomenclature and classification currently 

used by geologists for the different groups of Permian rocks present in north east England are outlined in 

Table 1. This includes earlier, and now obsolete, names for different parts of the succession that may still 

be encountered in many published descriptions of the geology.   

 

Some of this nomenclature is comparatively recent and post-dates the most up to date published BGS 

maps. Rather confusingly, this older terminology is employed on the currently available BGS maps, 

though the newer names are adopted in the detailed descriptions of the local geology given by 

D.B.Smith (1994) in the BGS Sheet Memoir for the Sunderland area.  The following notes are intended to 

help explain the meaning of these newer names and their relationship with those that are more familiar 

in the older literature 

 

Zechstein Group - The term formally adopted internationally today by geologists for all of those 

limestones and associated rocks, deposited in the former Zechstein Sea, including those limestones long 

known in north east England as the ’Magnesian Limestone’. Although this latter term is now strictly 

obsolete in formal geological nomenclature, it is so well embedded in the literature of local geology, 

ecology and landscape that we will use it here in its original sense and as a synonym for Zechstein 

Group. 

 

Rotliegende Group - Similarly, the Rotliegende Group is the formal group name for those Permian rocks 

beneath the Zechstein Group, including the sands, formerly known in north east England as the Basal 

Permian Sands, or perhaps more familiarly as the ‘Yellow Sands’. We will use the latter term here. 

 

Raisby Formation - Although depicted on the currently available BGS maps as the Lower Magnesian 

Limestone, revisions to formal geological nomenclature since these were published have introduced the 

term Raisby Formation that is today the formal name for this group of rocks. 

 

Ford Formation - The Middle Magnesian Limestone, as shown on the currently available BGS maps and 

as described in older texts, is today formally known as the Ford Formation. 

 

Hartlepool Anhydrite and Roker Formations - The obsolete term ‘Upper Magnesian Limestone’, although 

employed on the currently available BGS maps includes groups of rocks today formally classified as the 

Hartlepool Anhydrite Formation and the Roker Formation. 
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Table 1: Classification of the Permian rocks of South Tyneside 

 

 

Substantial parts of this succession of Permian rocks, although present beneath Cleadon, are not exposed 

at the surface and lie concealed beneath much more recent superficial deposits.  Although we cannot 

see these rocks today they can be seen at various places nearby.  We will therefore look briefly at these 

rocks, commenting on where they can be seen.  

 

Our Permian rocks rest upon an eroded surface of the Coal Measures created by the erosion of these 

rocks following their uplift by huge earth movements about 300 million years ago. Although this erosion 

surface, or unconformity, is not exposed today in the Cleadon area it may be seen further south in the 

Sunderland area and in places in County Durham. 

  

Yellow Sands Formation (Rotliegende Group) 

Although these rocks are not exposed at the surface in the Cleadon area, their outcrop can be reliably 

depicted on geological maps from subsurface information gathered from numerous boreholes drilled in 

search of water and coal. The Yellow Sands crop out rather extensively beneath the southern and central 

parts of the parish, though their outcrop is everywhere concealed beneath superficial deposits.  The 

nearest good surface exposures of the Yellow Sands are at Claxheugh Rock, Sunderland and in the base 

 
Roker Formation, includes the ‘Concretionary Limestone’, 
(formerly part of the Upper Magnesian Limestone) 
_______________________________________________ 

 
Hartlepool Anhydrite Formation 
(removed by dissolution in onshore area) 
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of the cliffs at the head of Frenchman’s Bay, though the later section here is usually difficult to access 

safely.  

 

In these exposures the rocks consist of sand grains, a very high proportion of which are almost spherical 

in form, typically with frosted surfaces.  Such sand grains are commonly known as ‘millet seed’ grains. 

This feature, together with the large scale cross-bedding seen in many places, is characteristic of sands 

deposited by wind in a desert environment. From the variations in thickness of these sands, as revealed 

by numerous boreholes drilled through them across the region, it is clear that they were formed as 

elongated rows of desert sand dunes with a distinct WSW-ENE orientation.  The reason for their common 

name – the Yellow Sands – is obvious from their bright colour in most sections through them.  However, 

when proved in boreholes, particularly offshore, they are commonly blue-grey in colour due to a small 

content of the iron sulphide mineral pyrite, which is generally oxidised to a yellow or brown colour near 

the surface. 

 

The Yellow Sands are characteristically very porous rocks that, beneath the surface in the onshore area, 

are normally saturated with water.  It was this abundance of groundwater that led to difficulties in 

sinking colliery shafts through them, but which also made them valuable sources of ground water. The 

Yellow Sands were proved to be 42.4m thick in the well drilled at Fulwell Pumping Station, but only a 

little under 15m could be attributed to these sands in the well at Cleadon Pumping Station. We shall 

hear more of their water, and also gas bearing, properties later. 

 

Marl Slate Formation (Zechstein Group) 

Over much of north east England the basal few metres of Zechstein Group limestones,  immediately 

above the Yellow sands Formation, consists of a very distinctive rock long known locally as the Marl 

Slate. The name is extremely misleading as the rock is not a slate but a fissile (i.e. easily split into thin 

slabs) bituminous limestone.   

 

The Marl Slate varies considerably in thickness across the area and is known to be absent in many 

places.  It is too thin to be depicted separately on geological maps and it is not exposed at the surface in 

the Cleadon area, though its presence is recorded in at least two boreholes. At Cleadon Waterworks it 

was found to be only 0.3m thick, though this increased to 1.2m at Fulwell Waterworks. 

 

One of a number of distinctive features of the Marl Slate is the local abundance within it of beautifully 

preserved fossilised fish, accompanied in places by rare plant and early reptilian fossils. Many 

magnificent examples of fossil fish have been collected from exposures of the Marl Slate across much of 

its outcrop in north east England and fine specimens may be seen in collections such as those at 

Sunderland Museum, the Great North Museum (formerly the Hancock Museum), Newcastle upon Tyne 

and the Natural History Museum, London.  The nearest prolific Marl Slate fossil locality to Cleadon was 

the former limestone and sand quarry at Downhill, West Boldon.  The exposures here have for many 
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years lain buried beneath a land fill site, though during the 1960s numerous very fine fossilised fish were 

recovered (Plate 4), many of which are today preserved in the Sunderland Museum collections. The Marl 

Slate is also present above the Yellow Sands at Frenchman’s Bay, though due to the instability of the 

cliffs here it is not always exposed and is difficult to access safely except during very low tides. 

 

Another characteristic of the Marl Slate is its significant content of bituminous material and high 

concentrations of base metals, most notably lead, zinc and copper.  Traced across the North Sea into 

East Germany and Poland the Marl Slate can still be recognised, though here its metal content, 

especially that of copper, has increased to such an extent that the rock is known as the ‘Kupferschiefer’ 

(Copper Shale) and was formerly mined as a copper ore.  In north east England the copper content is 

very much lower, but lead and zinc are sometimes visible as traces of the lead ore mineral galena (PbS) 

and zinc ore sphalerite (Zn,FeS), though never in workable amounts. 

 

The nature of the Marl Slate, its well-preserved fossil content, and its unusual metal-rich geochemistry 

have long attracted research interest into its conditions of formation. It is now thought likely that it was 

deposited in water depths of between 200 and 300 metres in a basinal environment, the rising waters of 

which rapidly drowned the dune topography of the underlying Yellow Sands. 

 

 

Plate 6: View south-west from the Cleadon Hills, looking across to Penshaw Monument and the Magnesian 

Limestone escarpment. 

 

Raisby Formation (Zechstein Group) 

Originally known as the Lower Magnesian Limestone, these rocks occupy a wide outcrop in the Cleadon 

area though everywhere concealed by glacial and later deposits.  Examples of these rocks can be found 

a short distance away along the coast at Trow Point or the lower parts of Downhill at West Boldon. It is 
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these rocks that form much of the prominent escarpment that marks the inland edge of the Magnesian 

Limestone outcrop, and is such a conspicuous feature of the landscape to the south west of Cleadon, 

seen from such vantage points as Cleadon Hills (Plate 6).  Good exposures of these rocks, which 

typically consist of well-bedded yellowish or cream coloured magnesian limestones and dolomites, can 

be seen on the Magnesian Limestone escarpment around Penshaw Hill, in the sides of Houghton Cut at 

Houghton-le-Spring, and in their type development at Raisby Hill quarries near Coxhoe in County 

Durham.  The prominent bedding seen in these places clearly records the layers in which the limy muds 

that hardened to form these rocks accumulated on the floor of the Zechstein Sea.   

 

Rocks of the Raisby Formation would have been penetrated in the boreholes drilled for water at both 

Cleadon and Fulwell pumping stations, though they are not separately identified on the abbreviated logs 

shown on the British Geological survey 1:10,560 scale map of the area (NZ 36 SE). 

 

Ford Formation (Zechstein Group) 

Formerly known as the Middle Magnesian Limestone, parts of this group of rocks crop out beneath the 

extreme western parts of Cleadon, though like the rocks of the underlying Raisby Formation, these too 

are here completely hidden from view by a covering of more recent superficial deposits.  Ford Formation 

rocks, also largely concealed beneath glacial materials, crop out extensively around East Boldon, 

immediately south of Cleadon, but are not present beneath the greater part of the township.  Here, rocks 

of the Raisby Formation are overlain directly by rocks of the Roker Formation, described below. 

 

Although Ford Formation rocks play only a very minor direct role in the geology of Cleadon, they are an 

important part of the Magnesian Limestone story and figure rather prominently in the adjoining areas. 

They can be seen at the surface notably around East and West Boldon, where their outcrops form rather 

conspicuous features in the landscapes seen from the higher parts of Cleadon Hills.  Perhaps most 

conspicuous from such vantage points is the nearby rounded outline of Downhill at West Boldon. This, 

together with other prominent land marks, such as Tunstall and Humbledon hills in Sunderland, is 

composed mainly of rather massive limestones that originally formed part of a long submarine reef that 

lay roughly parallel to the shoreline of the Zechstein Sea.  This would have resembled some of the 

world’s modern barrier reefs, including the Great Barrier Reef off the eastern coast of Australia.  Standing 

on Cleadon Hills today, looking towards Downhill, it is possible to imagine the position of the shoreline 

of the Zechstein Sea that lay a few miles further to the west, in the area now occupied by the foothills of 

the Pennines.  

 

Unlike modern reefs of this sort, our Permian reef in north east England was composed not of huge 

numbers of corals but predominantly of mat-forming colonies of animals known as bryozoans.  Amongst 

these lived huge numbers of shells including molluscs, gastropods and brachiopods, crinoids, algae and 

a few rare corals.  Fossils of these can be seen today at Downhill and at other sites along the course of 

this long-extinct reef.  Beautifully preserved fossils of the abundant reef fauna have been collected from 
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many sites, especially famous being those from Humbledon and Tunstall hills, road cuttings at Hylton 

Castle and the now long abandoned and partially filled Ford Quarry at Sunderland. Large, and 

internationally important, collections of these fossils are held locally by Sunderland Museum and the 

Great North Museum (Hancock), Newcastle as well as by the Natural History Museum, London. 

 

In addition to the distinctive reef limestones, other limestones formed at the same time on either side of 

the reef. Limestones formed on the seaward site of the reef occupy a wide outcrop around, and to the 

south, of East Boldon where a very few small exposures may be seen, for example at Turner’s Hill on 

Boldon Golf Course. 

 

Hartlepool Anhydrite Formation (Zechstein Group) 

Although no rocks belonging to this formation are to be found onshore in this part of north east England, 

the Hartlepool Anhydrite has had a major influence on rocks we do see today in and around Cleadon. 

How can this be and what does it mean in terms of understanding our local rocks? 

 

Before exploring this conundrum further we need to cast our minds back to the brief glimpses we had 

earlier of the area’s geological history. In particular we should recall the description of the Zechstein 

Sea, a warm sea within tropical latitudes that on occasions was prone to drying up completely, or almost 

completely.  One of these episodes occurred after the formation of the limestones of the Ford Formation.   

 

When sea water dries up the mineral salts dissolved in it are precipitated out as the concentrating water 

can no longer hold them in solution.  As the water evaporates, layers of these minerals build up forming 

rocks and minerals known as evaporites.  During evaporation these evaporite minerals are precipitated 

in a particular order depending on their solubility.  One of the first salts to be precipitated is calcium 

sulphate CaSO4 that forms as either the mineral anhydrite (CaSO4) or gypsum (CaSO4.2H2O). 

 

The Hartlepool Anhydrite is a formation composed predominantly of a fine grained aggregate of the 

mineral anhydrite.  It takes its name from Hartlepool, further south on the Durham coast, where it used 

to be mined for making cement and sulphuric acid.  Numerous boreholes offshore from South Tyneside 

show it to be up to several tens of metres thick, lying above rocks of the Ford Formation.  Onshore in the 

South Shields and Cleadon area it is absent.  This brings us back to our conundrum, which can now be 

explained. 

 

In a near surface environment, exposed to rain and groundwater, anhydrite readily alters to gypsum that, 

with further exposure to rainwater, dissolves completely.  Although the Hartlepool Anhydrite was 

originally deposited above the Ford Formation in our area, it has since been completely removed as rain 

and groundwater penetrated these rocks, dissolving all trace of the original anhydrite and gypsum.  The 

precise timing of this dissolution process is not certain, but it must have occurred soon after the 

succession of Permian rocks was raised above sea level and exposed to downward percolating rain and 
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groundwater. 

 

As a result of this dissolution we see no trace of the Hartlepool Anhydrite onshore in the South Tyneside 

and Cleadon area, save for a 15 cm thick layer of grey and brown clay exposed in the cliffs near the car 

park at Trow Point that is the meagre insoluble residue from the total dissolution of the anhydrite. A 

striking feature of this exposure is the chaotic jumbled nature of the rocks above the former position of 

the anhydrite. These limestones have collapsed into the void space created by the dissolving anhydrite 

and gypsum, resulting in the formation of so-called collapse breccias. These rocks, with their distinctive 

broken appearance are found widely across the area at this level. They are yet another feature of great 

scientific interest and are some of the world’s best developed and most studied rocks of their type. We 

shall meet them again a little later in our exploration of Cleadon’s rocks. 

 

Before leaving the Hartlepool Anhydrite and evaporite rocks it is worth commenting very briefly on the 

more advanced processes of sea water evaporation.  Having expelled all traces of calcium sulphate from 

the evaporating water, continued evaporation will begin to precipitate more soluble salts.  First of these 

will be sodium chloride (NaCl) that forms the mineral halite, the major component of ‘rock salt’.  With 

further drying up, potassium salts eventually precipitate forming such minerals as sylvite (KCl), carnallite 

(KMgCl3.6H2O) and polyhalite (K2Ca2Mg(SO4)4.2H2O). Later episodes of drying up of the Zechstein sea 

produced beds of these evaporite minerals in what is now the offshore parts of the North Sea, southern 

County Durham and North Yorkshire. Although not part of Cleadon’s immediate landscape, views from 

Cleadon Hills on a clear day extend far to the south where the conspicuous chemical plants on Teesside 

owe their origins partly to the exploitation of these very Permian evaporate rocks and where huge potash 

deposits are being mined from beneath the distant Boulby Cliff.  

 

Roker Formation (Zechstein Group) 

Until recently the topmost division of the Magnesian Limestone in north east England was known as the 

Upper Magnesian Limestone.  Although this is the name used on current BGS maps of the Cleadon area, 

the name has now been superseded:  the former Upper Magnesian Limestone of the South Tyneside area 

is now named the Roker Formation, which includes two divisions previously known as the 

Concretionary Limestone and the Hartlepool and Roker Dolomite. The relationships of these 

subdivisions is rather complex and need not concern us here.  The rocks formerly classified as Upper 

Magnesian Limestone in Cleadon all appear to belong to the Concretionary Limestone. 

 

As noted above, over much of the Cleadon area, these limestones rest directly upon those of the Raisby 

Formation: the intervening Hartlepool Anhydrite is absent as a result of being completely dissolved since 

its formation. Rocks of the Concretionary Limestone form the higher land around Cleadon (Plate 7).  

These are the rocks of Cleadon Hills and, as we shall see later, the rocks used to build some of the oldest 

houses in the village. 
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Plate 7: General view of Cleadon Hills, showing small exposures of Concretionary Limestone in old quarries. 

 

The Concretionary Limestone comprises a variety of limestones and dolomitic limestones and includes 

some of the most remarkable and unusual rocks within the marine Permian rocks of Europe. The 

eminent geologist, W.A. Tarr, described these rocks as containing “… the most remarkable patterns in 

sedimentary rocks anywhere in the world …” proof indeed of the special character of some of Cleadon’s 

rocks. 

 

Like much of the Magnesian Limestone of north east England, some parts of the Concretionary 

Limestone, at least at a first glance, appear to consist of bedded pale cream or yellowish limestone. 

However, in most places closer examination reveals that the original horizontal bedding is partially or 

completely obliterated by a bizarre range of concretionary structures.  Perhaps best known of these is the 

odd looking rock, widely known in the district as ‘cannon ball limestone’ because of the presence of 

characteristic almost perfectly spherical hard concretionary structures (Plate 8). When weathered in 

natural rock faces, or in walls, these rocks commonly look like piles of almost perfectly round balls that 

range in size from concretions a few millimetres across to ‘cannon balls’ over 0.3m across (Plate 8). In 

their un-weathered state these rocks usually show the rounded balls or concretions surrounded by rather 

softer and friable yellowish coloured matrix. In places the ball-like concretions pass into groups of 

strange elongated rod-like or finger-like concretions, these are sometimes arranged in fan-shaped or 

concentric aggregates that defy description. In un-weathered sections, these too exhibit a yellowish 

friable matrix (Plate 14).  

 

Such rocks are especially well known in the area between South Shields and Sunderland, including 

Cleadon. Some of the most spectacular examples of these rocks, to be seen in museum collections 

throughout the world, were recovered from the now long abandoned Fulwell Quarries, a short distance 
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to the south of Cleadon.  Magnificent examples of these structures are preserved in the collections of 

Sunderland Museum. Good examples may, however be seen in situ at Marsden Old Quarry, on the 

coast near Whitburn, in places on Cleadon Hills and in Cleadon Park Quarry. Blocks can also be seen in 

the numerous walls throughout the older parts of Cleadon Village (Plate 8).  

 

 

Plate 8: Typical ‘cannon ball’ limestone in a block in the garden wall of East Farm. 

 

In addition to these concretion types, and perhaps  the most typical and widespread of the Concretionary 

Limestone varieties in our area, is that consisting of radiating groups, or spherules, up to a few 

centimetres across, composed of calcite crystals, typically forming ‘daisy-like’ aggregates when seen in 

section. Spectacular examples of these, ranging from tiny spherules a few millimetres across, developed 

along individual beds of limestone, to complex aggregates in which all trace of original bedding has 

been destroyed, are exposed in abundance in Cleadon Park Quarry, in places on Cleadon Hills and in 

the weathered faces of Marsden Old Quarry (Plates 9 to 11).  Some especially fine fresh examples of this 

strange rock type were exposed a few years ago in the land adjoining Marsden Old Quarry, which was 

stripped of topsoil in an attempt to rejuvenate Magnesian Limestone grassland habitats. At Marsden, 

weathered-out rounded hollows, marking the position of large concretions, are locally conspicuous.  

Although it has been suggested that these are man-made features, possibly cup and ring marks, they are 

undoubtedly of natural origin. 

 

In many places the recrystallization of the Concretionary Limestone has created a rock with a rather 

sponge-like appearance, composed of hard irregular cellular structures surrounding small open voids 

(Plates 12 and 13).  Remnants of the original horizontal lamination, or bedding, are often clearly 

preserved in these rocks, good examples of which are characteristic of much of the limestone exposed in 

the old quarry pits on Cleadon Hills.  Similar rocks are common in the limestone blocks seen in many of 
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the older buildings in the village, including the windmill, All Saints Church, and the field boundary walls 

on Cleadon Hills. 

 

   

Plates 9 to 11: Stellate concretions in Concretionary Limestone at Cleadon Hills (left) and Cleadon Park Quarry. 

 

  

Plates 12 and 13:  Sponge-like Concretionary Limestone exposure in old quarry on Cleadon Hills, and utilised in the 

boundary wall of Cleadon Waterworks. 

 
Despite having attracted the interest of geologists since at least the early 19th Century, the processes 

involved in the formation of these strange rocks are still not fully understood. The British Geological 

Survey study of the Sunderland area includes an excellent review of the evolution of ideas on these 

rocks, together with numerous references to the detailed technical literature on the subject. 

However they were formed, it is clear that since their original deposition as limestones with a high 

magnesium content, segregation of the minerals calcite and dolomite has taken place; a process known 

to geologists as de-dolomitisation. In the resulting concretionary limestones, the cannon balls, rods, or 

daisy-like aggregates consist of almost pure hard calcite surrounded by a matrix of rather softer, and 

locally friable, powdery dolomite (Plate 14). 
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Plate 14: ‘Cannon ball’ concretions, with yellow powdery dolomitic matrix, found in  the garden wall of East Farm. 

 

A feature of many parts of the Concretionary Limestone is the abundance of disseminated hydrocarbons 

within the rock. Although not visible in the limestone, which is almost invariably very pale cream 

coloured, this hydrocarbon content is apparent from the strong oily smell given off when the rock is 

hammered. Most of the limestones exposed on Cleadon Hills, and in and around Marsden Old Quarry, 

exhibit this feature very clearly. 

 

 

 Plate 15: Cleadon Park Quarry, bedding in Concretionary Limestone Formation showing local evidence of very 

slight disruption due to collapse resulting from the dissolution of underlying evaporite beds. 
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As noted above, the dissolution of the underlying Hartlepool Anhydrite from onshore parts of north east 

England resulted in the widespread collapse of the overlying formations, creating the remarkably broken 

appearance typical of many of the limestones seen in the coastal cliffs of South Tyneside, Sunderland 

and County Durham.  These rocks, known from their mode of formation as ‘collapse breccias’, are an 

important feature of the geology of this area.  The effects of this collapse brecciation are much less 

obvious in Cleadon than in the surrounding area, though evidence of such collapse, in the form of rather 

undulating and broken beds of limestone, may be seen locally in parts of Cleadon Park (Plate 15) and at 

Marsden Old quarry. 

 

 

Plate 16: Efflorescent crusts of white epsomite on limestone at Marsden Old Quarry. 

 

An interesting feature of the rocks exposed in Marsden Old Quarry is the presence of a white fluffy 

crystalline crust (Plate 16), or efflorescences, on some sheltered rock faces. Analysis has shown these to 

be composed of the mineral epsomite (MgSO4.7H2O) (natural Epsom salts), which forms here and 

elsewhere on exposures of the Magnesian Limestone as a result of continued reaction of the dolomite  

with traces of calcium sulphate contained within the rock.  As epsomite is readily soluble in water, these 

crusts are best developed after prolonged periods of dry weather in summer.  They are very much less 

conspicuous in winter or during damp weather. 

 

The limestones of the Concretionary Limestone have been much used for local building and for lime 

burning, over many centuries.  The finest exposures of these rocks visible today in the Cleadon area are 

in old quarries opened for these purposes.  We shall examine the uses to which these rocks have been 

put a little later. 
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Folds and Faults 

Most of the rocks we have so far examined were formed as more or less horizontal layers of sediment 

beneath water.  The single exception to this is dolerite of the Hebburn Dyke, which forms a vertical wall 

of rock that cuts through these earlier formed sedimentary rocks. Over millions of years of geological 

time since their formation, these sedimentary rocks have been disturbed and disrupted by a variety of 

Earth movements. Such activity has resulted in the tilting of layers of the region’s rocks, giving them a 

general easterly inclination towards the coast. Because of this, successively younger layers of rock are 

encountered at the surface as we approach the coast, as the underlying older layers dip beneath them. 

This overall easterly dip is, however, interrupted locally by small folds.  Cleadon village lies on the 

eastern limb of one such fold, known as the Boldon Syncline, a shallow ‘u-shaped’ fold, the axis of 

which is aligned roughly north-north-west to south-south-east through East and West Boldon, to the west 

of the township.  Immediately to the north east of the Boldon Syncline, a corresponding arch-like upfold, 

known as the Harton Dome or Marsden Anticline, affects the Coal Measures rocks beneath the Harton 

and Marsden areas.   

 

Although, as we have already seen, Coal Measures rocks do not crop out at the surface within the 

township, we know a great deal about them and their structure from underground coal workings deep 

beneath the surface. The Earth movements that created the Boldon Syncline and Harton Dome must 

have occurred at some time between the formation of the Coal Measures and Permian rocks, as the latter 

rest on an eroded surface of these folded older rocks, known as an unconformity (see Fig 7).   

 

In addition to tilting and gentle folding, Earth movements have created fractures within the region’s rocks 

adjacent to which the rock layers have been displaced. These structures, known as faults, disrupt the 

continuity of surface outcrops and show up clearly on geological maps and sections (Fig. 6 and 7).  Most 

prominent of these in our area is the roughly east to west trending fracture named the Cleadon Fault, the 

surface course of which passes directly through Cleadon village.  As can be seen on the geological 

section (Fig. 7), the plane of this fault dips southwards with the rocks on the southern side displaced 

downwards relative to those on the northern side.  Where encountered in coal workings in the Maudlin 

Seam deep beneath the village, the amount of this displacement has been recorded as between 12 and 

21m beneath Tilesheds Lane and East Boldon, increasing to as much as 37m beneath Cleadon Lane, to 

the east of the village.  In this area the Hebburn Dyke appears to have been intruded into the fault, 

clearly indicating that the fault formed well before the dyke. 

 

Two other prominent faults are known running beneath Cleadon Hills and Cleadon Lizards (Fig. 6). 

These are the Lizards Fault and the Skipsey’s Fault. The first of these, which trends almost due  E-W, dips 

southwards with a southerly displacement of about 47m, measured underground in the Maudlin Seam  

The roughly north-east to south-west trending Lizards Fault dips to the north-west, with a displacement 

in that direction of up to 23m, also in the Maudlin Seam. 
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A prominent north-east to south-west trending fault, which delights in the name of the ‘Muck Dyke 

Fault’, one of the most prominent faults in this part of the Great North Coalfield, crosses the south-east 

corner of the parish, displacing the rocks up to 26m to the north-west.  It was named by the early coal 

miners because of the alteration of the coals found close to it. 

 

Although these named faults must displace the surface positions of the various rock units beneath the 

township, as shown on the geological map (Fig. 6), the almost universal mantle of superficial deposits 

conceals their effects and no direct evidence of them can be seen at the surface. A number of other, 

mainly much smaller, faults encountered in underground coal workings are recorded on BGS 1:10,560 

scale Sheet NZ36SE, though these generally have little impact on the pattern of surface outcrops. 

 

Igneous Rocks 

All of the rocks we have looked at so far originated as sediments in a variety of surface environments 

over geological time: they are sedimentary rocks. In contrast, igneous rocks are formed by the cooling 

and crystallisation of molten rock or magma. This may be erupted onto the earth’s surface as lava, or 

intruded into the pre-existing surrounding rocks.  These latter types of igneous rock are known as 

intrusive igneous rocks. The rocks upon which Cleadon stands include a single example of such an 

intrusive igneous rock. Although it lies deep beneath the surface, and we cannot see it today, it has an 

important place in the area’s geological history. How then do we know about it, and what can it tell us? 

 

To unravel this we need to cast our thoughts back once more into geological time, though this time 

nowhere near as far back as the Permian rocks we have just explored.  To understand this rock, we must 

look back only some 55 million years to the Tertiary, or Palaeogene, era of earth history. Huge though 

this time interval might seem it is just 23.45pm using the 24-hour clock analogue – not long at all in 

geological terms. 

 

At this time splitting of the continental plates in the area that is now occupied by Northern Ireland and 

the Hebrides marked the earliest beginnings of what eventually became the Atlantic Ocean.  Enormous 

out-pourings of basaltic lavas were accompanied by the intrusion of magma of similar composition into 

long cracks in the existing rocks.  Some of these cracks extended far beyond the volcanic centres. The 

injection of magma, at temperatures of around 1100ºC, into such vertical cracks, created narrow wall-

like bodies of intrusive rock, known to geologists as dykes. One such group of dykes, often referred to as 

the Mull Swarm, extends from the Isle of Mull and across northern England, including Cleadon in South 

Tyneside. 

 

The Coal Measures rocks beneath Cleadon are cut by a west-north-west to east-south-east trending dyke 

known as the Hebburn Dyke; further to the west this is known as the Monkton or Harton Dyke.  Its 

mapped course beneath Cleadon village (Fig. 6) is based upon its recorded position in underground coal 

workings in the Maudlin Seam.  As we have already seen, the dyke appears to have been intruded 
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locally into the pre-existing Cleadon Fault, to the east of the township. However, over almost its entire 

known outcrop through South Tyneside its surface position is concealed beneath a mantle of superficial 

deposits. The only surface exposure recorded near Cleadon was at the former quarry at Brockley Whins, 

near East Boldon, though the precise location of this exposure is not now identifiable.  An exposure of 

the dyke, cutting the Magnesian Limestone, in coastal cliffs near Whitburn has also been reported, 

though with no descriptive details. Elsewhere, records reveal that the dyke varied from 4m to 15m in 

width and consisted of a black fine-grained tholeiite (a variety of basalt) in which occur small spherical 

vesicles, or gas cavities.   

 

Metamorphic Rocks 

Reports of the Hebborn Dyke as seen in the underground coal workings record that the Coal Measures 

rocks up to several metres on either side of it were altered, or baked, by the heat of the intrusion.  These 

provide Cleadon’s only in situ  examples of metamorphic rocks though, like the dyke itself, they are not 

visible at the surface. 

 

Quaternary Deposits 

The Quaternary Period comprised the last 2.5 million years of Earth history (the few seconds running up 

to midnight using the 24-hour clock analogue) during which time Great Britain experienced a succession 

of ‘ice ages’.   During this time cold glacial episodes with thick accumulations of ice cover, alternated 

with much milder inter-glacial episodes during which the ice disappeared to be replaced by temperate 

conditions, on occasions warmer than the present British climate. Over this comparatively short episode 

of geological time, a variety of earth processes has shaped, and continues to shape, the landscape as we 

see it today.   

 

The British landscape owes much to the effects both of erosion and deposition resulting from successive 

episodes of Quaternary glaciation.  During Quaternary times, a major episode of global cooling resulted 

in ice sheets, up to 1km thick, developing across Britain on several occasions, at their maximum extent 

reaching as far south as the Thames valley and possibly even approaching the Scilly Isles. By their very 

nature, successive glacial episodes tend to destroy the features and deposits created by previous glacial 

activity.  However, careful study over many years has allowed a rather detailed picture to be built up of 

the alternation of the cold glacial episodes with milder interglacial episodes when ice retreated and the 

climate warmed. Classic effects of glacial activity in Great Britain include erosional features such as the 

‘U-shaped’ valleys, corries and hanging valleys of mountainous areas, as well as  mounds and ridges of 

glacial debris in upland areas, and extensive thick spreads of glacial materials including stony clays 

(boulder clay or ‘till’) and sands and gravels over many parts of lowland Britain. These sediments include 

debris transported and dumped by the ice sheets themselves, or from the streams of glacial meltwater 

associated with those ice sheets. 

 

The term Holocene Epoch is generally applied to the time since the melting of the last ice, about  
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11000 years ago.   

 

 

 

Quaternary deposits in north east England are believed to date from the most recent glacial episode, 

known as the Late Devensian, and later times, between about 20 000 years ago and the present day.  No 

older Quaternary deposits have been identified with certainty from the district. The first ice cover in our 

area during Late Devensian times appears to have been by thick ice sheets that streamed east and south-

eastwards through the Tyne Gap and down the east coast, depositing the Durham Lower Boulder Clay. 

Elsewhere in the region, and perhaps locally in the South Tyneside district, tongues of ice from the north 

later pushed into parts of the Tyne and Wear valleys depositing the Durham Upper Boulder Clay.  

Ponding of water between these two major ice sheets created an extensive lake, known by geologists as 

Glacial Lake Wear (Fig. 10), that covered much of what is today South Tyneside, including Cleadon. 

Within this lake were deposited a group of silts, sands and laminated clays known today as the Tyne-

Wear Complex.  As the ice sheets waned, re-working of previously deposited clays under ‘freeze-thaw’ 

conditions produced the Pelaw and Prismatic clays, with small spreads of glacial sands and gravels 

being deposited locally by streams of meltwater pouring out from the waning ice sheets. Post-glacial 

fluctuation of sea levels resulted in the accumulation of marine alluvium, in places in the lower Tyne 

valley, to at least 25m below present sea level and a submerged forest peat bed, only slightly above 

modern sea level, near Whitburn. 

  

Although fine sections through these deposits can be seen in the coastal cliffs of South Tyneside, there 

Figure 10: Glacial Lake 

Wear. The approximate 

extent of the lake (pink) 

dammed by the ice (blue) 

flowing from the Cheviots 

along what is today the 

North Sea coast (after Smith 

1994). 
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are no permanent exposures of these materials in and around Cleadon today, though they are exposed 

from time to time in temporary trenches. However, in a well-populated area such as that around 

Cleadon, and especially where mineral extraction has formerly been so important, a great deal is known 

about the detailed nature and succession of these ‘drift’ deposits.  Such information has, over many 

years, been obtained from sinking shafts or trial boreholes for coal, water and other minerals, as well as 

from countless excavations and site investigation for the construction of buildings, roads, docks and 

other services.  From these records a detailed picture of the events and processes that shaped the district 

throughout the Quaternary period has been built up.   

 

Deposits of geological materials formed during this period include a range of clays, sands and gravels 

and are commonly referred to in geological literature by the collective term ‘drift’ deposits, to distinguish 

them from the older, harder ‘solid’ rocks upon which they rest. Over recent years a very detailed and 

complex succession of these deposits has been established, though we do not need to concern ourselves 

here with the details of this.  Instead, in our description of the Cleadon area we will adopt the much 

simplified succession of superficial, or ‘drift’ deposits listed in Table 2, the distribution of which is shown 

on Figure 8. 

 

Table 2: Succession of Quaternary deposits present in South Tyneside 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rock Head Surface 

Evidence from numerous borehole records across the region reveals that the Quaternary deposits rest 

upon a pre-glacial land surface, known as the rock head surface, that, although resembling the present 

day topography, was one of rather more pronounced relief. The records of numerous boreholes through 

these deposits reveal that this pre-glacial surface was graded to a lower sea level than that of today.  

 

Pre-glacial topographical features, such as stream and river valleys, are commonly completely concealed 

beneath glacial deposits of the types described here. Borehole records have revealed the presence of a 

major roughly north-north-west to south-south-east trending pre-glacial valley, now completely 

concealed beneath glacial deposits, that formerly drained to the sea near Whitburn.  Borehole records 

also indicate that this valley ran beneath the village and was joined by a smaller tributary valley, the 

Made Ground 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 

Alluvium 
Pelaw Clay 
Fluvioglacial sand and gravel 
Tyne-Wear Complex 
Durham Lower Boulder Clay 
Basal sand and gravel  

 
----------Rock head Surface (unconformity) -------- 
 

BEDROCK 
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centre-line of which lies a few metres north of Tilesheds Lane. No sign of these features can be detected 

on the modern ground surface. 

 

A number of bench-like erosion surfaces are known to be present beneath the ‘drift’ deposits of the area 

immediately east of Cleadon. The best developed of these is the smooth rock head surface, up to 0.8km 

wide that extends southwards from South Shields to Whitburn. Its elevation, at about 30m above sea 

level, has invited comparison with the well-known raised beach, at a similar level, further south at 

Easington in County Durham. 

 

Except in nearby coastal cliff sections, the rock head surface at the junction between the ‘solid’ bedrock 

and the overlying Quaternary deposits is rarely seen. It would have been well exposed in some former 

quarry faces, though all of these in the Cleadon area are today either overgrown or degraded.  However, 

ice-smoothed surfaces, known as roches moutonées were recorded from Trow Point Quarry in the 19th 

Century, and a few examples of ice-scratched (striated) surfaces may be seen exposed immediately 

beneath the boulder clay on the coast near Man Haven between Frenchman’s Bay and Velvet Beds. 

Similar ice-smoothed surfaces must exist beneath the superficial cover over large parts of Cleadon, 

particularly where Concretionary Limestone forms the bedrock.  Trenches or other excavations may 

reveal these features from time to time.  

 

Basal Sand and Gravel 

Thin pockets of sand and gravel have been described from hollows in the rock head surface beneath 

later ‘drift’ deposits locally in cliff exposures and in boreholes in the areas adjoining Cleadon, though 

little is known of the presence or nature of these materials beneath Cleadon: they do not crop out at the 

surface.  

 

Durham Lower Boulder Clay 

This is the deposit depicted simply as Boulder Clay on currently available BGS maps.  It is typically a 

tough grey or brown, sandy clay, or ‘till’ and includes scattered pebbles, cobbles and boulders of a 

variety of rock types that were picked up by the ice and dragged here from source areas far beyond 

Cleadon.  Known as glacial erratics these exotic rock types give us clear evidence of the source of the 

ice and its direction of travel.  In the Cleadon area the suite of erratics found in the local boulder clay 

include fragments of Coal Measures sandstone and ironstone, grey limestone and dolerite (‘whinstone’) 

derived from the Pennines or south Northumberland, and cobbles of grey greywacke sandstones derived 

from the Scottish borders, together with rarer fragments of volcanic rocks from the Cheviots, and grey-

green slates from the Lake District.  Some of the included boulders, especially those dug from 

excavations, exhibit conspicuous scratches, or striations, resulting from the grinding of boulders against 

one another as they were transported by the ice. 
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Plate 17: The boulder clay covered fields surrounding Cleadon Hills Farm include shallow ponds and evidence of 

well-defined ‘rig and furrow’ cultivation. 

 

The fields to the east of Cleadon Hills lie on a plateau of limestone on which lies a patchy veneer of 

boulder clay, in most places only a couple of metres or less thick. Shallow ponds at Cleadon Hills Farm 

owe their presence to the impervious nature of the clay. The clay characteristically supports heavy 

brown soils in which cobbles and pebbles are common. The fields to the south west, south and south 

east of Cleadon Hills provide fine examples of this material.  During the winter months, when bare of 

crops, the stiff, heavy nature of the soil is obvious.  Typical examples of all of the erratic rock types 

mentioned above can be seen in abundance in any of the fields.  In places, clearance stones, gathered 

from these fields and dumped in the field margins, include larger examples of these erratic boulders 

(Plate 18). As we shall see below, a variety of erratic boulders are conspicuous in walls and buildings 

around the village. 

 

Tyne-Wear Complex 

This term is applied to a variable, and locally rather complex, succession of laminated silty clays, silts, 

sands and some gravels.  Most of these deposits are believed to have been laid down in the former 

Glacial Lake Wear.  Deposits of the Tyne-Wear Complex are known to be extensively present over much 

of our area though, because they are generally concealed beneath the widespread cover of Pelaw Clay 

that mantles most of South Tyneside, little is known about their precise distribution of composition here.  

Laminated clays of the Tyne-Wear Complex were formerly worked for brick and tile making, from 

beneath the Pelaw Clay at the old brickworks at Tilesheds. They may also have been dug for brick 

making in several old and degraded clay pits, the sites of which are recorded on BGS 1:10,560 sheet 

NZ36SE. Sediments of the Tyne-Wear Complex are notorious to foundation engineers because of their 

plasticity when wet, causing extremely poor ground conditions.   
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Plate 18: Clearance stones in arable field on south side of Cleadon Hills including Glacial erratic boulders of Whin 

Sill dolerite (hammer shaft is 35cm long). 

 

Fluvioglacial Sand and Gravel 

Small patches of sand and gravel, believed to have been deposited by glacial meltwaters, are present 

locally in a few locations in South Tyneside, including Cleadon.  A conspicuous outcrop of this material, 

depicted on the geological map (Fig. 8), underlies part of the centre of Cleadon village.  Its extent has 

been reliably mapped from the presence of old gravel pits excavated on both sides of Boldon Lane.  

Little evidence of these can be seen today, though the modern street known as Sandgrove recalls the 

former workings.  A note on the BGS 1;10,560 map records  that ‘Red-brown gravelly sand’ more than 

4.6m thick was seen here at the time of the field survey between 1954 and 1972. The overgrown 

excavations in the woodland of Cleadon Park (Plate 19) mark other now almost completely degraded 

sand and gravel workings. Although flint and chalk pebbles, indicating their derivation from glacial 

material transported from the floor of the North Sea, have been recorded from these gravels, none were 

seen here during the present investigation. 

 

Pelaw Clay 

This deposit, previously referred to as the ‘Upper Wear Clay’ takes its name from the disused Pelaw 

Brick Pits a few kilometres to the west of Cleadon.  It typically consists of brown to purple silty clay with 

scattered stones. It has been interpreted as a product of re-working of previously deposited glacial 

sediments, possibly during periglacial conditions. Generally between 1 and 2m thick, though locally 

over 4m thick, it conceals other ‘drift’ and ‘solid’ formations and underlies much of  Cleadon Village and 

the surrounding countryside, including Boldon Flats.  Like the boulder clay described above, the Pelaw 

Clay typically gives rise to heavy soils that readily become waterlogged during winter conditions (Plate 

20).  Cleadon Pond (Plate 21) lies on the outcrop of the Pelaw Clay and almost certainly owes its 
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permanence as a pond to the impervious nature of this clay.  Early historic mapping shows numerous 

small ponds distributed across the Pelaw Clay outcrops of the Cleadon area..  

 

 
Plate 19: Former gravel pits in Cleadon Park. 

 

There are no permanent exposures of this clay within the parish, though it is commonly exposed in 

temporary excavations in and around the village and small sections of it may be seen on parts of the 

nearby coast. A number of pits were excavated in this clay throughout the parish for brick and tile 

production; the name ‘Tileshed’s Lane’ plainly referencing this activity. Sections through the clay are no 

longer exposed at its type locality, in the former Pelaw Brick pits. A number of former pits are depicted 

on BGS 1:10,560 sheet NZ36SE and a note on this map at Moor Lane records a little over 2m of 

‘…brown plastic clay, some stones…’, relating to one such pit at the southern part of the works. Another 

note on the same map records ‘…laminated clay…’ in the old clay pits north of Tilesheds Lane, part of 

the Tyne-Wear Complex. 

 

Alluvium 

This name is given to deposits of clay, silt, sand and gravel deposited from, and currently being 

deposited by, present day streams and rivers.  Whereas no accumulations of such materials are mapped 

in Cleadon a note on BGS Sheet NZ36SE makes reference to alluvium covering an unspecified area of 

land at Boldon Flats.  The alluvium here is likely to be very thin, probably less than a metre thick, and is 

restricted to the lowest and flattest-lying ground. 
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Plates 20 and 21: Heavy clay soil typical of the Pelaw Clay in this field adjacent to A1018 road, south of Cleadon, 

and Cleadon Pond. 

 

 

Plate 22: Heap of grey Coal Measures shale in Marsden Old Quarry. 

 

Made Ground 

Made ground is a term applied to artificial deposits created by human activities rather than natural 

geological processes. Although not a natural deposit, brief comments on it are given here for 
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completeness of description.  It includes all manner of industrial and domestic waste materials and spoil 

from quarrying and mining. Also included are road and railway embankments and areas where 

substantial quantities of natural geological materials may have been re-deposited by landscaping 

activities.  

 

Within Cleadon several areas of made ground have been mapped and are shown on Figure 8.  Apart 

from a rather extensive area of made ground, known to include substantial amounts of domestic waste, 

beneath what is today Temple Memorial Park, areas of made ground within the township are generally 

small and confined to the fills of former clay pits. The nature of this fill is not known, but almost certainly 

includes some domestic and farm waste together with soil and sub-soil used in filling and landscaping 

the old pits. A small mound of un-vegetated colliery spoil, consisting mainly of grey shale, remains today 

at Marsden Old Quarry Local Nature Reserve, though the source of this material is not known (Plate 22). 

 

HOW OUR LOCAL ROCKS AND MINERALS HAVE BEEN USED 

Everything that is, and ever has been, used by humans, since the dawn of civilisation, has either been 

dug from the Earth or grown upon it. From the means of creating even the simplest weatherproof shelter, 

to the fuels we need, the water we drink and the food we eat, everything ultimately depends upon the 

rocks and soils beneath our feet.  The earliest human settlers would have found the materials, and food, 

they needed close to hand.  With time, as life became more sophisticated, and as local materials became 

insufficient, they needed to look further and further afield for these necessities. Leaving aside the 

production of food and crops, which are discussed elsewhere, we will look here at those rocks and 

minerals that Cleadon has had to offer. 

 

Coal 

North East England, and in particular the area around the rivers Tyne and Wear, is probably best known 

as being part of the Great North Coalfield. Surface exposures of individual coal seams, which actually 

form a very small, but extremely valuable, proportion of the total thickness of Coal Measures rocks, must 

have been exploited by the earliest human settlers, though we know little or nothing about where and 

how it was then worked.  However, by the 12th and 13th centuries there are records of coal mining 

along the banks of the Tyne and adjoining areas, and by the 16th Century a well organised and 

profitable trade in coal had developed between Tyneside and London and south east England. This was 

an industry that lay at the very heart of life in this part of the country.  Who is not familiar with the term 

‘coals from Newcastle’, or has never heard the song ‘the Keel Row’? 

 

As we have seen, Cleadon lies within the Coalfield.  Rocks of the Coal Measures crop out at the surface 

to the north and west of Cleadon, and indeed beneath the central part of the village as shown on the 

geological map and section (Fig. 6 and 7), but here they are hidden from view by later layers of 

superficial clays and gravels. This is the area known as the ‘exposed coalfield’. However, across much of 

the township these same Coal Measures rocks are buried beneath the various subdivisions of the 
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Magnesian Limestone and are in an area known as the ‘concealed coalfield’. 

 

It was the ‘exposed’ coalfield that first attracted attention and that was the source of the vast tonnages of 

coal mined here until the second decade of the 19th Century. The year 1820 was hugely significant in 

the industrial history of north east England. At Hetton Colliery, a few miles to the south of Sunderland a 

new shaft ended years of speculation and conflicting technical opinion by finally proving that the area’s 

Coal Measures rocks do indeed extended eastwards beneath the Magnesian Limestone.  This was to 

mark a period of considerable expansion of the east Durham Coalfield, as the known coal seams were 

followed underground towards the coast, and beyond, and new collieries were sunk at places like South 

Shields, Whitburn and Monkwearmouth. Offshore mining eventually extended almost 7.5km out to sea 

before the closure of the majority of the pits in the 1980s. 

 

Although no coal mines were sunk in Cleadon itself the whole parish is undermined and several seams 

were worked from the nearby collieries at Westoe, Whitburn and Boldon.  At least 10 named seams of 

the local Coal Measures succession are known to be present beneath Cleadon, with workings recorded 

in at least 5 of these (Fig. 7).  In upward succession these are the Harvey, Hutton, Brass Thill, Maudlin 

and Main seams. Most extensive are those workings in the Hutton and Maudlin seams. Beneath Cleadon 

the seams varied in thickness from 1.0 to >2.0m, the latter from 1.5 to 1.75m. 

 

The precise extent of workings in these seams can be found on abandonment plans of the relevant 

collieries, held by the Coal Authority.  Certain key geological features recorded in these plans were used 

in compiling the detailed geological maps of the area.  These indicate that the Maudlin seam lies at a 

depth of around 200m below sea level at the north east of the township, near Marsden Old Quarry; at 

about 370m below sea level beneath the centre of the village; and at almost 400m below sea level near 

Fulwell, at the southern boundary of the parish. 

  

Limestone 

In addition to its role in shaping the natural landscape, man’s varied uses of limestone has had a 

considerable impact on the human, agricultural and economic landscape of the village and surrounding 

countryside.  

 

Limestones of the Concretionary Limestone in and around Cleadon offer a reasonably durable stone 

suitable for building, particularly for the construction of cottages, barns and boundary walls.  It seems 

certain that these limestones were used in building the very earliest stone structures in Cleadon. The 

variable, and commonly rather open, concretionary textures make the rock generally unsuitable for 

dressing into shaped block and, with a few exceptions, most of the local limestone used for building in 

and around the village is in the form of undressed rubble.  The local limestones can rarely be obtained in 

blocks large enough for making sills, lintels etc. and for these purposes other stones from outside the 

area have been brought in. 
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Plate 23: Old stone pits, now almost completely grass-covered, on Cleadon Hills.  Penshaw Monument is a 

conspicuous landmark on the Magnesian Limestone escarpment in the far distance. 

 

The most obvious sources of suitable stone in the Whitburn parish is the higher ground on the summit 

and south west facing slopes of the Cleadon Hills.  These areas are today scarred by numerous small pits 

from which limestone has plainly been extracted (Plate 23). Stone that closely matches the limestone 

exposed at these sites is seen widely in some of the older buildings and boundary walls within the 

village. The age of these old pits is difficult or impossible to establish with certainty, though if they were 

the sources of stone used in buildings of known age, these buildings offer evidence of a minimum age of 

the workings. Some pits could well be very much older, having supplied stone to long-vanished 

buildings. 

 

Larger-scale workings can be found at Cleadon Park (Plate 24) and Marsden Old quarries. Lime kilns are 

recorded only at Marsden Old Quarry, but it is likely that limestone was burnt to produce quicklime at 

both sites. In addition both also probably yielded stone for building, as hard core for local road making 

and other purposes.  

 

Quicklime was an important product employed originally for use in lime mortars and also in the making 

of slaked lime, widely used in the past as a soil improver. Today powdered limestone dust is widely 

used, large quantities of which are produced in modern limestone quarries. No limestone has been 

worked within Whitburn parish for many years. 
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Plate 24: Cleadon Park Quarry.  This large, long-disused limestone quarry is today an important and pleasant public 

park.  

 

Sand and Gravel 

The single isolated outcrop of glacial sand and gravel, which underlies the central part of Cleadon, was 

worked from at least two small pits (BGS 1:10,560 NZ36SE).  The northernmost of these, on the north 

side of Boldon Lane, is today concealed beneath the housing development of Sandgrove.  More than 

4.6m of red-brown gravelly sand were recorded here at the time of the geological survey between 1954 

and 1972. The overgrown excavations in the woodland of Cleadon Park (Plate 19) marks another, now 

almost completely degraded, sand and gravel working where, at the time of the geological survey, more 

than 4.6m of gravel was recorded.  

 

Clay 

The sites of several former clay pits on the outcrop of the Pelaw Clay are shown on the BGS 1:10,560 

map NZ36SE. These would have been worked for brick and tile making, in many, if not all cases, 

penetrating into the underlying laminated clays of the Tyne-Wear Complex.  Except for the abandoned 

pits north of Tilesheds Lane, and those near Boldon Station, these workings were on a comparatively 

small scale. 

 

Several old walls within the village include substantial amounts of brick, obviously made by the firing of 

clay with small scattered stones.  These almost certainly are examples of bricks made from clays 

obtained from one or other of these former clay pits. 

   

Glacial Erratics 

The presence of boulders of far-travelled rock types – ‘glacial erratics’ – in the local boulder clay has 

already been mentioned.  Whereas it is extremely unlikely that these were ever specifically worked as a 

source of building stone, whenever they were encountered in excavations they are likely to have been 
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accepted as suitable materials to be incorporated into buildings where the uniformity of stone type was 

unimportant.  Several older cottages and walls within the village contain examples of erratic boulders of 

Whin Sill dolerite, the dark grey or black colour of which contrasts conspicuously with the more 

widespread use of pale cream coloured local limestone (Plate 24). 

 

 

Plate 24: Although originally built predominantly of local Magnesian Limestone, this wall in North Street has been 

raised using a variety of rock types including material derived from glacial erratic blocks including Whin sill dolerite 

(dark grey to black) and Coal Measures sandstones (shades of brown). 

 

Flint 

Small pebbles of flint are recorded from the glacial gravels found in the former extraction sites within the 

township; though none was seen during the present study.  This flint would have been derived from 

outcrops of flint-bearing Chalk to the east, in the area now occupied by the North Sea.  Although small 

the pebbles would have been conspicuous and may have been noticed by early man and perhaps 

employed in making stone tools.  There is, however, no way of determining whether any such tools were 

produced from locally sourced flint, or from flint carried from the much more abundant sources of this 

material in East Yorkshire. 

 

When considering flint it is important to realise that glacially transported ‘erratic’ flint of this sort is rather 

scarce.  It should not be confused with the very abundant flint found as pebbles on the nearby beaches.  

Whereas this includes very small amounts of such ‘erratic’ flint, the overwhelming amount of flint 

present on our beaches arrived here only in the past few centuries, as ships’ ballast carried from southern 

England to the Tyne during the peak years of the coal trade and would not have been available to our 

earliest ancestors. Except for those within the glacial gravels described above, the rare fragments of flint, 

seen occasionally in local soils, are likely to have been derived from beach gravels used in construction 

in and around the village 
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Water 

Although commonly overlooked, water is one of the most valuable and widely used mineral products. 

Our earliest inhabitants would have met their rather modest demands for water from surface streams or 

springs, but as local demand increased dramatically with increasing population and industrial 

development, these soon proved inadequate. By the late 19th Century abundant quantities of high 

quality groundwater was identified beneath this part of north east England.  Its source lay in the Permian 

rocks deep beneath our feet. 

 

 

Plate 25: The tower of the Cleadon Pumping Station, a conspicuous local landmark visible for miles on the skyline.  

Today, most of the fine red brick buildings of this former water pumping station are converted for residential use. 

 

Of particular importance was the Yellow Sands Formation, described earlier. Although they were to 

prove of enormous importance as a major aquifer (water-bearing formation) beneath much of the 

Magnesian Limestone country, they initially proved troublesome.  When colliery shafts were first sunk 

through the Magnesian Limestone to reach the coal seams in the concealed Coal Measures, the Yellow 

Sands were found to present an almost impenetrable barrier to progress. At depth these very porous 

sands contain vast quantities of water and being mainly un-cemented sands they effectively turned to 

quicksand.  Only by using timber shuttering, and later the use of ground freezing techniques, could new 

colliery shafts be completed. Lives and huge amounts of money were lost as a result of these heavily 

watered strata. 

 

However, it was their enormous water-bearing capacity that was to establish the Yellow Sands as one of 

the region’s most productive aquifers, with numerous extraction boreholes drilled into them across the 

Magnesian Limestone outcrop from South Tyneside southwards into County Durham.  At Cleadon 

pumping station (Plate 25), and at Fulwell immediately south of the parish,  deep wells tapped the 
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Yellow Sands, though the former well is no longer in production. 

 

Offshore, beneath parts of the North Sea, the Yellow Sands Formation is important as a reservoir for 

another vital mineral product.  In places, the pore spaces in these sands are filled not with water but with 

natural gas.  Very substantial amounts of North Sea gas are produced from reservoirs in the same Yellow 

Sands that we see onshore in north east England.  

 

GEOLOGY AND THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

It is common, when thinking about landscape, to focus solely on what we normally perceive as natural 

features – hills, valleys, coasts, lakes, rivers, woods, fields, hedges and so on, though these latter two 

features are, of course, far from truly natural. In a country like ours the others have also almost invariably 

been hugely influenced by human activities too. There is no truly ‘natural’ landscape surviving in north 

east England, but landscape is much more than this.  Landscape may be seen as what gives any area or 

region is distinctive identity.  If presented with a series of pictures of different parts of Britain, it is usually 

not difficult to work out where the picture has been taken, even if we do not recognise any particular 

place or feature within the picture. In making these judgements we are reading the landscape, actually at 

rather a sophisticated level.  A picture of the Lake District, for example, can be recognised not just by the 

presence of mountains or lakes. Undeniably those mountains and lakes have a particular shape and 

character that distinguish them from other mountains, but so too do the farms, villages and stone walls.  

The same is true of virtually any part of this country.  The distinctiveness of any landscape is an amalgam 

of its natural features and its buildings and other man-made features.   

 

 

Plate 26: All Saints Church.  The walls of the original church are built mainly of local limestone, though sandstones 

are employed as quoins and for door and window casings, with imported Welsh slate used on the roof. 
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We have explored a little of how geology has shaped Cleadon’s natural landscape and, to some extent, 

considered how it has been modified by centuries of human occupation and exploitation.  It is now time 

to turn our sights to some aspects of Cleadon’s landscape that most of us probably take for granted - the 

buildings, roads and streets and even the houses we live in. 

 

Even in a comparatively small village like Cleadon it is impossible to examine in detail every building or 

every street, and we will not attempt to do so.  We will, however, explore some of the remarkable 

variety of different geological materials that go to make Cleadon the place we know today.  The term 

‘geological materials’ is used deliberately, as our sights will not be confined to searching out different 

rock types.  This geological look at Cleadon’s ‘built environment’ will  not be confined to the village’s 

buildings, but will also look at its boundary walls, pavements, roads and any other uses made of 

materials ‘dug from the ground’.  

 

Buildings – The Walls 

Perhaps the most obvious use of stone in any village or town is in its buildings.  Creating shelter for 

himself, his family and animals was one of early man’s first occupations.  In a place like Cleadon the 

nearby availability of stone would have provided a ready supply of durable building material initially 

perhaps gathered as loose blocks from the surface 

but later specifically extracted from natural rock 

exposures, creating the first quarries. 

 

We don’t know when locally sourced limestone was 

first used for building in and around Cleadon, 

though locally sourced limestone is the major stone 

visible today in the villages oldest buildings. Its use 

is not, however, confined to these oldest structures 

and it has clearly been employed at various times as 

a convenient local building material, for example in 

All Saints Church (Plate 26), the Britannia Inn (Plate 

49), Sunniside Farm (Plate 31) and various field and 

boundary walls (Plates 32,51,52) (Fig.11). 

 

The most conspicuous, and probably earliest, use of 

limestone in building is in the houses on Front Street 

to the north of the Cleadon pond, which were once 

part of Burdon Farm, and Cleadon Windmill (Plate 27).  Although the precise source of the stone used in 

these buildings is not known, the character of the material, its internal textures and features, is 

comparable to the limestones of the Concretionary Limestone exposed today in the faces of the 

abandoned quarries and stone pits on Cleadon Hills and is would seem very unlikely that the stone 

Plate 27: Cleadon Windmill.  The walls are of 

local limestone with Coal Measures sandstone 

used for door and window lintels. 
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employed in the windmill would not have come from the immediately adjoining stone pits.  In common 

with much architecture of its type and age, the mill is built of rubble blocks, either unshaped or with 

minimal dressing, bound together originally with lime mortar, another product of local limestone pits.   

 

   

Plates 28 to 30: (left to right) squared blocks of local limestone in the west wall of All Saints Church.  The quoins 

and commemorative stone (lower right) are of Coal Measures sandstone (note the loss of detail, through weathering, 

in the commemorative stone); squared blocks of local limestone blocks used in buttresses of the south wall of the 

nave; and East Farm, the walls of which, including the quoins, are predominantly of local limestone. 

 

The irregular shape of these blocks reflects both the nature of the stone and, to some extent, the budgets 

then available.  The limestones of the Concretionary Limestone include beds of hard and durable stone 

suitable for buildings of this sort.  Their concretionary structure, commonly including a variety of rather 

open cellular textures, makes them unsuited to fine shaping and dressing.  Moreover, shaping and 

dressing blocks in this way adds greatly to the cost of the stone.  In common with many other areas 

unshaped or very crudely shaped blocks were generally used for comparatively low cost vernacular 

architecture and squared blocks of limestone are not seen in the majority of the village’s older buildings.  

Squared blocks are used in the construction of All Saints Church (Plate 26), though here too the majority 

of the walls here comprise roughly shaped or largely undressed blocks.  Carefully squared blocks of 

local Concretionary Limestone can be seen in the buttresses of the nave (Plate 29) and in the quoins of a 

few buildings, notably East Farm, opposite Cleadon pond (Plate 30), although the use of limestone in this 

specialist way is relatively rare.  A good example of the use of more or less uniformly squared limestone 

blocks in construction is the farmhouse at Sunniside Farm, on Cleadon Hills (Plate 31).  Similarly, 

carefully shaped limestone blocks can also be found used in the coping stones of the wall surrounding 

Cleadon Waterworks (Plate 32).  Much more roughly fashioned coping stones can be found capping the 
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field walls on Cleadon Hills. 

 

  

Plates 31 to 32: Sunniside Farm - a rare example of construction using squared blocks of local limestone and the 

same material used nearby in the coping stones of the Waterworks boundary wall 

 

Examples of buildings constructed solely of local limestone are rare and a number of other materials are 

locally conspicuous in several of the village’s older buildings.  In stark contrast to the pale cream- 

coloured local limestone are several black or very dark brown blocks, visible in the southern face of the 

old Methodist chapel on Front Street (Plate 33).  Careful examination reveals that not only are these 

strikingly different in colour and texture, but their rather rounded outline contrasts with the much more 

angular limestone blocks.  These are glacial erratic blocks of Whin Sill dolerite, derived from the local 

boulder clay; no doubt fortuitously discovered nearby during construction and adopted as an acceptable 

building material. A large erratic boulder of dolerite, from the Whin Sill, is incorporated into the 

foundations of the parade of shops on Boldon Road (Plate 34).  Several houses in Front street, including 

East Farm, incorporate some  red-brown bricks, either as scattered examples or forming significant areas 

of masonry within the otherwise limestone walls.   

 

Although a few examples of dressed limestone quoins can be found in the village, in most limestone 

buildings sandstone has been the stone of choice for features such as quoins, lintels and other detailing. 

This is because it is a fine-grained and closer textured rock, better suited to carrying even rather simple 

carved detail than the more open-textured local limestone.  Sandstone quoins are clearly seen in All 

Saints Church (Plate 35) and the Britannia Inn (Plate 36).  Similarly, the local limestone can rarely be 

extracted in blocks sufficiently large to form lintels and door and window lintels and again sandstone is 

commonly used. Examples can be seen at Cleadon Mill (Plate 37), All Saint’s Church, the Britannia Inn 

and in the houses along Front Street.  A particularly large sandstone lintel, re-used and now covered in 

black paint, tops the rear doorway of the flower shop in Boldon Road.  
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Plates 33 and 34: Front Street - The old Methodist chapel cottage incorporates a variety of building materials.  The 

bulk of the walls are formed of local limestone rubble, though dark brown erratic boulders of Whin Sill dolerite are 

conspicuous, especially above the street name plate.  Coal Measures sandstone blocks are used in the skews and 

cappings of the gable wall.  Brick, almost certainly made from locally dug clay, marks the external course of the 

flue; and an erratic boulder of Whin Sill dolerite used as a cart stop in the foundation of a shop on Front Street. 

 

   

Plates 35 to 37: (left to right) All Saints Church - the quoins are of sandstone, almost certainly from the Coal 

Measures. Cross-bedding, accentuated by weathering, is conspicuous in the block second from the ground. The 

Britannia Inn - sandstone, almost certainly from the Coal Measures, forms the quoins. Cleadon Windmill - the door 

lintel is a large slab of pale buff, cross-bedded sandstone, almost certainly from the Coal Measures 

 

The sandstones employed in All Saints Church exhibit a number of characteristics that deserve comment, 

especially in such a prominent and well-known village building. Sandstones are sedimentary rocks 

formed by the accumulation, under water, of sand grains that have subsequently been compressed and 

bound together by a natural ‘cement’ or matrix.  When firmly cemented, and of fine or medium-grained 

texture, sandstones can be excellent building stones as they can be cut and carved to take fine detail.  

The sandstones seen in the church, and in other buildings in the village, are examples of such 
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sandstones.  The sandstone mouldings around the church’s south door display good examples of a very 

common feature, known as cross-bedding (Plate 39).  During their deposition as loose sand, the 

individual grains were commonly moved around as a result of interfering water currents, commonly 

giving rise to the inclined bedding, known as cross-bedding, which is particularly clearly seen when the 

stone has been cut to show a flat surface, as in these blocks. The detailed orientation of this bedding 

enables geologists to decipher much of the sandstone’s history and mode of formation.  Although these 

details need not concern us too much here, it is possible to see that some of these blocks are in their 

original orientation, whilst others have been inverted and are ‘upside down’  relative to the orientation in 

which they were originally formed. 

 

  

Plates 38 and 39: All Saints Church - Coal Measures sandstone used in the door mouldings, and detail of coarse-

grained Coal Measures sandstone showing that this block is inverted. 

 

The ability of sandstones to be carved with comparatively fine detail is illustrated by the block seen in 

the south west corner of the church’s outer wall.  However, not all sandstones survive well in an external 

environment and this block well demonstrates how detail can be lost, and the inscription made illegible, 

in a comparatively short space of time (Plate 40).  

 

  

Plates 40 and 41: All Saints Church - eroded foundation stone (1869), and the recently built modern extension to the 

church, which is a fine example of modern sandstone ashlar 

 

Sandstones are also employed as quoins, lintels, window and door casings, and other architectural 
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detailing in such prominent village brick buildings as All Saints Church Hall, Cleadon House (Plate 42) 

and the buildings of Cleadon Water Works (Plate 46). 

 

The sources of sandstones employed in the village’s buildings are largely unknown, although it is likely 

that they have been obtained from a variety of locations.   Very similar sandstones have been widely 

exploited at a number of places across northern England, and it is very probable that most, if not all, of 

the sandstones seen in Cleadon’s buildings were obtained from one or more of these sources.  

 

 

Plate 42: Cleadon House – built of locally produced red brick with Coal Measures sandstone used for window and 

door casings. 

 

By far the most common building material in the village is brick.  Although modern bricks are available 

in a variety of styles, textures and colours, they are almost invariably the products of huge central plants 

and offer little or no regional or local character.  There is little difference between the newer brick 

buildings in Cleadon and those in any other village or town anywhere in Great Britain. Without 

reference to the builders or architects involved in their construction, it is difficult or impossible to suggest 

the sources of brick in any single building and it is not realistic here to attempt to review the likely 

sources and uses of modern bricks within the village. However, prior to the centralisation of brick-

making and the development of a comparatively restricted range of uniform styles, locally sourced bricks 

were almost as distinctive as locally worked stones.  It is therefore worth looking briefly at the nature and 

likely sources of bricks used in some of Cleadon’s older buildings. 

 

When looking at Cleadon’s geology we saw that very substantial parts of the township carry a mantle of 

clays of glacial origin, including the laminated clays of the Tyne-Wear Complex and the Pelaw Clay.  

Such clays are well-suited to brick and tile making and, in common with other areas with abundant 

sources of clay, locally fired bricks would have contributed to the character of local buildings.  Such 

clays were worked locally on a significant scale until the mid 20th Century.  The bricks visible in walls 
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around Cleadon House (Plate 42 and 43), and as patches of brick masonry in the otherwise limestone-

dominated walls of houses near Cleadon Pond, are likely to have been made from just such clays.  Close 

examination of these bricks reveals the presence of small stone fragments that characterise this clay, still 

clearly visible in the fired brick (Plate 44).  Until the 19th Century it was comparatively common for 

brick making to have something of the status of a cottage industry.  Where suitable clay was available on 

or near a planned building, a pit might be opened to provide the raw material for bricks fired on site 

solely for that building.  It is probable that some of the older bricks seen in Cleadon originated in this 

way. 

 

  

Plates 43 and 44: The beautifully constructed brick wall at Cleadon House features a finely shaped brick coping, 

and detail of boundary wall, showing sandstone clasts in brick. 

 

One building, Grove House (Plate 45), demonstrates a type of brick otherwise unknown within the 

village.  The conspicuous very pale cream coloured bricks of this house were made from fireclay, a type 

of clay found typically as the substrate to many coal seams in many of the region’s collieries.  Composed 

of aluminium-rich clay minerals these clays were very suitable for the making of heat-resistant, or 

refractory, fire bricks and were worked from small pits and mines, in some instances alongside coal in 

many collieries, some of which operated their own brickworks.  As well as their more widespread use as 

refractory bricks in kiln and furnace linings, these distinctive pale-coloured bricks were also occasionally 

used for building.  Although the precise source of these bricks is unknown they may safely be assumed 

to have originated somewhere within the north east coalfield.  

 

Buildings – Roofs 

Over time, and in different parts of the country, a variety of geological materials have been used for 

roofing.  Like the materials used to build walls, these too contribute greatly to the landscape of the built 

environment and character of the village. 

 

The earliest roofing material in the village was probably thatch, either traditional reed or straw or heather 

thatch collected from the moors. No thatched buildings survive today, but their former existence can be 

inferred from the pitch of some of the roofs. Thatch requires a very steep pitch to enable water to run off 

easily and reduce the risk of the thatch rotting. Two buildings in the village have such steep roofs, the 

florists on Front Street (Plate 47) and Briar Cottage and these were probably originally thatched. Locally 
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sourced stone slabs soon superseded thatch across many parts of northern England, but material suitable 

for this purpose is not available within the Cleadon neighbourhood and instead clay pan-tiles would 

have been used. There are very few examples of original clay pan-tiles surviving in the buildings. A 

small number of original tiles might be preserved on Cleadon House, but roofing material in general is 

replaced relatively regularly.  Most clay pan-tiles seen in the village today, like those on the houses of 

Front Street, are modern replacements, conspicuous by their bright and uniform orange-red colour (Plate 

48). Like modern bricks, modern roof tiles are also the product of centralised mass-production units and 

thus lack distinctive local character of the older materials.   

 

.  

Plates 45 and 46: Grove House, the front elevation of which is built of pale cream firebrick made from Coal 

Measures fireclay.  Cleadon Waterworks, made of machine made brick with Sandstone detailing in the window and 

door casings, quoins and as the string course. 

 

Perhaps one of the most widespread and durable roofing stones in Cleadon, as elsewhere in the country, 

is slate.  Slate is a metamorphic rock, originally deposited under water as mud that, over time, was 

compacted and compressed to form mudstone or shale.  When subsequently subjected to heat and 

pressure during severe Earth movements, such rocks were altered to the rock we know today as slate. 

Significantly, the changes brought about by intense pressure during this metamorphism was the re-

alignment of the individual clay minerals within the rock resulting in a fabric known as ‘cleavage’, 

whereby the rock splits readily into thin sheets parallel to the new alignment of the clay mineral crystals.  

Rocks in which the cleavage enables the rock to split into very thin sheets can be worked to make 

roofing slates.  Slates occur in many parts of Britain such as Scotland, the Lake District and North Wales.  

Best known, and most widely used of these, are the slates quarried in North Wales, notably around 

Blaenau Ffestiniog.   
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Plates 47 and 48: Steep pitch of the florist’s shop on Front Street would suggest that this building was once thatched, 

and the modern pantiled roofs contrasting with the Welsh slate of the building north of the pond, formerly part of 

Burdon farm. 

 

The rapid widespread adoption of Welsh Slate as a roofing material across Great Britain provides a good 

example of early marketing methods exploiting the availability of cheap bulk transport provided by the 

rapid growth of railways during the second half of the 19th Century.  Within a relatively few years Welsh 

Slate was being used to roof buildings across the country, even competing successfully with more locally 

produced slates in parts of Scotland.  The timing of the widespread use of Welsh Slate in an area can 

usually be closely correlated with the arrival of the local railway connection. Welsh Slate is relatively 

easily distinguished from other slates by its distinctive purplish blue-grey colour, especially when wet.  

Numerous buildings in Cleadon are roofed with this material, including the older houses around the 

pond, the Britannia Inn (Plate 49), All Saints Church Hall, All Saints Church (Plate 26), Grove House 

(Plate 45) and Cleadon Water Works (Plate 46). 

 

  

Plates 49 and 50: Welsh slate roof of the Britannia Inn, and Britannia Autoservices, roofed with sheets of corrugated 

asbestos cement. 

 

A rather more exotic roofing material, though one that might be easily overlooked, is that seen on the 

roof of Britannia Autoservices (Plate 50).  This is made of sheets of asbestos cement, a material made by 

forming corrugated sheets from white asbestos bound together with cement.  Asbestos is a commonly 

misunderstood substance. There is no single material called ‘asbestos’: it is a name applied to a variety 

of silicate minerals that in certain circumstances have developed a fibrous form capable of being spun 

into thread or matted together in felt-like masses.  Some of these ‘asbestiform’ minerals are potentially 
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hazardous if their fine dust is inhaled: others are virtually harmless.  The most common sources of the 

asbestos used in making roofing sheets of this sort are in Canada and South Africa.  The source of the 

asbestos used in this building is not known, though it almost certainly constitutes the most far-travelled 

building material to be seen in Cleadon. 

 

.  

Plates 51 and 52: Field boundary wall on Cleadon Hills, and detail of the worked stone capping, a rare example of 

shaping the local limestone. 

 

Boundary Walls 

Many boundary walls can be viewed as extensions of a house or other building, though the selection of 

materials used in creating them has often been much less rigorous.  In common with the older houses in 

the village, the most common constituent of the village’s boundary walls is limestone rubble, derived 

from nearby outcrops of the Concretionary Limestone. Usually there is no shaping of the blocks used in 

walling, and the round-headed coping stones used in the walls surrounding Cleadon Waterworks are 

very unusual (Plate 32).  To a lesser degree, the cap stones on the field boundary walls on Cleadon Hill, 

near Cleadon Windmill (Plate 51), that have been roughly trimmed into a triangular shape (Plate 52) are 

also a rare example of dressing of local limestone.  Conspicuous in several of the boundary walls are 

roughly rounded boulders of dark brown or black dolerite erratics, derived from the local boulder clay.  

In addition to these, the old boundary walls in North Street include a number of boulders of sandstones 

(Plate 53), also derived from erratic boulders in the local boulder clay (Plates 53 and 54). Scattered 

bricks seen in some of these walls, notably those in North Street, might be derived from demolished 

buildings in the vicinity 

 

Bricks, probably fired from locally extracted Pelaw Clay, have been used to build the fine boundary wall 

of Cleadon House (Plate 43).  The beautifully varied textures and colours of this old brick contrasts 

markedly with the uniformity of colour and texture seen in the bricks used in nearby modern buildings. 

 

Several substantial gate-posts around the village are built of large sandstone blocks, some incorporating 

especially large blocks. Those at Cleadon House (Plate 55) and the entrance to Cleadon Water Works 

(Plate 57) are particularly fine.  The sources of these are unknown, though they almost certainly originate 
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in northern England. 

 

  

Plates 53 and 54: Boundary wall in Cleadon Lane built of local limestone with conspicuous glacial erratic boulders 

of dark grey Whin Sill dolerite, and wall in North Street, built predominantly of local limestone, but with erratic 

blocks of dark brown Coal Measures sandstone and dark grey Whin Sill dolerite conspicuous below the letter box, 

as well as re-used brick. 

 

   

Plates 55 to 57: (Left to right) Cleadon House, gates south of the pond and Cleadon Waterworks - three of Cleadon’s 

fine gateposts, all built of imported sandstone, the source of which remains unknown but is likely to be from 

quarries in northern England. The colour and nature of the stone in each is slightly different. 

 

Roads and Pavements 

Whereas the different materials used in buildings may attract attention, we rarely look down and 

consider what we might be walking or driving across. The materials used to make our roads and 

pavements are extremely important.  They have to be durable and are usually made of geological 

materials selected for the particular properties they offer.  

 

Most roads today are uninteresting and dull strips of black tarmac, although tarmac is actually a carefully 
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designed mixture of broken rock bound together with tar. The most common stone used in the 

construction of our local roads is dolerite and is the same rock that appears as blocks in some of the 

village’s older walls and buildings.  However, the dolerite used in road construction has not been 

obtained from chance finds of glacial erratic boulders but is specifically quarried and crushed to make 

roadstone (Plate 58).  The dolerite comes from the Whin Sill, the huge body of dolerite that underlies 

much of north east England, reaching the surface at Dunstanburgh and Bamburgh on the 

Northumberland coast, Hadrian’s Wall country, and High Force in Teesdale.  Large quarries in these 

areas today extract dolerite for road making, used across north east England and beyond.  Dolerite is 

particularly well suited to road construction as it consists of an intricate intergrowth of two or three main 

minerals that exhibit differing amounts of resistance to wear.  As a result, however much the rock is 

driven over by traffic it retains sufficient roughness to resist skidding, a vital property in making a good 

road. 

 

   

Plates 58 to 60: Crushed rock used in Cleadon’s road surfaces – (left to right) Whin Sill dolerite chippings in the 

surface of Whitburn Road, Shap Granite chippings in Cleadon Hill Lane and distinctive red microgranite 

from Harden Quarry in north Northumberland, which gives a distinctive colour to Marsden Road. 

 

As well as being used as crushed stone for road surfacing, Whin Sill dolerite was once widely used to 

make setts, those rectangular blocks used to edge and pave some roads. These are commonly, though 

incorrectly, often described as ‘cobbles’.  Good examples of Whin Sill dolerite setts can be seen at the 

junction of North Street and Farm Hill Road (Plate 61).  A handful of grey granite setts, of unknown 

origin, are also present here. 

 

There are, however, a few roads made of other materials. Streets including Sunniside Lane, parts of 

Woodlands Road and West Meadows Road are obviously much lighter in colour and on a sunny day 

sparkle (Plate 59).  These are surfaced with crushed pinkish grey granite from Shap Fell in Cumbria. The 

sparkle results from the bright broken surfaces of the flesh-pink feldspar crystals that make this rock so 

distinctive.  Shap Granite was once a much used roadstone across parts of northern England, but the 

granite quarry stopped production some years ago and, unless it is re-opened, this use of this stone will 

disappear once the roads are resurfaced. 

 

Another highly distinctive roadstone, which can be seen used in Marsden Road (Plate 60), is 

distinguished by an overall dull red colour. This is a fine-grained rock known as felsite or microgranite, 
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quarried at Harden Quarry, near Alwinton in the Cheviots in north Northumberland.  It can be seen in a 

number of Northumberland’s roads, but one of its most distinguished uses lies far from here.  It has for 

many years been used to surface the Mall in London, to give that imposing street its distinctive red 

colour. 

 

Before leaving the roads and crossing onto the pavement, we might care to recall that the tar that binds 

all of these roadstones together to form the hard-wearing and flexible road surface is yet another 

geological material.  It is a by-product of the refining of crude oil. 

 

   

Plates 61 and 62: Whin Sill dolerite (dark grey) and granite (pale grey) setts in North Street, and the pavement in 

Front Street, which is built from sandstone slabs of unknown provenance. 

 

Whilst many of the village pavements are made of tarmac and call for little comment, the paving in Front 

Street and elsewhere is made of large sandstone slabs, almost certainly derived from West Yorkshire 

(Plate 62). 

 

However rough and skid-resistant our roads and pavements are, in winter their safety often depends on 

another very common, though often overlooked mineral product.  Rock salt or halite provides the means 

to thaw icy surfaces.  It is one of the evaporate rocks we met earlier when discussing the drying up of the 

Permian Zechstein Sea.  Most of the road salt used in northern England comes from one of two sources, 

Winsford in Cheshire or Boulby in North Yorkshire.  It is usually quite easy to determine which salt is 

being used because Boulby salt, a by-product of mining Permian potash, is typically grey or white in 

colour while Cheshire salt is brown.  
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Plates 63 and 64: The village war memorial is built of pale buff sandstone of unknown provenance set with 

inscribed tablets of green ‘slate’, a cleaved volcanic sediment from the Honister or Langdale areas of Lake District. 

The font of All Saints Church is carved from alabaster, a fine-grained crystalline form of gypsum.   

 

Ornamental Stones 

As well as being employed for their practical uses in building, various stones have long been used 

primarily for their decorative value.  Two good examples can be found in Cleadon. The village war 

memorial features four slabs of a distinctive grey-green coloured rock (Plate 63), the surfaces of which 

have been smoothed and, if looked at carefully, a faint rough banding can be seen, especially when wet.  

These are blocks of so-called ‘Lake District Green Slate’, a 400 million year-old rock from the central 

Lake District.  Although not a true slate, this is a volcanic sediment made up of fragments of volcanic ash 

and other debris, deposited underwater, compacted and cleaved by intense pressure during Earth 

movements, and now able to be split into thin slabs. Such rocks are currently extracted from quarries in 

the Honister, Kirkstone and Langdale areas of the Lake District and used for ornamental stone and 

roofing slate. The precise source of the Cleadon memorial is not known. 

 

All Saints Church features a fine alabaster font (Plate 64) donated by Domanique Wawn who used to live 

in Cleadon Tower.  Alabaster is the name given to fine grained gypsum that is capable of being polished.  

The source of the gypsum in this font is unknown but gypsum of this sort has been worked from parts of 

Cumbria, Staffordshire and the Midlands. 
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INFORMATION SOURCES AND FURTHER READING 

In reviewing Cleadon’s geological story it has been necessary to summarise and focus upon those most 

important parts of the wider story as they apply to the village itself.  Much has been generalised and a 

great deal of detail has been omitted. For those inspired to explore in detail more of Cleadon’s 

geological story and its place in the regional and national context, there are a number of published texts 

available. 

 

Since the earliest days of geological science almost every aspect of the geology of north east England has 

attracted research interest, either from a purely academic or economic perspective.  As a result there is a 

huge amount technical literature available contained in all manner of publications. It is therefore 

impossible to present anything approaching a complete list of all such sources of information, but a 

number of important summaries and regional syntheses have been produced that might act as a 

reference to guide further study. Listed below are some of the key publications of this sort. Some are long 

out of print but all can be accessed via public libraries or the internet. Most contain substantial lists of 

references to the detailed technical and scientific literature.  However, it should be remembered that 

enormous though this volume of information might be, it is not, and never can be, complete.  Research 

on the rocks of our region continues with new observations and ideas constantly emerging and, as our 

understanding of geological processes advances, new interpretations of long–known features are opened 

to re-interpretation. 

 

Davies, B. J., Yorke, L., Bridgland, D.R. & Roberts, D.H.  (2013).  The Quaternary of Northumberland, 

Durham and North Yorkshire: Field Guide.  Quaternary Research Association, London.   

A modern series of specialised detailed technical field excursions to examine Quaternary geology across 

north east England that includes information and excursions relevant to the South Tyneside area. This is 

an important new publication, but not for novices in geology.  

  

Durham Wildlife Trust (2007).  Magical Meadows and the Durham Magnesian Limestone.  Durham 

Wildlife Trust. 

An exploration of the geology, ecology, social and economic development and conservation of the 

Magnesian Limestone of north east England.  Colourfully illustrated and clearly written for non-

specialists.  

 

Henderson, M. & Lelliott, A.D. (1978).  Significant geological exposures in the Tyne to Tees area.  

Durham County Conservation Trust.   

A comprenehsive guide to the most important geological sites and exposures visible in 1978; although 

some sites have disappeared or been destroyed, the text remains an important reference and includes 

sites in South Tyneside. 

 

Hollingworth, N.T.J. & Pettigrew, T. H. (1988) Zechstein Reef Fossils and their Palaeoecology  
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Palaeontological Association Field Guides to Fossils No. 3. The Palaeontological Association, London. 

A comprehensive and well-illustrated guide to the wealth of fossils found in the reef limestones of the 

Ford Formation, with descriptions of individual localities.  

 

Johnson, G.A.L. (Compiler) (1970) ‘Geology Of Durham County’ in Transactions of the Natural History 

Society of Northumberland, Durham and Newcastle upon Tyne. Vol. 41, No. 1. 

A detailed review of the geology of the former county of Durham, including the Cleadon area of South 

Tyneside. 

 

Johnson, G.A.L.  (editor) (1995) (2nd edition) ‘Robson’s Geology of North East England’ in Transactions 

of the Natural History Society of Northumbria, Vol. 56, Part 5. 

A detailed review of the geology of the whole of north-east England, including the Cleadon area of South 

Tyneside. 

 

King, W.  (1850) Monograph of the Permian Fossils of England. Monograph of the Palaeontographical 

Society, London. 

A classic work of British palaeontology that describes and illustrates in detail the wealth of fossils found 

in the Permian rocks of North East England. 

 

Lawrence, D.J.D., Vye, C.L. & Young, B. (2004) Durham Geodiversity Audit.  Durham County Council. 

A simplified, but comprehensive, description of the geology of County Durham. Written for non-

specialists and highlighting the relative importance of the various elements in the county’s geodiversity, 

this important text focuses on links between geodiversity, ecology, archaeology, economic history, etc.  

The topics covered overlap into South Tyneside. 

 

Scrutton, C.T. (editor) (2004) (2nd edition).  Northumbria rocks and landscape. A field guide.  Yorkshire 

Geological Society. 

A series of self-guided excursions that demonstrate key areas of North East England geology.  Includes a 

simplified and easily understood general introduction to the region’s geological evolution and an 

important excursion to South Tyneside. 

 

Smith, D.B.  (1994).  Geology of the country around Sunderland. Memoir of the British Geological 

Survey.  H.M.S.O. 

A detailed and authoritative description of the geology covered by British Geological Survey 1:50 000 

sheet 21 (Sunderland).  Includes a wealth of detail on the geological features of the Cleadon area of 

South Tyneside. 

 

Smith, D.B.  (1995)  Marine Permian of England.  Joint Nature Conservation Committee.  Chapman & 

Hall. 
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An authoritative description and interpretation of the Permian rocks of England with particular reference 

to those areas afforded special protection as Sites of Special Scientific Interest. Included are detailed 

accounts of several internationally important geological sites in South Tyneside. 

 

Stone, P., Millward, D., Young, B., Merritt, J.W., Clarke, S.M., Mccormac, M. And Lawrence, D.J.D.  

(2010)  British Regional Geology: Northern England (Fifth edition). (Keyworth, Nottingham: British 

Geological Survey). 

An up to date general description of the geology of the whole of Northern England from Teeside and 

Morcambe Bay northwards to the Scottish Border with much relevant to the Cleadon area. 

 

Young, B. (2006) Marsden Old Quarry Local Nature Reserve, South Tyneside. A review of the geological 

features and their significance for geodiversity.  Report for South Tyneside Council.  

A detailed description of the geological features in and around Marsden Old Quarry, with comments on 

their wider significance. 
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SECTION 2: 

THE STORY OF A VILLAGE: ARCHAEOLOGY AND HISTORY 

by Penny Middleton 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The following section looks at the archaeology and history of Cleadon, exploring how the Magnesian 

Limestone landscape has influenced the origins and development of the village and surrounding 

township. It begins with a review of the possible prehistoric origins of settlement in the area and the 

evidence for later Roman and Anglo-Saxon occupation. It then explores the medieval period and the 

foundation of the village as we know it today: why was it located where it was? Who were the early 

residents? How did they live and interact with their environment? And can we still see evidence of the 

past in the landscape of the village today? These themes are developed through the succeeding periods, 

looking at changes and adaptation in agriculture; the emergence of large country estates like Cleadon 

House; the expansion of industry; the impact of war, and the growth of new housing estates. 

 

A Note on Sources 

Much of our understanding of life during the early periods of our history comes from archaeology - the 

study of the artefacts and other physical remains left behind by our ancestors. This material is usually 

buried beneath the soil, often only coming to light as chance finds following ploughing, metal-detecting, 

during development, or the installation of services. Unfortunately there is only a limited amount of 

information we can gain from such material because it is found ‘out of context’. Context is everything to 

an archaeologist, and encompasses not only the location where an artefact was found but the 

surrounding soil deposit, any related material and the sequence of deposition. This type of detailed 

information can only come from careful excavation, which is relatively rare and usually only undertaken 

in advance of development.  

 

Chance finds can be important when considered over a wide area, and it is partly for this reason that all 

reported finds are registered on a computerised database known as the Historic Environment Record 

(HER). Nearly every county in the country has an HER database, primarily intended to advise local 

planners on the possible archaeological implications of a development proposal but also an invaluable 

resource for local historians. It contains not only information on chance archaeological finds but also 

excavations, built heritage and previous documentary research. We are lucky that the Tyne and Wear 

HER, which covers the South Tyneside area, is one of the best in the country. It even includes a record of 

all sites plotted from first and second edition historic Ordnance Survey (OS) maps covering many 

buildings and sites that have since been demolished, including mines, factories, foundries and quarries. 

The Tyne and Wear HER is freely available to the public and has a dedicated website 

(http://www.twsitelines.info/) where you can search for sites using several different criteria. Throughout 
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the next section of the report, HER numbers are shown in brackets, e.g. Cleadon Mill (HER 693). A list of 

all sites can also be found in Appendix A. 

 

From the medieval period onwards, documentary sources become more readily available, providing 

greater insight into the lives of our ancestors, especially during the 18th and 19th centuries.  Whereas 

archaeology is largely bound to physical remains, documentary evidence provides a more 

comprehensive picture of the events and circumstances that have shaped the past, as well as providing a 

glimpse of what people felt and thought about themselves and their environment.  This allows us to flesh 

out something about Cleadon’s former residents: their hopes, beliefs, concerns and aspirations.  

 

 

Plate 65: A group of local Cleadon volunteers being shown around the storage vaults at Durham County Record 

Office. 

 

Documentary material is usually divided into two types: primary and secondary. Primary evidence is 

‘first hand’ material, produced within a particular historic period, and includes maps, plans, diaries, 

invoices, valuations, trade directories, newspaper reports, letters and parish records. Secondary sources 

are accounts written by others using the original sources, basically history books and articles. 

Documents in the past, like those written today, were produced for a particular reason and as historians 

we are often attempting to read ‘between the lines’ and extract information that might not be directly 

intended. This can be relatively simple in the case of using a plan to determine the layout of an 18th-

century farm, but it becomes more difficult when individual bias comes into play. A newspaper article 

for instance would almost certainly reflect a particular political stance, but sometimes thing are more 

subtle, as perhaps an object left out of a valuation because the author wanted to keep it ‘hidden’ from 
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the taxman. This type of bias becomes even more blatant in the case of secondary sources where various 

historians are reflecting their own opinions on the past. It is for this reason that primary sources are 

generally preferred for research because the material has not been ‘filtered’ through someone else’s 

interpretation. However, this is not to dismiss the great antiquarian histories we have available for the 

area by Hutchinson (1787), Surtees (1816), Mackenzie and Ross (1834), Fordyce (1855) and Whellan 

(1894) that provide an excellent starting point for any local history research, but they should be used 

with a degree of caution. Copies of these can be found in any local studies centre or are now available, 

in full, online at Google books ( http://books.google.com/ ). 

 

A wide range of primary sources are held in the local archives. In the case of Cleadon, this material is 

distributed across three different archives. Until the late 19th Century much of the township was owned 

by the Bishop of Durham and as a result any records related to land tenancy, administration and legal 

issues are to be found in the Durham University Special Collections (DUSC) at Palace Green. Similarly, 

because until 1974 Cleadon was part of County Durham, some records are also lodged at the Durham 

County Record Office (DRO). After the formation of Tyne and Wear, records appertaining to Cleadon 

should have been moved to the Tyne and Wear archives at the Discovery Museum, however a number 

of key document were overlooked and it is generally best to check both offices when undertaking any 

research in the South Tyneside area. In preparation of this section of the report, workshops were held 

with Cleadon volunteers at all three archives. However, unfortunately parts of DUSC were closed during 

the research phase of the project so it was not possible to see some of the older plans and rentals.  

 

The Local Studies Centres at Sunderland Library and at South Shields Library were also visited. These 

hold some very useful information, particularly trade directories, maps, census data and newspaper 

articles. Beamish is also an often overlooked, but invaluable, resource that holds an excellent collection 

of material focused on agriculture and industry but also covering a number of other aspects. All the 

archives mentioned above are open to the public but you may need to check their websites for opening 

times. 

 

Field Work 

The Atlas project included a range of field surveys and workshops that were organised with the aim of 

passing on recording skills to people in the village so that further work could be undertaken in the future. 

As such, all appropriate professional guidelines were followed (EH 2006 & 2006, IfA 2013) to ensure 

that ‘best practice’ was followed. The two main surveys informing the following section were the 

landscape survey, undertaken on the 17th -18th of June 2013, and the building survey completed on the 

21st-22nd June 2013. Both surveys were conducted with a group of local volunteers led by NAA’s 

building and landscape archaeologist, Penny Middleton. Sites recorded during the surveys were 

photographed, GPS coordinates taken, and written records made. The results of the landscape survey are 

recorded in a site inventory at the end of this report (Appendix A) and are referred to in the text in 

brackets with the prefix CS for Cleadon survey (eg CS 100 ridge and furrow). Existing sites on the HER 
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are referred to using their HER number. Any new sites have been appropriately reported to the Tyne and 

Wear County Archaeological Officer for inclusion in the HER.  

 

There were three other pieces of core fieldwork. In August 2013 a two-day excavation was undertaken at 

Cleadon Mill Farm. This is detailed in a separate excavation report (NAA 2015a). Prior to the excavation 

there was also a day of earthwork survey, undertaken with the help of the Architectural and 

Archaeological Society of Durham and Northumberland (AASDN), recording the boundaries and banks 

around the mill. The results of this are included in the excavation report. The final piece of fieldwork 

was a detailed building survey of Cleadon Tower, produced together with the North East Vernacular 

Architecture Group (NEVAG) in September 2013, and reported in Cleadon Village Atlas: Cleadon Tower 

Building Report (NAA 2015b). 

 

 

Plate 66: Undertaking earthwork survey at Cleadon Mill, with Belinda Burke from AASDN. 

 

A Final Word 

Finally, perhaps one of the most valuable sources of information on Cleadon’s past is local knowledge. 

The village is lucky enough to have an excellent local history society, and numerous people from the 

society have provided research notes, photos, personal accounts and articles; all of which have been 

used to compile this Atlas. One of the most enjoyable of the workshops was an oral history training 

session given by Sharon Currie, previously responsible for the Durham Coal Mining Oral History Project, 

given in January 2014. Following on from this, a small group of volunteers are preparing a series of 

histories that will be issued alongside the Atlas report. 
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Passing on our history from generation to generation is one of the oldest traditions we have as a society. 

It is entrenched in early literature and in numerous songs, local myths and stories.  However, today, our 

communities are much more fluid, with families moving around from place to place. In addition, the 

internet provides previously unimagined access to information from across the globe and we are in 

danger of losing the oral tradition amongst a sea of digital data. Hopefully, the lasting legacy of the Atlas 

project will be to inspire more people to step forward and explore Cleadon’s history and, in turn, pass on 

that knowledge to future generations of villagers. 

 
 

PREHISTORIC CLEADON 

 

Mesolithic Hunters 

The earliest evidence of human occupation in the Cleadon and Whitburn area dates to the Mesolithic, or 

Middle Stone Age period (8,000 – 4,500BC). At this time, the South Tyneside landscape would have 

looked very different from what we know today. Much of the region was covered with dense birch, 

hazel and pine woodland, with elm and oak gradually becoming more prevalent towards the end of the 

period as the climate grew warmer. Herds of red deer, wild cattle (aurochs), reindeer and elk would 

have roamed across the uplands, moving down to the coastal plain to graze in the harsher months of 

winter, providing a valuable food source for small groups of Mesolithic hunter-gatherers who populated 

the area.  

 

Mesolithic flint scatters have been found at several nearby sites including St Peter’s church, 

Monkwearmouth (HER 49), Grindon (HER 232), Warden Law (HER 249), Blackhall Colliery (Durham 

HER 8276), Crimdon Dene (Durham HER 116) and Ryhope Dene (HER 227). The majority of these finds 

are small flint blades, known as microliths. These tiny shards of flint were set into hafts of wood and 

used in hunting, felling trees or working wood, bone, leather and other raw material.  

 

The majority of finds from this period are isolated, chance finds without associated deposits or features. 

They could be evidence of temporary occupation, perhaps a kill or butchery site associated with a 

prehistoric hunting party, or an afternoon spent flint knapping around the camp fire. Elsewhere in the 

region there is evidence of more permanent settlement during the Mesolithic, particularly along the 

coastal plain. At nearby Whitburn (Fig. 12), lumps of burnt daub, believed to be from a timber structure, 

have been identified at Potter’s Hole (HER 1998), and further up the coast at Howick, in 

Northumberland, archaeologists have excavated the remains of a Mesolithic hut (Waddington 2003) that 

appears to have been completely rebuilt at least twice. Radiocarbon dates from Howick suggest a 

sequence of occupation covering a century of use, though it is unclear whether this was on a permanent 

or seasonal basis. 
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Plate 67: A collection of Mesolithic flints from Cayton Bay in Yorkshire. Flints like these would have been used by 

Cleadon’s earliest residents. The blades at the front are microliths, small slivers of flint that were fixed into wooden 

hafts to create a sort of universal tool, used for most things from hunting to food preparation. 

 

Evidence from the coastal plain is beginning to paint a picture of Cleadon’s Mesolithic ancestors as a 

semi-nomadic people, living in small groups, and similar in many ways to the former indigenous peoples 

of North America. The mobility of these groups was largely dependent on the availability of raw 

resources, and was strongly influenced by environmental conditions and seasonal shifts. During the 

winter months, when plant foods were scarce, meat from the herds over-wintering in the lowlands 

would have made up a large proportion of their diet, supplemented by fish, shellfish and even sea birds. 

In the summer months the whole group, or possibly just smaller hunting parties, would have moved 

inland, following the migrating herds, collecting the ample supply of fruits, seeds and tubers on the way. 

Inland Mesolithic sites have been identified along the course of the Wear at sites such as Finchale Nab 

(Durham HER 97) and Binchester (Durham HER D893) where the path of the river would have provided 

a navigable route through the forest. Sites have also been found on the uplands of Weardale including 

Bollihope Common (Durham HER 148) (Young 1987) and Cowshill Quarry (Durham HER 127/136), 
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While there is currently no direct 

evidence of Mesolithic peoples from 

Cleadon itself there was almost certainly 

some activity in the area during this 

period. Hunting parties from the 

settlement at Whitburn may have crossed 

the Cleadon Hills, stalking deer or wild 

cattle over-wintering on the woodland 

pasture, or perhaps collecting berries and 

fruit. At this time Cleadon and Whitburn 

would have been much further inland 

than they are now. Until around 3000BC 

there was a land mass, referred to by 

archaeologists as ‘Doggerbank’, which 

covered a large part of what is now the 

North Sea. Extensive evidence of 

occupation during the Mesolithic period 

has been found across this submerged 

landscape that can still be glimpsed at 

several places along the north east coast at low tide. At Druridge Bay, peat can clearly be seen eroding 

out of the dunes; the remnants of a submerged woodland. Closer to home at Whitburn, archaeological 

deposits approaching 2m thick have been identified containing charcoal, birch bark, deer antlers and a 

cluster of hazelnuts (HER 12498).   

 

Neolithic Farmers 

The Neolithic, or New Stone Age, period (4,500 – 2,400BC) is marked by the gradual transition from the 

semi-nomadic existence of the Mesolithic hunter-gatherer to the more settled way of life as animal and 

crop domestication became more widespread. Evidence of farming appears in Britain around 3500BC 

but the reason why change occurred remains a topic of much debate. Some prehistorians have argued 

that it arrived in Britain as part of mass movement of peoples from the continent bringing new ideas and 

technologies, while others advocate a gradual process of adaptation amongst the indigenous population. 

In reality it is perhaps most likely to be a combination of both. This transition was very slow and varied 

from region to region, but is manifest in the archaeological record by the appearance of new settlement 

and ritual site-types, together with new artefact technologies, including pottery. There was also the move 

away from the ubiquitous multi-purpose ‘microlith’ tools and the development of various lithic forms, 

each designed to fulfil a specific task - stone axes for forest clearance, adze for ploughing, and sickles 

and querns for processing cereal crops.  

 

Figure 13: The extent of Doggerland ,which once covered a 

large part of what is now the North Sea. 
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Plates 68 and 69: A beautiful mid-Neolithic bi-facial knife from Whitehills near Holderness, and a polished stone 

axe, similar to that found at Cleadon, found near Catterick Garrison.  Flint finds like these are known from the 

Sunderland and South Tyneside area and illustrate the greater complexity and range of flint tools developed in the 

Neolithic period. 

 

During this period Cleadon’s landscape would have changed quite dramatically. Pollen analysis from 

the Tyne-Tees region indicates extensive forest and woodland clearance during this period, as land was 

enclosed and wheat and barley planted (Fenton-Thomas 1992). Deforestation also encouraged herds of 

wild cattle, sheep and boar to remain in the lowlands throughout the year, beginning the process of 

animal domestication. Without the need to up-root each year to follow the migrating herds, there was a 

growth of more sedentary agricultural communities. This is visible in the archaeological record by the 

appearance of in-situ settlement evidence comprising huts and walled enclosures, as well as communal 

ritual and funerary monuments like burial cists, cairns, standing stones, avenues and henges. Land 

enclosure, in the form of banks and ditches also begins to appear in the historic landscape, clearly 

demarcating ‘ownership’ and was perhaps the first appearance of distinct territorial boundaries (Hewitt 

et al, 2011). 

 

There has been a considerable increase in recent years in the number of known Neolithic settlement 

sites across the country. This has been largely due to changes in the planning system that has seen an 

overall increase in archaeological excavation through developer-funded projects. Nevertheless, evidence 

of permanent occupation is still extremely rare. There is no definitive evidence of Neolithic settlement in 

County Durham, although one potential site has recently been identified in Tyne and Wear at Mountjoy, 

in Sunderland (AE 2010a, 40) and there are a handful of known sites in Northumberland, at Bolam Lake, 

Millfield Village and Holy Island (Petts et al, 2006, 24). In contrast, the region has a rich and varied 

range of ritual and funerary monuments, suggesting Neolithic communities were living close by. At 

Hasting Hill, just 8km south west of Cleadon, a Neolithic ‘causeway camp’ (HER 109) and cursus (a 

ceremonial roadway) has been identified from aerial photographs. The function of such sites remain 

unknown although it is thought they may have served as tribal meeting places.  

 

Other Neolithic sites in the area include Warden Law (HER 442), 9km south of Cleadon, and Copt Hill, 
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12km to the south west near Houghton-le-Spring. The latter is a Neolithic round barrow (HER 100) 

known as the ‘Seven Sisters’, first excavated by Cannon Greenwell in 1877 and later by Durham 

University in 2003. The barrow sits on top of the limestone escarpment with commanding views out 

across to the landscape, perhaps a visual reminder of the dead to those living in settlements below. Such 

a prominent position in the landscape is typical of prehistoric funerary monuments and is one of the 

reasons why so many of them survive in the archaeological record in contrast to the small number of 

known settlement sites.  Although there is currently no direct archaeological evidence to suggest 

prehistoric ritual activity on the Cleadon Hills, it would seem an ideal location for a barrow. The hills are 

a prominent feature of the local skyline, commanding splendid views west towards the uplands and east 

over the coastal plain.  

 

There is a slither of evidence to support this theory. In 1994, a polished greenstone axe (HER 11329) was 

found on the Cleadon Hills. Although the exact location of the artefact was not recorded, it reputedly 

came for the area of Cleadon Mill; the most prominent point on the upland. The axe measured 

approximately 8.2cm in length and width tapering from 4.7cm at its widest part at the blade, to 2.2cm at 

the haft. Such axes are not native to the region but would have been imported over some distance, 

probably from the Langdale quarries of Cumbria. Langdale axes have been found at archaeological sites 

across Britain and Ireland and are interpreted as evidence of prehistoric trade routes operating across the 

country. The Cleadon axe had a few slight chips on the blade that could be associated with wear, but it 

has been suggested that these beautiful and highly polished objects, which were transported some 

considerable distance, were never intended for practical use but were instead much prized high-status 

objects (Bradley & Edmonds 2005). It is possible, therefore, that such a valuable item was buried with its 

owner or ritually deposited in some fashion, rather than simply having been lost or discarded. Any 

barrow site on the hill may have been ploughed out once cultivation intensified; a great many barrow 

sites across the country having suffered a similar fate over time.  

 

On the west side of the township, the name Cleadon Laws (CS3) might also indicate the location of a 

disappeared barrow site. The name ‘law’ is Anglo-Saxon in origin and means rounded hill. The word 

‘don’ means the same and appears in the name ‘Cleadon’ and ‘Boldon’, suggesting that the word ‘laws’ 

was chosen for a specific reason, often found to be applied to a hill with an ancient barrow or tumulus 

on its summit, as at Warden Law (HER 422) and Batter Law at Seaham (Durham HER D2). However, 

there is no physical or documentary evidence of a barrow site at Cleadon Laws. 

 

Other, less prestigious, flint finds have been recorded from the Cleadon area. At No.14 Burdon Crescent, 

a rose-coloured leaf-shaped flint arrowhead was recently found in garden soil (HER 6837), and in the 

late 19th Century a number of flints were recorded at ‘Cleadon Sand Pits’, found in association with a 

‘raised beach’ (HER 883) (Fig. 12). This was probably to the south of Quarry Lane, although the exact 

location is unclear. A number of Neolithic and Bronze Age flints have also been found at Whitburn (HER 

841-846 and 857). All this suggests that Neolithic farmers were active in the Cleadon area, though the 
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exact location of any settlement remains unknown. 

 

Bronze Age and Iron Age Activity 

Across the region as a whole there is more extensive evidence of prehistoric activity from the Bronze 

Age (2400 - 700BC) during which there was a further increase in woodland clearance and the spread of 

pasture and cereal cultivation, as agricultural settlement continued to expand (Petts et al, 24; Young 

2004). The adoption of a more sedentary way of life, with a relatively dependable food source, enabled 

population sizes and densities to increase, and this is reflected in more widespread settlement evidence. 

The climate was also enviably much warmer than it is today, allowing people to grow crops at much 

higher altitudes. We can see this in the evidence of Bronze Age field systems still visible today in the 

upland landscapes of the Pennines and the Cheviots (Hewitt et al 2011).   

 

In Tyne and Wear and Durham, settlement evidence remains sparse and is largely restricted to chance 

metalwork finds or flint scatters, but sites have been excavated further north in Northumberland at 

Houseledge, Linhope Burn and Standrop Rigg (Petts et al, 24). Again, the majority of archaeological 

evidence from this period is funerary and there is a marked continuity of use with sites established 

during the Neolithic period. However, there was also a notable move away from the larger, more 

‘communal’ monuments like henges and avenues towards smaller, more ‘individual’ or family barrow 

burials. Numerous sites have been identified across the Magnesian Limestone Plateau including East 

Murton (Durham HER 541 & 551), Batter Law (Durham HER 2), Hasting Hill (HER 113), Tunstall Hills 

(HER 240), Copt Hill (HER 249) and Warden Law (HER 254-5, 447), although many other sites may have 

been lost to the plough over the centuries or been robbed by eager treasure hunters and later 

antiquarians (AE 2010a). 

 

There are no Bronze Age sites known from Cleadon but nearby at Wheatall Farm, Whitburn a ‘cist’ 

burial was uncovered in 1929 (HER 847) ) (Fig. 12). A cist is a crouched burial of an individual in a 

stone lined pit that may, or may not, have been covered by a small cairn. The Whitburn example 

comprised two side stones and two end stones and included an individual who was about 35 years of 

age at death, buried with a barbed and tanged arrowhead and five other worked flints described as 

‘knives and flakes’, and limpets. The burial has since been reconstructed and is displayed at South 

Shields Museum. 

 

Towards the end of the Bronze Age, and into the Iron Age, there is a general decline in the evidence for 

ritual activity and a marked increase in the number of recorded settlement sites. There was a gradual 

move away from the small, scattered groups of roundhouses we see in the Neolithic and Bronze Age, to 

enclosed settlements comprising one or two roundhouses set within rectilinear or sub-rectangular 

ditched enclosures. There is also the appearance of large ‘communal’ sites like hillforts, of which there 

are over 50 recorded further north in the Northumberland National Park. In contrast, south of the Tyne 

the only sites currently acknowledged are Maiden Castle (Durham HER 1181), located on the south east 
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side of the city, and Shackleton Beacon (Durham HER 6819) near Heighington, but there is now also 

increasing evidence to support the theory that Penshaw Hill is also an Iron Age hillfort (AE 2010b). This 

lies 8km south west of Cleadon and is clearly visible from the Cleadon Hills. 

 

 

Plate 70: A group of Cleadon villagers looking out towards the potential hillfort at Penshaw monument - just 

perceptible as the rise in the distance to the right of the picture. Did out ancestors during the Iron Age do much the 

same thing? 

 

During this period Northumberland, parts of Yorkshire, Cumbria, Lancashire, Tyne and Wear and 

County Durham formed the territory of the Brigantes, one of the most powerful tribes in the country. The 

Brigantian Confederacy, as the name suggests, were not a uniform tribe but a federation of family clans 

and groups that included the Setanti, Gabrantovices and Textoverdi. The name ‘Brigantia’ was the term 

used by the Romans and derives from the Latin, literally translating as ‘upland peoples’. This vast 

province was divided into a number of smaller client territories and probably relied upon natural 

features – rivers, watercourse, hill ranges and valleys - to form clan boundaries. Hillforts like Maiden 

Castle, and possibly Penshaw, might have been gathering points for the dispersed clan groups to meet, 

much as Hasting Hill had perhaps been in the Neolithic period. This could have been in times of threat 

or else at significant times of the year – harvest, the winter and summer solstice, etc. – or a mixture of 

both.  

 

Away from the larger communal sites, people were living in farmsteads enclosed by banks and ditches, 

evidence of which have been found at South Shields. During excavations at Arbeia Roman Fort by Tyne 

and Wear Museums in 1992-4 and again in 1999, a multi-period prehistoric settlement site was found 

preserved beneath the Roman remains (HER 5127). This included an Iron Age roundhouse (HER 4357), 
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alongside which was found an adze head (used for ploughing) and the remains of a spelt wheat crop, 

carbonised by the fire that ultimately destroyed the site.  

 

Evidence of Iron Age settlement has also been identified at Burradon, North Tyneside (HER 305, 308), 

Great Usworth in Sunderland (HER 328) and West Monkseaton (HER 5102). The rise of ‘enclosed’ 

settlements and hillforts has been seen by some as an indication that life in the Late Bronze Age and Iron 

Age was much more turbulent than in the earlier periods. However, these elements could also be 

attributed to the development of a more structured society, with a growing focus on land ownership. In 

reality the two often go hand in hand. 

 

THE COMING OF THE ROMANS 

Timeline: AD 43 Romans land in Kent, the Brigantes under queen Cartimandua form an alliance with 

Rome > AD 51 civil war amongst Brigantes > AD 56 escalation of unrest amongst the Brigantes threatens 

Roman expansion in the North AD 61 Queen Boudicea attacks London >AD 71 Petillius Cerialis 

launches Northern campaign AD 78 Agricola becomes governor of Britain > AD 80 The northern roads 

are built > AD 126 Hadrian’s Wall completed > AD 142 Antonine Wall built > AD 212 Britons become 

Roman citizens > AD 287 Germanic raids become an issue throughout Britain > AD 399 Rome starts to 

evacuate troops > AD 410 Rome abandons Britain to its own defences. 

 

The Roman period in Britain (AD 43 – 410BC) is cited in the history books as beginning with the 

Claudian landing at Richborough in AD 43, but the ‘Romanisation’ of Britain was a complex and 

prolonged process of conquest, occupation and cultural assimilation that varied in speed and extent 

across the country. Some native tribes immediately fell under the spell of Rome and immediately allied 

themselves, recognising the political and economical potential of a union with such a powerful nation 

state. Others resisted integration, and to all intents and purposes retained a pre-conquest Iron Age 

culture throughout the entire period, adopting only a veneer of being Roman. It is for this reason that the 

period is often referred to by archaeologists as the Romano-British period. 

 

At the time of the Claudian landings the Brigantes were led by Queen Cartimandua, who rapidly formed 

an alliance with Rome, becoming a client kingdom and a buffer state between the largely romanised 

south and the still hostile territories to the north. However, unrest erupted in AD 51 when the queen 

divorced her husband, Venutius, to marry her new lover Vellocatus, who had been his armour bearer. In 

response, her spurned husband attempted to seize power and civil war ensued. Venutius initially gained 

considerable support, especially after Cartmandua betrayed the popular British rebel leader Caractacus 

to the Romans. In AD 56, with the war threatening Rome’s expansion into the northern territories, a 

legion was sent that successfully quashed the uprising. The queen was restored to power but a few years 

later, in AD 69, Venutuis finally succeeded in driving her out and assuming power over the Brigantes. In 

retaliation the Roman governor, Petillius Cerialis, launched a campaign against the rebellious Brigantes 

and bring them under the Roman heel once and for all. In AD 71 the IX legion advanced to York, 
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establishing the new fortress of Eboracum. Meanwhile the II legion moved west from their headquarters 

in Lincoln to construct a fortress at Chester (Deva), trapping the Brigantian force in a pincer movement, 

successfully quashing the uprising and extending the Roman frontier all the way to the Tyne/Solway line.  

 

In AD 78, the new governor, Agricola, began a campaign to extend and consolidate his control of the 

northern territories. An account is detailed in Agricola, written by the governor’s son-in-law, the 

historian, Tacitus. By AD 79 Agricola’s army had reached the Tyne and were looking to push north into 

Scotland, the land of the Votadini tribe that extended all the way to Edinburgh. In order to supply his 

campaign, consolidate his tenuous control of Brigantia and defy any threat of a rear-guard attack, 

Agricola set about constructing a series of garrisoned posts including forts at Piercebridge (Durham HER 

1536), Binchester (Durham HER 1420) and Ebchester (Durham HER 1911). These were connected 

together by Dere Street, the main north to south arterial road on the east side of the country. Agricola 

pressed far into Scotland but by the beginning of the 2nd Century AD the Roman Army had retreated 

back to the Tyne/Solway line. Resigned to the impossibility of controlling the wild lands to the north, the 

army fell back and began the construction of Hadrian’s Wall, started in AD 122 during the reign of 

Emperor Hadrian (117-38). 

 

In order to supply the wall a fort was built at South Shields, just 5km north of Cleadon in around AD 

128. The fort, Arbeia (HER 914), has since been extensively excavated by archaeologists. It appears to 

have been remodelled on at least two occasions, first around AD 208 when 23 granaries were added, 

and again in the late 3rd or early 4th Century when the original structure was destroyed by fire (Dore & 

Gilliam 1979, Hogdson 2001). The site remained occupied till the 5th Century.  

 

Access to the fort was via the Wrekendyke, a spur off Cade’s Road, named after the 18th-century 

antiquarian who first proposed its existence. Cade’s Road reputedly began at Brough-on-Humber and 

crossed the Tees at Middleton St George before passing east of Durham towards the Roman fort of 

Congangium at Chester-le-Street (Durham HER 2153). It then ran north, crossing of the Tyne at 

Newcastle.   The Wrekendyke was a separate road branching off at Wrekenton and running north east to 

Arbeia. There is also conjecture of a second road serving the fort, first proposed by John Robinson in the 

early 19th Century when a section of ‘old roadway’ was found at Low Row in Sunderland (Dodds 2011, 

9). This alternative road would have run along the coastal ridge from Hartlepool (HER 15218), passing 

close to Cleadon, perhaps following the line of the later Shields Road.  

 

The main obstacle to be crossed on this route would have been the River Wear.  In 1713 there were 

complaints at South Hylton about ‘ye stones of the old bridge being a nuisence to the river’ (HER 44), 

and later in 1881 a report in the Sunderland Echo complained of damage made to a dredger when it 

struck a stone block ‘about five feet square’ that Whellan later describes as ‘immense blocks of stone, 

carefully wrought and squared, clamped together with iron clamps, run in with lead, and laid upon a 

framework of oak timber’ (Whellan, 1894). Unfortunately the stones were removed from the Wear in the 
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mid 19th Century by the River Wear Commission. 

   

The existence of second road, therefore, remains purely speculative. Indeed, given the main investment 

in Dere Street and the Wrekendyke it would seem unnecessary and rather superfluous to have a coastal 

route, particularly considering that there was a port at Arbeia. It would have been much easier to 

transport goods along the coast by sea rather than road. 

 

Whether there was a Roman 

Road running through 

Cleadon or not, there would 

almost certainly have been 

some degree of interaction 

between the local 

population and the fort. 

Given the logistic problems 

inherent in transporting food 

over any distance, cereals 

grown locally probably 

helped fill the Arbeia 

granaries. Similarly fresh 

meat and dairy produce is 

likely to have been sourced 

from the immediate area. In 

addition, soldiers stationed 

at the fort would have been 

keen to spend their pay by 

supplementing their rations 

with local fresh food and 

delicacies, as well as purchasing local crafts, much as army personnel on foreign service does today. It is 

tempting to speculate that the promise of additional warm clothing to fight off the bitter northern winters 

would have been top of any legionnaire’s ‘things to buy’ list.  

 

However, there is little direct archaeological evidence of Roman activity within the township. Several 

coins have been found at nearby Whitburn, dating to the Constantinian, Trajanic, and Hadrianic periods 

(HER 871), as well as a possible horse harness (HER 6801) and at Fulwell a further two Roman coins, 

dating to the 3rd century, were recording in 1891 (HER 22). A stone bearing the Latin inscription ‘PETRA 

MARC – FLA’ has been found close to Cleadon Hills Farm but this is thought to be a 19th-century hoax 

(HER 6838) ) (Fig. 12). This lack of finds is not unusual as in general there is remarkably little 

archaeological evidence dating to this period in the area despite the proximity of the fort, and none of 

Figure 14: Map illustrating known Roman roads c. AD 150 (artist unknown). 
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the usual signs of assimilation found elsewhere in the country. There are no known villa sites in Tyne 

and Wear for example and very few signs of interaction like pottery imports, amphorae, metalwork and 

querns away from the main forts. This seems to suggest that the local population of South Tyneside went 

about their daily lives very much as they had in the centuries before the Claudian landings. Those who 

did benefited from an increase in wealth through trade with the fort may have simply chosen other ways 

of using or displaying that prosperity rather than through the acquisition of ‘foreign’ material goods 

(Hewitt et al 2011, 67). 

 

In AD 410, following the sacking of Rome, the Emperor Honorius withdrew all Roman officials and 

military personnel from Britain, leaving the native government to fend for themselves. Very little is 

known of the period that followed, which has traditionally led many historians to paint a rather bleak 

picture of life in the two centuries following the collapse of Roman governance. However, 

archaeological evidence, in particular aerial landscape surveys and palaeo-environmental sampling, is 

beginning to cast a new light on the so called ‘Dark Ages’. It seems that, far from being a time of anarchy 

and barbarism, daily life may have changed very little following the military retreat. Pollen samples and 

radio-carbon dating over the past 20 years has shown that there was not a sudden episode of woodland 

regeneration after the Roman withdrawal. Instead, land-use appears to have remained relatively stable, 

although there may have been a small impact on a local level because of the loss of trade with Arbeia 

that was abandoned in the 5th Century following the Roman withdrawal. Nevertheless, evidence of a 

7th-century settlement has been found nearby. 

 

THE ANGLO-SAXON KINGDOMS 

Timeline: AD 450 Angles from southern Denmark and Saxons from North Germany start to settle in the 

region > AD 550 King Ida becomes Overking of the North > AD 563 first Christian monastery founded 

on Iona > AD 604 King Aethelfrith becomes lord of all the land north of the Humber: ‘Northumbria’ > 

AD 635  Aidan converts the Northumbrians to Christanity and makes Lindisfarne the ‘Holy Island’  > AD 

640 Monastery established at Hartlepool > AD 672 Northumbrian expansion continues > AD 674 

Monastery built at Wearmouth > AD 685 Cuthbert becomes Bishop of Lindsifarne > AD 685 Monastery 

established at Jarrow > AD 686 Cuthbert dies > AD 721 Lindisfarne Gospels completed > AD 731 Bede 

writes his history of the English Church and People at Jarrow > AD 793 Viking raids begin > AD 875 

monks abandon Lindisfarne carrying Cuthbert’s coffin after Viking raid> AD 887 King Alfred defeats the 

Danes and grants them a kingdom in North > AD 883 the Danish King Guthred grants the land between 

the Tyne and the Tees to the monks of St Cuthbert, this later becomes County Durham > AD 995 

Durham Minster started > Easter AD 1066 King Harold becomes King > October 14 1066 Battle of 

Hastings 

 

By the mid 5th Century the territory north of the river Wear is thought to have formed part of the ancient 

British kingdom of Brynaich, which fell under Anglian control around AD 547. The Angles hailed from 

the Angeln region, in what is now Denmark, and it is thought they were invited into the area by the 
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Northern British in the late 5th Century to help fend off attack from the Picts and Scotti to the north. 

Once established, the Anglians wasted little time in replacing the native elite and claiming the territory 

as their own, establishing the Kingdom of Bernicia to the north in what is today south eastern Scotland 

and North East England, and Deira to the south, extending down to the Humber.  To the local people, a 

change of leader probably had little impact and would have just been another in a long line of changes 

of overlord. Nevertheless, over time there were changes in language, social organisation and land 

management, although this was a gradual process, perhaps stemming more from long-term governance 

than widespread invasion.  

 

 

Figure 15: The 6th-century Anglo-Saxon kingdoms of Bernicia and Deira. 

 

In AD 593, the warrior king Aethelfrith succeeded to the Bernician throne and set about annexing the 

powerful neighbouring territory of Deira to the south (Fig. 15). The combined territories were to become 
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the Anglian kingdom of Northumbria, one of the most powerful and influential of the Anglo-Saxon 

kingdoms. This was to become a cradle of a cultural renaissance, producing such wonderful works as 

the Lindisfarne Gospels and the country’s first history book: Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English 

Peoples. At its height Northumbria stretched from Lincolnshire to Midlothian and held control over 

much of the British Isles, including parts of Ireland.  

 

The Northumbrian kings spoke English – or Old English as we might know it today – which was adopted 

as the primary language across the North by the end of the 6th Century. It replaced the earlier Celtic 

language - known as Brittonic - that is the origin of modern Welsh. Some Celtic names survive, but these 

tend to be associated with natural features like hills, for example, ‘Pen’, from which we get Penshaw and 

the Pennines, or rivers - the Tyne, Tees and Wear are all British place names. This could be because 

such natural features were used to mark tribal boundaries and remained embodied in the landscape. 

However, most place names between the Tyne and Tees are Old English in origin, possibly indicating 

that the majority of settlements in the area were not founded until after the 6th Century, although place 

name evidence can be notoriously unreliable and open to interpretation. The term ‘leah’ for instance, 

which by the medieval period meant ‘woodland clearing’, has been associated by many with the 

practice of ‘assarting’, the clearance of forest for cultivation. It is often used as evidence of settlement 

foundation in the Anglo-Saxon period but the term simply meant ‘woodland’ in Old English, it was a 

word that gradually changed its meaning over hundreds of years (Mills 2003, 26).  

 

Cleadon itself is an Old English name, first written as Clyuedon in 1183 (Boldon Book), meaning, 

literally, hill – dun - of the cliffs or steep slopes - clifta, which clearly refers to the topography of the area, 

neatly encapsulating a description of the surrounding landscape. Was this a foundation name? It is 

interesting that the settlement today is set off from the hill, on the flatter land adjacent to the Shields 

Road. The reference to the cliff is also slightly puzzling. Is it the limestone outcropping visible on the 

Cleadon Hills, or a reference to the steep cliffs along the coast? Has the location of the village moved 

over time? An alternative interpretation might be that rather than ‘clifa’ the name could derive from 

‘clife’, which is Old English for Burdock, so the ‘hill of Burdock’, which might make more sense. 

Unfortunately, it is impossible at the moment to answer these questions without further archaeological 

evidence, but it does again raise the spectre of an earlier settlement up on Cleadon Hills, possibly 

shifting to the lower land when the road is established. This is most likely to have been in the 7th 

Century when the famous Anglo-Saxon monastery at Monkwearmouth was founded, although there 

remains the conjecture of the Roman origin of the route. While it is unwise to place too much emphasis 

on a place name, there is the suggestion that Cleadon was already established as a settlement by the 5th 

or 6th Century, although perhaps not in the location we know today. 

 

Within the wider area around Cleadon there are a large number of Old English place names, indicating 

something of the density of settlement during this period. To the east is Whitburn, which means simply 

white barn (hwit+bere-aern); north of Whitburn is wellings (wielling), the place of the spring; Fulwell (ful 
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+ wella), the dirty well, lies to the south east; Harton (Heortr+dun) the beautifully named hill of the deer 

is to the north, and of course Boldon (Bol+dun), the rounded hill or smelting place (from ‘bole’), lies to 

the east (Mills 2003). To the north east is also the oddly named Lizards that, unlike the Cornish Lizard 

Point has a Celtic derivation, in this context means meadow pastures from the Old English ‘leasowe’, 

although the first documentary reference to the area is the Norman French ‘Le Lezure’ in 1649. 

 

The village lies equidistant between the Anglo-Saxon monasteries of St Peter’s at Monkwearmouth and St 

Paul’s at Jarrow (HER 994). Monkwearmouth was one of the first religious institutions to be founded in 

the country, and with its sister house of St Paul’s formed the great monastery of Monkwearmouth-Jarrow, 

a centre for learning renowned throughout early Christendom. During the 8th Century it lay at the heart 

of the Northumbrian ‘Golden Age’, a period when the art, writing and sculpture of the North East was 

amongst the finest in Europe. This included the work of the Venerable Bede, a local monk who lived at 

Jarrow. Bede was a writer, historian and scientist, who was famous even in his own lifetime and is often 

referred to as the Father of English History.  

 

Monkwearmouth was founded in 674 by a local nobleman, Benedict Biscop, on land granted by King 

Ecgfrith. Later Biscop built the sister house at Jarrow, completed in 685. This was the same year that 

Cuthbert became bishop of Lindisfarne. The creation of the new bishopric was a major move forwards in 

terms of establishing the Church in the North East, and was the precursor of the foundation of the 

diocese of Durham.  In celebration of the event the king made a gift of all the royal estates lying to the 

east of Dere Street and to the north of the river Wear to the Church; this included both Whitburn and 

Cleadon. Although neither township is referred to specifically their inclusion in the land grant can be 

inferred from the wording and organisation of the later Boldon Book entry (Roberts 2008, 306).    

 

Cuthbert (635-687) was bishop of Lindisfarne until his death in 687. An inspired preacher, he had 

considerable influence amongst the Northumbrian nobility and is generally considered responsible for 

the spread of Christianity throughout the North of England, although it was Paulinus in 627 who first 

brought the faith to the heathen earls.  Following his death, Cuthbert was buried on Lindisfarne but after 

the island was attacked by the Vikings his coffin was disinterred in 875 and carried by a faithful group of 

monks, known as the ‘Community of St Cuthbert’ across the Northern territories, settling temporarily at 

Chester-le-Street.  

 

In 878, after King Alfred defeated the Danish army at the Battle of Edington, the ensuing peace treaty 

granted the Danes a huge territory comprising much of what is today Yorkshire, Derbyshire and 

Lincolnshire. King Guthred, King of York, ruled over much of this land but also laid claim to 

Northumbria, a claim supported by the Community of St Cuthbert. In return for their support Guthred 

granted the Community all the land between the Tyne and the Tees. This became known as the 

Haliwerfolc meaning the land of ‘the people of the saint’. In AD 995 when the poor monks were forced 

to again flee, this time to escape the threat of Scottish raids, they eventually settled in Durham, a much 
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more fortifiable site. Work began on a new minster soon after and further land grants were made to the 

Community, which were eventually to form the ‘liberty of Durham’, a huge estate controlled by the 

bishop of Durham, which was later still to form the core of the medieval Palatinate, what we know today 

as County Durham (Roberts 2008, Simpson 2000, Liddy 2008). 

 

Unfortunately, although the historical evidence would suggest that there was considerable activity 

around the Cleadon area during this period there is, at present, no direct archaeological evidence of 

occupation. However across the country evidence of settlement from this period is quite sparse, 

particularly in the century or so immediately following the withdrawal of the Roman army. There are a 

number of theories as to why the archaeological evidence is so poor, not least of which is that many of 

our later village may simply be built directly on top of an early Anglo-Saxon predecessor.  

 

 

Figure 16: The ‘Blessed are the Meek’ painting from Wallington Hall, showing Cuthbert’s refusal of the bishopric of 

Lindisfarne. The painting is by the artist William Bell Scott and features one of Cleadon’s most famour residents, 

Rev. Abbs as the figure of St Cuthbert. 

 

Evidence of occupation has been found in the wider area, most notably of course associated with the 

monastic settlements at Monkwearmouth (HER 87) Jarrow (HER 994) and St Hilda’s at South Shields 
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(HER 274). A sizeable cemetery of uncertain date is also known at Grindon, 8km south-west of Cleadon 

(HER 158). Closer to home at East Boldon, an Anglo-Saxon burial was reputedly found in 1822 

‘associated with a burial in a rock tomb’ (Fig. 12). Unfortunately the exact location of this burial is 

unknown but an Anglo-Saxon buckle, decorated with garnets held in gold cups, was donated to the 

Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle by Rev. Abbs in 1853 (HER 885). At Whitburn, fragments of an 

Anglo-Saxon cross slab incorporated into the later church tower might suggest an earlier settlement in 

the area of some form (HER 12215). 

 

1066 AND ALL THAT – THE MEDIEVAL PERIOD 

Timeline: 1068 The North rebels against William  > – the ‘Harrying of the North’ > AD 1074 

Monkwearmouth-Jarrow refounded > 1080 the Norman bishop of Durham, Walcher, is murdered at 

Gateshead and Newcastle first founded > 1091  William St Carileph becomes the first Prince Bishop  > 

1093 the new Norman cathedral at Durham is started > 1135-57 war of succession between Stephen 

and Matilda >1154 Bishop Pudsey consecrated > 1183 Boldon Book compiled > 1215 John is King –the 

Magna Carter signed > 1272-1371 Scottish raid led by William Wallace and Robert the Bruce > 1309 

The Percys purchase Alnwick > 1314 the Battle of Bannockburn, English are defeated > 1346 Battle of 

Nevilles Cross, Scots defeated > 1377 Percy becomes first Earl of Northumberland > 1397 Neville 

become Earl of Westmorland> 1431 Henry V crowned > 1455-1508 War of the Roses > 1485 Battle of 

Bosworth, Henry VII becomes King > 1509 Henry VIII crowned > 1538-1540 Dissolution of the 

monasteries  

 

As we are all taught in school, in 1066 England fell to the Normans following the defeat of the King 

Harold at the Battle of Hastings. Unfortunately for him, Harold had actually fought successful battle just 

days before at Stamford Bridge near York, against his own brother, the ousted Northumbrian overlord, 

Tostig Godwinson. Tostig had joined forces with Harold Hardrada of Norway in an ill-fated attempt to 

seize control of the country; both were killed in the battle. Soon after the victory, King Harold was 

forced to march his army 230 miles south to engage William’s invasion force on the Sussex Coast; a long 

and exhausting trip that almost certainly contributed to the English defeat.  The episode serves to 

illustrate the enormous power and independence held by the northern earls in the 11th Century, as well 

as the logistical problems faced by any king attempting to control the region from the south. Both were 

lessons that William the Conqueror seems to have taken to heart. In 1069, following the murder in 

Durham of William’s newly appointed Earl of Northumbria, Robert de Comines, the King launched a 

swift and brutal campaign to subjugate once and for all the power of the northern Anglo-Saxon earls and 

curb the influence of the renegade bishop. This was the so called ‘Harrying of the North’, a scorched 

earth campaign that swept across Yorkshire, Durham, Northumberland, Lancashire and the southern 

parts of Cumberland and Westmorland, during which crops and livestock were decimated and 

settlements razed to the ground. Writing half a century later, the Anglo-Norman chronicler Orderic 

Vitalis wrote: 
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The King stopped at nothing to hunt his enemies. He cut down many people and destroyed homes and 

land. Nowhere else had he shown such cruelty. This made a real change. 

 

To his shame, William made no effort to control his fury, punishing the innocent with the guilty. He 

ordered that crops and herds, tools and food be burned to ashes. More than 100,000 people perished of 

starvation. 

 

The extent to which the campaign penetrated into the heartland of the Community of St Cuthbert 

remains an issue of some debate (Pallister 1993, Roberts 2008), however, in addition the region was also 

under threat of attack from the north. In 1070, King Malcolm of Scotland led his troops south into 

Cumbria and Northumbria, pushing through to victory at Hunderthwaite in Teesdale before plundering 

all along the North East coast including ransacking the monasteries at Hartlepool and Monkwearmouth. 

Caught between the Normans advancing from the south, and the Scots from the north, there can be little 

doubt that this would have been a very turbulent period for the residents of Cleadon.   

 

In 1080 William appointed the first Norman bishop, Bishop Walcher, who was murdered in Gateshead 

soon after his investiture by an incensed rabble. In response, the King created the first of the Prince 

Bishops of Durham, William de St Carileph. The bishop had extended military and legislative powers 

beyond that of any other member of the clergy and equal almost to that of the King. The bishop held his 

own parliament; could raise his own army; administer his own laws; appoint court officials including 

sheriffs, bailiffs and Justices; levy taxes and customs duties; create fairs and markets; issue charters; 

salvage shipwrecks; collect revenue from mines; administer the forests, and mint his own coins 

(Simpson, accessed Aug 2014). To all intents and purposes, the bishop was the King in the North curbing 

the powers of the earls and bringing the turbulent region to heel. 

 

It is probably for this reason that Durham and Northumberland were not included in the famous 

Domesday Book of AD 1086 (Lapsley 1900, 22–25). The bishop’s land was immune from the taxes and 

dues rendered to the Crown so there was no advantage in William having a detailed survey of this land 

from which he gained no benefits. This means, unfortunately, we do not have the same kind of detailed 

picture of village life and resources available elsewhere in the country. It is not until the collation of the 

Boldon Book nearly a hundred years later that we finally have a glimpse of the nature of settlement in 

County Durham. 

 

The Boldon Book (1183) 

The Boldon Book is frequently referred to as the Domesday of the North and served a very similar 

purpose. It was basically a list of the bishops’ holdings in Durham and Northumberland produced for the 

purpose of taxation. It records over 130 settlements including Cleadon and Whitburn - ‘Clyuedon et 

Whiteberne’. The Church estates at this time were divided into two. There was land held by the bishop 

in his own right, but also land held by the Prior of Durham Cathedral. Whitburn and nearby Boldon 
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formed part of the bishop's estates, but much of the surrounding land was part of the monastic 

landholdings of Monkwearmouth-Jarrow and fell under the ownership of the Prior of Durham Cathedral. 

The exception was Hylton, which was granted to the Hilton family (Turner, Semple & Turner 2013, 62). 

 

It is worth quoting the full entry in the Boldon Book for Cleadon: 

 

In Cleadon and Whitburn there are 28 villeins and each holds, pays rent and works in the same manner 

as those of Boldon. Ketell holds 2 bovates of 34 acres and returns 16d and goes on missions for the 

Bishop. John of Whitburn holds 40 acres and 1 toft and returns 8s and goes on missions for the Bishop. 

Roger holds 40 acres and 1 toft and pays 8s. Osbert sone of Bosing 80 acres and pays 1 mark. Twelve 

cottagers hold and work and pay rent in the same manner as those of Boldon. The pinder holds and 

pays rent in the same manner as the one of Boldon. 

 

The two townships yield 30s for cornage and two cows for metreth. The lordship farm is leased out with 

stock of 5½ ploughs and 5 ½ harrows, and yields for 2 ½ plough 2 chalders of wheat and 20 of oats and 

10 of barley, and other three ploughs 15 marks. The sheep with pasture of Esscur and of Cleadon are in 

the hands of the Lord Bishop. 

 

Initially much of this text might seem impenetrable, but it does tell us a great deal about the nature of life 

in medieval Cleadon. The first thing to notice is that it is a very detailed entry and refers to specific land 

plots, ‘ownership’, dues and services. This would all suggest that a system of quite complex 

administration was already in place before the compilation of the survey and had been so for a number 

of years. There is further evidence of this in the use of the term ‘cornage’. This is a very old form of 

taxation thought to pre-date the Anglo-Saxon period (Roberts 2008). It actually has nothing to do with 

corn, but is rather a tax on cattle and does not appear in relation to all settlements in the survey - only to 

a key few. It has been suggested that these settlements, which include Cleadon and Whitburn, are the 

oldest in the area, probably pre-dating the Norman Conquest (ibid). 

 

It is also possible to infer something of the size and nature of the two settlements from the Boldon Book 

entry, although impossible to calculate the size of Cleadon on its own. There are 28 villeins listed as 

living in the two townships, these are ‘bonded’ tenants bound to the bishop by feudal ties that were 

difficult to break. The bonded tenant farmed a fixed portion of land and as well performed certain 

services of labour on the bishop’s farms in addition to other dues. These men did not ‘own’ any land 

themselves, but they were not slaves – or serfs – although neither were they freemen. The exact nature of 

the services required and the details of the conditions of tenure varied considerably across the country. 

Villeins, from which we later get the term ‘villagers’, would have made up the majority of residents in 

the area during the medieval period and were ordinary everyday farmers. The term farmer actually 

derives from the term ‘firmars’, a slightly later form of tenancy agreement where labour services were 

considerably reduced and replaced by fixed rents (Roberts 2008).  
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The Boldon Book entry states that the 28 villeins of Cleadon and Whitburn each held land in the same 

manner as those of Boldon, which was ‘2 bovates of 30 acres’ or 60 acres. However, the Durham Acre 

was rather larger than the Royal Acre and equated to approximately 1.6 acres. The average land plot 

held by a Cleadon villager was, therefore, about 97 modern acres (Roberts 1977, 7). This makes the total 

area of both townships around 2716 acres. Added to this are the lands held by named individuals, free 

men or ‘dreng’, who render to the bishop specific services. Two such officials are mentioned directly - 

Ketell who held 68 acres (109 modern acres) and John of Whitburn who held 40 acres (64 modern 

acres) – both of whom went on ‘missions for the bishop’. Osbert, son of Bosing is also mentioned, 

although no details of service are given for him. He holds 80 acres (128 modern acres). Finally there are 

12 ‘cottagers’, listed, these were the lowest of the peasant classes, although still not serfs. Each held a 

small dwelling or ‘cottage’ and a plot of land large enough to feed a family. The Cleadon cottagers held 

12 acres each (19 modern acres), a total of 228 acres. Added together the total area of land covered by 

the two townships of Cleadon and Whitburn in 1183 was approximately 3309 acres that, when 

compared with the 3938 acres recorded by Whellan in 1893 (Whellan 1894, 1171) shows the extent of 

settlement had remained relatively static and that the area we know as Cleadon today was already 

largely established by the 11th Century. 

 

If we assume that an average household of the time was two adults and at least two children we can also 

estimate a population size of around 172 people in 1183, although there would obviously been 

considerable variation in household sizes. This compares to 675 in 1801. Something of the lives of 

villagers can also be gleaned by looking at the entry for Boldon that deals with the services and dues 

payable to the Bishop by all his tenants. Each tenant has to pay ‘2s 6d’ in tax, together with a weight of 

oats, and 16d towards carriage service as well as a waggonload of wood, two hens and ten eggs. Service 

was also required on the bishop’s demense farms. These were similar to the later home farms of the 

grand estates and would have provided food for the bishop’s household. Each man had to work on the 

bishop’s farm for three days a week except for Easter and Whitsun and 13 days at Christmas. Additional 

services were required during harvesting when each man must ‘harrow when needed and carry loads’. 

The cottagers only worked two days a week on the bishop’s land and were not taxed so heavily, instead, 

they were expected to provide 12 hens each year and 60 eggs. The whole community were charged 30s 

for the keeping of cattle (cornage) and expected to supply two dairy cattle to the bishop. There are also 

references to the production of wheat, oats and barley on the demesne farm and sheep grazing at 

Cleadon and Esscurr, the location of which is unknown but might be ‘East Carr’ and area of rough 

grassland and possibly a reference to the Lizards. 

 

What Makes a Medieval Village? 

In fact, the Cleadon and Whitburn entry neatly illustrates all of the key elements essential to existence in 

medieval England: cereal crops, wood, cattle, sheep and labour.  A medieval township was basically a 

territorial unit large enough to contain these mixed resources necessary to support a village, this 

included pasture land for grazing, arable for raising crops (barley, oats and wheat), woodland for timber, 
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underbrush for fuel, and a stream or spring for water. The term ‘township’ derives from the Old English 

word ‘tun’ meaning a village and has nothing to do with our modern ‘town’. Cleadon and Whitburn 

were both townships within the parish of Whitburn (Fig. 18). A parish is an ecclesiastical unit comprising 

enough land to support a church and the poor, in the south this often equates to a village but in the 

north where there are large areas of marginal moorland, parishes like Lanchester could be huge. In 

contrast, Whitburn is actually quite a small parish, probably reflecting the high productivity of the area.  

 

The Cleadon township has remained an important administrative boundary right the way through 

history, becoming the basis of the Civil Parish in 1911. It was not until the recent local government re-

organization of 1974 that the definition of the area changed and even now perceptions of the village as 

the wider township unit still remain. In the 11th Century, Cleadon and Whitburn would have been 

average-sized villages for the time. There were larger settlements like Darlington, Bishop Auckland, 

Sedgfield and Easington, all of which later became towns, but also smaller hamlets like Thickley and 

Coundon (Roberts 1977, 8). 

 

Many of the more prosperous of the bishop estates were located on the dry, loamy soils of the 

Magnesian Limestone Plateau that, as discussed above, may have been in cultivation since the Iron Age. 

This landscape offered a good mix of upland for grazing together with flatter, well drained lowland for 

arable farming and settlement. Generally, the more productive the land, the smaller the township 

required to sustain the population. Many of the townships across the plateau are similar in size to 

Cleadon.  

 

A medieval village contained a combination of both private and public space (Roberts 1977). The 

private space was at the centre of the community and comprised a dwelling, known as a ‘croft’ 

associated with a small plot of land referred to as a ‘toft’ , this was a small yard for growing herbs and 

vegetables and perhaps a paddock for chickens, goats and a pig. Each toft – sometimes called a garth in 

the North East - was divided from its neighbour by a fence, hedge or stone wall. The crofts and tofts were 

arranged on each side of a road or village green, the crofts generally located along the street frontage 

with the long linear toft stretching out to the rear. Beyond the core of the village were the shared 

resources of the ‘public’ space. These comprised arable fields, grazing land, woodland, footpaths and 

drove ways and, where present, the village green. 

 

Unlike many of the surrounding townships that became industrialised in the 19th Century, Cleadon 

remained primarily an agricultural settlement until the end of the Second World War. There was a small 

increase in local industry with the expansion of the quarries and gravel pits, together with the founding 

of a number of tile and brickworks, but nothing on a level with the growth in population and related 

infrastructure seen at many of the nearby colliery villages or the riverside settlements of South Shields, 

Sunderland and Newcastle.  As a result, many of the resource divisions established in the medieval 

period persisted through until the late 19th Century, and can be traced on the six-inch first edition 
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Ordnance Survey (OS) map of the area, published in 1855 (Fig. 21).  

 

The line of the township boundary can be clearly traced on this map and even today is visible in the 

landscape in the form of old hedges, tracks, footpaths and roads.  There has possibly been a slight 

reduction in the overall size of the settlement over the centuries. In particular, Moor Lane and Flatts Lane 

probably once marked the southern extent of the township, and to the south-east, the boundary may 

have formerly extended to West House, marking the western boundary of Whitburn, but apart from these 

minor changes the township appears to have remained relatively complete. 

 

Marked on the first edition map are the names ‘North Field’, ‘East Field’ and ‘West Field’, which are the 

remnants of the old medieval common field system. These were huge open fields that were cultivated 

communally, usually operating on a two- or three-year crop rotation system. This meant that an arable 

crop of wheat, barley or oats would be sown and grown for two seasons and then the ground left fallow 

for a year to allow the nutrients in the soil to recover. Each household in the village would have been 

assigned a division of land sufficient for their needs. In terms of the bishop’s estates this was judged to be 

‘2 bovates of 34 acres’ for each villein, as noted in the Boldon Book. The land allocated to each of the 

Cleadon villagers was not a contiguous block, but dispersed throughout the township as a series of strips 

spread out across each of three huge common fields. This ensured that each family got a share of good 

and poor land and their allotment included grazing land, arable and hay meadow. Following harvest, 

livestock was allowed on to the arable and meadow lands to graze on the stubble, their dung helping to 

fertilise the soil for the next season’s crop.  

 

The arable ‘strips’ were a product of the physical process of ploughing but were also a division of land 

tenure, although ultimately all land remained the property of the bishop. Evidence of these ‘strips’ can 

still be found in the landscape all around Cleadon today; in some areas the pattern is preserved in the 

layout of the later field walls, while in a few places the actual ridge and furrow cultivation can still 

clearly be seen. A very good example of this survives close to the centre of the village, on the north side 

of Cleadon Lane, to the south-east of East Farm (CS18). Other examples can be seen to the north of 

Cleadon Hills Farm (CS16) and indeed echoes of ridge and furrow can still be seen in many of the fields 

surrounding the village when the light is right, especially on a frosty winter’s morning when the sun is 

low and casts strong shadows. But sadly an alarming amount of ridge and furrow has been lost over the 

past sixty years following the widespread introduction of tractor ploughing and the resulting 

amalgamation of fields.  The ridge and furrow shown on Plate 72 (CS17) was traced from of post-war 

aerial photographs taken by the RAF in the late 1940s and 50s. Much of this has now disappeared, 

including all of that to the south of Cleadon Hills Farm.   

 

Ridge and Furrow 

In its most basic form, ridge and furrow cultivation comprises broad platforms of earth – the ridges – 

used to grow crops, divided by a series of deep ruts – the furrows - that provided drainage. The 
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characteristic ‘rippled’ form of this type of cultivation is the result of ploughing with a fixed mouldboard 

plough that was introduced in the immediate post-roman period, remaining in use in some areas into the 

early 18th Century. The fixed nature of the plough meant it could not be reversed to follow back along 

the same furrow but had to be removed from the ground and then sent back along the strip that over 

time formed a distinctive ridge.  

 

 

Plate 71: A good example of ‘Broad Rigg’ ridge and furrow cultivation in the field to the north of Cleadon Lane, the 

church and East Farm can be seen in the distance (CS18).  

 

The strips, known as ‘lands’, were cultivated together in blocks known as a ‘furlong’, or more commonly 

‘flats’ in the North East. These were not fields in the modern sense of the word as they were not fenced 

or held under a single ownership. The patchwork of medieval flats did, however, form the basis of the 

later post-enclosure field system and can be still seen across the landscape today. Around Cleadon there 

is an excellent and well-preserved series of furlong plots at Cleadon Hill Farm. Furlongs are often given 

as fixed measurements, but in reality the size of each unit varied considerable between and across 

regions and lordships. 

 

There are numerous variations in the form of ridge and furrow depending on a number of factors 

including the nature of the soil, cultivation method, crop grown, length of time used, and the type of 

plough. Although often interpreted as medieval, ridge and furrow remained an important form of 

cultivation right up until improvement in field drainage in the early 19th Century; it even made a short 

resurgence during the First and Second World Wars. Indeed, based on the data from the field survey and 

transcriptions from the post-war aerial photographs, it would seem that there were few areas around 

Cleadon that were not turned over for arable farming at some time or other, providing a picture of the 

changing phases of cultivation in the area spanning hundreds of years.  
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Plate 72: Ridge and furrow (CS17) clearly visible on an extract from a post-war aerial photograph (Aerial CPE-UK-

2175.TIF). This complex of what appears to be ‘broad rigg’ has since been ploughed out © English Heritage. 

 

It is widely accepted that the earliest form of ridge and furrow cultivation is what is known as ‘broad 

rigg’, which, as the name suggests, comprises wide ridges, sometimes measuring up to 8m, that follow a 

distinctive path, known as a ‘reverse-S’. This unique shape derives from the movement of the plough 

team as it turns into the plough. The cluster of fields shown at the top of plate 72 (CS17) are a good 

example of this type of ploughing and the ‘S’ shape curve can be clearly seen, especially in the top field. 

Although the ridge and furrow no longer survives in these fields, the horse-turn can still be traced in the 

distinctive shape of the field boundaries in this area. An even better example has recently come to light 

on an aerial photograph probably dating to the late 1930s (Plate 73) that shows pronounced reverse-S 

broad rigg extending right across the field on the north side of Cleadon Lane. A fragment of this still 

survives today to the east of East Farm (CS18). Broad rigg generally pre-dates the 14th Century, making it 

a good indicator of medieval cultivation and settlement. The preservation of broad rigg at East Farm 

(CS18), on the Cleadon Hills (CS17) and at West Farm (CS19) would indicate that in these areas arable 

production was turned over to pasture early in the settlement’s history, preserving the deep furrows of 

broad rigg that have elsewhere been destroyed by later ploughing.  

 

Elsewhere in the parish, the rigg is narrower and straighter; a characteristic of later phases of ploughing. 

This is usually referred to as ‘narrow rigg’. Examples of this, together with earlier broad rigg, can still be 

seen to the north of Cleadon Hills Farm (CS16). Narrow rigg generally post-dates the 14th Century but 

given the extent of variation seen at both local and regional levels, this type of cultivation cannot be 

dated on form alone, except to say that very narrow rig often dates to the 18th and early 19th centuries. 
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Plate 73: Aerial photograph dating to the late 1930s showing broad rigg extending to the north of Cleadon Lane. 

Cleadon Nursery is on the right side of the picture. Photograph courtesy of Maurice Chadwick. 

 

 

Plate 74: Example of narrow rig’ at Cleadon Hills Farm (CS16). The ridges here are much narrower than those found 

elsewhere indicating that this ploughing is later in date. Often this can overlie earlier broad rigg. 

 

Woodland 

In addition to the arable fields, the medieval community of Cleadon would have been reliant on 

common land for grazing and on woodland, not only for firewood but for a whole host of products 

ranging from animal fodder to wooden clogs. Timber would have been essential for building, even in an 

area where stone was the predominant building material. It was used for roof trusses, joist and structural 
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elements. Other products were species dependant: Lime is durable and easy to turn so was used for 

utensils like ladles, cups and bowls; beech responds well to steam bending, used to make furniture as 

well as for charcoal burning; hazel was used for stakes, hurdles and thatch spars; ash is a general all-

round versatile wood, strong and flexible, making it perfect for shields and arrows, and the yew was 

used for longbows. In fact yew was such an important wood in the eyes of the medieval kings that 

Richard III decreed that landowners had to plant a number of trees per year for military purposes (Milner 

1992). As such, the woodland would have been a valuable and carefully managed resource to the 

people of Cleadon.  

 

 

Plate 75: Post-enclosure hedgerows provided a valuable source of much needed wood. 

 

Tracing medieval woodland from later historic maps is very difficult and there are precious few clues in 

the surviving field name evidence. There may have been pockets of managed woodland on the Cleadon 

Hills and to the east around Cleadon Laws, as well as to the south of the village on the edges of Cleadon 

Moor. However, even as early as the 12th Century, the demand for arable had seen a dramatic reduction 

of available woodland and it is possible that Cleadon was largely reliant on imported timber for building 

projects and on turf cut from Cleadon moor for fuel. During the later medieval period, as the common 

fields were enclosed, this situation was slightly alleviated by the introduction of hedgerow trees that 

provided a valuable source of additional timber and underwood (Plate 75).  

 

Moorland 

Cleadon Moor was a roughly triangular, 86 hectare, area of land to the south-west of the village, 

bounded by Flatts Lane to the south and extending north to Boldon Lane. The moor lay very close to the 

centre of the village and provided common land for the grazing of sheep and cattle. The extent of the 

moor in the early 19th Century is still shown on the first edition OS map (1855); although by this stage it 
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had been enclosed for nearly 200 years. The map further shows the location of the village pinfold, or 

‘pinder’ (HER 12761) on the corner of what is now West Park Road, originally known as Pinder Lane 

(Wawn, ud). This was a communal enclosure used for keeping stray animals until retrieved by their 

owner. It would make sense to locate the pinfold close to the village grazing lands, corralling stray 

beasts who may have wandered into the village. Therefore it is highly probable that this was the location 

of the original medieval pinder mentioned in the Boldon Book in 1183. The pinfold stood until the early 

20th Century when it was replaced with a post and rail fence (ibid). It no longer survives but the location 

is marked by a blue plaque erected by the village society (Plate 76). 

 

 

Plate 76: Possible location of the former medieval pinder, at the top of West Park Road. 

 

The eastern boundary of the moor is less easy to define. It may have previously extended out towards the 

boundary of the township, merging with Whitburn Moor to the south of Moor Lane. However, it would 

appear that this was cultivated as meadow and grassland from a relatively early date, the line of the strip 

fields, running north to south, are clearly visible on the first edition OS map.  

 

Meadowland and Pasture 

Hay would have been grown on the meadowland, harvested to provide over-wintering fodder for 

animals and distributed equally amongst the villagers, with each being allocated a strip of meadow land 

in the same way as arable land. Areas beside water courses were highly desirable as water-meadow. In 

these areas a system of irrigation was implemented to keep the field damp but not flooded. Managing the 

meadow in this fashion ensured an early supply of spring grass for the animals. The area to the south of 

the village, bordering Boldon Flatts, where a small stream formerly ran, may have been ideal for this. 
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There is no surviving evidence of such water management, but the area is now extensively farmed. 

 

Unlike arable crops, hay was not grown in ridge and furrow. The extensive evidence of arable 

cultivation across the meadow and moorland to the south of the village, which appeared on the post-war 

aerial photographs (see Fig. 17 – archaeological sites), was therefore most probably post-medieval in 

date.  

 

Interestingly, the meadows to the south of the village are known as ‘West Meadows’, and on the east 

side of the Sunderland Road is ‘West Farm’, ‘West House’ and their associated farmlands. These lands 

were originally not part of Cleadon but belonged instead to Whitburn, lying to the west of that township. 

Over time, the boundary between the two villages has blurred as landowners obtained and amalgamated 

property in both townships. Similarly, to the south of Cleadon Moor, Boldon Flatts formed part of the 

ploughlands belonging to East Boldon. 

 

Another important area for grazing was the Cleadon Lizards in the north-eastern corner of the township. 

Access to the Lizards from the village was via Sunniside Lane, a drover’s road leading up to the higher 

pasture. Sheep were very important to the medieval and the post-medieval economy. Wool had always 

been a prized product, English cloth being renowned as an export commodity as far back as the Roman 

period. In fact, so significant were the sheep of Cleadon to the bishop’s coffers in the 12th Century that 

their ownership merits a specific reference in the Boldon Book entry: ‘The sheep with pasture of Esscur 

and of Cleadon are in the hands of the Lord Bishop. Nevertheless, evidence of ridge and furrow, 

including broad rigg, surrounding Cleadon Hills Farm would indicate that a substantial area of the 

Lizards was under cultivation in the 13th and 14th centuries. This was probably returned to pasture in 

the 15th or 16th centuries when there was a countrywide boom in wool production and cloth 

manufacture. 

 

Any discussion on Cleadon’s medieval landscape must remain largely conjectural, but there does appear 

to be a degree of forward planning and design in the layout of the medieval settlement. Arguably this is 

evident not only in the use of the surrounding landscape but also in the layout of the village itself. 

Cleadon has often been described as an ‘agglomerated’ village, a term used to describe a settlement that 

has grown up organically from an earlier farmstead or hamlet. The extent of the original medieval village 

is thought to have been a cluster of farms around the village pond, and indeed the oldest buildings in 

Cleadon are to be found in this area. However, the straightening of the Sunderland Road in the 1960s 

has to a degree skewed our perception of settlement layout. A look at the 1842 tithe map, the earliest 

detailed map surviving of the settlement, suggests a slightly different picture. It indicates a more linear 

layout, with plots arranged along a broad central street, marked at the eastern end by the pond and at 

the western by the pinder (Fig. 20). This seems to suggest there may have been a degree of rationale 

behind the layout and design of the settlement. If this is the case, then rather than developing in 

piecemeal fashion, Cleadon may be one of the so called planned ‘Green Villages’ of County Durham.  
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Figure 20: Extract from the Whitburn tithe map (1842) showing Cleadon Village DUSC DDR/EA/TTH/1/252. 

Reproduced by permission of Durham University Library. 

 

Is Cleadon a Durham Green Village? 

The Durham green villages are believed to have been laid out before 1183, probably begun by Bishop 

Flambard (1099 - 1128) in the early 12th Century. At the centre of each settlement, as the name 

suggests, was a village green. These varied in nature from a broad green like those found at Gainford and 

Staindrop to a street green like that at Whitburn. If Cleadon is a green village then it falls into this latter 

category (Roberts 1977 & 2008).  

 

The reason for this distinctive settlement plan was undoubtedly multi-faceted. It was in part defensive, 

the green serving as a stockade for the village animals during periods of invasion and civil unrest. This 

would have been a very real threat in the 12th Century, a time of war with the ever-present spectre of a 

Scottish invasion.  Greens also served as important meeting places and area for trade, although there is 

no documentary evidence of a formal market at Cleadon. It was also the focus of communal resources 

like the blacksmith's and ale house, traditionally the only buildings allowed to encroach upon a village 

green. The Cleadon Green featured the village pond (HER 12781), originally much larger than today, 

referred to as the Cleadon Lake. This was of considerable importance on the Magnesian Limestone 

Plateau, where fresh water for the watering of stock was at a premium. The pond would have also served 

travellers passing through the village and may at least partially account for the stagger in the course of 

the Sunderland to Shields road. 
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Figure 21: Extracts from the first edition 6-inch OS map (1855) with the village greens of Whitburn and Cleadon 

shaded in green. 

 

Viewed side-by-side from the first edition OS map (1855), the similarities between the layout of Cleadon 

and Whitburn are striking (Fig 21). Whitburn has always been classed as a green village but not Cleadon. 
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What we may have at Cleadon is a failed green village where the western end of the settlement was 

either never completed or fell out of use relatively quickly.  The western extent of the settlement can still 

be inferred from the arrangement of the fields shown on the 1862 map (Fig. 19) but, unlike Whitburn, no 

individual property divisions are shown to survive. One reason for the failure of the western half of the 

settlement might be its underlying geology. The north side of Front Street and Boldon Lane is situated on 

a band of sand and gravels (Fig. 8), later exploited for extraction. This may have proved adequate to bear 

the weight of simple timber dwellings but perhaps proved poor foundations for heavier stone structures. 

Equally, the population of the village may have simply contracted in size as a result of the sequence of 

plagues and famines that hit the North East during the 14th and 15th centuries. 

 

If Cleadon was planned and laid out by the Bishop Flambard soon after the Harrying of the North, it 

once more raises the issue of the location of the original settlement. Was pre-Conquest Cleadon located 

on the higher ground of Cleadon Hills and relocated to the lower ground in the 12th Century when the 

planned settlement was laid out? Perhaps this may have also corresponded with the foundation, or 

formalisation, of the Shields Road from the important settlements of Monkwearmouth and 

Bishopwearmouth to the south. Situating a village on this route would have made sound commercial 

sense, with grain and wool bales being transported inland to Durham or exported, via the growing port 

at Wearmouth, to the continent, allowing the bishop to maximise revenue from his land. 

 

In the early 14th Century, during the incumbency of Bishop de Bury (1333 – 1345), Cleadon once more 

appears in the documentary record.  At this time, Matilda de Stafford and John Correy are recorded as 

both holding land direct from the bishop, as are the Kirby family, said to have held land in Cleadon for 

several generations (Hutchinson 1783, 628). John Correy’s tenancy later passed to his daughter, Sigreda, 

on his death. Sigreda is an Anglo-Scandinavian name and may be a legacy of the earlier Danish 

migration into the area, illustrating something of the varied ethnic mix of peoples in the region even after 

300 years of Norman rule.  

 

The palatinate records also reference a freehold manor of Cleadon held as part of the Hilton estate. This 

was conveyed by the mid 15th Century to Roger Thornton, a wealthy Newcastle merchant connected 

through marriage to the Lumley estates (ibid)1. These references are interesting, but it is not until Bishop 

Hatfield’s survey in the second half of the 14th Century that we get a more comprehensive picture of 

medieval Cleadon. 

                                                      
1 Full reference in Hutchinson: ‘Co’pt est p’ inq. &c. q'd p’fat. Rog’ ten. in d’nioo suo ut de feod. 81:. com, feofl'at. 

cu. p’fate T. de Pytyngton tria mess. in Clevedon, quor. q'd’lt val. p’ ultra repr. 8d. quator bovat t’ re cum p’t ib. 

quar. quelt. bov. t’re eo'tinet xxiiij acras quar. quelt. val. p’ an. nlt. repr. vd- ex dono & feofl‘e W_’i do Hilton chr. p‘ 

nomen W’i d'ni de Hilton mil. Pct. p’fato Rog’o p‘ nomen R.'i de Thomwn 5, Joh‘i de Newton cl. defu’cto ac p‘fato 

T. de Pytyngton cap- adhuc sup’stit. bed. 8; assign suis imp’p’m p’ nomen M’ij sui de Clevedon alias voc. Clesedon 

in epatu. Dun. una cum o’ibus tr. ten, red. rev’si0nib's 8; serviciis, &c- ten. de d’co d'no E. in Ca. red. si. sn- inde ad 

t'us 15s. 1ld.—--Jug. p. m. R. Thornton. 

                   Whitbum parish : Book of 1'. 5l. 155. 6d.—Val. of Lands 7351. - Grey‘: MSS. 
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The Hatfield Survey  

Compiled some 200 years after the Boldon Book, the Hatfield survey was commissioned by Thomas 

Hatfield, bishop of Durham from 1345 to 1381. It was much more comprehensive than the earlier 

Boldon Book, listing all tenants, together with the quantity of land they held and services due of each 

manor. The townships of Cleadon and Whitburn are again grouped together under the single parish, 

making it difficult to distinguish between the tenants and resources in each, although there are some 

specific references. The survey includes the first reference to the windmill at Whitburn, although the 

exact location of this is unclear. 

 

In the intervening period between the two surveys there had been considerable change. The region had 

been ravaged by plague, which first broke out in the 1230s and then continued to resurface at intervals 

over the coming century, culminating in the Black Death of 1348, devastating the country. The ongoing 

Wars of Independence with Scotland also made the threat of invasion very real, with Robert the Bruce 

leading raiding parties south, taking Hartlepool in 1312. In addition, a drastic change in the climate in 

the early 14th Century resulted in a cycle of bitterly cold winters followed by wet summers, which 

decimated the harvest, resulting in widespread famine. Known as the ‘Little Ice Age’ this lasted right the 

way through to the 17th Century. Altogether, these elements claimed the lives of between a third and 

half the English population. Numbers were not to grow again until the 1500s. 

 

These events would have undoubtedly had an impact on medieval Cleadon and the surrounding 

landscape. Over time, the strips of land held by each villager would have gradually been amalgamated 

or ‘enclosed’ to produce continuous blocks, either as the result of agreement or opportunism. The more 

pragmatic of Cleadon’s villagers may have sought to increase the productivity of their land, and the 

labour necessary to work it, by exchanging plots with their neighbours; this was enclosure by agreement. 

The less reputable alternative was the ‘annexing’ a neighbour’s land. In a time of plague and famine 

blocks of land would frequently fall vacant. Similarly, tenants were also required to respond to the 

‘muster’, joining the bishop’s ranks against the Scots, with many never to return from battle. Over time 

these blocks of ‘abandoned’ land would have been subsumed by Cleadons’ more opportunistic 

residents.  

 

In cases of both agreement and land pilfering, boundary fences and hedgerows were erected by the new 

owners as a means of asserting ownership. Many of which still followed the pattern of the old strip fields. 

In the 17th Century the process was formalised in a series of enclosure agreements, but the carving up 

the common fields had begun long before this.  

 

These changes in the land ownership are reflected in the Hatfield survey in the introduction of a new 

tenancy arrangement - copyhold tenure.  Under copyhold a tenant had to pay an annual ground rent, 

plus a fee (often termed a ‘fine’) on gaining possession of the land or at their death; in both cases this 

usually amounted to one year's rent. Provided rents were paid, required services fulfilled, and all other 
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customs observed, a copyhold tenant retained his land for life and could pass it on to his heirs. There are 

a number of tenants holding land under copyhold referred to in the Cleadon entry of the survey. 

 

Copyholders could sell or mortgage their property, but the transaction had to be registered in the 

Halmote Court. This was a regular court meeting held in each of the four administrative centres that 

made up the bishop’s estates; these were termed ‘wards’. During these sessions fees were paid, any 

grievance or misdemeanours reviewed, and suitable judgements made. On the death of a copyholder his 

heirs made an appeal at the Court session to claim the land. If they failed to do this the property would 

be forfeit and granted to another tenant. Each land holding was recorded in the Halmote Court Rolls and 

a copy given to the tenant, hence the name ‘copyhold’. Cleadon formed part of the Chester-le-Street 

ward, one of the largest and richest of the Palatinate estates. Records of the Halmote Court Rolls are held 

at Durham University Special Collections2.  

 

Copyhold tenancy provided a higher degree of security for tenants, allowing them to pass property to 

their heirs and even sell land with the appropriate permission. The new arrangement meant that land 

could be transferred more easily, while ensuring the bishop still retained control, all land ultimately still 

belonging to him.  Hugh de Gilmore, the first of the Cleadon tenants mentioned in the Hatfield survey, 

held one messuage of land from Richard Hedworth for ‘term of his life’, which appears to be a sub-let or 

mortgage. Hugh also held a toft and two acres of lands formerly belonging to John Thorald, and 

throughout the entry there are frequent references to land that previously belonged to other tenants 

passing into single ownership. Robert Hedworth for example accrued property from Agnes Southwyk, 

Geoffry of Refhop, Peter of Clevedon, John Talbone and Robert Mateshey; a clear example of enclosure 

by agreement in action.  Other residents include: Stephen Whitgray and Robert Potter, who both held 

property through their wives; John de Kyrkeby, who acquired land from John Eyre, Robert the Clerk and 

John Brereton; William Swalwells, who held land from William Crag; Reginald Wermouth, and ‘thirty 

other tenants’ (Surtees 1816, 50-51). A number of the above were required to undertake services for the 

bishop in a military or ambassadorial capacity equivalent to the knight’s service – or fee - operating 

elsewhere in the country by the end of the 13th Century. 

 

In addition to copyhold tenants there were a number of ‘bondsmen’ listed in the parish in the Hatfield 

Survey; these were equivalent to the villeins in the earlier Boldon Book. There were 28 bondsmen 

recorded in Cleadon and Whitburn, exactly the same number listed in the earlier survey. The services 

required of a bondsman were slightly reduced from those of a villein, replaced instead by a rent of 40s, a 

payment of oats, hens and eggs, and the provision of carriage for a ton of wine. One of the rather more 

odd requirements was the supply of 240 eggs to the bishop at Easter (ibid). Cottagers are also listed, their 

status largely remaining the same as in 1183 (Greenwell 1857).  

 

 

                                                      
2  Durham University Special Collections  citing online reference ‘Halmote Court Records’ > 
http://reed.dur.ac.uk/xtf/view?docId=ead/dhc/dhcsubsd.xml  
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The War of the Roses (1455-1485) 

The 15th Century saw the region divided in a political power struggle between the two most powerful 

families in the North: the Percys, Earls of Northumberland and the Nevilles, Earls of Westmorland. The 

Nevilles held land in Durham, Yorkshire and Cumbria. Their powerbase was in County Durham where, 

next to the bishop, they were the largest landholders in the region. As such, the family had considerable 

political influence, the 1st Earl’s fourth son, Robert Neville, becoming bishop of Durham in 1437. Their 

rivals, the Percys, held vast estates in Northumberland with castles at Alnwick and Warkworth.  

 

The bloody feud between the two families split the royal court and further fuelled the flames of civil war 

brewing between the York and Lancastrian factions. The War of the Roses erupted in 1459 with the 

Neville’s supporting the Yorkist cause and the Percys the Lancastrians. The war did not have a direct 

impact on the Cleadon area, the majority of the fighting taking place further to the north and west 

around Alnwick and Hexham, and South around Yorkshire and along its border with Durham. The 

unrest did however interrupt cultivation, placing a drain on resources that contributed to a major 

economic crisis in the early 15th Century that saw rents and other revenues fall drastically, plunging the 

region into deep depression (Dodds 2011, 52).  

 

The Dissolution of the Monasteries (1538 – 1540) 

The war finally ended with the defeat of Richard III at the Battle of Bosworth in 1485 and the accession 

of Henry VII to the throne. This brought an end to decades of war and faction fighting and established 

the new Tudor dynasty. But Henry’s son, Henry VIII, was soon to bring about a religious schism that was 

to have a dramatic impact on the cultural, political and physical landscape of the country for years to 

come. Henry’s split with the Catholic Church saw him strip the wealthy religious houses of the country 

of their land, goods and other assets. This included the powerful and wealthy Priory of Durham, which 

owned much of the Durham City, as well as extensive estates across the palatinate including much of 

Wearside and Tyneside, although Cleadon, Whiburn and Boldon remained the property of the bishop.  

The religious community at Durham was re-founded in 1542 under the new English Church and much 

of the land forfeited to the Crown during the dissolution was returned and placed under the 

administration of the newly established Dean and Chapter. Throughout this period the bishop of 

Durham, Bishop Tunstall, remained loyal to the King, but Henry was keen to ensure he limited the 

power of the bishops in the future and so introduced the Jurisdiction of Liberties Act in 1536 that 

annexed to the Crown all criminal jurisdictions within County Durham. This effectively ended the 400 

year autonomy of the Prince Bishops (Fraser 1970, 213).  
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THE 16TH AND 17TH CENTURIES – THE TUDORS AND STUARTS 

Timeline: 1509 Henry VIII crowned > 1538-1540 Dissolution of the monasteries > 1558 Elizabeth is 

crowned queen  > 1569 The Rising of the North > 1579-1597 outbreaks of plague in Newcastle, 

Hartlepool, Darlington and Chester-le-Street > 1603  King James VI of Scotland ascends to the throne of 

England – Union of the Crowns and founding of the Stuarts  > 1605 Gunpowder plot > 1620 king orders 

that part of the Sunderland coal shipping revenue must go to Newcastle >1625 Charles I becomes king > 

1640 Scots army under General Leslie invade Newcastle and defeats Charles’ army > 1640 Scots seize 

Newcastle and Durham > 1642 Civil War begins > March 1644 Battle of Boldon Hill > July 1644  Battle 

of Marston Moor > Oct 1644 Newcastle falls to Parliamentarian and Scots forces > 1649 Charles 1 

beheaded > 1649-1660 The interregnum – Britain is a republic > 1660 Charles II restored to the throne > 

1685 Succession crisis the Catholic James II becomes king > 1688  the Glorious Revolution – the Dutch 

William of Orange becomes king  

 

The Northern Rebellion 

Despite Henry’s destruction of the old church, Catholicism remained strong in the north of England 

leading to rebellion. In 1536 there was the Pilgrimage of Grace and Bigod Rebellion an uprising against 

the King that resulted in 216 lords and knights being executed including Sir Thomas Percy, Sir William 

Lumley and Sir Edward Neville. This was followed a few years later in 1569 by the so called Rising of 

the North, led by the former warring families, Charles Neville, 6th Earl of Westmorland and Thomas 

Percy, 7th Earl of Northumberland. United in their faith, the two earls led a group of Northern nobles in 

a plot to overthrow the Protestant queen Elizabeth I and replace her with her Catholic cousin, Mary 

Queen of Scots. The revolt garnered considerable support across the region at all levels including from 

men from Cleadon, but was ultimately defeated. The following retribution was swift and harsh. Led by 

Sir Robert Bowes on behalf of Elizabeth, over 800 men were executed from all ranks, including two of 

the four Cleadon villagers, both hung on Newcastle Town Moor (Fordyce 1855, 733). 

 

Following the rebellion, the previously tolerant Elizabeth enforced a series of repressive anti-Catholic 

laws banning worship and preventing any Catholic from holding office. Religious dissent was to remain 

a theme of the next 200 years, erupting in the Gunpowder Plot of 1605, the Civil War of 1642-49 and 

later the Glorious Revolution of 1688. However for the majority of Elizabeth’s subjects this was a period 

of relative peace and prosperity. There were great advances in science and medicine as well as art, 

music, poetry and literature, and the period is viewed by many as a Golden Age.  One such 

development was the field of cartography and navigation. As English ships began to explore the world in 

search of trade there was an increased pressure on producing accurate maps and nautical charts. The 

need to transport goods on land also saw the emergence of the first national maps. Although these early 

maps are very small scale they provide us for the first time with a picture of the nature of settlement 

across Britain.  
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The First Map Makers 

Perhaps the earliest of the great map makers was Christopher Saxton (c.1540 – c.1610) who produced 

the first county maps of England and Wales. In 1576 he published the Dunelmensis Episcopatus, a 

collection of maps of the bishopric of Durham. This is the first representation we have of Cleadon. 

Though of very small scale, the map is beautifully drawn and provides an indication of settlement in the 

area. Saxton used a standard pictorial key to illustrate something of the nature of each settlement. 

Cleadon (Cleydon) is shown as a circle with a building, indicating a village or hamlet without church, 

while the church at Whitburn is shown by the use of the tower symbol. Unfortunately, this map, and the 

later adaptation by John Speed made in 1611, includes no details as to the layout and plan of the village. 

Occasionally larger scale plans of towns were produced but none exist for Cleadon.  

 

  

Figure 22: Extract from Saxton’s Map of County Durham (1576), showing Cleadon and surrounding settlements. 

 

Elizabethan Survey of Lands 1587 

A few years after the publication of Saxton’s map, in 1587 there was another survey undertaken of lands 

held in Whitburn and Cleadon (Elizabeth 30 - Summers 1858, 226). This survey, for the first time, draws 

a distinction between residents of Cleadon and of Whitburn. It records 11 copyhold tenants in Clevedon. 

The largest landholder by a considerable degree at this time was Robert Chambers, who also held 

substantial property in East Boldon. Stephen Key and John Merryman held slightly less than Chambers, 

with the rest of the land fairly evenly distributed between Thomas Lighe, Robert Aire and Alice and John 

Mathewes.  
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                   (ibid, 226) 

The Chambers Family 

The Chambers family were the most important and influential of the Cleadon families in the 17th 

Century and were later to play an important role in the political and religious machinations of the 

region. The family are believed to have hailed from Alnwick, Robert de la Chambre, being recorded as 

Escheator Royal of Northumberland in the early 14th Century; this was a court official responsible for 

upholding the feudal rights of the Earl. In 1351 Robert’s son, John de Chambers, became High Bailiff of 

Newcastle and throughout the 14th Century the name occurs frequently in the parish registers of the 

town and surrounding areas, often associated with the Christian name John or Robert, suggesting familial 

links (Chambers 1907). The first direct reference to the Chambers of Cleadon dates to 1509 when John 

Chambers is listed as Collector for Cleadon in the Palatinate records (DUSC CCB B/23/5/91). The village 

collector, as the name might suggest, was responsible for the collection of revenue and rents owed to the 

bishop and required to present them regularly at the Halmote Court. This was a role of considerable 

status and responsibility. 

 

 

Plate 77: Cleadon Tower, one home of the Chambers family. 
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Cleadon Tower (HER 8026), the oldest building in the village, was built by the Chambers family (Fig. 

17). This was the subject of a recent building survey carried out by volunteers from Cleadon and the 

North East Vernacular Architecture Group (NEVAG) as part of the Village Atlas project. The findings of 

the survey, including the history of the building, are included in ‘Cleadon Village Atlas: Cleadon Tower 

Building Report’ (NAA 2015b). The date of construction of the tower remains uncertain. The first 

reference to the tower in the documentary record is often given as 1587 (Surtees 1816, Wawn ud) but 

this might actually just be the first appearance of the name, in the Elizabethan Survey detailed above. 

There is no reference to a hall or tower in the will of John Chambers, yeoman dated 1575 

(DPRI/1/1575/C1). The physical evidence has also proved inconclusive, except to say that the building 

was in existence by the early to mid 16th Century.   

 

The rank of collector in 1509 would have certainly afforded John the necessary rank to construct the 

largest building in the village. It was also a fairly lucrative role with plenty of opportunities to skim off a 

few shillings here and there, but the construction of a fortified building would have been quite unusual 

in this period and generally a privilege only granted to a freehold tenant. This again raises the issue of 

the earlier reference to a freehold manor in Whitburn parish belonging to the Hiltons that is mentioned 

by Hutchinson (1783, 628). Was the tower originally built for the Hiltons? There is a tradition that there 

are tunnels leading from Cleadon Tower to Hylton Castle that, given the distance, is highly improbable, 

but the story could be a manifestation of an old ownership link between the two properties.   

 

Sir John Burke, writing in the mid 19th Century, describes Cleadon Tower as a ‘square tower of two 

stages, leaded, and with a spiral-stone stair-case to the top, It was attached to the East end of the present 

old mansion, and commanded a very extensive prospect’ (1850, 282). This description was written some 

time after the tower was demolished c.1795. There is also often a degree of confusion in the records 

between Cleadon Tower and Cleadon Hall, the eminent historian William Hutchinson even confusing 

the building with Cleadon House (1783, 629). The Chambers family continued to live in Cleadon Tower 

until the family line died out in the late 17th Century and the estate was sold to Robert Sutton. 

 

The Matthew Family  

The Matthew family (sometimes Mathhews) were another important Cleadon family. John and Alice 

Matthew appear in the 1587 survey and in the 17th Century Michael Matthew built a substantial 

property opposite Cleadon Tower, in the area now occupied by the Britannia Inn (CS15) (Fig 17). The 

current building was constructed in 1894 but incorporates a fine stone fireplace from the old Matthew 

house that features the initials M M I for Michael and Isobel Matthew, and the date 1675. There may be 

other fragments of the earlier building incorporated into the later structure. 

 

The couple are buried at Whitburn church in a fine recumbent effigy tomb dated to 1689; a testimony to 

their wealth and importance. Michael is represented on the tomb as an elderly gentleman dressed in full 

17th attire including periwig, neckcloth with square ends, coat with large buckramed skirts, wide 
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sleeves, rolled breeches, and square laced shoes, with huge bows (Mackenzie & Ross 1834). There is a 

skull nestling between his feet, termed a momento mori this was a common mortuary feature of the 

period and was intended to remind all onlookers that death was ever present and you must take care that 

your soul is not found wanting. Michael’s head rests on a pillow, and in his right hand he holds a book 

on which is carved ‘shall not lye here but rise’ a reference to judgment day and the second coming. On 

the uprights of the tomb are base-relief carvings, possibly of the Matthew children, as well as texts of 

scripture. The accompanying wall tablet records Michael and Isobel had three sons and two daughters, 

only one of which, Hannah, survived them. 

 

  

Plates 78 and 79: Matthew fireplace now located in the side room of the Britannia Arms. 

 

 

Plate 80: Matthew family effigy tomb in Whitburn church (photo kindly provided by John Robinson). 
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The Meryman Family 

The Meryman (Merriman) family are another of the Cleadon families with a long association with the 

village. John and Alice Merymen are first mentioned in the 1587 survey and there were still a number of 

Merrimen still living in Cleadon, Whitburn and East Boldon in the mid 19th Century, the family holding 

the lease of both the Britannia and Ship inns. 

 

The Stuarts and the Rise of Industry  

James I was crowned king of England on Elizabeth’s death in 1603, heralding the reign of the Stuarts. 

There had been considerable social change during the Elizabethan period as the old feudal families that 

had dominated the political landscape since the Norman Conquest were gradually supplanted by 

wealthy merchants and yeomen like the Matthews and Chambers. This movement continued into the 

17th Century with further increases in trade and commerce. Such changes were to have a marked 

impact on the landscape around Cleadon as new industries flourished and the focus shifted away from 

agrarian production.  

 

The Salt Industry 

Salt had been one of the earliest of the Tyneside and Wearside industries. Two salt pans are recorded at 

South Shields in 1489 and at Monkwearmouth the monks were receiving church tithes in salt from the 

mid 15th Century until the Dissolution (Dodds 2011, 52). In an age well before the freezing and canning 

of food, salt was often the only means of preservation and was a highly prized commodity. In fact it was 

so important to the Romans that the army were partially paid in salt rations, giving rise to the term salary.  

 

The mineral was distilled by pumping seawater into large metal pans. Coal powered fires burning 

underneath would then heat the brine, causing the water to evaporate.  The crystals of salt would then 

be raked out and more brine added. The salt was transported on lanes or tracks known as Salter’s roads, 

along which travelled convoys of pack horse, each holding up to 130lbs of salt in two panniers.  

 

During the reign of Elizabeth over 1000 salt pans were recorded on the Tyne and Wear employing 

thousands of men (Surtees 1816, 94). South Shields was the region's most important salt town, where the 

industry caused terrible pollution. The South Shields pans were leased from the bishop of Durham, the 

salt being transport south along Turnstall Lane to Silkworth and along Salters Lane that still runs between 

Warden Law and Haswell. The salt industry remained buoyant into the 18th Century with 200 pans still 

operating in South Shields in 1747 but by 1800 the industry had all but died out, replaced by rock salt 

mined on the South West coast (Haswell History Group 2008)3. 

 

Quarrying 

Limestone quarrying was another industry operating in the Cleadon area in the 17th Century (Fig. 17). 

Limestone for walls and building foundations had been quarried in the area probably since the medieval 

                                                      
3 Haswell History Group (2008) citing online reference ‘Salter’s Lane’ at http://www.haswell-history.co.uk/salters.html 
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period, although it was not until the 18th Century, with the introduction of lime fertiliser for agricultural 

purposes, that large scale extraction really began.  

 

Other local industries at this time included glass production, tile and brick manufacture and 

shipbuilding. All of these industries were to expand on the eve of the Civil War, but it was coal that 

would really transform the face of the landscape in the next 300 years.  

 

Coal Extraction 

Coal had been mined in Durham since the medieval period with coal smiths being recorded at 

Sedgefield as early as 1180 (Leddra 2008, 2). Early coal production was largely controlled by the church 

with monks establishing mines at Finchale, Lumley and Rainton in the 13th Century. However, by the 

17th Century production had spread across west Durham and into Tyneside and the Washington area of 

Wearside. In 1608-9, 14,700 tons of coal were shipped out of Wearside, 3,000 tons of which were 

exported abroad, the rest going to the capital. By 1630 this had risen to 72,000 tons (8,000 for export), 

the demand for coal increasing as timber stocks were depleted (Dodds 2011, 58). By the end of the 18th 

Century the figure had further increased with a staggering 763,000 tons of coal being shipped out of 

Sunderland each year (ibid, 95). Associated with the rise in coal export was the expansion of 

shipbuilding along the Tyne and the Wear with the need to built the large broad hulled colliers to 

transport the black diamonds along the coast, as well as faster ocean going trade ships for other 

merchandise.  

 

George Lilburn and the Chambers Family 

All of this would have had a dramatic impact on the region. Sunderland and Newcastle were rapidly 

developing in the early years of the 17th Century with many people beginning to migrate away from the 

agricultural villages towards the new cities; a trend that would increase dramatically over the next two 

centuries. One man drawn to the area to make his fortune was George Lilburn, a Sunderland coal 

merchant who was later to become an important local figure in the Civil War. George had moved to 

Wearside from Thickley Punchardon near Bishop Auckland in the early 17th Century and had amassed 

considerable wealth through the buying, leasing and selling of a series of coal mines (Dodds 2011, 58). 

In 1620 he married Isabel Chambers of Cleadon at Whitburn church and it is tempting to imagine the 

wedding party retiring to Cleadon Tower for refreshments following the nuptials.  

 

George was the uncle of the famous radical, Freeborn John (1614-50), one of the leading figures in the 

Leveller movement that advocated that each man held freeborn rights not bestowed by any government 

or human law. He rallied support around a call for a written constitution (something akin to the 

American Bill of Rights) and a democratically elected legislature. This brought him into direct conflict 

with the Crown and in 1638 John was whipped through the streets of London and imprisoned for the 

distribution and publication of Puritan leaflets. He was released three years later and helped by his uncle 

George to set up a brewing business in Sunderland, where he remained until the outbreak of the Civil 
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War in 1642. 

 

Although not as radical as his republican nephew, George Lilburn was a Puritan. His marriage into the 

Chambers family therefore brings their religious allegiance into question and may shed some light on 

why the family were excommunicated by Bishop Morton following a court hearing on the 30th April 

1637. On the surface this was supposedly inflicted as a punishment for the Chambers grinding grain at 

their own mill as opposed to using the bishop’s mill at Whitburn.  However such a drastic measure, 

which at the time implied the eternal damnation of the soul, was a very extreme punishment given the 

nature of the crime. Instead the dispute may have been a vehicle used by the bishop to curb the power 

and influence of the Chambers family, who were frequently at odds with the clergy, and through them 

George Lilburn.  

 

Tradition has it that following the excommunication members of the family were buried in the stack yard 

to the North West of Cleadon Tower. In 1927 the skeletal remains of five adults were found in the area 

during excavation of the gravel pits opposite Cleadon House (HER 2582). These were attributed to the 

Chambers family but in all reality this was probably rather unlikely. There is a strong taboo against 

burying human remains on or near a settlement dating back at least to the Roman period. Instead the 

bodies may have been evidence of earlier settlement, perhaps Anglo-Saxon or earlier. Unfortunately we 

have very few details about the burials, the bodies being re-interred in Whitburn church after 

consultation with Miss Pollard the only surviving descendant of the Chambers family (Wawn ud)  

 

Lilburn and Isabel took up residence in a large house in Sunderland where George became one of the 

most important figures in the development of the new town granted borough status in 1634. He became 

the first mayor in 1637, an office he again held in 1641 when the fear of a civil war was rife. Charles I, 

indignant at the questioning of his policies by Parliament, suspended it in 1629 and continued to rule 

without consultation during what is often known as the Personal Rule or sometimes the Eleven Year 

Tyranny, although the period was not as draconian as the name suggests. During this period Charles 

continued to impose unpopular policies, one of which was the payment of ship money an annual tax on 

the refitting of ships. This tax hit at the heart of Sunderland’s merchant and shipbuilder community who, 

led by George Lilburn, refused to pay (Dodds 2011, 60).  

 

There was considerable opposition to Charles religious policy as well as his taxation strategy. As leader 

of the Church of England he advocated a return to high ritual, a policy viewed by many with suspicion 

as being distinctly popish. His wife, Henrietta Maria of France, was a Catholic by birth and very open 

about her belief, which did little to allay the fears of the people, especially the Puritans. George Lilburn 

was outspoken in his condemnation of right wing Anglicanism and was frequently brought before the 

bishop and even imprisoned for short periods. In contrast, Thomas Triplet, rector of St Mary’s in 

Whitburn where Isabel and George had been married a few years before, was a vehement supporter of 

the King and the episcopate. He condemned the rise of the Calvinist protestants, claiming that 
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developing towns like Sunderland were ‘pestilent nests’ where Puritans ‘swarm and breed like hornets in 

a dead horse’s head’ (ibid, 63).  

 

In 1640 Charles’ attempts to control the Calvinist Scots led to war. This proved very unpopular with the 

people of England, many of whom sympathized with their Scottish brethren. The war also placed 

considerable strain on an already overstretched exchequer. Things went very badly for the English force. 

In September 1640 a Scottish troop marched south and took control of Sunderland and the surrounding 

area. Finally, in 1641, the King was forced to recall Parliament after eleven years of independent rule. 

He needed their support to raise revenue in order to pay off the Scots, who subsequently returned back 

across the border. In May the people were asked to sign the Protestation, an oath in defence of the 

Protestant Religion. The act divided families and villages up and down the country, especially in the 

North where Catholicism still had considerable support. In the following year, on August 22nd, war 

finally broke out.  

 

The Civil War 1642-1649 

It is difficult for us to today to imagine the impact of a Civil War in England, although all around us we 

see the true horrors of such event in places like Syria and Rwanda. The war tore communities like 

Cleadon apart, with neighbour mistrusting neighbour, the fighting leaving villages in ruin. Much of the 

combat was focused in the South and Midlands, but in 1644 Cleadon was in the firing line, caught in the 

hinterland between the Royalist forces at Newcastle and Parliamentarians at Sunderland, culminating in 

March of that year in the Battle of Boldon Hill (also known as the Battle of Hilton Castle).  

 

The Royalist cause in the North was led by William Cavendish, Earl of Newcastle, while the 

Parliamentarian forces gathered at Sunderland under the Mayor, George Lilburn. Early in 1644 a Scottish 

force of over 21,000 men, led by the Alexander Leslie, 1st Earl of Leven, again crossed the border in 

opposition to the King. They first tried to take Newcastle but the Royalist garrison who held the town 

proved too strong. Instead, the Scots moved onto Sunderland, arriving in the town on the 4th March. The 

townspeople declared their support for Parliament and Leven and the Scots busily set about resupplying. 

However a contemporary account by one of the Scottish soldiers at the time talks of the reluctance of the 

people in the town to help, many remaining loyal to the King (Dodds 2011). 

 

The Royalists, under William Cavendish, the first Duke of Newcastle gave chase, being joined by twelve 

troop of horse under the command of Sir Charles Lucas. The weather at the time was horrendous with a 

heavy snow storm on the 6th March that covered the whole area. Over the next few days there were 

several skirmishes but the deep snow made fighting and the movement of troops very difficult with many 

of the Royalist troops freezing to death in the fields. Cavendish’s forces laid waste to the surrounding 

farmland as they moved across the area, butchering any stock so the enemy could not re-provision. By 

the 12th March supplies in Sunderland had run out and the Scottish army was forced to move in search 

of supplies, dispatches reporting the force were ‘destroyed with great hunger and famine, with soldier 
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dying daily’ (Spalding 1829, 388). A garrison was left in Sunderland to defend the town.  

 

The Battle of Boldon Hill 

Leven decided to head south with the aim of joining the Parliamentarian army in Yorkshire. It was 

imperative to the Royalist cause that this was prevented and on the 23rd March the decision was made 

to engage the superior Scots force in direct combat. The Royalist troops were marched out of Chester-le-

Street to take up a position on the north side of the Wear, somewhere near Hilton. The Scots meanwhile 

were positioned on the Cleadon Hills. A sea fret the next day prevented fighting until mid-afternoon. A 

contemporary account of the time by a Scots soldier describes the battle: 

 

‘The enemy sent down from Boldon Hill where they were drawn up, some commanded musquetiers 

(sic) to line the hedges betwixt them and us, and we did the like, for the armies could not join, the 

field between us being so full of hedges and ditches upon both sides, our bodies on foot advancing 

at all quarters to the hedges, the enemies cannon discharging upon them an hour and a half with 

very small hurt. The service continued very hot, till after twelve of the clock at night. Many officers, 

who have been old soldiers, did affirm they had never seen so long and hot service in the night time; 

there were divers killed on both sides, but the number of their slain did very far exceed ours as we 

understood by the dead bodies we found the next day upon their ground, beside the seven wagons 

draught of dead and hurt men not able to walk.’   

                        Account in McRae 2013   

 

 

Plate 81: Briar Cottage, formerly known as the Blacksmith’s Cottage may have served as a hospital in the Civil War. 
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Briar Cottage (HER 8051) (No. 11 Front Street), located on the north side of Cleadon pond (Fig 17) is said 

to have been used as a hospital during the war (CRA 1984). The cottage was formerly known as the 

Blacksmith Cottage, the village smithy being located in the yard behind (South Tyneside Library 1994, 

10). Blacksmiths were frequently called upon by the poor in the years before the National Health Service 

to undertake impromptu medical procedures like pulling teeth. As such, there may be a degree of truth 

behind the Briar Cottage hospital claim, the Cleadon smith possibly being the nearest thing to a camp 

doctor in the immediate aftermath of the battle, able to cauterise wounds and remove musket shot. The 

cottage itself includes features that date it stylistically to the 17th Century, although it may possibly date 

to the post-war period when much of the village would have been re-built.   

 

The Civil War ended in June 1645 with the combined Parliamentarian and Scottish force victorious. The 

king was initially imprisoned but following a Royalist uprising in 1648 was beheaded in January 1649. 

Charles’ execution sent shock waves through the nation and across the Continent, even amongst those 

who had opposed the king. George Lilburn and his son Thomas supported the execution as the only way 

of removing the Royalist threat once and for all and establishing England as a true commonwealth.  

 

The Lilburn’s prospered after the war. George and his elder brother were part of the County Committee 

responsible for seizing and reallocating the property of those who had supported the king, imposing fines 

on anyone believed to have held Royalist sympathies (Dodds 2013, 71). Following the war, one of the 

first acts undertaken by the new parliament was the abolition of the episcopacy, resulting in the 

dissolution of the bishopric of Durham. The Bishop’s lands were subsequently sold or redistributed. In 

advance, a survey of church lands was undertaken in May 1649. Whitburn, Cleadon, East and West 

Boldon were included, the document being witnessed by the jurors of the district: Richard Chambers, 

Ralph Lumley, George Wake, John Bell, William Atkinson, Charles Trewhitt, Thomas Lettany, John 

Smailes, William Humble and Tomas and Anthony Wright. This document lists the various landholders 

in the mid 17th Century, as well as key communal resources including the windmill at Whitburn and the 

right to quarry the local limestone, which ‘we have always held as our own’ (Kirby 1972, 43). 

 

The 1649 Survey 

The copyhold tenants of Cleadon and Whitburn are all listed in the 1649 survey, together with details of 

their land ownership, although unfortunately there is no accompanying map. The primary landowner in 

the parish at this time was Elizabeth Chambers, the widow of Robert Chambers, who held extensive 

lands in Cleadon amounting to a copyhold rent of £12 9s 8d. This suggests that the family did indeed 

share Lilburn’s parliamentarian loyalties and prospered handsomely as a result in the post-war land 

division. The document states that on her death Elizabeth’s lands would pass to her daughter, Mary 

Chambers, and the co-heirs of Robert Chambers (Kirby 1972, 50). 

 

Like the Chambers, the Matthew family also retained substantial property in the area. Ellianor (sic) and 

Anthony Matthew, widow and son of Michael Matthew, held a tenement in Cleadon called Coateland, 
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and John Pattison, an heir of James Matthew, held a cottage, barn and oxhouse near the same. Others 

with sizeable land holdings were William Chapman, Thomas Wright, Thomas Colson, Cuthbert 

Bainbrigg and Edward Kitchin. However the majority of villagers mentioned in the survey held more 

modest parcels of land including Janett Roxby, Elioer Sharpe and Isabell Maxwell, Isabel Taylor, Thomas 

Chilton, George Waike (Wake?), Isabell Readhead, William Atkinson, John Roxby, Ralphe Lumley, 

Richard Wright, John Lettany, Thomas Lettany, John Wright, John Bell and Thomas Hutchinson. Similar 

to the earlier bondsmen and cottagers, each of these generally held a small plot of land, referred to as a 

messuage, constituting a simple cottage together with a share of the parish grazing and arable lands. 

Perhaps also worthy of note is the large number of women on this list, perhaps a poignant reminder of 

the legacy of the Civil War, their husbands killed or missing following the conflict. 

 

The Hearth Tax 

Like many of the earlier surveys, the 1649 survey was based on the returns for the parish of Whitburn 

that contained the two townships. This makes it difficult, if not impossible, to tease out the names of 

those who lived specifically in Cleadon. The hearth tax levy, issued in the 1660s, does however make a 

clear distinction between the two. The hearth tax was imposed in England and Wales between 1662 and 

1689. It was instigated to provide a regular source of income for the newly restored King Charles II who 

returned from exile in France in 1660. It was essentially a property tax graded on the number of 

fireplaces within a dwelling. Many tried to evade the tax initially by blocking up fireplaces so to 

counteract this chimneys stacks were counted instead, this has led to it often being referred to as the 

chimney tax.  

 

The residents of Cleadon were divided into two groups – solvents and non-solvents. The non-solvents 

were those considered too poor to pay other communal taxes like the Poor Law or Church tax, or whose 

property was not worth more than 20 shillings per annum or of an overall value of £10. All other tenants 

were required to pay two shillings per year for each hearth. This was collected in two equal instalments 

at Michaelmas (29 September) and Lady Day (25 March). The 1666 Lady Day returns for Cleadon lists 

22 households in the village: ten taxable and eleven non-solvent. The non-solvent residents of the village 

were: Matthew Lettermore, Stephen Hodgson, Thomas Page, Robert Wood, John Chetner, John 

Richardson, Anthony Younger, Matthew Doctor, Isabell Richardson, Gawen Toppin and Widd 

Richardson, all with one hearth each. At the other end of the scale there were 28 taxable hearths: 

 

Thomas Gowre (Gower) 9 

Thomas Wood  1 

Richard White  1 

William Coulson  3 

Tomas Readhead  1 

Jno Wake   3 

Michael Matthew  3 
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Jno Matthew   1 

Thomas Pattison  3 

James Pattison   3 

 

Many of the names on this list appeared as landowners in the earlier 1649 survey, the only major 

difference being Thomas Gowre, or Gower. Thomas married Elizabeth, the widow of Robert Chambers 

whose first wife, Florence Horsley, died some time prior to 1641 (Enclosure Indenture DRO D/No.1; 

Chambers 1906, 242). The nine hearth property must therefore be Cleadon Tower. This concurs with 

evidence from the Cleadon Tower buildings survey that suggests the building underwent considerable 

expansion during mid to late 17th-century.  

 

The 1649 survey, together with the 1666 hearth tax returns, suggests that at the lowest level the basic 

division of communal resources in the village remained little changed since the 14th Century. At the 

other end of the social scale, developments in copyhold tenancy and the associated security of 

ownership led to the emergence of a small prominent group of local landholding families in the 16th 

and 17th. The power of this group was to escalate in the late 17th and early 18th Centuries with the 

formal enclosure of the village open fields and moorland. This saw much of the old communal ground 

disappear forever and had a marked impact on the local landscape, shaping much of what we see 

around us today. 

 

Enclosure Agreements 

By the end of the 17th Century it was no longer viable to feed Durham’s growing population using the 

old forms of arable cultivation. Despite the war and frequent outbreaks of plague and famine, the 

population of England continued to rise throughout the 17th Century, from 5.3 million in 1650 to 8.7 

million by 1751 (Wrigley & Schofield 1981, 208-9). There was considerable growth in the emerging 

urban centres like Sunderland and Newcastle where the population needed to be fed but had no 

recourse to the means of production. All of this increased the pressure on farmers to increase crop yields. 

Enclosure continued, seeing the last vestiges of the old common fields rationalised into larger, more 

manageable parcels of land. Many areas of moorland and pasture were also brought under the plough. 

However, in some areas the reverse happened and arable fields were made over to pasture to 

accommodate an increase in sheep and cattle farming. Where this occurred, the old medieval ridge and 

furrow cultivation is often very well preserved as at Cleadon Hills Farm (CS16). 

 

The Cleadon enclosure indenture dates to the 21st April 1676 and relates to the ‘leazards', moor,  

pastures and three field of arable together with fields known as North Close and Little Meadow, 'all lying 

within the township, townfields and territories of Cleadon’.  This was a private agreement whereby each 

copyhold tenant within the township detailed their existing land and arranged to exchange any disparate 

plots with their neighbours to ensure properties were parcelled together into more manageable and 

productive fields. Only a copy of the 1676 indenture survives, made in 1772 (DRO D/No1) but this 
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appears to be a faithful transcription of the original. It was copied from a document held by Thomas 

Fenwick of Earsden, a branch of the more famous Northumberland Fenwicks who in the 17th Century 

owned Wallington Hall and estate (Mackenzie 1825, 415). The Fenwicks had supported the 

Parliamentarian cause during the Civil War and gained considerable land afterwards including 

properties in Sunderland and Monkwearmouth (Dodd 2013, 72) but their fortunes declined in the years 

leading up to the Restoration.  Thomas Fenwick married Mary Bowes of Cleadon in 1727 and so came 

into land in the township, which accounts for his possession of the document. 

  

The nine major claimants referred to in the document are listed below: 

  

Thomas Gower and his wife Elizabeth    

William Coulson  

George Wake and Richard Wake  

Thomas Patterson  

James Patterson  

Thomas Wood and his wife Mary  

Robert Blewitt and Mary Wood  

Michael Matthew 

George Matthew  

 

The Gowers owned 96 acres of land in the North Field, a further 5 acres at Little Meadows, and 

Elizabeth had inherited 160 acres on Cleadon Lizard from her husband, Robert Chambers. The earlier 

1649 survey lists Elizabeth’s heirs as including her daughter, Mary Chambers. Mary later married 

Richard Blewitt who died in 1658. She then married Thomas Wood and as his wife appears in the 1676 

indenture. Her previous marriage also provided her former husband’s land, so she in fact appears twice. 

Both the Gowers and the Woods were, therefore, connected by marriage to the Chambers family. 

Interestingly, Thomas Wood’s properties included The Mill Stobb, the field associated with Cleadon Mill. 

This would suggest that there was a mill on the site at least by the 17th Century. It was almost certainly 

the mill referred to in the 1637 case brought by Bishop Morton, and formed part of the Chamber’s estate 

passing to Thomas through his marriage to Mary.  

 

Unfortunately any map that might have accompanied the original indenture has been lost, making it 

difficult to interpret the various land allotments on the ground. However, some of the tenancies have 

been plotted onto a map that is held in Durham University Special Collections, (DUSC DHC11/VI/180). 

The map is undated but appears to be a tracing of the later 1839 tithe map with the information from the 

1676 and 1680 indentures overlain (Fig 23). It is not clear if this information was copied from an earlier 

map now lost, or extrapolated from the surviving written indenture, although probably the latter. This 

may have been undertaken to resolve a later land tenancy disagreement.  
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Figure 23: Extract from undated map held in DUSC (DHC11/VI/180) showing land ownership referred to in 1676 

enclosure indenture, copied onto what appears to be the 1842 tithe or first edition OS (1855). Reproduced by 

permission of Durham University Library. 

 

Although its derivation may be uncertain, the map is nevertheless a good indication of land ownership in 

Cleadon and Whitburn in the late 17th Century. It also includes pencil annotations detailing subsequent 

changes to ownership. Unfortunately the core of the village is not included and there are large areas left 

blank, but the document and the original indentures would make an excellent topic for further research.  

 

The following is a summary of the landholdings shown of the DUSC map (DHC11/VI/180): 

 

Tenants a  r p Area 

William Coulson 86  1 24  Cleadon Moor 
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James Patterson 36   Cleadon Moor 

Thomas and Elizabeth Gower 70   West Field 

Robert Blewhitt 85   West Field 

Michael Matthew  105   West Field 

Michael Matthew 171  Ox Close 

Thomas Patterson 30  2 27  North Close 

Thomas Patterson 47 0 1  North Field 

Elizabeth Gower 58 3 38 North Field 

Elizabeth Gower 22  North Field 

Elizabeth Gower 101 3 11  Lizards 

James Matthew 36 0 33   

Thomas Wood 77 2 2  

George Wake 73  

George Wake (Harrison) 35 1 6 East Field 

Thomas Wood 32 0 30 East Field 

James Patterson 27 2 0 East Field 

William Coulson 25 2 35 East Field 

C. Davidson 46 2 33 West Field (Whitburn) 

 

Whitburn township was enclosed slightly later than Cleadon, on the 6th May 1680 (DUSC DHC6/IV/57). 

Thomas Wood, who held land in Cleadon, also leased land in Whitburn, as well as several members of 

the Chambers family. Those listed in the indenture were: George Gray, Richard Martyn, Richard 

Plumpton, Thomas Wood, John Carr, Josyas Dockwray, Margaret Bambrigg, Isabell Bambrigg, Cuthbert 

Bambrigg, Edward Preston, William Hutchinson, Elianor Johnson, Mary White, Isabell Maxwell, Elianor 

Maxwell, Edward Maxwell, William Colson, John Bell, Sarah Letteny, John Letteny, George Wright, John 

Wright, Thomas Wright, John Taylor, Thomas Chambers, Faye Chambers, Jane Chambers, and John 

Welsh. Several of these family names appear in the churchyard at St. Mary’s. 

 

A detailed map of the Whitburn land allotments was made 35 years after the indenture in 1714 (DUSC 

DHC6/III/21). This includes details of land in Cleadon bordering the eastern township boundary. The 

map clearly shows the impact of enclosure on the landscape. The long narrow strip fields largely 

disappear, although some are preserved to the south of the village, and are replaced by a patchwork of 

geometric fields. These were clustered together around newly founded farmsteads outside the village 

core. Outlying farmsteads established during this period include Cleadon Law (Michael Matthew) (CS3); 

Cleadon Park Farm (James Patterson) (CS20); Sunnyside Farm and Cleadon Park (Thomas and Elizabeth 

Gower) (HER 9099); Cleadon Hills Farm (George Wake) (CS10), and West Hall and West Hall Farm 

(Charles Davidson) (HER 9609). 
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Figure 24: Extract from 1714 Whitburn enclosure map showing West Field (DUSC DHC6/III/21). Note the pencil 

annotation, which reads ‘Cleadon Charles Davidson’ and is relevant in terms of understanding the development of 

West Hall Farm. Reproduced by permission of Durham University Library. 

 

West Hall Farm: A Post-Enclosure Farmstead  

Based on research and report by Maurice Chadwick (Chadwick 1996) 

 

West Hall Farm was actually part of Whitburn, located in what was formerly the West Field of the 

township. Well preserved ridge and furrow to the rear of the property (CS19) is quite broad in character 

and perhaps associated with the common arable fields. This pre-dates the foundation of the farm, which 

was probably after enclosure in the late 17th century. 

 

The land is recorded as being the property of Charles Davidson on the land allotment map held at 

Special Collections (DUSC DHC11/VI/180) but this name does not appear in the 1680 indenture. 

However it is written in pencil over the top of the 1714 map (DUSC DHC6/III/21) indicating a later 

amendment. By the mid 18th Century it had passed to Jacob Wilson and in 1796 to his son-in-law 

Christopher Harrison. In 1784 the estate was divided between John Wardell, Bayles Wardel, Samuel 

Potter and Charles Simpson, with the latter retaining the farmstead. The copyhold subsequently passed to 
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Joseph Simpson who retained the property for much of the 19th Century until it was sold in 1871. In 

1891 it was under the ownership of Robert Thompson, and remained in the hands of the family until 

sold to the Harton Coal Company in 1929. It then passed back into the hands of the Church 

Commissioners in 1956. Throughout this period the property has been occupied by various farmers, but 

two names in particular have a close association with the farm: the Priors, farmers from 1897 to 1921, 

and the current tenants, the Nichols, who took over in 1929. 

 

  

Figure 25 & Plate 82: Extract from 25-inch OS (1855) showing layout of West Hall Farm and photograph of west 

end of range today (A). 

 

West Hall Farm was a mixed arable and pastoral farm comprising a range of agricultural buildings: a 

farmhouse, barn, stables, cow shed (or byre), a cart shed, shelter shed (or hemmel), fold yard, pigsty, 

duck pond and midden. The original farm is thought to have been laid out as a complete unit rather than 

growing piecemeal as with some earlier farms. This kind of formal layout was typical of a post-enclosure 

farmstead, although the site has been modified considerably since its foundation in line with the 

changing needs of agricultural production. 

 

The current farmhouse was built at the end of the 19th Century and first shown on the second edition OS 

map published in 1898. The original two-storey farmhouse (A), formed part of what is now the 

implement shed that runs east to west, parallel to Cleadon Lane. This building is divided into three 

roughly equal parts, with a central barn (B) and hemel (or open shelter shed) at the east end (C). This 

form is typical of a traditional longhouse, a building where animals and humans were housed under the 

same roof, divided from each other by a cross passage.  

 

It is rubble built of local magnesian limestone with no quoins and it has a red pantile roof. The western 

gable faces the village and features windows at both ground and first storey level; these were later 

blocked. The remains of a hearth are also evident at this end of the building, the chimney extending up 

to the roof. The upper floor was reached via wooden stair and door in the internal gable. The building 

was later converted for storage when the new farmhouse was built 
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Figure 26: Based on drawing by Maurice Chadwick showing speculative arrangement of West Hall Farm in the early 

19th Century © Chadwick. 

 

The complex is shown on the 1842 tithe map (DUSC DDR/EA/TTH/1/252) as a single linear range, with 

a byre (or cowshed) extending south from the central barn (D) and a duck pond at the east end. The 

complex was extensively expanded in the late 19th Century include fold-yard (E) with a small stone built 

pigsty (G) in the south-east corner, as well as stables (F), a cart shed (H), and a gin-gang (L). This was a 

horse engine used to drive a range of farm machinery from threshers to turnip cutters. Evidence of this is 

preserved in the arrangement of beams and joists in the ceiling of the cowshed (D). In the early 20th 

Century further changes were made, including covering the fold yard and the construction of a large 

new barn in the 1950s 

 

Figure 27: Based on drawing by Maurice Chadwick showing speculative arrangement of West Hall Farm in the late 

19th Century after substantial expansion and development © Chadwick. 
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THE 18TH CENTURY – THE GEORGIANS, A PERIOD OF CHANGE 

Timeline: 1714 George I ascends the throne  > 1715 First Jacobite Rebellion > 1721 Robert Walpole 

becomes country’s first Prime Minister 1727 George II becomes king > 1740  riots in Newcastle over 

corn prices. 7 killed > 1739 Britain declares war on Spain > 1742 John Wesley visits the North > 1745 

Second Jacobite Rebellion to put Bonny Prince Charlie on the throne, ends with defeat at the Battle of 

Culloden in 1746 >1760 George III becomes king and Bobby Shafto returned as MP for Durham > 1769 

James Cook born near Middlesborough > 1771 a great flood destroys major bridges on the Wear, Tyne 

and Tees; Arkwright founds the first spinning mill > 1775-83 American War of Independence >1789 

French Revolution 1790> first lifeboat invented at South Shields > 1793 Britain at war with France; 

Board of Agriculture established to help guide new developments > 1795  widespread rural recession > 

1796  Napoleon invades Europe. 

 

The First Jacobite Rebellion 

Charles II, the Merry Monarch, had been a popular king but died in 1685 leaving no legitimate children. 

He was succeeded by his brother, James II of England and VII of Scotland, a Roman Catholic. Many in 

Parliament where in opposition to the succession of a Catholic monarch but at first there was 

considerable support for James amongst the people. However soon after ascending to the throne he 

began to revoke the restriction on Catholics holding office and repealed the laws punishing Catholics 

and Protestant Dissenters. Many Catholics were placed in high positions at court and, most alarmingly, 

given the command of regiments within an enlarged standing army. With the Civil War still keen in 

people’s minds, the latter sent shock waves around the country given that it was not general policy to 

keep an army in peacetime. In 1688 James’ wife, the Catholic Mary of Modena, gave birth to a son and 

fearing another Catholic dynasty, several influential Protestants entered into negotiations with James’ 

son-in-law the Dutch Protestant William, Prince of Orange. William was invited to seize the English 

throne in what was largely a bloodless coup known as The Glorious Revolution. James fled to France 

with his family where he lived under the protection of Louis XIV. 

 

William died in 1714 without heir and the crown passed to the Hanoverian Protestant George I. James 

IIs son, James Francis Edward, known traditionally as The Old Pretender took the opportunity of 

William’s death to launch a counter-claim, supported by 15 Scottish nobles known simply as the 

‘Fifteen’. The uprising gained considerable support in Northumberland, amassing an army of Jacobite 

troops to march on England with the aim of restoring the Stuart line. Led by the Northumberland rebel, 

Thomas Forster, the cause gathered pace and pushed south towards Newcastle. The town, however, 

remained loyal to the new king George and barred the gates, forcing the Jacobite to march south where 

they were eventually defeated by the English forces at Preston.  

 

Newcastle’s allegiance to the Hanoverian George during the rebellion is said by many to lie behind the 

nickname ‘Geordie’, although others argue it derives from the use of the George Stephenson’s safety 

lamp by the North East miners. There is a theory that the term Mackem, the nickname of people from 
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Sunderland, is similarly derived from the town’s support of the Scottish army’s ‘Blue Mac’ during the 

Civil War, and many trace the sporting rivalry between the two towns to this date (Newcastle Evening 

Chronicle, 21st October 2013). An alternative theory is that the term developed in the late 19th Century 

as a term of abuse directed at the Wearside shipbuilders by their Tyneside colleagues, the phrase 

‘mak’em and tak’em’ referring to the ships being built on the Wear before being taken to Tyneside for 

fitting out. However, according to the Oxford English Dictionary the term is actually a quite recent 

phenomenon, the first documented use being in 1988, and probably refers to the slight dialect variation 

in pronunciation of the words ‘make’ and ‘take’.  

 

The Changing Face of Cleadon 

In the 18th Century, Cleadon’s proximity to both Sunderland and South Shields made it increasingly 

popular with merchants, shipbuilders and industrialists and over the course of the next 150 years a small 

number of very fine properties were built for such men, although sadly the majority of these have since 

been demolished. The village, with its commanding views, clean air and relative peace, would have 

offered a welcome sanctuary from the bustle, noise and noxious smells of the expanding urban centres 

with their numerous tanneries, fish quays, industrial quarters and over-crowded streets.   

 

Cleadon House and John Dagnia 

One of the 18th Century nouveau riche who made Cleadon their home was the ‘ingenious Mr Dagnia’ 

(Hutchinson 1787, 296) who built Cleadon House in 1738 (HER 8072, Fig. 32). John was a third 

generation Italian émigré whose family had first moved from Venice to Bristol in the mid 17th Century. 

In 1684 they moved to Newcastle to establish a successful glass manufacturing business. They owned 

two glasshouses, one at the Close, by the Quayside at Newcastle, and another at West Panns in South 

Shields, where they also leased a number of salt pans. The company produced glass of all grades for a 

wide range of purposes, primarily glass for window and bottle production. However, they were 

principally famed for the introduction of flint glass or lead crystal, the quality and brilliance of which 

was unparalleled in Britain at the time (Maddison 2013). Tyneside was at the forefront of glass 

production in the 18th Century. Sand ballast from the boats coming into the port provided the perfect 

raw material for manufacture, while the finished glassware could be transported by ship across the 

globe.  

 

John Dagnia and his wife, Mary Quincy, had fourteen children although only six of them survived their 

father. Mary died in 1734, and two years later John married, Hannah Baxter (ibid).  In 1738 John 

purchased a small estate on the south side of the village from Thomas Wood at a cost of £550 (Surtees 

1816, 555-56). The historian Robert Surtees states that Thomas Wood was a mariner from Beadnell, but 

the exact source of this reference is not clear (ibid). It would seem more likely that Thomas was related 

to the Thomas Wood mentioned in the 1676 enclosure agreement. In the agreement Wood is listed as 

holding land on Cleadon Lizards where he almost certainly established the Cleadon Hills Farm soon 

after. In the 1666 Cleadon Hearth Tax returns Thomas Wood is recorded as dwelling in a property with 
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1 hearth. This might be Cleadon Hills Farm or could be a dwelling within the village core, potentially 

the site of the later Cleadon House, the family building and relocating to the new farm soon after the 

1676 indenture. 

 

Cleadon House (HER 8072) is arguably one of the most beautiful and picturesque of Cleadon’s 

buildings. It is a two-storey brick-built house with stone dressing, and includes an inscribed rainwater 

hopper dated ‘1738’. The house is what is known as a ‘double pile house’, still a relatively new building 

form in the 1730s having first appeared in southern England in the early 17th Century. Houses had 

previously been single-pile: one room deep, the width of the property being governed by the span of a 

single pitched roof. This obviously limited the size and numbers of rooms in a dwelling. Double-pile 

houses were two rooms wide, spanned by a double pitched roof with a central valley between. This 

arrangement can be seen at Cleadon, although the valley is partially hidden by a brick gable screen.  

 

 

Plate 83: North (front) façade of Cleadon House (HER 8072) built in 1738. 

 

The introduction of the double-pile house revolutionised house design, doubling the number of rooms 

available on each floor and seeing the appearance of new social spaces like the dining room and 

drawing room, which were so important to the Georgians. The construction of such a fine double-pile 

house within the heart of Cleadon was to perhaps set a precedence that over the next 100 years would 

attract other wealthy merchants and industrialists to settle within the township. 
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The house is built of red brick produced from the local Pelaw Clays, possibly manufactured at the Brick 

and Tile Works on Boldon Lane. The original roof would have been clay pantiles, either produced 

locally or more likely imported via Sunderland or South Shields from Belgium.  

 

The house was set within a 15-acre pleasure gardens that stretched south to the rear of Front Street. This 

included a large rectangular pond, grotto, and canal, as well as a range of ornamental plants and trees, 

some imported from the family’s Italian homeland. Only a fragment of the pleasure gardens survives 

today as part of Coulthard Park.  

 

Cleadon House Grotto and Landscape Gardens  

by Margaret Maddison (North East Vernacular Architecture Group)  

 

The Grotto 

Cleadon House (HER 8072) and its immediate garden are on a level terrace, but the land slopes gently 

away from this to the south, and partly built into the slope is the grotto, which lies directly behind the 

house. The entrance to the grotto is below the present ground level at this point. In front of the grotto is a 

grass terrace. At one time there were pools here, fed by a natural spring, and a boggy area is evident 

today. A plaque records that the grotto was repaired in 1983 by the Borough of South Tyneside as a 

contribution to the Cleadon 800 Festival in that year.  

 

  

Plates 84 and 85: View towards the grotto looking South, and south elevation (2001) © Maddison. 

 

The grotto (HER 8159) is built of coursed, roughly-squared magnesian limestone rubble with brick 

dressings to the openings and, partially, to the corners. The use of limestone with brick is like the 

boundary walls associated with Cleadon House, and the bricks are of the same size and type. This 

suggests that the building of the grotto was roughly contemporary with the house and garden walls. A 

large concrete slab covers an original light opening at the top of the structure and modern railings have 

been added, to prevent accidents. The domed top of the grotto may have been covered by pantiles as 

several are visible under the concrete slab. There are suggestions that there had been some kind of 

superstructure earlier than the current railings, as indicated by a socket in the rear brickwork and the 

stub of an iron post. A photograph of the grotto when it was still in private ownership appears to show a 

small structure on top of it, probably a lantern designed to admit light to the grotto but keep out rain. It 
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seems to have been octagonal, with a pantiled roof. It also shows a sloping retaining wall at the east end 

of the façade, a stub of which can be seen today, with a similar stub at the west end. The top of the 

grotto wall, which is now covered by a layer of concrete, may have been reduced as it has an 

unsatisfactorily unfinished appearance.  

 

Slightly recessed on either side of the three central openings in the façade are wings in each of which is 

an alcove. The grotto was probably originally covered with lime render or harling to hide the mixture of 

brick and stone. A little of this appears to survive in the alcove on the east side.  

 

       
 

                          Figure 28:  Grotto: surveyed by Margaret Maddison and Basil Butcher © Maddison. 
 

Inside the grotto is a single room entered through three pointed arches (access is now prevented by iron 

grilles). The interior ground plan of the grotto is based on an octagon, with a domed ceiling. The internal 

walls and the dome are constructed of brick, although the lower part is covered with a white surface 

render. Whether such a render was original is unclear, as is the nature of the floor. Around the walls are 
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five alcoves, which are all of the same simple pointed arches, the two nearest the front of the grotto and 

the central one being rectangular in plan, and the other two being rounded. Originally it was 

presumably lit by the central octagonal opening in the roof now covered by the concrete slab.  

 

Within and without the grotto the alcoves may have been designed to hold statues. We have little 

information about the precise contents of Cleadon House and its grotto, but that the Dagnias were art 

collectors is clear. James Dagnia was also said to be a ‘celebrated amateur in painting’ and Miss Deer, 

his niece, owned a bust of him commissioned during his travels to Rome.  However, the best 

information comes from the sale of the Dagnias’ furnishings at Cleadon House. On 23 April 1754 John 

Cookson had put up the building for auction, and on the following day the contents of the house were 

sold. Anticipating great interest, the auctioneers issued a catalogue of the contents (a very unusual event 

in the North-East at this date) but no copy seems to have survived. However, we do know that Sir 

Matthew White Ridley paid Cookson the substantial sum of £126 7s. 0d. for ‘goods pictures &c bot. at 

Mr Dagnias sale’. These were for his own house at Blagdon, which was being improved at this time; so 

this suggests that the pictures and so on were of superior quality.   

 

Another small piece of evidence that the original owners, the Dagnia family, may have been particularly 

interested in horticulture comes from a newspaper report on the Monkwearmouth Florists’ carnation 

show of 1750. The second prize of a gold ring was awarded to Mr Evan Deer of Cleadon for his flower 

named Glory of Cleadon.  Evan Deer and his wife Sarah (née Dagnia) were probably living at Cleadon 

House about this time.  Deer was at Cleadon in 1753 when the house was up for sale.   

 

  
Plates 86 and 87: East elevation, and internal alcoves (2007) © Maddison. 

 
The Pleasure Gardens 

Since there seems to be no surviving early description of the garden, the first record of the garden is the 

tithe map of 1842, when it was the property of Bryan Abbs. It is uncertain how much the tithe map 

reflects the original layout, as it is a century later than the suggested date of the garden. In 1842 the 

garden was entered by a gate to the west of Cleadon House, with a drive that led to the coach house and 

beyond this to the garden and the house. A route led east past a fruit wall before turning north again to 

the main entrance or south towards the grotto. All of these routes and the eastern boundary of the garden 
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were bordered by trees, shrubs, or flower beds (there is not enough detail to be certain which), while 

immediately south of the house was an open expanse of ground, probably lawn. 

 

In front of the grotto, was a rectangular pool with two semi-circular bays in the middle of the long sides, 

and beyond the pool to the south was a further narrow L-shaped pool; beyond this an even smaller 

rectangular pond faced the centre of the grotto. These pools must have been on a slight terrace and at 

present there is the appearance of a further terrace to the south of this, but as the ground levels were 

probably altered when the pools were filled in this is conjectural. 

 

The tithe map shows vegetation surrounding the pools and no paths around them or to the grotto itself. 

The field immediately to the south (294 on the tithe map) is shown as bordered by trees or other 

planting, and if this was similar to the original layout it would have offered a framed vista from the grotto 

sloping gently down towards open fields and then beyond the Dagnias’ property. If trees or tall shrubs 

were used they would have excluded views to and from the village to the east. Within vegetation to the 

west of this field (296) was a canal-like sheet of water, but no paths seem to have led to it. Possibly it 

was the result of quarrying for clay for bricks or limestone for the garden walls and grotto, so whether it 

was ever used as a garden feature is unclear.  There is no longer any water visible.  

 

   

Figures 29: Extracts from tithe map (1842) and 25-inch first edition OS (1855) showing Cleadon House and gardens. 

 

The garden was not large and we do not know whether a professional designer was involved at any 

stage in its history. As it exists today, only a few chestnut trees are of any age, although none were 

recorded in the 1870s, when a survey of noteworthy trees in the North-East was made. But a venerable 
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mountain ash was recorded. This stood ‘15 yards north of the fish pond in Mr Abbs’ grounds, girth at a 

height of five feet = 5ft 2 ins, spread of branches, inconsiderable, height 35ft, stem 8ft high and then 

divides into three, decaying fast’.  Most of the trees immediately around the grotto now are young 

sycamores that have grown up through neglect. In 1865, it was said that five of the original fourteen 

larch trees imported from Italy by John Dagnia were surviving (although these were not mentioned in the 

1870s survey). Larches were fashionable trees in the eighteenth Century but, as local nurserymen seem 

to have started stocking them only in the 1740s, they might have been supplied from further afield.  

 

 

Plate 88: Cleadon House grotto (HER 8159) as it appears today (2014) overgrown with ivy. 

 

The OS map shows that by 1855 (the date of survey) the pool immediately in front of the grotto had been 

enlarged southwards. The other L-shaped water still existed, but the smallest pool had been filled in. This 

remained unchanged until the pool or lake was described in 1969 as having been recently filled in. Also 

in 1969 the L-shaped pool was described as having been formerly ‘a [spring-fed] deep moat about nine 

feet wide [which] started at the north end of the lake, quite a few feet from the water’s edge. Continuing 

down the west side, it turned towards the east near the end of the coppice. Running the full width of the 

coppice it emerged just outside the grounds proper into a little pond bounded on two sides by stone 

walling; the northern end of this being left open for the access of cattle … the lake itself was contained 

by stone walling as was also the moat. A strongly constructed wooden bridge complete with safety rails 

spanned the moat.’ The canal-like water in field 296 on the tithe map was described as the ‘New Cut … 

a wide ditch fed by a spring in the vicinity’ and was used as a jump, as part of Army training during 

World War I’.  These descriptions were by Alfred Just, who also recalled that his father Charles Just, the 

gardener at Cleadon House between 1899 and about 1912, maintained hot-houses full of peaches, figs, 

nectarines, and vines.   

 

Work on tidying up, repairing, and installing metal grilles was done in 1983.  The grilles have been 
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welded so that no access is possible to the interior, which has now become a deposit for rubbish. Ivy has 

been allowed to grow over the structure and may be causing damage. What should be a central feature 

of the park is in danger of becoming an eyesore, neglected by the local authority and increasingly 

abused by the public. 

 

John Dagnia died in 1743 at the age of 63 and was buried at St. Hilda’s in South Shields (Maddison 

2007, 1). In his will he left Cleadon House, together with a larger estate at Woolsington, to his four 

surviving sons James, Edward, John, and Onesiphorus, with the proviso that his second wife, Hannah, 

who he married in 1736, could remain at Cleadon for three years after his death (DUSC 

DPRI/1/1743/D1/1-6   26 June 1742). In October 1753 James placed the house and its contents up for 

sale at auction. They were purchased by another glassmaker, John Cookson, for £2,000 (Surtees 1816, 

55-56). James died soon after in 1756, his mortgaged share of the glasshouses going to his executor and 

brother-in-law Evan Deer, who had married Dagnia’s youngest daughter, Sarah, in 1748. Cookson & 

Deer went on to form a partnership with interests across Tyneside, not only in glass and bottle-works but 

also iron and steel foundries, coal, lead, copper, zinc, antimony and other chemical works (DUSC GB-

0033-CKS). 

 

The Greys at Cleadon House 

Cookson was not interested in living in Cleadon House and sold its valuable contents in 1754. A year 

later he also sold the house, purchased on the 1st June 1755 by Dame Hannah Grey, the widow of Sir 

Henry Grey of Howick for £1,900 (Surtees 1816, 55-56). On her death in 1764 it passed to her fifth son, 

Ralph Grey. Ralph is referred to as Ralph Grey of Cleadon in his will, registered at Durham on the 28th 

July 1764 (DUSC GRE/X/P46), indicating that he remained in residence at Cleadon for much of his life. 

The Greys were a very important Northern family. Ralph’s father, Sir Henry Grey, had been High Sheriff 

of Northumberland in 1738 and a staunch supporter of George II during the Second Jacobite Rebellion 

of 1745. The rebellion had rallied around Bonnie Prince Charlie, the son of The Old Pretender and 

grandson of the deposed James II. Unlike the first revolt, there was little support for the Jacobite cause in 

the North East and the uprising was swiftly quashed, ending with crushing defeat at the Battle of 

Culloden on the 6th April 1746. 

 

Sir Henry Grey was created the 1st baronet of Howick for his part in the campaign. His brother, Charles 

(1729–1807), became the first Earl Grey and was an important military commander in the Seven Years' 

War, the American War of Independence and the French Revolutionary War. However, it is perhaps 

Henry’s nephew (Charles’ son), the second Earl Grey (1764 – 1845), who is the most famous member of 

the family. Charles was a leading Whig politician and reformer in the early 19th Century, becoming 

Prime Minister in 1830 and introducing the Great Reform Bill in 1832, which laid the foundations of 

modern parliamentary democracy. His statue, Grey’s Monument, stands in the middle of Newcastle and 

Earl Grey tea, specially blended for the prime minister by a Chinese Mandarin, can be found in 

cupboards up and down the country. 
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Ralph died without heir in 1788, and the Cleadon estate was vested to his sister Elizabeth. Elizabeth had 

married Sir James Pennyman (1736-1808) the 6th baronet of Ormesby, at Whitburn church on the 9th 

December 1762. Together the couple had ten children but in 1791 she legally separated from her 

husband, an act almost unheard of in the 18th Century. Elizabeth would not discuss why she had left her 

husband except to say that her life with him was filled with misery. He on the other hand merely said 

that he was ‘surprised at her conduct’. The Cleadon estate was one of those placed in trust for the 

couple’s younger children and was managed by Elizabeth’s brother, Sir Charles Grey and his son-in-law 

Samuel Whitbread (Nelson 1996, 131). On the 27 May 1813 the Cleadon estate was finally sold on 

behalf of the surviving daughters of Sir James Pennyman. It was purchased by Bryan Abbs, Esq. for 

£4,350 (Surtees 1816).  

 

Cleadon Old Hall and John Burdon 

Another of Cleadon’s 18th-century houses was Cleadon Old Hall (HER 12765, Fig. 32), built for John 

Burdon, who also held estates at Coxhoe and Hardwick Park in Sedgefield (DRO D/Br/D 2640). John 

was born in South Shields in 1711 into a large and prosperous family. His father, Nicholas Burdon, was 

a successful merchant and sea captain who was three times Master of Trinity House (Desmond 2010, 69) 

and had interest in both the salt and shipping industries. John was the youngest of 18 children and 

probably never anticipated inheriting a great deal. He embarked on a career as a lawyer but through a 

strange quirk of fate all his brothers died and on his father’s death in 1747 he inherited £140,000, a 

sizeable fortune at the time (ibid).  

 

 

Plate 89: Cleadon Old Hall c.1910 (STL 1994, 26). Reproduced by permission of South Tyneside Library. 

 

The money was invested in collieries, limeworks and other mineral industries, which continued to amass 
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further wealth, leaving John to establish himself as part of the rural county elite, purchasing estates at 

Coxhoe in 1749, where the poet Elizabeth Barrett Browning was later born, and at Hardwick, purchased 

from Lord Lambton in 1748 for £10,800. Cleadon Old Hall was probably built around the same time. It 

was demolished in the 1960s but based on old photographs it would appear to date stylistically to the 

early to mid 18th Century. It was a large, double-pile rectilinear building, clearly shown on the 25-inch 

first edition OS map, orientated east to west with the main entrance on the south side. This was 

approached via a sweeping drive that adjoined Front Street just north of the pond. To the rear of the 

property were gardens featuring trees and formal paths, and to the front of the house a rectangular pond 

with stables and a coach house to the east (Wawn ud).  

 

A photograph taken around the turn of the 20th Century (Plate 89) shows a grand Georgian building with 

rusticated façade, a pedimented door hood supported on two graceful columns, and a balustrade roof 

parapet set with finials. The building was extensively altered in the late 19th Century when a series of 

bay windows were added. We have evidence of this from a rather odd source. In 1935, workmen 

removing a tree in preparation for the South Shields Road widening scheme unearthed a message in a 

bottle written in 1871 (Sunderland Echo 4th December 1935). The message was by the 13 year old 

Frances Annie Stuart Wilson, who lived in the house. She refers to building alteration works taking place 

and mentions ‘a quantity of old bills and things in the roof of the house, dated to 1749’, confirming that 

the Hall was built sometime prior to this date, although unfortunately the documents have been long 

lost. We will look further at Annie’s letter later. 

 

The evidence would suggest that Cleadon Old Hall was probably built around the same time as John 

Dagnia was constructing Cleadon House. The two men almost certainly knew each other and may have 

been related through marriage. On the 18 Dec 1712 a John Baxter is recorded as marrying Hannah 

Burdon at St Hilda’s Church in South Shields4. John Baxter may be a relative of Dagnia’s second wife, 

Hannah Baxter, and Hannah (nee Burdon), John’s sister, although this has not been confirmed. The two 

men obviously shared a love of gardening. Burdon went on to lay out an extensive pleasure gardens at 

Hardwick, although his grounds at Cleadon were known to be modest in size, covering about an acre, 

the chief asset being the fruit trees (Maddison 2013). He may have greatly admired the work of his 

neighbour at Cleadon House, perhaps discussing planting and designs, conversations that may possibly 

have influenced Burdon’s’ plans for Hardwick Park. 

 

The Old Hall was put up for sale in 1753, at around the same time as the Dagnias were also in the 

process of leaving the village, but as late as March 1757 John was still being referred to in legal 

documents as  John Burdon, Esq. of Cleadon (DRO D/Br/D 2640). Later that year he finally succeeded in 

selling the property to John Fenwick of Bywell, who had probably already been leasing the property for a 

number of years. John Fenwick in turn sold it on a few years later in 1764. 

 

                                                      
4  Citing online reference http://genuki.cs.ncl.ac.uk/Transcriptions/DUR/SSH1700.html 
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Methodism in Cleadon 

Despite the construction of these large and elegant properties, Cleadon remained at its heart an 

agricultural village, the new elite living cheek by jowl with the local farmers. To the north and south of 

the village the urban centres of Newcastle, South Shields, North Shields and Sunderland continued to 

grow, absorbing those who had been disenfranchised from their lands. Many of those who had 

previously worked small holdings had suffered through enclosure, being unable to substantiate a claim 

they saw their land subsumed into larger farms. This resulted in a group of landless labourers who, in an 

age when there was no form of state welfare, were in many cases forced to move away from rural 

villages and try their luck in the emerging industrial centres. This exodus continued throughout the 18th 

and 19th centuries. 

 

The towns rapidly became overcrowded, with disease and crippling poverty rife. For many it must have 

felt that God had abandoned them. The ministrations of the Anglican Church seemed elitist and distant, 

offering little solace to the common man. It was in this spiritual vacuum that Methodism emerged in the 

latter half of the 18th Century, founded on the teaching of John Wesley (1703-1791). John, like his 

father, had been a clergyman in the Church of England but, although he approved of the spiritual 

message of the Church, felt it had become isolated from the very people most in need of its council and 

succour. With his brother Charles, he began to travel the country organising meetings in local villages, 

towns and cities, preaching in the open air and establishing Methodist societies wherever he went. The 

teaching of the societies was fundamentally Anglican in doctrine. Unlike other non-conformist 

movements such as the Calvinists, Wesley rejected ideas of pre-determation and embraced free-will, that 

anyone, no matter what their state, could gain accession to heaven. This held enormous appeal for the 

thousands of miners, factory workers, labourers and foundry workers across Britain, who found comfort 

in the idea that the hardship of the corporeal world would be rewarded in the hereafter.  

 

Wesley made many visits to Sunderland and Newcastle, which he considered to be the cornerstone of 

his northern mission. During these trips he is thought to have visited Cleadon on at least three occasions 

in 1743, 1746 and 1790 (Taylor, Bage, Nicholls 1994, 2), although he is not recorded as preaching 

directly in the village. However, on one occasion, on his way to South Shields, Wesley is believed to 

have stayed overnight at South Farm (also known French’s Farm and Cutler Farm), which was located 

where Foxton Court now stands. In the morning, he is said to have held an impromptu meeting of his 

followers in the kitchen of the farm (Wawn ud), preaching from a high reading desk. The desk was later 

incorporated into the pulpit of the old Methodist Chapel (HER 8049), and moved to the new chapel 

when that was built in 1899 (South Shields Gazette 05/05/1899).  

 

The first chapel was established in a small farm cottage on Front Street belonging to Burdon Farm (HER 

12762, Fig 32) (CVS 1984, 8). John Burdon moved to Cleadon in 1780 to take up the farm lease. He had 

first met Wesley in Sunderland and had struck up a friendship with the minister, vowing to establish a 

chapel at Cleadon as soon as possible. Soon after moving to the village John kept his word and became 
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Cleadon’s first Methodist minister, preaching to a small congregation that met in the farm cottage. In 

1807 the Bishop of Durham licensed the premises as ‘a preaching place for people called Methodists’ 

and it remained the chapel for over 100 years until the new chapel was built on Sunderland Road in 

1899. The foundation stone for the new chapel was laid by Dr John Burdon, grandson of the earlier 

minister. 

 

It is unclear if they were related to John Burdon of Cleadon Old Hall but it seems unlikely, Burdon being 

quite a common local name. John Burdon Esq. had left Cleadon by 1764 having originally hailed from 

South Shields, whereas John Burdon the farmer had moved to the village from Sunderland. The property 

division between Burdon Farm and Old Hall was also distinctly different at the time, and covered by two 

separate leases. The Burdons remained an important Cleadon family until the early 20th Century. 

 

  

Plates 90 and 91: The Old Cottage (No. 7 Front Street) (HER 8049), Cleadon’s first Methodist chapel, as it appeared 

c.1910 and how it looks today after recent conversion and restoration.  

 

Armstrong’s Map 1768 

Towards the end of the 18th Century the first detailed maps of the county begin to appear. Cartographers 

like Christopher Saxton and John Speed had been producing maps since the 16th Century, but these 

were very small scale with little detail. Occasionally larger scale plans of towns were produced but none 

exist for Cleadon. Throughout the 17th and 18th centuries further maps of County Durham were drawn, 

including those by Pieter van den Keere (b.1620), Joan Blaeu (1596-1673), Herman Moll (d. 1732) and 

Thomans Kitchin (d. 1784) but all of these were basically copies of the earlier maps by Saxton, with only 

slight changes. It was not until the late 18th Century that the first detailed maps of the area began to 

appear.  

 

By this period the face of the county was changing rapidly. Several small settlements had developed into 

bustling urban centres, connected together by a new network of roads; mineral excavation had become 

an important and lucrative industry with mines, quarries, sand and gravel pits carving away the hill 
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sides; woodland was rapidly disappearing, cut down to fire forges or for use as pit props; brick and tile 

pits appeared all over the Pelaw clay zones, and industry developed all along both the Tyne and the 

Wear. There was also a change in the management of farmland as population increased and the 

continued exodus to the urban centres placed a greater demand on agricultural production. Maps were 

an important factor in managing all these various resources and from the 18th Century onwards there 

developed a range of both large and small scale maps covering a range of themes and requirements. 

One of the first of these was the Map of the County Palatine of Durham published by Andrew Armstrong 

in 1754. These maps included turnpike roads, coal mines, lead mines and enclosure roads, alongside the 

more traditional parks, churches and houses.  

 

 

Figure 30: Extract from Andrew Armstrong’s map showing Cleadon and the surrounding area, published in 1768. 

 

The Road Network 

Armstrong’s map (Fig. 30) shows the layout of the village in the mid 18th Century, set out on both sides 

of the Shields Road, although it is not possible to make out any individual properties in the village 

except perhaps for the Matthew House (CS15), later replaced by the Britannia Inn. The Shields Road 

(HER 2331) was not turnpiked until 1796 when the Monkwearmouth to South Shields Turnpike Act (36 

George III c.136) was passed (Albert 2007, 218). This was relatively late compared with the rest of the 

country, particularly given the importance of the route, connecting Sunderland to South Shields.  
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There had been earlier phases of road improvement. In 1649, the enclosure of Bishopwearmouth 

brought an end to public access across common land. Consequently the primary routes from Sunderland 

to Newcastle, Chester-le-Street, Ryhope and Tunstall were all improved, and a standard width of 16 1/2 

feet (5m) set. The secondary routes, or waggonways, were formalised at a width of 11ft (3.35m). It was 

subsequently an offence to block or encroach on any public roads and overseers of the highway were 

introduced to ensure that all roads were maintained5.  

 

Since the medieval period every parish had been responsible by law for the upkeep of main roads but 

prior to the widespread introduction of the turnpike roads in the 18th Century the majority of routes 

were still little more than dirt tracks, and were often impassable in the winter. The men of the parish 

were required to work on the maintenance of roads either for a set number of days, or to upkeep any 

section that ran across their land. The Halmote Court records are full of references to villagers taken to 

task for failing to uphold this duty (ibid).  

 

By the late 17th Century it became apparent that the 

expansion of industry and commerce would be 

dependent on founding a good transportation network, 

and in 1663 Parliament passed the first Turnpike Act. A 

few years after this, in 1675, John Ogilby Cosmographer 

and Geographic Printer to Queen Elizabeth, produced 

the country’s first road atlas, The Britannia Atlas. This 

featured the route from Whitby to Tynemouth, which 

includes Cleadon. The village is shown arranged on each 

side of a dog-leg turn with ‘Enter a Comon [sic]’ marked 

to the south and ‘Enter Cornefields or open Arable’ to the 

north (Fig. 31). 

 

The first Turnpike Trust appeared in the country in 1706. 

Trusts took over responsibility for the maintenance and 

upkeep of major roads and in return charged a fixed fee 

for anyone wanting to use the road. Toll gates were 

erected to control access; the nearest to Cleadon was at 

Harton to the north (HER 2391) and Fulwell to the south 

(HER 2688). Toll houses were often fitted with spikes - or 

pikes - to prevent people from jumping over the gates 

and not paying, hence the term turnpike. The money 

raised by the toll paid for maintenance, but also 

                                                      
5 Citing online reference ‘Roads’ in Victoria County History’ http://www.victoriacountyhistory.ac.uk/counties/durham/work-in-
progress/roads 

Figure 31: Extract from Ogilby’s map showing 

Cleadon, dated 1675 (SM TWCMS: C6510). 

Reproduced by permission of Sunderland 

Museum Library. 
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provided a tidy profit for shareholders in the Company. In many parts of the country the turnpikes were 

very unpopular and the gates were often damaged or destroyed until eventually Parliament made these 

acts punishable by death. 

 

Neither Ogilby’s nor Armstrong’s map show Boldon Lane but this does not mean that the road did not 

exist at the time. As discussed earlier, the lane was probably part of the original medieval layout of the 

village but it is not shown on either of the above maps because it was not a primary, or perhaps even a 

secondary, route. Evidence that the lane was in existence in the 18th Century can be inferred from the 

layout of the field boundaries and the pattern of the street frontage properties like Cleadon Tower and 

Cleadon House, the boundary walls of which clearly respect the course of the road.  

 

In addition to roads, Armstrong’s map provides evidence of other sites in the area at the end of the 18th 

Century. To the north of the village Sunny Side Farm (now spelt Sunniside) and Marston Hall (now spelt 

Marsden) are marked and to the south Moor House. However, others like Cleadon Hills Farm are 

notably missing even though they were almost certainly in existence at this time. This, and the missing 

road, illustrates one of the inherent dangers in using cartographic sources. Map makers are often 

selective in what they choose to represent depending on the why and for whom a map is commissioned. 

To the north of the village, Cleadon Mill is illustrated as a post-mill, a type of early windmill. The current 

tower mill was rebuilt sometime shortly after 1842 following a storm, but there has been a mill of some 

form on the site since at least the 17th Century, and probably much earlier. For further information on 

the history of the mill and associated farm see the separate Cleadon Mill Farm Excavation Report (NAA 

2015a). 

 

Armstrong’s map also features the names of some key landowners in the area in the late 18th Century. 

The Cleadon extract includes William Harrison Esq of Whitburn, and Sir Hedworth Williamson, 6th 

Baronet of Whitburn and Monkwearmouth (1751–1810). The Williamsons were a very important family, 

originally from East Markham in Nottinghamshire. Sir Hedworth was appointed High Sheriff of Durham 

in 1747 and settled at Whitburn Hall, which became the family seat. The 7th baronet (1797 – 1861), 

also named Hedworth, is associated with one of Cleadon’s most popular folk tales, the story of the 

Marsden White Horse 

 

The Marston White Horse 

The White Horse is painted on a rock face at Marsden Old Quarry Nature Reserve, which lies just west 

of Lizard Lane. The exact date of the painting is difficult to determine, although the earliest references to 

the figure date to the late 1880s (Sunderland Echo, 13th November 1969). There are numerous stories 

associated with the origin of the beast. The most popular is that Lady Williamson, the wife of Sir 

Hedworth, would often ride out along the beach at Marsden on her white mare, until one tragic day she 

set out alone and never returned. Williamson searched for her for two years, but no trace of her or the 

horse was ever found. In grief, he gave all of his horses away to his stableman, Edwin Wareham, who 
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used them to set up Wareham Cab Company near Westoe. In gratitude to his former employer, and as a 

tribute to the memory of Lady Williamson, he etched out the White Horse in tar and lime wash. This is a 

lovely story, but in 1826 Sir Hedworth married Anne Elizabeth Liddell, daughter of Thomas Liddell of 

Ravensworth Castle who outlived her husband by a number of years dying in 1878. Their eldest son, Sir 

Hedworth the 8th baronet, (1827-1900) married Lady Elizabeth Liddell who also died long after her 

husband, dying in 1920.6 

 

 

Plates 92: The Marsden Quarry White Horse c. 1950. 

 

However the tale of Lady Williamson is only one of a number of stories and legends associated with the 

figure. Here are a few of the others.7 

 

1. A hunter became separated from his companions one day and was later found dead at the foot of a 

cliff, watched over by his white horse. The figure was painted by his friends to commemorate this event, 

a little like the roadside tributes we see today. 

 

2. An even more fanciful story is that Nestre, the daughter of Thalphere, a Saxon nobleman, fell in love 

with a Dane called Rolf Hardre. The couple would meet at Marsden beach, Rolf arriving on a splendid 

white horse. During one such illicit meeting the horse wandered and alerted Nestre’s father to the affair. 

                                                      
6  Citing online reference http://thepeerage.com/p1832.htm#i18318  
7 Citing online reference http://www.hows.org.uk/personal/hillfigs/clea/cleadon.htm  
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He summoned his retinue and both lovers died in the ensuing skirmish.  The white horse was later found 

dead at the foot of a cliff. This romantic tale seems very Victorian in origin, reminiscent of the stories of 

Ivanhoe, and may perhaps have developed when the novels of Sir Walter Scott were at the peak of their 

popularity in the mid to late 19th Century. 

 

3. Perhaps derived from the above it is also said that a landowner by the name of Ness, decided to have 

the horse painted one day on a whim to grace his estate. 

4. Then there is the tale of a colonel who had fought in the Napoleonic Wars who retired nearby. He 

could no longer ride his white war charger but kept the beast in a field within view of his house. One 

day the animal was stolen and in desperation his groom painted the White Horse on the rock to fool his 

master into believing it was his beloved mount to the end of his days. 

 

However, perhaps the only credible story is that told by Mr W Gibbon Dowson, whose grandfather, 

Thomas Gibbon was the farmer at Cleadon Hills Farm in the late 19th Century (Sunderland Echo 13th 

November 1969). Thomas managed the farm with his brother John who was interested in horse stock 

breeding. John regularly travelled to the New Forest in Dorset to round up the wild ponies and bring 

them back to the farm with the intention of breaking the animals in and selling them on for domestic 

use. On one occasion there was a very strong and bad-tempered mare that was proving very difficult to 

tame. Gibbon had to return to the New Forest to collect more animals but gave strict instructions that the 

animal was not to be touched. His farmhand, William Johnson, ignored this instruction and, in an 

attempt to impress his master, endeavoured to break the animal in himself. He mounted the animal but it 

bolted with William clinging desperately to the animal’s mane. The terrified beast made for the East Cliff 

and jumped the boundary wall leaping to its death. William had thrown himself off beforehand but 

landed so badly that he was partially crippled for life. Worried that their father would loose his 

livelihood his children scratched the horse onto the quarry wall with chalk lime. Later the child’s 

scribble was filled in by a more assured hand and has subsequently become larger over the years as the 

legend grew. It was a soldier stationed at Cleadon during the First World War who established the figure 

as it is known today.  

 

William apparently kept his job on the farm, Gibbon taking pity on the man who had a large family to 

feed. John Gibbon died in 1888 and is buried in Whitburn Church. He was 76 when he died, which 

would mean he was breaking horses around 1840 to 1860, which would be an appropriate date for the 

gradual foundation of the figure. 

 

The painting is quite small, standing about 2-3m high and is repainted every so often by willing locals. 

Liberties are sometimes taken with the design and the horse has on more than one occasion become a 

zebra. It has even been kitted out in the Sunderland football strip! Unfortunately the figure is frequently 

the victim of graffiti (Shields Gazette 10/10/2012) 
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THE 19TH CENTURY- EXPANSION AND THE COMING OF THE RAILWAYS 

Timeline: 1811 Haswell pit sunk, the first of the East Durham deep mines >1813 Puffing Billy and 

Wylam Dilly, the first locomotives, developed > 1815 miners’ safety lamp developed by Davy and 

Stephenson >1825 opening of the Stockton to Darlington Railway > 1829 Stephenson’s Rocket wins 

time trails >1831 cholera outbreak in Sunderland and first coal shipped from Seaham Harbour > 1832 

Reform Act is passed and Durham University founded > 1833 construction of Teesside’s first chemical 

works > 1835 Hartlepool starts to ship coal > 1837 Victoria ascends to the throne >1837-1868 

Sunderland harbour built >1838 Slave Trade abolished tthroughout the British Empire >1839 

development of Newcastle town centre by Richard Grainger and John Dobson >1841 Consett Iron 

Works established >1848 Public Health of Towns Commission set up >1862 204 miners killed in 

Hartley Pit disaster>1883 Edison-Swan United Electric Light company formed > 1894 parish councils 

established >1899 Boer War begins > 1901 Victoria dies  

 

There is a great deal of information available about Cleadon in the 19th Century, more so than for any 

other period. A series of detailed maps, as well as census data, trade directories, newspaper reports, 

historic photographs and personal accounts, provide us with a vivid picture of life in Victorian Cleadon. 

This was a period of expansion and change, seeing the population of the parish increase four-fold from 

675 in 1801 to 2738 in 1891 (Whellan 1894). Unlike many of its neighbours, coal mining was never an 

important part of the local economy, the nearest mines being 2km north-east at Marsden and 3km north-

west at Harton. Brick and tile production, however, became increasingly important as did limestone 

quarrying, both industries expanding considerably in the latter half of the century. Part of the reason for 

this was the development of the railway network, allowing materials to be transported quickly and 

relatively cheaply via the ports at Sunderland and South Shields. Agriculture remained important 

throughout this period but this too changed in nature with the introduction of new crops and machinery 

and intensive meat production. 

 

The table below indicates the increase in the population of Whitburn Parish throughout the 19th 

Century, based on census data8. 

 

Year 10 Years Before By Year 

1801  675 

1811 675 843 

1821 843 856 

1831 856 1,001 

1841 1,001 1,061 

1851 1,061 1,203 

1881 1,343 2,024 

1891 2,001 2,738 

                                                      
8 citing online reference ‘Britiain: A Vision Through Time’ http://www.visionofbritain.org.uk/unit/10169690/cube/TOT_POP 
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Greenwood’s Map of Cleadon 1820 

Cleadon appears on Christopher Greenwood’s map The County Palatine of Durham published in 1820 

(DUSC DCL Maps 1). This is a much more detailed and sophisticated map than that produced by 

Armstrong 66 years earlier. For the first time the village green is shown as having a shape and width 

distinct from that of the course of the Shields Road. Boldon Lane is also illustrated, as well as a number 

of other secondary routes, none of which appear on the earlier maps. North Street (Lizard Lane) is 

shown, located to the north of Cleadon Old Hall, creating the rectangular road layout that is so familiar 

today. It is unclear why this was added, but it does seem to be an extension of the Cleadon Lane, passing 

along the eastern end of the village to join with the Shields Road and circumventing the Green and the 

Old Hall.  

 

Outside of the main village, Sunniside Farm (HER 9099, Fig 32) and Cleadon Mill (HER 1587) are both 

shown, along with Cleadon Park Farm (CS20) that later became Cleadon Park House, and Cleadon Laws 

(CS3). The features shown north of the mill may possibly be a limestone quarry (HER 2414) or could be 

Cleadon Mill Farm (CS25). Other elements of interest are Whitburn Mill and Tiles Sheds (HER 1582, Fig. 

32), the brickworks to the west of the village.  

 

 

Figure 33: Extract from Christopher Greenwood’s map of 1820 showing Cleadon and the surrounding area. 

 

Eight years after the publication of Greenwood’s map we have the first published trade directory, 

William Parson’s History, Directory, and Gazetteer, of the Counties of Durham and Northumberland: 

And the Towns and Counties of Newcastle-upon-Tyne and Berwick-upon-Tweed (1828). This gives us a 

good idea of the size of the population, although it obviously doesn’t include associated households, 
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and the other trades in the village (information in brackets has been added by the report author): 

 

Bryan Abbs Esq 

George Aynesley, gardener 

George Bainbridge, farmer (Bainbridge Farm) 

Brian Roberts, farmer, Sunny hill (Sunniside) 

John Burdon, farmer (Burdon Farm) 

Mrs Richard Charlton and David Collie, victuallers (landlords), Ship 

John Gibbon, farmer, Cleadon Out House 

Thomas Gibbon, farmer, Cleadon Hills Farm 

Jane Hall, victualler, Britannia 

William Hall, farmer, West House Farm 

Wiliam Holmes, farmer, (South Farm?) 

Thomas Hornsley, shopkeeper 

John Jefferson, farmer Cleadon West Farm (probably Holder’s House Farm) 

Robert Jefferson, farmer, Farthing Slate (sic) 

William Merrimen, victualler and Blacksmith, Ship 

Abraham Smith, farmer, Cleadon Laws 

John Thompson, tailor 

Joseph Watson, miller, Cleadon Mill 

 Edward Wood, farmer (East Farm)                 (Parson 1828, 199-200) 

 

The Brick and Tile Industry 

The Cleadon Brick and Tile works (HER 1582) was the first of a series of brick works to open in the 

Cleadon area, capitalising on the laminated clays of the Tyne-Wear Complex found beneath the Pelaw 

Clay deposits stretching along the western edge of the village. Information on the early brickworks is 

scarce but the Tile Sheds shown on the 1820 map (Fig. 33) were seemingly well established by the late 

18th Century and quite probably provided materials for the construction of Cleadon House (HER 8027) 

and The Old Hall (HER 12765), amongst others. The site already covered an extensive area by the time of 

the publication of the first edition 25-inch map in 1855, and the fact that the western end of Boldon 

Lane was by this stage known as Tileshed Lane would also indicate that the industry had been in 

operation for a number of years. In 1844 the works were run by Robert Anderson (Vint & Carr 1844, 87). 

 

The Romans were the first to introduce brick to Britain but its use really only escalated in the post-

medieval period and was initially confined only to the homes of the wealthy; Cardinal Wolsey’s palace 

at Hampton Court perhaps being one of the finest early examples. By the late 18th Century, however, 

brick was widely in use as a building material and many villages had their own small brickworks that 

would operate according to local demand. The distinct brown to purple silty clay with scattered stone 

inclusions, produced by local pits can be clearly identified in the boundary walls of Cleadon House 
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(HER 8027, Plate 93) and elsewhere in the village. Similarly, terracotta tile, which was the primary form 

of roofing material in the Cleadon area, would have been produced locally until gradually replaced in 

the 19th Century by the import of cheaper slate from Wales and the Lake District, brought in by the 

railways.  

 

  

Plates 93 and 94: Local Pelaw Clay bricks used in the 18th Century boundary wall of Cleadon House (left), and the 

19th Century gable wall of Grove House (HER 12780) (right); note the different colour and matrix of the bricks used 

for the later infill in the blocked doorway under ‘H. Burdon Butcher.’  

 

The Cleadon Brick and Tile Works was the only brickworks in operation in the immediate area in 1855, 

although the number increased to five by the end of the century. The first edition 25-inch OS map shows 

a kiln at the southern end of the site, and possibly a pug mill and rectangular lagoon to the north, with a 

drying area inbetween (Fig. 34). Surrounding the complex were three large, amorphous clay pits. These 

early brickworks were usually family run operations, often worked on a seasonal basis, with clay cut 

from the pits in the autumn left to weather till the spring. The seasoned clay was ground in a pug mill 

before being moulded by hand and left to dry in open-sided drying sheds before finally being sent to the 

kiln for firing (Palmer et al, 117). 

 

It is unclear exactly what type of brick kiln was used at the Cleadon works. The simplest form was a 

clamp kiln, a stack of unfired bricks that were walled, capped and left to burn. This type of primitive kiln 

was used well into the 19th Century and may have been the first type of kiln on the site but the kiln 

shown on the map is obviously a larger and more permanent structure.  The most common type of 

industrial kiln was known as a Scotch kiln: a large, open-topped rectangular structure with a series of 

fireholes down one side. A good example can be seen just outside Durham City at Kepier Hospital. The 

Cleadon kiln, however, looks too small and seems instead to be a type known as a Newcastle Kiln. This 

was a rectangular downdraft kiln that featured a vaulted roof, with a firehole at one end and chimney at 

the other. Two such kilns were recorded at the site in 1994 but have since been demolished (Ayris & 
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Linsley 1994, 45). 

 

  

Figure 34: Extract from First (1855) (left) and second edition (1895) (right) maps showing development of Cleadon 

Brick and Tile Works. 

 

Brick was in considerable demand throughout the 19th Century for the construction of collieries, 

factories, mills, foundries, hospitals, workhouses, prisons and schools, as well as the numerous mining 

villages popping up across the Northern landscape. At Cleadon, the opening of the Harton and Whitburn 

Colliery in the 1840s increased the demand for locally produced brick. The new railway network, 

installed to serve the mines, also stimulated the expansion of the local brick industry. For the first time 

tile and brick could be transported easily and relatively cheaply to Sunderland to facilitate the town’s 

numerous building projects or sent by ship elsewhere around the country.  

 

 

Figure 35: Extract from second edition 6-inch OS map (1862) showing brick and tile works around Cleadon  

 

The collieries also provided access to an important type of clay known as fireclay. This pale cream-
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coloured clay, composed of aluminium-rich minerals, is typically found as the substrate to many of the 

regions coal seams, is resistant to heat (see Section 1). These fire (or refractory) bricks were in demand 

for use as furnace linings in iron foundries and forges. It is more unusual to see them used in domestic 

construction, but the front of Grove House (HER 12780) (Plate 45) is built of firebrick.  

 

By the end of the end of the 19th Century there were four brickworks in the Cleadon area (Fig 35), 

clustered near the railway line, to the south and west of the village. After the First World War the 

Cleadon Lane brickworks (CS 24) and Moor Lane brickworks (HER 2581) both closed.  

 

 

Figure 36: Extract from the Third Edition 6-inch OS map (1919) showing later development. 

 

 

Plate 95: Today the old clay pits from the Cleadon Brick and Tile Works provide a wetland habitat as part of the 

Tilesheds Local Nature Reserve. 
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This was probably because the clay sources were exhausted in these areas; the Moor Lane works having 

doubled in size between 1898 and 1919 (Fig. 36). In contrast, the works to the north-west of the village 

expanded. The East Boldon brickworks became the larger Cleadon Junction Brick Works (HER 2577), 

closing the smaller pit on the south-west of the railway and the Cleadon Brick and Tile Works extended 

further to the north-west. In addition, a new clay pit opened, the Shields Road Brick Works (HER 8518), 

to the north of the Stay the Voyage public house. Brick production at these sites would have been a 

continual mechanised process by this period with thousands of bricks being turned out each week. The 

local brick industry did not decline until the latter half of the 20th Century largely as a result of the 

closure of the coal pits in the 1970s and 80s.  

 

Today the flooded clay pits of the former Cleadon Brick and Tile Works form the Tilesheds Local Nature 

Reserve. Opened in 1997, this site provides habitat for a wide range of wildfowl species, flora, insects 

and other wildlife - a much loved spot for visitors and residents alike. To the west, little remains on the 

surface of the Cleadon Junction brickworks. The railway line is now a footpath and in the fields to the 

east you can still spot earthworks associated with the former brickworks, although the clay pits have 

largely been filled in. The more observant may find fragments of brick in the area and kiln wasters, used 

to separate the brick in the kiln during firing. 

 

The Coming of the Railway 

The success of the various brickworks around Cleadon was due in no small part to the opening of the 

Brandling Junction Railway (HER 2289) in 1839. A decade earlier there had been several schemes put 

forward to construct a railway extending beyond Durham to link with Newcastle in the north and 

Sunderland to the east. Two companies emerged with the most viable proposals; the Newcastle and 

Carlisle Railway Company, and the Brandling Junction Railway Company.  

 

The Brandling Railway Company was run by two brothers R. W. and J. Brandling. They proposed to 

build a line from Gateshead to South Shields, as well as install an inclined plane that would join the 

Newcastle and Carlisle Line from Blaydon at Redheugh, providing access to a coal-staithes at Hillgate 

(Carlton 1994, 94). On the 7th September 1835 an Act of Parliament was passed and the Brandling 

Railway Line was begun. A spur of the line ran from Brockley Whins, just east of Hedworth, to 

Monkwearmouth. This passed to the south of the village on a north-west to south-east alignment, and 

was arguably one of the most dramatic changes to the landscape in the history of the village, effectively 

dividing the old medieval settlements of Cleadon and East Boldon.  

 

The Brandling line opened on the 30th August 1839 with sixty-one waggons of coal sent from South 

Beaumont Colliery to the recently opened Sunderland North Dock at Monkwearmouth. There they 

where loaded onto the waiting collier the Jane of Aberdeen. The ship was apparently ‘most fantastically 

dressed out with flags of various colours and designs, which floated in the breeze, giving an air of much 

animation and rejoicing to the scene’ (Latimer 1857, 120). The railway line is first shown on the Cleadon 
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tithe map, drawn up in the same year, 1839. It is listed as plot 667, owned by Thomas Thompson 

esquire, a representative of the Brandling Junction Railway Company. 

 

 

Figure 37: The Brandling Junction Railway around Cleadon and associated branch lines (Tomlinson 1915). 

 

  

Plates 96 and 97: East Boldon Station (Cleadon Lane Station) c.1910 and in the 1970s9. 

 

Cleadon Lane Station 

Cleadon Lane Station was located south-west of Cleadon village. It was actually much closer to East 

Boldon that to Cleadon and in 1898 it was renamed East Boldon Station. The station was initially a coal 

depot for refuelling the steam locomotives on their way through to the North Dock or back to 

Gateshead, but it later served the various brickworks in the area.  The Brandling Railway Company was 

sold in 1844 to the Sunderland railway magnate, George Hudson, known as The Railway King. It formed 

part of the larger Newcastle and Darlington Junction Railway (NDJR) Company who took possession of 

the line on the 1st September 1844. In 1854 this became part of the North Eastern Railway (NER) 

                                                      
9 Citing online reference http://www.boldonhistory.co.uk/Buildings-ID13/Other-Buildings-IDS65/Railway-IDI126  
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(Tomlinson 1915). Today East Boldon Station is a stop on the Tyne and Wear Metro that opened in 

1980. The station has been considerably altered and very few original elements remain.  

 

The Blacket Railway Map (1831) 

In preparation of the railway construction, the civil engineer T. G. Blackett drew up a plan and profile of 

the proposed route in 1831 (Fig. 38) this is the earliest detailed plan of the village we have. It shows 

Cleadon Pond (or lake) as it was before it was reduced in size when the road was widened in 1936. It 

dominates the village green, the width of which is far greater than it is today. The individual houses are 

each plotted, stretching out along both sides of the green. Some of the key properties in the village are 

easy to pick out like Cleadon Old Hall (HER 12765), East Farm (HER 9606), the Matthew House (CS15) 

and Cleadon House and grounds (HER 8027), as well as sites further afield like Sunniside (HER 9099), 

which is shown as a small hamlet, Cleadon Park House (HER 7792), shown as Quarry House, Cleadon 

Laws (CS3),shown as Cleadon Heights, and Holder House (CS13). 

 

 

Figure 38: Extract from Blackett’s railway map (1831) showing Cleadon (SM TWCMS-B9482). Reproduced by 

permission of Sunderland Museum. 

 

The Tileshed’s Signal Box 

Another feature of note associated with the railway was the Tilesheds Signal Box (CS27) that stood 

adjacent to the level crossing, close to the old Cleadon Junction Brickworks. The signal box was first 

opened in 1875 to control the crossover and siding on the Tyne Dock branch of the NER, which 

separated from the Sunderland to Newcastle main line a few metres south at Cleadon Junction. In 

addition, the signalman monitored the level crossing, opening and closing the wheel-worked gates to let 

people and carriages along Tileshed Lane. 
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When first opened the box was a standard NER design featuring 15-levers and was similar to that found 

elsewhere in the region; but extensive alterations took place in 1912. The signal box was closed and 

extended parallel to the road to accommodate a new 55-lever frame. It was again modified in 1922 

when the West Boldon signal box was decommissioned and all operations shifted to Tilesheds. In 1986 

the box controlled 2000 yards of track and was manned 24 hours a day by signalmen who worked 8-

hour shifts, operating the levers by hand.10 The signal box was closed in 1988 and later demolished but 

the accompanying six railway cottages remain, although much altered.11  

 

   

Plates 98 and 99:  Tileshed’s Signal Box in 1988 © John Hinson. 

 

The Whitburn Tithe Map (1839) 

The first large scale map of the village is the 1839 Whitburn Tithe Map, which shows in detail the layout 

of each property in the village as well as the surrounding fields and farmsteads. These carefully drawn 

maps, and the accompanying written record, referred to as the Apportionment Book, are an invaluable 

resource for any local historian. They were compiled between the late 1830s and 1840s when the old 

church tithes, a fee paid by each tenant in the parish for the upkeep of the church and maintenance of 

the poor, was commuted to a cash payment.  

 

The tithe had been in operation since the medieval period and was initially paid in corn or other such 

produce, although by the early 18th Century this payment had predominately been converted to cash. 

Following the 18th and 19th centuries’ Enclosure Acts Parliament decided to formalise the system of 

tithe payment. A survey was drawn up of all taxable property across the country, rather like a latter day 

Domesday Book. These records provide an unparalleled snapshot of life in England on the verge of 

transition, before the widespread industrial changes of the 19th Century. One note of caution when 

using a tithe map however is that only taxable property was recorded, this means that church land for 

instance is frequently left out, as were urban centres. Landowners were also required to pay a surveyor 

to undertake the work, a fact that led some of the more unscrupulous gentry to save money by updating 

                                                      
10  citing online reference http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/domesday/dblock/GB-436000-561000/page/8  
11 citing  online reference ‘Tileshed’s signal box’ > http://www.signalbox.org/gallery/ne/tileshed.php  
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old estate maps. which were often incorrect. Nevertheless the tithe map is a wonderful resource for 

exploring village history. 

 

Three copies of any tithe map were produced: one for the Parliamentary Tithe Commissioners, one for 

the diocese (in this case the Bishopric of Durham) and one for the parish. Parish copies are now 

generally held by the County Record Office, but have frequently been lost or damaged because, as the 

first detailed maps of an area, they were used for a wide variety of purposes. If you cannot find a map at 

the record office then the diocese archives may have a copy. Durham University Special Collection 

holds most of the maps for the Durham Palatinate and these are available digitally for a small fee. 

Finally, the Commissioner’s copy is held at the National Archives in London and can be ordered online, 

although there is a charge for this service. 12  

 

 

Figure 39: Extract from the diocese copy of the Whitburn Tithe Map (DUSC DDR/EA/TTH/1/252). Reproduced by 

permission of Durham University Library. 

 

Luckily there are two copies of the Whitburn Tithe locally available. The diocese’s copy is held at 

Durham University Special Collections (DUSC DDR/EA/TTH/1/252) (Figs. 20 and 39) and the parish 

copy is held at the Tyne and Wear Archives in Newcastle (TWA DX5/2) (Figs. 40 and 42). The parish 

copy was produced by Thomas Bell, one of a famous family of Newcastle surveyors who undertook a 

                                                      
12  For further information on Tithe Maps visit http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/records/research-guides/tithe-records.htm  
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number of surveys across Durham and Northumberland in the 19th Century. The two tithe maps are 

distinctly different, although the information is largely the same. Bell’s map is coloured and is not as 

finely drafted as the later bishop’s copy. The names of the various landowners are also annotated on the 

map or written in a key down the side. This would suggest that the Tyne and Wear copy is either a draft 

survey in preparation of the final survey or a later copy; but there is little on the map itself to indicate 

which. 

 

 

Figure 40: Extract from Whitburn Tithe Map drawn by Bell (TWA DX5/2). Reproduced by permission of Tyne & 

Wear Archives. 

 

In 1834, a few years before the production of the tithe, Mckenzie and Ross had written a traveller’s 

guide and directory to Durham (Mackenzie & Ross 1834) in which Cleadon was described as ‘a 

scattered village, about a mile and a half west-north-west of Whitburn. It contains a small Methodist 

chapel, four farmholds, two public houses, and a ladies' boarding-school’. The Bell Tithe Map features a 

detailed inset (Fig. 41) that clearly shows the layout of the village core as well as associated landowners. 

 

The four farms referred to in the Mckenzie and Ross entry were Bainbridge Farm (farmer: George 

Bainbridge, landowner: Richard Pemberton) that stood to the east of Nursery Lane; South Farm (farmer: 

Ann Holmes, landowner: Barbara Ormston) to the east of Cleadon Tower; Burdon Farm (farmer: John 

Burdon, landowner: Jane Burdon) on the west side of Sunniside Lane, and East Farm (farmer: Edward 

Wood, landowner: Christopher Harrison) on the east side (Fig. 42).  
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Many of the farms shown on the tithe map feature small circular buildings located at the end of a linear 

range, these are gin-gangs, or horse engines (Plate 100). Gin-gangs were used to drive a variety of farm 

machinery before the widespread introduction of steam engines in the late 19th Century. Each of the 

Cleadon village farms has a gin-gang attached to a barn where arable crops would have been 

winnowed, threshed and stored. Evidence of gin-gangs can still be found at both West Farm (see section 

above) and Cleadon Hills Farm.  

 

 

Figure 41: Inset from the Whitburn Tithe Map drawn by Bell showing village core (TWA DX5/2). Reproduced by 

permission of Tyne & Wear Archives. 

 

  

Figure 42 and Plate 100: Cleadon village farms overlain on an extract from the parish Tithe Map. Notice the circular 

gin-gangs at the end of each barn. Plate 100 is a working gin-gang at Beamish Museum.  
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Outside the village there were seven other farms included in the township (Fig. 32):  

 

 Farmer  Landowner 

Farding Slade (HER 965)  Edward Wood Eleanor Sheville  

Sunnyside Farm (HER 9099)  Thomas Wood George Townshead Fox 

Cleadon Laws (CS3) Jane Smith    Thomas Bell 

Holder’s House Farm (CS13) Matthew Maugham Matthew Maugham 

Cleadon Out House (CS21) Thomas Gibbon Representatives of Eden 

Cleadon Mill Farm (CS25) Thomas Metcalf George Townshead Fox 

Cleadon Hill Farm (CS10)      Thomas Gibbon    Christopher Harrison 

 

Farding Lake Farm 

Farding Lake Farm (HER 965) (Fig. 32) formerly stood 1.5km north-east of the village. Referred to 

variously as Farthing Slayde (1647), Farthing Slate (Parsons 1828), Farthing Stake (1839 Tithe), Farding 

Lake (1898 OS) and Fawdon Lake (Ward 1899-90), the site dates back at least to the 17th Century but 

could be medieval in origin. Like Cleadon village, Farding Lake probably owed its existence to the 

location of a small pond, or lake, which lay to the north-east of the site. The settlement may have first 

developed as a small hamlet, later reducing in size to a single farmstead. 

 

In 1676 the property was held by Elizabeth Gower, widow of Robert Chambers (DRO D/No1), passing 

to George and John Matthew by 1714 (DUSC DHC6-III-21). At the beginning of the 19th Century it was 

being farmed by Robert Jefferson (Parsons 1828) but in the 1839 tithe Thomas Wood, whose family also 

farmed Sunniside, is listed as the occupier, the landowner being George Townshead Fox. The tithe map 

shows the farmstead surrounded by limestone quarries and indicates two, possibly three, limekilns (HER 

2402) in the immediate vicinity.  

 

By 1851 Farding Lake was the residence of the shipowner, Robert Ness (Whellan 1865). There is a 

wonderful description of the site under his ownership in Ward’s A Ramble to Marsden Rocks: 

 

We cannot do better than give a description of it; and, in so doing we may be permitted to laud the well-

directed taste, enterprise, and labour of the proprietor, Mr. Ness, who, from a barren rock, has converted 

it into a little paradise. Twelve years ago the farm appeared in disorder. He built the house which he 

now occupies, and let the farm and lands to a tenant. Here you cannot be but delight with the curious 

manner in which the grounds are laid out and ornamented. 

 

The garden in front of the house is tastefully disposed and furnished with floral beauties; a painted 

marine figure stands sentry at each side of the door; the fence on the road side is constructed of bamboo; 

on the hill, what seems to have been a lime-kiln is converted into a battery, and bristles with cannon 

ready to pepper the enemy should he dare to land a hostile force in Marsden Bay; while fantastic figures, 
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once the bold headpieces of many noble vessels, resembling stiff old pensioners out on duty, are 

sentinelled around; and, at the base of the hill, is a small trout pond, graced by an island and bush in the 

centre and a neat skiff slumbering on its untroubled waters. (Ward 1851, 43) 

 

The rebuilt farmstead appears on the second edition OS map (1898). Also shown on this map is a 

pumping engine house marked adjacent to Farding Lake itself (CS12). This was possibly associated with 

the expansion of Marsden Quarry or perhaps provided water to Whitburn colliery and Marsden Village.  

 

  

Figure 43: Extracts from 1839 tithe and 1898 six-inch OS map showing Farding Lake Farm and the Pumping Engine 

House. 

 

Ness had moved to Cleadon Park by 1893 (Ward 1893-4) and by 1900 ‘Fawdon Lake’ (sic) is listed in 

Ward’s directory as being the home of Peter Thornton, who also ran Sunnside Farm (Ward 1910). The 

farm was abandoned some time after the First World War, and was already in poor repair when it was 

proposed as a possible  venue for the South Shields Golf Club clubhouse in the 1950s (Byrne 1993). It 

was demolished in the 1980s, although fragments of wall footings and pieces of worked stone can still 

be found hidden amongst the undergrowth. 

 

  

Plate 101 and 102 Remains of a wall and building rubble associated with Farding Lake Farm.Notice that the rubble 

has a fragment of curved stone, possibly from  a window or door surround.  
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Advances in Farming 

By the mid 19th Century advances in agricultural production were spreading across County Durham. 

However, change was slow, largely because the majority of land was still held in tenure from the bishop 

and saw very little investment. Over the border in Northumberland, the Duke of Northumberland was an 

early advocate of the agricultural revolution. He saw the considerable advantages to be had from 

sweeping away the old haphazard farmsteads and building new model farms, carefully designed to 

maximise production. In County Durham this was not really to happen until the latter half of the century. 

 

Change in agricultural production was in part driven by the formation of the Board of Agriculture in 

1793. The Board reported on the state of British agriculture, advocating improvements and the 

introduction of new technologies. They commissioned a series of countywide surveys looking in detail at 

arable production, husbandry practices, farm buildings, local industry and transportation. The first report 

on County Durham, which encompassed the Cleadon area, was written by Joseph Grainger in 1794 

(Grainger 1794). A second report was written by John Bailey in 1810. Bailey noted that the average size 

of a Durham farm at the turn of the 19th Century was around 50-150 acres and most of Cleadon’s farms 

fit into this bracket, Bainbridge Farm for example covering 109 acres, while South Farm covered 

approximately 90 acres. There were also much larger holdings across both Cleadon and Whitburn, 

including Burdon Farm, which covered 185 acres. 

 

 

Figure 44: Etching of the Durham Ox by John Boultbee made c.1805. 

 

A record of the landuse within the parish can be found detailed in the apportionment book that 

accompanied the Whitburn tithe. The various fields around the village supported a mixed agricultural 

economy, with approximately 1,830 acres being used for arable production and 845 acres for grazing. 
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Bailey in his report notes that the crops grown in the region at the time included traditional cereals like 

wheat, barley and oats, as well as new fodder crops like turnips. The introduction of these feed crops 

meant that animals no longer had to be slaughtered in the autumn when grazing was scarce, but could 

be fed throughout the winter months. Therefore the reduction in the acreage of grass does not 

necessarily imply a reduction in the number of livestock kept. The penchant at the time was for fatty 

meat so beef cattle were intensively reared, kept inside or in small fields to make sure that they did not 

expend any valuable energy that might make them leaner. This was the period of the famous Durham 

Ox (Fig. 44), a bull bred to be so large and gross in size that it could barely stand. In fact the animal 

eventually had to be shot when its leg broke under its enormous 189 stone (1,200 kg) body weight. 

 

Fields Names 

Such changes in agricultural practice can be partly traced in the names of the fields around Cleadon. 

Fields are also listed in the tithe apportionment book. By their nature fieldnames tend to remain fairly 

constant and, as such, can provide an interesting glimpse into changes in land-use over a number of 

years. However, it should also be remembered they can change from one generation to the next simply 

on the whim of a farmer, so should be used with caution. Figure 45 illustrates the names of the fields 

within the township as recorded in the tithe. A large number of these are purely descriptive such as 

Twelve Acre, Pasture Hill, East Middle Field and West Middle Field.  In general it was the 17th and 18th 

centuries’ enclosure fields that were given such uninspiring names. Fields that include the word ‘close’ 

also relate to the process of enclosure, including South Long Close and Narrow Close on the west side of 

the township, both annexed from the East Boldon common fields.  

 

The location of Cleadon Moor is fossilised in the later fieldnames to the south of Boldon Lane (Fig. 45): 

Middle Moor, High Moor, Low Moor, etc. There are also hints of changes in landuse possibly predating 

enclosure including Hard Corn Moor and Grass Moor. The name Hay Ring could be associated with the 

nearby village pound, or perhaps relate to a stack stand, a small platform off the ground where fodder 

was stored. The significance of Wash Wood is two-fold; first it indicates the location of a pocket of 

village woodland, evidence of which is sparse, and secondly suggests there was a sheep-wash in this 

location at some stage in the past. Other names stand as testimony to long forgotten individuals like 

Davidson’s Close and Jock’s Close, the latter perhaps a Scotsman who stayed after the Civil War. Other 

names are perhaps more whimsical as in the case of Violet, Century and Lily. Some are intriguing and 

might indicate the location of lost hamlets or dwellings including Fox Hall to the north of the village, 

Crofts to the south, and Dovecot Garth on the north side of Front Street. The names of the older, more 

irregular, pre-enclosure field are perhaps the most interesting from a historical perspective. These 

include the various occurrences of the word ‘garth’, a local word usually associated with an annexed 

piece of land; similar in many ways to the later ‘close’. These could be evidence of earlier medieval or 

post-medieval enclosure and include Garth Heads and Meadow Heads. Both these field names also 

feature the term heads, a reference to headlands, a characteristic element of ridge and furrow cultivation. 
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Landowners and Tenants 

Figure 46 is an extract from the tithe map showing land ownership within the core of the village in 1839. 

Most of the old Cleadon families – the Coulsons, Chambers, Matthews, Gowers, and Pattersons - had 

disappeared by this point, either dying out, moving out of the area, or passing property along the female 

line through marriage. The Woods family, first mentioned in the 1666 Hearth Tax, remained living in the 

township. They were tenants of East Farm, Sunniside Farm and Farding Slade. The Merrimens, first 

mentioned in 1587, were also still living in the village, running the two inns - The Britannia and The 

Ship. In addition, the family held a farmstead in Whitburn where Henry Merrimen was also the 

proprietor of the village inn. Edward Wake, a descendent of John Wake mentioned in the 1666 Hearth 

Tax survey, was tenant of a farm at Whitburn. Edward Wake was an ancestor of the Henry Hay Wake, 

the harbour engineer who built pier and lighthouse at both Roker and Seaham.   

 

The primary landowners in the parish by the mid 19th Century were Christopher Harrison, Jane Burdon, 

Sir Hedworth Williamson, Thomas Bell, Thomas Gibson, Richard Pemberton, Barbara Ormston, George 

Townshead Fox, Percival Fenwick, and George Abbs. Much of the land, however, still remained in 

copyhold and belonged to the bishop, being administered by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners who took 

over the running of the bishopric estates in the mid 19th Century. Even today much of the property in the 

area is still held by the Church Commissioners who replaced the Ecclesiastical Commissioners in 1948, 

although a considerable amount of land was sold into freehold in the late 19th Century.   

 

The Abbs Family 

Bryan Abbs (1771-1830) owned the largest proportion of 

property within the village centre, having purchased the 

Cleadon House estate in 1813. The Abbs family had a long 

association with the local area and George was the second 

son of the Rev. Cooper Abbs of Monkwearmouth. Bryan 

married Rachel Kirkup in 1795 with whom he had several 

children, the family living in The Red House near to Hylton 

Castle before moving to Walworth Castle, near Darlington, 

where their eldest son, George Cooper Abbs, was born in 

1798. George Cooper Abbs (Fig. 47) was ordained deacon 

in 1823 and a priest the following year, becoming curate 

first at Dalton–le-Dale (1823) and later at Gateshead 

(1825), walking to both from Cleadon where he lived with 

his father. He may have been curate at Whitburn by 1836, 

although there is some doubt about this (Griffith 2000, 19). 

 

He inherited Cleadon House on his father’s death in 1830, 

and from this point on did not hold a regular position in 

Figure 47: Drawing of the Reverend George 

Cooper Abbs, probably by William Bell Scott 

c.1860. 
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the Church, although he deputised at a number of parishes in the local area. George Cooper was a keen 

and competent botanist, classical scholar, and geologist and a member of the Literary and Philosophical 

Society of Newcastle and Tyneside Naturalists' Field Club. Locally, his interest in ornithology and 

botany, together with a pious nature gained him a reputation as ‘the second Sir Francis of Assisi’ 

(Sunderland Echo, 27th March 1969). It was said that he loved nature so much that he would not even 

allow the weeds and saplings to be cleared from around Cleadon House and consequently the property 

became very overgrown. Apparently, he once complained to a neighbour that some of his peaches had 

been spoiled because of the overhanging trees but added, ‘one can always buy peaches; not so trees’. 

He was also a great advocate of the common toad, so much so that he told any workmen undertaking 

building on the estate that they had to save the creatures and deposit them within the grounds of the 

house (Scott 1891, 393). 

 

During his lifetime, Abbs acquired a huge collection of books, some of which form part of the Cooper 

Abbs Collection in The J. B. Morrell Library at the University of York13, although a great number were 

lost following his death. He died on the 28th March 1878 and an account written at the time describes 

how: 

 

‘... the floors of some of the rooms upstairs [at Cleadon Hall] were literally carpeted with heaps of papers 

and pamphlets, which, if collected and bound in volumes, would have been invaluable to the local 

historian, but which, we understand, were, after Mr. Abbes's death [on 28 March 1878], put into sacks 

and sent to the paper mill’                                                                                                   (Scott 1888, 3) 

 

On George Cooper’s death, the estate passed to his nephew, Henry Cooper Abbs, a barrister, who in 

turn sold the property to Mr George Clark in 1902. In 1912 the occupant was recorded as being Thomas 

Humphrey, who was succeeded around 1920 by Ernest Frederick Dix. In 1969 the owner was a Mrs 

Crowell.   

 

The Reverend Abbs had a great many friends and associates amongst the local aristocracy, although he 

also remained a dedicated philanthropist, tirelessly visiting sick parishioners during the outbreak of 

cholera in Gateshead when he was curate. Amongst his friends was Walter Calverley Trevelyan of 

Wallington Hall. In 1857, Trevelyan’s wife, Pauline, commissioned the artist William Bell Scott to paint 

a series of frescos at the hall, depicting the history of the North East. Abbs was asked to sit for the figure 

of St Cuthbert in a tabloid depicting the saint’s refusal of the bishopric of Lindisfarne (Fig. 16). At first the 

Reverend decline, but then agreed only if the figure did not closely resemble him, although according to 

contemporary reports the rendition was a striking likeness.  

 

A View of the Village in the Mid 19th Century 

Writing in 1851, Robert Ward paints a rather unflattering picture of Cleadon in his pamphlet, A Ramble 

                                                      
13  See http://www.york.ac.uk/library/collections/special-collections/strengths/yorkshire/ for further details and a catalogue 
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to Marsden Rock (Ward 1851)’. On entering the village from Cleadon Lane station he writes: 

 

‘The first object that attracted my attention was a bunch of whitish houses, straggling, as if they had 

fallen pell-mell from the clouds, about the borders of a rough earthen square on a large scale; with a 

relic of the Glenburnie schools in the midst, in shape of an odorous, green pond, or dub, big enough to 

float an armada of ducks… 

 

Midway is a row of houses, to the right, was a court, and beside the said court was a saw pit. In the 

former, a mud-covered cart was reposing from it labours, and a speculative porker was seen poking its 

musical snout beneath. A blasted tree rose over-head, protruding its bare, brown shrivelled arms into the 

air, as it stiffened into a fit. Nearly opposite, to the left, a finger post, which has apparently seen better 

days, leans against the wall… 

 

Except for a couple of children, whom the sight of a stranger has so quieted, that you hardly noticed 

them standing in the doorway as you passes, not a human being is to be seen. An unnatural stillness 

broods in the air. The local spirit of business, instead of being revived by the neighbouring railway, 

seems to have encountered on it ‘a horrible and fatal accident’. 

 

Ward, writing in a period when the Victorian Romantic novel was all the rage, obviously has his own 

ideas of what a picturesque village should be, and goes on to wax lyrical about the charm and joys of 

Whitburn. However what the extract does serve to illustrate is that despite the arrival of the railway 

Cleadon remained a quiet agricultural settlement and did not witness the rush of industrial development 

that occurred in other parts of the region. In fact it was not really till the early 20th Century that the 

village started to become a popular commuter settlement, and with no local industry apart from the 

brickworks to the west and the quarries to the north, the village centre seems to have remained little 

changed. 

 

The Cleadon Parochial School  

Research by Kathleen Robinson 

 

The Cleadon Parochial School was founded in 1830 and was located on the south side of the pond, 

where All Saints’ Hall currently stands. This was one of two church-funded schools in the parish, the 

other being Whitburn, which was established slightly earlier, in 1824. Both provided an education for 

the children of the parish nearly half a century before the Education Bill came into force. Pupils at the 

Cleadon Parochial school ranged in age from 5 to 13 and were all educated together. The building was 

also sometimes used for church services, before the construction of All Saints church in 1865. 

 

Initally attendance at the school was not compulsory and for many children it would have been 

intermittent, fitting around seasonal agricultural tasks and other chores. However, in 1870 Parliament 
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passed the Education Act, administered by the Board of Education. New schools were built where 

required and government grants made available to improve exisiting facilities where possible. Cleadon’s 

new state school opened in 1872. It retained the old Parochial building but was referred to from this 

point onwards as The Cleadon Church School. The teacher’s log book associated with the school 

survives in the Tyne and Wear Archives at the Discovery Musuem in Newcastle (TWA E.CL1). It makes 

fascinating reading, providin a real insight into the early days of education, and village life in general. 

Kathleen Robinson has made a detailed study of Cleadon’s schools (Robinson 2014), which is 

summarised below and in the later section: The 20th Century Schools .  

 

 

Plate 103: Mr Hill’s class of 1924, Cleadon Village School. Reproduced by permission of South Tyneside Library. 

 

Attendance at the Board school was still not compulsory until 1880, after which all children under the 

age of 13 had to regularly attend classes, although numbers still remained rather haphazard in the early 

days. The school was regularly visited, sometime weekly, by the rector and there were frequent 

inspections by Her Majesty’s School Inspectors. The first teacher was Miss Welch and when the school 

opened on the 8th January 1872 there were 23 chidren present. A week later there were 35 in the class 

reaching an average of 43.6 by mid-March. ‘Just imagine’ writes Kathleen, a former teacher herself, ’39 

children aged 5 to 12 with one teacher’, although discipline was a lot stricter in those days. Many of the 

children had attended previously for only one term and others had no schooling at all. 

 

The school building was a tall square, stone built structure with chimneys for fireplaces. The side wall 

bordered the road where the All Saints’ Parish Hall doorway stands today. The front wall featured two 

windows overlooking the pond. The building was very low-lying and there are frequent references in the 
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log to the dampness of the classroom, which would flood when the pond overflowed. 

 

The children were taught reading, writing and arithmetic as well as religious education. Music was also 

high on Miss Welch’s agenda and it is almost certain that there was a piano in the classroom. Songs the 

children learnt included The Pslam of Life, The Memory of Friends and The Crystal Spring, the children 

apparently having great trouble keeping time to the latter (TWA E.CL1 March 22 1874). 

 

The Parochial School remained in operation until June 1903 when a new school was built next door, 

known today as the Old Schoolroom (HER 12784). The Parochial School building remained in use as the 

Village Institute with the addition of a wooden ex-army hut to the rear following the First World War. 

However flooding continued to be an issue and when the billard table began to sink through the floor in 

the 1930s it was decided to demolish the old structure and erect a new village hall (STL 1994, 13) 

 

 

Plate 104: The Parochial School on the left with the new school adjacent, and the Ship Inn on the opposite side of 

the street (right). Reproduced by permission of South Tyneside Library. 

 

Historic Ordnance Survey Maps 

In the mid 19th Century the first of a series of detailed maps of the country started to be produced. These 

were initially military maps, first commissioned during the Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars with 

France when the threat of foreign invasion was very real. In response, the government ordered the 

defence ministry – the Board of Ordnance – to begin a survey of England's vulnerable southern 

coastline. Gradually over the next two centuries the whole country was surveyed, and re-surveyed at 

intervals, producing a series of highly accurate and detailed maps that trace Britain’s development over 
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this crucial period when great changes were taking place.  

 

There are two main sets of OS historic maps, the detailed large-scale 25-inch editions (1:2,534.4) and 

the smaller scale 6-inch editions (1:10,560). The 1855 25-inch map of Cleadon is very similar to the 

earlier tithe but much more accurate, with finer detail (Fig. 48). Running east to west through the middle 

of the settlement can be seen the village green, which is crossed diagonally by the South Shields 

turnpike. This is shown on earlier depictions of the village but for the first time the 1855 map provides 

an accurate record of the width of the green, measuring 40m at the east end and 16m to the west, 

covering an area of approximately 7102m2. Apart from the road, the rest of the area is annotated as 

grassland, and appears to have been a linear green much like nearby East Boldon and Whitburn, and 

can also be found at settlements further afield like Shadforth and Staindrop. At the eastern end of the 

village is the pond (HER 12781), which was much larger than it is today. Immediately east of this lay the 

village well, marked with a large ‘W’ on the map. This was the only source of fresh water in the village 

until 1898 and was kept locked to avoid contamination. Any villager wanting to draw water had first to 

get the key from one of the Cleadon gannies, the old women who lived in the little group of cottages 

adjacent to the pond, known as The Cluster  (CS29) (STL 1994, 10). 

 

 

Figure 48: Extract from First Edition 25-inch OS map, published in 1855, showing the village core. 

 

To the north of the pond from stood Burdon Farm (HER 12761) and on the opposite side of Sunniside 

Lane, East Farm (HER 9606). East Farm, referred to as East House Farm on the earlier tithe, was farmed 

by the Wood family, who were also tenants at Sunniside Farm and Farding Slade. Both complexes 

changed very little between 1839 and 1855, although Burdon Farm is shown as having a double fold-
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yard on the 1855 map and also on the 1839 tithe drawn by Bell, but not on the diocese map. The gin-

gang is still clearly visible at either farm. Together with Briar Cottage, this cluster of buildings makes up 

one of the earliest and best preserved areas of the village. 

 

 

Plate 105: Cleadon Pond c.1910. The white cottage visible behind the pond formed part of The Cluster and the well 

is just visible infront. The houses to the left are part of Burdon Farm. 

 

 Plate 106: The same view as it appears today, the pond having been reduced in size and The Cluster demolished, 

but otherwise much as it appeared in the 19th Century. 
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North of Burdon farm, on the west side of Sunniside Lane was a second pond (CS2), also shown on the 

earlier tithe map. This had been filled in by 1939 and now only perceived as a shallow depression in the 

grass. Fresh water was very important in the area. A quick survey of the first edition map beyond the 

extract in Figure 48  shows numerous little ponds dotted around the landscape in the corner of fields. It 

was initially thought that these may have been gley pits, where clay was dug to spread on the landscape 

as an early form of fertiliser, but the geology of the area makes this unlikely and there is no reference to 

the practice in either of the local early agricultural surveys (Grainger 1784, Bailey 1810). The abundance 

of lime in the area, another form of early fertiliser, would also make it unlikely that these were gley pits. 

Instead the ponds were probably dug and lined with clay when the fields were enclosed in the 18th 

Century in order to provide a source of water for both animals and arable production.  

 

 

Plate 107: Building shown on 1855 OS map as being associated with the garden and orchard belonging to Ralph 

Lawson of Cleadon Old Hall. This may have been a gardener’s cottage or small agricultural building of some sort.  

 

Just beyond the second pond is shown a cottage that still stands today (HER 12774). This was associated 

with the large garden and orchard belonging to Ralph Lawson, the owner of Cleadon Old Hall (HER 

12765), and may have been a gardener’s cottage and ancillary shed (Plate 107). The Old Hall is clearly 

visible on the first edition map, together with a linear range of buildings to the east, almost certainly 

stables and a carriage house. The rounded northern end of the range could denote another gin-gang. To 

the north of the Hall is shown a small building, which is now the Cottage Tavern (HER 12779). The 

property was not built as an inn, the hostelry not opening until the late 19th Century. The present 

building dates to the early 20th Century. 
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Plate 108: View of the Ship Inn (taken in the 1950s just before demolition), which used to stand on the south-west 

corner of the main crossroads (image kindly provided by Walter Carr). 

 

Cleadon’s Inns 

Before the Cottage Tavern opened there were two pubs in Cleadon: The Britannia (CS15/HER 12788) 

and The Ship (CS22) (now demolished). The Britannia was located on the west side of the turnpike, 

occupying what had previously been the 17th Century Matthew House (CS15). In 1828 it was run by 

Jane Hall (Piggot & Co 1828, 180), passing to George Smith by 1844 (Vint & Carr 1844) and to Matthew 

Merriman by 1855 (Slater 1855). The Merrimans also ran the Ship Inn during this period, as well as the 

Grey Horse at Whitburn and the pub of the same name at Boldon (ibid, 115).  

 

 

Figure 49: Extract from Parson’s trade directory dated 1828 detailing the post and coach service calling at The Ship 

Inn. Mr Richard Charlton and David Collie were the landlords at this time. 

 

The Ship Inn stood on the west side of the Shields turnpike (CS22). It was a post and coaching inn, the 
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Leeds coach stopping daily (Fig. 49). A smithy was located in the yard to the south, serving both the 

village and the passing through-trade. During World War II the inn became the headquarters of the local 

home guard. It was demolished when the road was widened in 1953. The present Britannia Inn (HER 

12788) (now the Toby Carvery) was not built until 1894. 

 

 

Plate 109: The Ship c.1910 with a family in front, possibly the Merrimens (Beamish Collection No.163142). 

 

To the west of the Ship was South Farm (HER 12763), which had expanded by the mid 19th Century to 

include a second gin-gang. West of the farm is shown Cleadon Tower (the old tower having already 

been demolished), adjacent to which was Bainbridge Farm (CS28). This was situated on the east side of 

what is now Nursery Lane. The gin-gang that appears on the 1839 tithe had been demolished by 1855, 

although the associated barn range remained.  

 

To the west of Bainbridge Farm, running east to west along Front Street, were a series of estate cottages, 

later known as The Georgian Cottages (CS31). These were two blocks of terraced cottages, separated by 

a narrow lane, which were probably built as worker’s cottages for either Bainbridge Farm or Cleadon 

House estate. In 1820 Bailey had described the average cottage in Durham as being ‘a generally 

comfortable dwelling of one storey, covered with thatch or tile…some of two storeys with a garden in 

the front and convenience attached behind,…but they are something superior to common cottages’ 

(Bailey 1810, 60) and this row of cottages appears to have fit this model.  
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Plate 110: Eastern end of the Georgian Cottages, demolished in the 1960s (STL 1994, 11).  

  

Plates 111 and 112: Western end of the Georgian Cottages (ibid) and surviving block as it appears today. 

 

Historic photographs of the cottages (Plates 110 and 111) show a row of single-storey dwellings with a 

shallow pitched pantile roof, stone kneelers, parapet gables and simple casement windows. Upper 

dormer and lower bay windows were added later, probably in the 1920s, as well as mock Tudor timber-

framing (Plate 110). The eastern block of cottages was demolished in the 1960s, despite considerable 

local opposition. However, the smaller block to the west survives, today housing Village Travel and the 

Ride In Style Saddlery.  

 

A Gentleman’s Residence - Cleadon Meadows  

Additional research provided by John Robinson 

 

By the early 19th Century there were five large residences in the village: Cleadon House (HER 8027), 
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Cleadon Old Hall (HER 12765), Cleadon Tower (HER 964), the Matthew House (CS15) and a new house 

built on the west side of the turnpike, just to the north of the village. This last was Cleadon Meadows 

(HER 12764) built for Russell Bowlby Esq. Bowlby originally came from Durham, marrying Elizabeth 

Gibbon from Cleadon Hills Farm in 1792. He had formerly been a Captain in the Royal Artillery before 

relinquishing his commission to become a solicitor in South Shields (Sykes 1824, 10). The first reference 

of him in Cleadon dates to early 1832 when he stood for Parliament, representing the new borough of 

South Shields, enfranchised that year with the passing of the Reform Act. Bowlby received only 2 votes, 

the winner, Robert Ingham of Westoe, returning 205 (Fordyce 1857, 724).  

 

  

Figure 50: Extract from the Whitburn Tithe Map showing original layout of Cleadon Meadows, and the later John 

Dobson building on an extract from the 1855 25-inch OS map. 

 

The year before, in 1831, Bowlby had fought a duel with one of his competitors, Mr Braddyll, after 

calling him ‘a chicken newly hatched about which the pious clucking hen, the Mother Church, was 

invited to shelter under her dingy wings’. The duel was held at 7am at Offerton Lane near Herringdon. 

Bowlby discharged his weapon first but missed, which says little for his military prowess given that he 

had previously been in the artillery. As a gentleman, Braddyll then discharged his weapon safely into the 

air. Bowlby apologised for his earlier comments and both men apparently left amicably (Hamilton et al 

1831, 521). The Captain stood again for election in 1835 but once more lost out to Ingham, this time 27 

votes to 128 (ibid).  Bowlby appears in the 1839 tithe but by 1853 has moved from Cleadon Meadows to 

Whitburn, where he died in 1865.   

 

The house was sold to Mr John Clay, a banker and shipowner. Clay became the first Mayor of South 

Shields following the granting of a Charter of Incorporation by Queen Victoria on September 5th 1850. 

Perhaps in celebration of his new position, Clay commissioned the famous Newcastle architect, John 

Dobson, to rebuild Cleadon Meadows in 1853. Dobson had earlier converted the farmhouse at nearby 

Cleadon Park (CS20) into a classical mansion house for the coal merchant James Kirkley, agent to 

the Harton Coal Company. It may have been this that first attracted Clay to the architect’s work.  
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Figure 51 and Plate 113: Residents of Cleadon Meadows: (left) John Clay, first Mayor of South Shields © South 

Tyneside Libraries, and (right) John Broderick Dale (www.southtynesideimages.org.uk). 

 

 

Plate 114:  The front façade (north-east facing) of Cleadon Meadows. 

 

Cleadon Meadows is first shown on Blackett’s map of Cleadon (Fig. 38), produced in 1831, but only 

appears in detail on the 1839 tithe map. The original building, which dates to the early years of the 19th 

Century, was L-shaped in form and was completely demolished when the new house was erected. The 

new house was positioned further back from the Shields Road, set within attractive parkland. Historic 

photographs show a double-façade building in the classical style, with pedimented cross-wings set at 

each end of the 3-bayed central block and a heavily denticulated cornice (Plate 114). In addition to the 

house, the 1855 first edition 25-inch OS map (Fig.50) also shows three buildings set to the north of the 

property, almost certainly stables and a coach house.  

Born in 1802 in London, John Clay (Fig. 51) married Margaret Davidson, daughter of a local shipbuilder, 
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and moved to South Shields. For 16 years he was the manager of the South Shields branch of the 

Northumberland and Durham District Bank. Established in 1836, the bank initially had a healthy capital 

and strong portfolio of investors but ten years later, in 1857, it went bust owing more than £1.19M, 

equivalent to around £50M today. Clay left Cleadon Meadows soon after, eventually returning to 

London where he became an iron merchant. He died in 1887 in Sussex (Shields Gazette, 3rd March 

1914). 

 

Plate 115:  The rear facade (west facing) of Cleadon Meadows  

 

Following Clay’s departure, Cleadon Meadows was purchased by Richard Shortridge JP, chairman of 

South Shields County Magistrates, South Shields Guardians and the Tyne Ferry Company. Shortridge laid 

the foundation stone for All Saints Church in 1866 and lived at Cleadon Meadows for the rest of his life, 

dying in 1884 at the ripe old age of 86 (Sunderland Echo, 12th December 1884). The property was 

quickly put up for sale: ‘The Mansion, with its Grounds and Lands, will be sold by Public Auction, in 

one lot, at the Central Station, Newcastle, on Monday February 23rd 1885’ (Shields Daily Gazette, 10th 

February 1885). The sale notice lists the property as comprising: 

 

 ‘..the ground floor Tea Rooms, with cellars in the basement. On the first floor there are thirteen bed 

rooms, hot and cold and shower baths, and W.C. Access to the first floor by two staircases. Attached to 

the house are conservatories, vineries, potting houses, carriage and harness rooms, stabling and kitchen 

gardens’ (ibid). 

 

The property was purchased by John Broderick Dale (Plate 113), the founder in 1858 of a private South 

Shields bank, Dale & Company . After several mergers this became part of Barclays Bank. In 1900 Simon 

H Fraser, a coal fitter, was living at the house (Ward 1899-90, 372) and in 1909 Alfred E Doxford was in 

residence (Kelly 1909-10, 359). Alfred was the son of the shipbuilder William Doxford, who, with his 
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brother, William Jnr, formed W. Doxford and Sons, known locally simply as Doxfords. The company 

was to become one of the largest shipbuilders in Sunderland, until the closure of the yard in 1988.  

 

In July 1920 Cleadon Meadows was sold to Edith Carlin who died in 1923. Her husband, George Lamb 

Carlin, sold the estate for £5000 to the Brown brothers, a well known family firm of builders in South 

Shields. They later purchased the 17-acre estate outright when it was finally disenfranchised and sold by 

the Ecclesiastical Commissioners in 1924. The property stood empty for a number of years. In 1935 there 

was a proposal by the South Shields Corporation to turn it into a mental hospital (Sunderland Echo, 18th 

January 1935), but this never came to fruition. 

 

  

Plates 116 and 117:  The gates of Cleadon Meadows, and the (same) ball finials now sitting atop the modern brick 

gateposts at the entrance to Cleadon Cottages. 

 

Over the next 50 years the Browns sold off various plots of land, including 7.6 acres to Durham County 

Council for the construction of a new junior school, built in 1963, which stood in the grounds of the 

current school. Three years later the remaining estate was sold for development. Eight acres was 

purchased by John T. Bell and Sons Ltd (builders) of Newcastle for £36,000, while the remaining land 

was retained by Browns. Sadly, the Dobson House was demolished when the present housing estate was 

built. Today all that remains of the former grand country house is the name – Cleadon Meadows – and 

perhaps the ball finials that once topped the gateposts. The salvaged finials may have a new location 

now on top of the modern piers erected at the entrance to Cleadon Cottages, although the provenance of 

these features has not been confirmed. 

 

Cleadon Park 

Within the immediate vicinity of the village there were three other large houses of note: Cleadon Park 

(HER 7792), Cleadon Grange (CS26) and Undercliff (HER 8163) (Fig 32). Cleadon Park was originally 

known as Cleadon Cottage in the early 19th Century. By 1839 it was owned by Robert Walter 

Swinburne, a South Shields’ glass manufacturer. On the tithe map the property is shown as comprising a 

principal west wing with attached north service wing and adjacent L-shaped block (Fig. 52). The main 

approach into the property was from the west.  
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Figure 52: Extract from the Whitburn Tithe Map showing layout of the original Cleadon Park House (Cleadon 

Cottage) and an extract from the 1855 25-inch OS map showing the building as modified by John Dobson. 

 

In 1845 Swinburne commissioned John Dobson to redesign the property, constructing a two-storey 

classical Georgian mansion with an additional new eight-bayed south wing (Pevsner 1953, 424). In 

1982, when application was sought for the demolition of the building, it was described by the architect 

Peter Elphick as being ‘not beautiful… not elegantly detailed nor of fine proportions. It is neither an 

exciting building nor impressive. It lacks elegance, comfort and charm’ (HER 7792).  

 

  

Plates 118 and 119: James Kirkley (www.southtynesideimages.org.uk) and Cleadon Park House c.1920 (STL 1994, 

27). Reproduced by permission of South Tyneside Library. 

 

By 1871 the property was held by the colliery owner C.W. Anderson (Christies 1871, 72). Anderson 

remained at Cleadon Park till the early 20th Century (Ward 1899-1900) when it passed to James Kirkley 

(Kelly 1909-10). Kirkley (Plate 118) set about expanding the grounds to include a formal park and dell. 

The adjacent quarry, which dominated much of the land to the east of the site, had ceased production 

by this stage. Kirkley hired JH Morton & Son, architects, to build a new palm house and tropical plant 

house at the estate and to redesign the terraces and formal gardens. Unfortunately he died in 1916 
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before the work was complete. His son, Wilfred Kirkley, died soon after at the Battle of the Somme14. He 

is commemorated on the village War Memorial (HER 10964) and on the brass plaque inside All Saint’s 

church. 

 

 

    Figure 53: Cleadon Cottage sale notice 1833, purchased by Robert Swinburne. 

 

The property was purchased by Sunderland Corporation in 1918 and in 1921 opened as a 36 bed 

sanatorium for tuberculosis sufferers (TWA H.CL). It closed in 1978, the house being demolished in 

1982. Today the grounds form part of Cleadon Park. 

                                                      
14  Citing online reference ‘The War graves Photographic Project’ >http://twgpp.org/information.php?id=1652682    
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Undercliff House 

Undercliff (HER 8163), on Cleadon Lane, built in 1853-4 was one of the last of the great houses 

constructed in Cleadon. It was commissioned by James Allison (1796-1865), a local shipbuilder at the 

North Docks, Monkwearmouth. When the lease on the shipyard ran out Allison became a wine and 

spirit merchant and brewer, taking over the North Quay Brewery in 1833. In 1844 he was voted Mayor 

of Sunderland, a position he hld again in 1864. A few years after becoming mayor he began work on 

Undercliff (Fig. 53), a small country house set in 10 acres of grounds. The grade II listed building is 

broadly classical in design, standing two-storeys high and featuring an odd arrangement of four Tuscan 

pilasters, set in unequal divisions, on the north-west facing façade. It is brick-built with sandstone 

dressings and a Welsh slate roof. To the north is a service wing with stables and there is a coach house 

to the rear. The house is now divided into three separate private properties. 

 

  

Figure 54 and Plate 120: extract from the 1855 25-inch OS map showing the layout of Undercliff soon after 

construction, and James Allison, as Mayor of Sunderland. 

 

In 1918 James married Henrietta (1799-1881), the second daughter of Edward Hinde, a Sunderland 

attorney. Together the couple had eight children, two of whom died in infancy. James died in 1865, the 

estate passing to his third son, William Henry Allison (1827-1917). William also inherited the family 

business, selling to Newcastle Breweries Ltd in 1890, which was purchasing a number of breweries in 

the area at that time. James's elder son, James John Allison (1826-99), was a corn merchant in 

Sunderland until he too later joined the family business. Both brothers were active soldiers in the local 

militia, James becoming a Colonel in the Durham Light Infantry and William a Colonel in the Newcastle 

Royal Engineer Volunteer, before later succeeding his brother at the DLI.15  

                                                      
15  citing online reference ( http://landedfamilies.blogspot.co.uk/2014/02/110-allison-of-undercliff-cleadon.html ).   
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William Allison had nine children, the eldest being James John Allison (1854-1929) who inherited 

Undercliff on his father’s death in 1916. He was a director of Newcastle Breweries Ltd and maintained 

the house for a short period before selling the property c.1922 to Col. Robert Chapman (Plate 121). 

Chapman had had a distinguished career in the military, being awarded the Distinguished Service Order 

(D.S.O.) in 1916. On leaving the army he became the senior partner of Henry Chapman Son & 

Company, accountants. A local J.P, Chapman became mayor of South Shields in 1931-2 and was MP for 

Houghton-le-Spring between 1931 and 1935, being created 1st baronet Chapman of Underhill Cleadon 

on 30th January 1958. He died in 1963 and was succeeded by his son, Sir Robert MacGowan Chapman, 

the 2nd baronet. Sir Robert married Barbara May Tonks, daughter of Hubert Tonks, on 18th January 

1941. Like his father, Sir Robert was a distinguished soldier holding a series of military titles, culminating 

in 1974 in the position of Vice-Lord-Lieutenant of Tyne and Wear.16 He died in 1987. 

 

  

Plate 121 and Plate 122: Photograph of Robert Chapman taken during the First World War in 1917, and front façade 

of Undercliff (STL 1994, 28).  

 

Cleadon Grange 

The last of the large houses to be built was Cleadon Grange, constructed between 1862 and 1898. The 

Grange is located to the north of Cleadon Meadows, on the west side of the Shields Road, and is 

associated with North Farm. This was a new farmstead established sometime after 1862, the area being 

shown as open fields on the first edition 6-inch OS map (1862). An undated plan of the farm (Fig. 55), 

held in Special Collections at Durham University, may indicate that the formation of the property was 

associated with a phase of land rationalisation and sale undertaken by the Ecclesiastical Commission at 

the end of the 19th Century. The layout of the farm is typical of the High Victorian period, showing three 

ranges positioned around a central stable or fold yard, with The Grange, the farmhouse, forming the 

southern end of the complex.  

 

                                                      
16  citing online reference http://www.thepeerage.com/p21425.htm#i214249 ) 
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Figure 55: Plan of North Farm held in Special Collections, undated (DUSC DHC11/VI/36b), inset shows detail of the 

farm layout. Reproduced by permission of Durham University Library. 

 

By 1880 the farm was owned by Thomas Pollard but farmed by George Mallam (The London Gazette, 

11th May 1880). Pollard hailed from Newcastle, marrying a descendant of the Chambers family and 

residing at Cleadon Tower (Summers 1858, 227) where the family remained until the late 19th Century, 

leasing the property from J.T. Gourley.  Thomas’s son, George, together with his wife, Isabella, and their 

ten children are all listed as living at Cleadon Tower in the 1891 census.  

 

The Pollards were an important local family, George laying the foundation stone for the construction of 

the new school in 1902 (Sunderland Echo, 17th Nov 1902). By this date the family had moved to The 

Grange. Their son, Major George Pollard (b. 1874) was a decorated army officer. He joined the 1st 

Royal Newcastle Engineers (Volunteers) in 1899 and fought as a lieutenant in the South African 

Campaign in 1901. George and Isabella commissioned three stained glass windows in the chancel of All 

Saints church, designed by the Scottish artist James-Eadie Reid, in commemoration of the safe return of 

their son. A plaque beneath the windows reads: 

 

Erected to the glory of God by 

George and Isabella Pollard, of Cleadon Grange 

as a small offering of thanks for the safe return of their eldest son, 

George Chambers Pollard 

from the South African Campaign, A.D. 1900-1 
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George later fought in the First World War in command of the First (Newcastle) Northumbrian Field 

Company, Royal Engineers, and was awarded the Distinguished Service Order (DSO) for gallantry 

(Newcastle Journal, 3rd April 1915). The family are buried in Whitburn churchyard. 

 

  

Plate 123 and 124: Major George Pollard (b. 1874) in uniform and the Pollard headstone in Whitburn Church. 

 

Cleadon Old Hall – The Later Years 

Alongside the new houses and estates, were the older properties - Cleadon House, Cleadon Towers and 

Cleadon Old Hall – which remained residences of note during the 19th Century. Cleadon House was 

occupied by the Reverend Abbs; Cleadon Towers by the Pollards; and by 1870 the London-born 

shipowner, Joseph Wilson, had replaced Ralph Lawson at Cleadon Hall (Christies 1871). It was Joseph’s 

daughter, Frances Anne Stuart-Wilson, who was responsible for the letters and newspaper cuttings found 

buried in a bottle in 1935 mentioned previously in relation to the original dating of the Hall. The letters 

were all written to an imaginary cousin called Addie, and provide not only useful information on the 

development of the Hall but also something of the life of a well-to-do child in the village during the 

latter half of the 19th Century. She writes: 

 

My dear cousin Addie, I am going to tell you all about myself and what I do at Cleadon. My birthday 

was on August 8, 1872. I was 13 and I am a good size for my age – so Miss Worth, my governess says. 

 

I go to School at Dolgelly in wales, and I learn French, music and Latin; I have not begun German yet. 
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Cleadon Hall is a very nice house. It is being altered now. We had only one large window at first, now 

we have three. The kitchen garden is very large, so is the other one. 

 

I have seven brothers and sisters, all younger than myself. The youngest is not christened yet; he will be 

called William Percival Ward. He is 10 weeks old. We have a beautiful donkey here, and two carriers 

for it. We often go down to the sands and bathe, and take our dinner in the cart or one of the carriages. 

 

We found a quantity of old bills and things in the roof of the house, dated to 1749. We have put a bottle 

with some things in this morning. I wonder who will get them out, and how long it will be. I put a penny 

in.  

 

Mamma has been very ill. Jessie has twisted her thigh and has to be still all day. She is only five and very 

patient. 

 

We have only the breakfast room now; it faces the back garden at Christmas. It faces the front and has a 

big window. 

 

The middle one, Joey, is going to school in Dolgelly with me – to go to grammar school. He is very 

delicate. Give my love to Julia and Harry.  

                                                                                     (Sunderland Echo, 14th December 1935) 

 

In another letter she lists the members of the household, as well as workmen involved in the alteration of 

the Hall: 

 

Family: Mr and Mrs Joseph Wilson. Miss Frances Annie Stuart-Wilson, Mr John C Preston, Joseph Harry 

Wilson jun. Charles Gilbert Wilson, Florence Wilson, Jessie Wilson, Edith Mary Henry and Percival 

Ward. Another guest styled James Brown, commodore of the fleet. 

Domestic staff – Mrs Rebecca cooper and Misses Ann Wishart and Margaret McLelland 

Workmen – James S Wilson (mason) Dan Cummings (joiner) George Cromwell Oliver, Robert Young 

Elliot, James Taylor (gardener), John Wilson (mason), Samuel John McNelly (boy), John Clark and 

William Dun                                                                                         (Sunderland Echo, 4th May)2012) 

 

Given the literary flare that Frances showed from a young age it is perhaps unsurprising that she later 

became a novelist, moving to Italy and eventually dying in Florence in 1934, just one year before the 

rediscovery of her time capsule. On news of the discovery of the bottle two of her sisters returned to 

Cleadon to collect the find and view the remains of their former home (Sunderland Echo, undated 

C.A.Smith article c. 1969).  

 

By 1893 the Wilson family had moved to Sunderland (ibid) and Thomas Bell, an accountant (Ward 
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1893), moved his family into the property for a short period while awaiting completion of his new house 

Clyvedon (now called West House) (Sunderland Echo, 26th June 1969). In 1900 the property was offered 

for sale at auction, the Hall being described as containing 21 rooms and ‘fitted up with every 

convenience’ (Shields Daily Gazette, 27th April 1900). However, there seems to have been little interest 

and the sale was subsequently withdrawn, although the contents of the house were sold the following 

year. 

 

 

Figure 56: 1909 sale plan of Cleadon Old Hall. Image kindly provided courtesy of Maurice Chadwick. 

 

In 1909 the property was offered for lease, described as a ‘family mansion divided into Two Residences’. 

The main house remained a sizeable property comprising entrance hall, drawing room, dining room, 

breakfast room, large kitchen and scullery, washhouse, butler’s pantry and wine cellar on the ground 

floor, with 7 bedrooms, bathrooms and two attics above. The second house was slightly smaller and 

occupied by ‘Mrs Trimble’. The extensive grounds, conservatory and eastern range were all also 

included in the sale, the latter comprising three cottages for six tenants, a cart shed and the Village Store. 

The whole complex was purchased by James Humble, whose family had originally owned Forsett Valley 

Farm near Richmond in North Yorkshire. James himself had run the Cattle Mart and Kings Head Hotel in 

Lanchester before moving to High Howarth House, then retiring to Cleadon in the early 20th Century 

where he lived till his death. A plan accompanying the 1909 sale shows the layout of the property at the 

turn of the century (Fig 56).  

 

Following James Humble death in the mid 1920s the site, known locally by this stage as ‘Humble Hall’, 
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was never again occupied. It was sold in 1927 to R. Brown & Sons builders, who also held Cleadon 

Meadows. In the early 1930s Joseph Brown sold part of the estate to the council to facilitate the 

widening of the Shields Road. It was during these works that Frances Wilson’s bottle was discovered by 

a workman, Thomas Young, and handed over to Dominque Wawn at Cleadon Towers before being 

returned to her sisters. By the late 1950s the Hall was in such a poor state that the decision was made to 

demolish the building (Sunderland Echo, 8th December 1950). The modern flats and service station 

were later erected on the site. 

 

The Whitburn Colliery  

The population of Whitburn parish recorded in the 1851 census was 1,203, a 78% increase on the 675 

residents listed in 1801. Four years later, in 1855, Slater’s Commercial Directory of the Northern 

Counties gives the population of Cleadon as 200. Throughout the latter half of the 19th Century the 

population of the parish continued to rise, reaching 3,292 by 1901, a increase of 174% in just 50 years. 

This figure can be largely attributed to the opening of Whitburn Colliery (HER 2493) (also known as 

Marsden Colliery). 

 

Until the early 19th Century coal production in Durham had been largely restricted to the west of the 

region, where the Coal Measures ran relatively close to the surface and could be excavated either by 

drift mining or bell pitting. The first involved a tunnel, known as level or drift, being dug into an exposed 

seam on either a river bank or hill side, while the second method saw the excavation of a number of 

bell-shaped holes, narrow at the top and then widening out below the surface. It was widely believed 

that the coal seams did not continue east of the Magnesian Limestone escarpment. until, in the late 18th 

Century, a series of borings finally established the presence of the Coal Measures running deep below 

the Permian Yellow Sand., However extraction at such depths was not possible given the nature of the 

technology of the time.  

 

The demand for coal in the early 19th Century was huge. It was required to power the textile factories of 

Yorkshire and Lancashire, as well as the blast furnaces and iron foundries of the rapidly expanding 

Durham and Cleveland iron industries. This all provided the financial imperative necessary to develop 

the east Durham mines and saw huge financial investment in the area, but there were a host of problems 

inherent in accessing such deep coal reserves, not least that the Coal Measures were located below the 

water table resulting in issues with both flooding and ventilation. It was not till the 1820s that new 

technological advances in pumping and shaft construction enabled work to be carried out at such depths 

and the first of the deep mines, Hetton Lyons, was opened in 1823. This, together with the emerging 

railway network, saw all the pieces finally in place and over the next 50 years there was a massive 

expansion of the East Durham Coalfield that was to have an enormous social, economic and political 

impact on the area and its landscape. 
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Figure 57: Extract from the 1898 second edition OS map showing Marsden village and quarry and Whitburn 

colliery. 

 

The Whitburn Coal Company began work on the first of two proposed shafts to the south of Souter 

Lighthouse on the 23rd December 1874. The work was immediately hampered by issues with flooding, 

at one stage the men having to pump over 12,000 gallons of water per minute out from the shaft. As a 

result the project was temporarily abandoned until an alternative strategy was developed. In May 1877 

work began again using a revolutionary new system designed by Messrs. Kind and Chaudron. This 

basically relied on sinking a huge plug, a cast-iron tub packed with moss, to the bottom of the shaft to 

form a water-tight joint. The tubbing was supplied by the Elswick Ordnance Works and fitted by 

specialist engineers sent from Belgium. No.1 shaft was completed in September 1877 and work began 

on No 2 shaft in October 1879. This was completed in May 1881 and coal production began the 

following year. Unfortunately the investment had placed a huge strain on the Whitburn Coal Company 

and in 1891 the colliery was absorbed into the larger Harton Coal Company.17 

                                                      
17 Citing online reference ‘Marsden Banner Group’ > http://www.marsdenbannergroup.btck.co.uk/WhitburnMarsdenColliery  
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The Marsden Rattler 

To transport coal from the new colliery to the docks at South Shields the Whitburn Coal Company built a 

railway line (HER 2483). This extended north to south along the coast for 3.75 miles, roughly where the 

Coast Road now runs. Work began on the railway in 1878 and it opened to mineral traffic the following 

year. Initially the railway was used to transport limestone to the docks, the Whitburn Coal Company 

having bought five quarries locally, including Marsden Quarry, the remains of which are still clearly 

visible today.  

 

 

Plate 125: Photograph of  Marsden Village before demolition. 

 

In 1888 the Board of Trade sanctioned the railway to run passenger services.  The coaching stock used 

by the Company was second-hand and often in poor condition. The coaches used by the mineworkers 

had also been stripped of interior fixtures and fitted with wooden seats. The result was a bone shaking 

journey that earned the service the nickname 'The Marsden Rattler'. It served Marsden village (HER 

6805) situated directly north of Souter Lighthouse, built in the 1870s to accommodate the miners from 

the new colliery, to the south, . The village housed a population of around 600 in nine terrace streets 

and included a Methodist chapel, Co-op store, Miners’ Institute, post office and school. 

 

By 1931 Whitburn colliery was producing over 18,000 tons of coal per week with a work force of 1600 

men. By 1956 it was the most lucrative of the four Harton Coal collieries, producing 591,000 tons of 

coal per year. However, by 1967 there were rumours that Whitburn was to close as part of the N.C.B 

rationalisation of the coal industry. On 1st June 1968 production finally ceased and the workforce of 819 

men were made redundant. The demolition of the village began soon afterwards and the whole colliery 

and accompanying Marsden pit village were levelled and landscaped as a country park. All that remains 

today of the settlement is Charles Street, now part of the Coast Road, and the Marsden Grotto pub. 

 

Limestone Quarrying in the Late 19th Century 

In 1871 the property value of Cleadon township was an estimated £4,477, of which £250 was derived 
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from quarries (Wilson 1870-72). Limestone production by this period was focused at Cleadon Park 

Quarry (HER 2399), 1.6km north of the village, and the two quarries at Marsden (HER 2404(2482) and 

2405), 2.2km north-east. These large industrial quarries were very different in scale from the numerous 

‘old quarries’ marked on the first edition OS map that had been in operation across the Cleadon Hills 

and surrounding area in the 17th and 18th centuries (Figs. 17 & 32). The new industrial quarries used 

heavy machinery to aid cutting and crushing, allowing stone to be extracted on a hitherto unknown 

scale (Palmer et al 2005, 120). Much of the limestone was burnt on site and sent as quicklime to the 

docks at South Shields via the Whitburn colliery railway. 

 

 

Figure 58: Cleadon Park and Marsden Quarries shown on the second edition OS map (1898). 

 

A row of limekilns were constructed at Marsden in the 1870s (HER 1002), built with the intention of 

utilising the coal from the proposed Whitburn Colliery as fuel, although no coal was actually produced 

at the site till 1882. Limekilns are also shown on the first edition OS (1862) at Cleadon Park Quarry (HER 

2399) and to the north and east of Farding Lake Farm (HER 2402). The kilns were used to burn limestone 

to form quick or unslaked lime (calcium oxide), initially used to neutralise soil as a fertiliser but by the 

end of the century also in demand in the production of cement and concrete, and used by the steel and 

chemical industries. Limekilns were essentially large ovens into which layers of limestone and coal were 

tipped and then slowly burnt to form quicklime. When the process was complete, the lime was extracted 

from the base of the kiln and loaded onto railway wagons to be transported along the railway to South 

Shields. 

 

There were two types of limekiln built at Marsden, both quite similar in date. The earliest form are the 

seven complete kilns forming a long stone battery with fifteen draw arches. Slightly later are the circular 

brick-built kilns that stand at the south eastern end of the stone battery. These are wrapped around with 

iron bands, which prevented the kilns from collapsing when the hot brickwork expanded. While in 
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operation the kilns burned night and day in a continuous process, with more coal and lime fed in the top 

as required. What with the noise and dirt from the nearby colliery, Marsden and Souter would have been 

very different in the late 19th Century to the peaceful coastal site we know today.  

 

 

Plate 126: The Marsden limekilns. Kilns similar to this would have operated at Cleadon Park quarry. Image kindly 

provided by Caroline Hardie. 

 

Cleadon Park Quarry is shown as disused on the first edition 6-inch OS (1862) but is shown as active in 

1898 (Fig 58) possibly having undergone a short reprieve with the increase in demand from the cement 

and chemical industries. Production had however ceased by the publication of the third edition map in 

1919. The site was later filled in and levelled and today forms part of Cleadon Park. The Marsden 

quarries remained in operation slightly longer than Cleadon Park and were recorded as ‘active workings’ 

by the British Geological Society in 1962, although any production would have been fairly small scale 

by this stage and quarrying had largely stopped by the mid 1930s. In 1940 Marsden Old Quarry, to the 

north of Marsden Hall, was purchased by the council and today is a Local Nature Reserve. 

 

A Description of Cleadon at the End of the 19th Century 

Despite the extensive development along the coast, Cleadon village itself appears to have changed very 

little in the latter half of the 19th Century. Walter Scott, (Scott 1891, 393) describes a walk through the 

village, entering from the east, past Cleadon House: 

 

Leaving Cleadon House, we commence our walk through the village. As will be seen from our artist's 

sketches, Cleadon does not materially differ from the ordinary country village. There are the usual low 

cottages with red-tiled roofs, then larger dwellings, many of which are made picturesque and bright by 

trim gardens…The imposing structure on the left is part of a farmer's residence known as Cleadon 
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Towers. Although its architecture is suggestive of mediaeval times, it was only erected in the March of 

1890. The small sketch at the head of the present article represents the Britannia Inn. This hostelry 

differs from most country inns in that its front and east walls are, in the blossoming time, covered with 

one mass of bloom. Indeed, were it not for the signboard underneath the eaves, the passer-by would 

not be able to distinguish it from an ordinary residence. Besides the Britannia Inn, Cleadon possesses 

two more hostelries, named respectively the Ship Inn and the Cottage Tavern. The sketch on this page 

takes us to the lower end of Cleadon, where there are still to be seen two characteristics peculiar to old 

English villages. There is still a strip of village green left, and the duck pond… The building to the right 

of the pond is the village school, which bears on its gable the inscription "Cleadon School, 1830." 

Beyond the pond can be seen the steeple of the parish church’ 

                            (Scott, W 1891) 

 

 

Figures 59: Sketch accompanying Scott’s 1891 article, looking west down Front Street. This clearly illustrates the 

former width of the village green. Cleadon Tower is shown in the foreground (the tower rebuilt in 1890).  

 

This account has much in common with the earlier 1851 description by Ward, in his A Ramble to 

Marsden Rocks, although Scott paints a much more attractive picture of the village than his predecessor. 

The sketches accompanying Scott’s article (Figs. 59 and 60) are perhaps the earliest pictorial 

representation we have of Cleadon. It is difficult to determine how accurate these sketches are but many 

elements depicted are still recognisable today, although there are also a number of marked differences. 

 

There are a number of small changes to the village, evident from the second edition 25-inch OS map, 

published in 1895 (Fig. 61).  Burdon Farm for example, to the north of the pond, has expanded and the 

gin-gang has disappeared, possibly replaced by a small steam engine. The Cleadon Meadow grounds 

have been enhanced and include a tennis court, or perhaps a walled garden to the south. In contrast, at 

Cleadon House trees are shown in the former walled garden to the west of the property, perhaps the 

result of the Rev. Abbs’ more relaxed approached to horticulture. To the north of Cleadon Old Hall the 
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associated orchard has been grubbed up and ploughed, and to the north of the Cottage Tavern a new 

property has been built. This was Grove House, owned by Henry Burdon, whose name still appears on 

the sign above the bricked up door to the south side of the building. He was the village butcher and to 

the rear of the property was the slaughter house, with a small paddock adjacent for temporarily housing 

animals. 

 

 

Figures 60: Sketch accompanying Scott’s 1891 article, looking east towards the village pond with the church, and 

The Ship Inn visible on the right and Burdon Farm on the left.  

 

 

Figure 61: Extract from the second edition 25-inch OS map, published in 1895. 
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The Cottage Tavern 

Additional research provided by Marie-Claire Robson 

 

Scott’s article tells us that the Cottage Tavern (HER 12779) was operating as a public house by 1891, 

although the current building dates to 1903. Originally, the Tavern was a beerhouse rather than an inn 

like the Britannia. A beerhouse was a cottage with a room for selling beer but without provision for food 

or accommodation. There is a surviving plan of the original ‘cottage’ building, prepared in advance of 

the 1903 rebuild. This shows a single-storey domestic structure with a small garden overlooked by a 

front parlour with canted bay. A central chimney stack served the parlour and a rear sitting room, with a 

bedroom and storage area further back. None of the rooms on the plan were identified as a bar area or 

anything similar. To the rear of the property was a long yard and a range including a coal store, boiler, 

urinal, water-closet and ash-pit, at the very end of which were kept the pigs! 

 

   

Plate 127 & 128: The Cottage Tavern c.1910 and the building as it appears today. 

 

The current Cottage Tavern was redesigned in 1903 by Noble Vaux, Architect, of 42 Fawcett Street, 

Sunderland. Noble’s uncle and cousins owned Vaux Brewery. The new Tavern had a very similar 

ground plan to the original but the parlour was replaced by a sitting room with square bay. Behind this 

was the bar area (replacing the rear sitting room). Both rooms were served by a central chimney. In 

addition, there was a service space and a kitchen with a hatch to the beer cellar below. On the first floor 

were three bedrooms and a sitting room, all with fireplaces (one corner), and a passage with ‘light over’. 

The yard arrangement remained largely unaltered. 
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Joseph Welton was probably the proprietor of the Tavern in 1881 (Ward 1881) but it is not until the early 

20th century that there are any direct references to the establishment in the trade directories. In 1915 Joe 

Horn is listed as a ‘beer retailer’ in Ward’s directory (Ward, 362). His name appears on the pub sign 

shown in a historic photograph of the Tavern taken c. 1910 (Plate 127).  Grove House can also be seen 

in this picture and no doubt the smell from the slaughterhouse would have put off the more discerning 

customer but, nevertheless, the pub was a very popular venue, with music from the piano and late night 

carousing apparently being heard across the village into the wee small hours. 

 

The Britannia Inn 

The original Britannia Inn (CS15), one of the oldest hostelries in the village, was in a very poor condition 

by the end of the 19th Century. It was demolished in 1894 and a brand new building constructed on the 

site. The old Britannia was u-shaped in form with an adjoining yard to the north and linear range to the 

west, probably a stableblock and coach house (Fig. 63). The core of the building was the 17th Century 

Matthew house, shown in one of the illustrations accompanying Scott’s 1891 article (Fig. 62). Two of the 

fireplaces from the earlier house were incorporated into the new building, although, sadly, only one 

survives. It is likely that these were re-positioned but it is possible that fragments of the earlier structure 

were retained and do still survive in-situ. 

 

  

Plates 129 and 130: The Britannia Inn c.1940 and as it appears today, looking south-west. 

 

  

Figures 62 and 63: The old Britannia Inn as illustrated in Scott’s article published in 1891, and the layout of the 

original building shown on the 25-inch first edition OS map (1855). 
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By 1881 the Britannia was being run by George Anderson (Ward 1881). Just prior to closure it was being 

run by Robson Rutherford (Ward 1893, 311) and by 1900 the new inn was leased to Charles William 

Allison (Ward 1899-1900, 372); it is unclear if there was a connection with the Allisons of Undercliffe 

although it would seem possible.  Allison continued to retain the licence into the mid 20th Century. The 

inn is now owned by Toby Carvery. It is said to be haunted by the ghost of a Royalist Cavalier escaping 

from Cromwell’s forces. 

 

New Trades Coming into the Village 

West of the Britannia Inn there was considerable development along the north side of Front Street in the 

latter half of the 19th Century. A number of commercial properties were built to accommodate the new 

trades brought into the area on the back of the railways. The 1844 trade directory lists just a handful of 

tradesman living in the village: two shopkeepers, George Coxon and William Dean; a joiner, Rober 

Hunter; boot and shoemaker, Joseph Middlewood; and potato merchant, Marmaduke Robinson (Vint & 

Carr 1844). In contrast by the end of the century Cleadon boasted a variety of local tradesmen in 

including: Cleadon Oil & Grease, Edwin Clarkson; nurserymen, Greves & Sons; a medical nurse, Herbet 

Haddon; a solicitor, Robert Mather Lamb; a violin-string manufacturer, Franz Robert Otto; hay dealer, 

George Stephenson; a mortgage broker, George Spoors; laundress, Barbara Sutcliffe; cartwright and 

joiner, James Elliot; grocers, Mary Blackburn and Mary Temperley; and numerous brick makers, 

labourers and gardeners (Ward 1899-1900, 372-3).  

 

 

Plates 131: Cleadon Post Office in 1907, the cyclists are Neil Gibbon, Evelyn Will and Gordon Bell (left to right). 

 

There were at least two general stores in Cleadon by 1900. At the eastern end of the village, north of the 

pond, was the Cleadon Village Store (later Cleadon Supply Stores). Historic photographs of the building 
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show a half-timber framed structure (Plates 132 & 133) at the southern end of the Cleadon Old Hall east 

range (Fig, 56). The store was demolished, along with the Hall, when the road was re-aligned in the 

1960s (STL 1994, 16). The second grocery store was in the old Post Office, run by Mary Blackburn in 

1900, listed as ‘grocer and postmistress’ (Ward 1899-1900, 372-3). The Post Office (Plate 131) was 

located on the west side of Cleadon Tower and is annotated ‘PO’ on the 1895 map (Fig.61). The 

building itself dates to the late 18th Century, appearing on the 1839 tithe, and still stands today. The 

house adjacent to the west is much later, constructed sometime between 1855 and 1898, but very 

similar in style.  

 

  

Plates 132 and 133: The Cleadon Village Store c.1910 and a later oblique view of the same building, showing the 

village pond in the foreground and Britannia Inn in the background. Notice the blocked windows on the east (right) 

side of the stores building. 

 

All Saints Church Cleadon 

Research and much of the text by Maurice Chadwick 

 

Prior to the opening of All Saints Church in 1869 the residents of Cleadon had to make a three-mile 

round trip to St Mary’s Church at Whitburn each Sunday to attend services. In 1865, ‘The Society of the 

Friends of Cleadon Church’ was founded with the aim of raising funds to construct a church within the 

village. The site chosen for the building was known as Sunderland Close, donated to the Society by the 

landowner, Mrs Ormston, in the same year. Mr. R. J. Johnson, a Newcastle based architect, perhaps best 

known for the Ingham Infirmary (1873), was commissioned to design the new church. The construction 

budget for the 100-seat capacity building was set at £1000.  

 

A year later, in 1866, the foundation stone was laid by Mr Richard Shortridge of Cleadon Meadows. Just 

three years after this, on the 31st March 1869, the chapel of All Saints, Cleadon, was consecrated by 

Bishop Baring of Durham. The event was reported in the Durham County Advertiser: 
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‘The Bishop arrived at the chapel at about eleven o’clock, and having recieved and assented to the 

petition for the consecration, the service was at once proceeded with, after which his Lordship preached 

an appropriate sermon, The collection amounted to £83. The Bishop was afterwards entertained at the 

lunch by Mr. W. H. Allison, of Undercliffe, a number of the neighbouring clergy, and others, being 

invited to meet his lordship. In the evening there was a tea meeting, and afterwards, evening service – 

the Rev. Canon Cockin being the preacher’ (Durham County Advertiser, 2nd April 1869), 

 

   

Figure 64: Model of All Saints Church made in 1994 by Maurice Chadwick, showing the development of the site 

over 125 years. 

 

All Saints is classed as a ‘chapel of ease’ or daughter church of the parish church at Whitburn and was 

served by a series of visiting curates. In the early 20th Century a fund was established to construct a 

parsonage, and in 1907 the Rev Robert P Moorsom became the first resident curate. Four years later, on 

the 14th November 1911, Cleadon became a new Ecclesiastical Parish (EP) in its own right, independent 

of Whitburn. Shortly afterwards, on the 13th January 1912, Moorsam became Cleadon’s first parish 

priest. 

 

The church is located at the junction of the old turnpike and Cleadon Lane and is gothic revival in style, 

comprising a nave, chancel and sanctuary (set within a semi-hexagonal apse), together with a vestry on 

the north side of the chancel and a porch on the south side of the nave. There is no tower but instead a 

cupola or bellcote containing a single bell. It is constructed of local Magnesian Limestone with 

sandstone quoins and mouldings, and grey Welsh slate roof. The windows are all simple pointed-arch 

windows set singularly, in pairs or in triplets; the only exception being the round window in the west 

gable. A south aisle was added in 1907, designed by Joseph Potts and Sons, and built at a cost of £865 

13s and 7d, which included the cost of lowering the nave and chancel floors. The newly erected south 

wall and porch were both constructed using material salvaged from the original chapel.  
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Figure 65: Church plan drawn in 1992 (Chadwick 1994, Figure 7). 

 

One of the most striking features of the church interior is the sandstone chancel arch, which is a double 

centred pointed arch, dividing the nave from the chancel. It is simple in form with small carvings and 

plain mouldings. The ceiling of the chancel was painted brown originally and decorated with three 

angels picked out in gold leaf. In 1907 Mrs Kirkley of Cleadon Park donated money for the renovation 

and redecoration of the chancel in memory of her daughter, Hilda, who died aged just 25. The ceiling 

was painted a much lighter colour and decorated with angels and cherubs. Later the same year the 

chancel underwent extensive modification during which the floor and altar were paved with black and 

white marble, new choir stalls were added, and carved reredos with paintings of the six northern saints 

were erected above the altar.  

 

The three stained glass windows in the chancel were designed by the Scottish artist James Eadie Reed 

and installed in 1912. They depict three stories from the bible - the Wedding at Canaan, the feeding of 

the five thousand, and the transfiguration of Christ - and were commissioned by George and Isabella 

Pollard of Cleadon Grange in thanks for the safe return of their son from the South African Campaign, 

1900-01.  Reed later completed a series of murals on the spandrels of the arches on the south side of the 

nave. These depict the agony of Jesus at Gethsemane, the Resurrection, and Mary at the empty tomb. 

 

The current chancel mural depicts the crucified and enthroned Christ flanked by angels, painted by 

Michael (Simon) Hoare of Tunbridge Wells. It was dedicated on the 17th March 1969. The mural is 
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painted on canvas rather than directly onto the wall. The church font was donated by Dominque Wawn 

of Cleadon Towers in memory of his daughter. 

  

 

Plate 134: All Saint’s Church in 1907. The church originally dominated the eastern approach into the village, 

although the view is today largely obscured by trees and later development (STL 1994, 22). 

 

  

Plates 135 and 136: The chancel murals: the first picture showing the angels painted in 1907 and the second the 

current painting by Michael Hoare. 

 

Cleadon Pumping Station, a marvel of engineering. 

Alongside the church, the other major building development in the last decades of the 19th Century was 

the Cleadon Pumping Station (HER 2480). The grade II listed building is situated at the northern end of 

Sunniside Lane, approximately 1km north of the village pond. It was first begun in 1889, although 

extensive modifications were made in the early 20th Century. Today the 100ft (30m) high campanile 

tower dominates the Cleadon skyline - an important local landmark visible from miles around.  

 

As urban expansion increased throughout the 19th Century the provision of a good water supply became 
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more and more important. In Sunderland, Newcastle and Gateshead, poor sanitation and overcrowding 

led to outbreaks of cholera and other water-borne diseases in the latter half of the century, highlighting 

the obvious need for clean drinking water and the introduction of effective sewage disposal. In addition, 

several industries were also dependent on a reliable local water supply both for processing and to charge 

the steam engines.    

 

In response to the growing demand, the Sunderland and South Shields Water Company purchased the 

three hectare Cleadon site in 1859. The porous nature of the Magnesian Limestone and Yellow Sands 

meant that beneath the rock there were vast subterranean reservoirs of naturally filtered water. The aim 

was to drill a deep well through the rock to exploit this aquifer and pump fresh water up to the surface. 

By the mid 1850s the recently amalgamated Sunderland and South Shields Water Company already had 

two operational pumping stations at Humbledon and Fulwell. These both provided water to Sunderland, 

the population of South Shields still having to rely on water from local springs held in vast municipal 

reservoirs. The aim was that the new station at Cleadon would be able to supply enough water to serve 

both Sunderland and South Shields (NECT 2003). 

 

The first bore hole was sunk in 1859, and by 1860 over one million gallons of water per day was being 

pumped from the station. The success of the venture was largely down to the ingenuity of the chief 

engineer, Thomas Hawksley, described as ‘the most gifted water supply engineer of his day and, indeed, 

probably the century’. The construction of the pumping station buildings was the work of Mr. William E 

Jackson of Newcastle, commissioned in 1860 by the Board of Directors to undertake ‘the erection and 

construction of an engine house, boiler house, coal shed, chimney tower, large service reservoir, cooling 

pond, two cottages, boundary walls, and other works’ for the sum of £11,473 (ibid). As it turned out, this 

was a gross underestimate of the final cost of the project, which was in the region of £43,000, an error 

that would, ultimately, bankrupt Jackson. 

 

Construction was largely complete by February 1862, and the two single-acting 100 horse-power 

Cornish beam engines were installed. By the end of the year the engines were pumping 1.25 to 1.50 

millions gallons of water per day to Sunderland and South Shields, the boilers consuming 470lbs of coal 

an hour. The Cleadon station was far larger than any of the Company’s other ventures. The holding 

reservoir had a capacity of 1.86 million gallons, twice that of Fulwell and Humbledon. The well 

measured 12 feet in diameter and 270 feet deep. However, pumping so much water each day put a 

strain on the machinery and by 1874 extensive repairs were necessary, followed a few years later by 

further modification. In 1911 the entire floor of the reservoir had to be re-laid due to subsidence brought 

about by undermining from nearby coal working. 

 

The Cleadon campanile (not to be confused with Cleadon Tower) is easily the most recognisable and 

iconic feature associated with the station. It was built as a large chimney to provide an up-draught for 

the boilers as well as dispersing smoke, steam and waste gases into the atmosphere. The staircase 
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features 141 steps, which spiral around the central flue. There is a balcony set 82 feet (25m) above 

ground level that provides spectacular views out across the surrounding landscape (Plate 138). 

 

  

Plate 137: Cleadon Pumping Station (STL 1994, 32). Reproduced by permission of South Tyneside Library. 

 

In 1914 the four Cornish boilers were replaced with a single, more efficient, Lancashire boiler, but 

perhaps the most significant change was to come in 1930 when the plant was electrified. Subsequently 

all of the steam related machinery was redundant, including the engines, boilers and the chimney tower. 

Further changes were brought about in the mid 1950s when the 160ft (49m) diameter holding reservoir 

was capped with a concrete dome. This followed complaints that the quality of the water was at risk 

from insects and vegetation falling into the water from above. On completion, the cover measured 175ft 

(53m) in diameter and weighed 560 tons. It was the largest domed structure in Europe, larger even than 

the span of St Paul’s (NECT 2003).  

 

By the early 1960s the site was nearly 100 years old and costing a considerable amount to maintain. In 

response, the water company began looking for alternative supplies. There was also an imminent danger 

that the limestone aquifer would begin to dry out, resulting in saline intrusion from the sea. In 

conjunction with Durham County Council Water Board, the Sunderland and South Shields Water 

Company invested in the construction of Derwent Reservoir, one of the largest engineering projects in 

the country. Work began on the new reservoir in 1960 and was completed in 1966. It could hold 11,000 

million gallons of water and supply over 16 million gallons per day to consumers.  Pumping at Cleadon 

finally ceased in the 1970s and in 1988 the site was put up for sale. Today the former pumping station 

buildings have been converted into private housing, although the campanile remains empty. 
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Plates 138: Spectacular view from the top of the water tower looking south-east with Roker lighthouse in the 

distance. Image kindly provided by John Robinson. 

 

Cleadon at Play: The Emergence of Leisure Activities 

By the end of the 19th Century Britain had amassed a huge empire covering nearly a quarter of the 

world's territory. Despite a period of recession in the 1870s and 80s, there had been enormous 

economic growth, and the emergence of a new class of industrialists and entrepreneurs, financiers and 

speculators. The majority of Cleadon’s larger houses were owned by such men: the Allisons of 

Undercliffe who had made their money from brewing, the Kirkleys at Cleadon Park who were coal 

owners, and the Doxford’s at Cleadon Meadows who were iron masters. The Reform Act of 1872 had 

granted political power as well as social status to this group, with men (and it was largely men at this 

time) like Richard Shortridge, South Shields’ first MP, at the centre of change. At the other end of the 

social scale, it was also a period of crippling poverty and the emergence of an underclass, living in the 

slums of South Shields and Sunderland. Social reform was rapidly gathering pace and the next century 

would see radical changes in public health and education, as well as the introduction of leisure activities 

across the social spectrum. 

 

Leisure for much of the 19th Century had been the domain of the elite but by the 1850s was beginning 

to percolate down to the rising middle classes who viewed such activities as a vehicle for both personal 

enjoyment and social advancement. However, in order to conform to high Victorian moral values, 

leisure had to be respectable as well as productive, in stark contrast to the lavish, opulent and often 

morally dubious activities of the 18th Century aristocrats. Outdoor sports and activities in particular were 

advocated and became very popular in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. As a result of this a 

number of parks and public recreation areas were instituted during this period, as well as hiking and 
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rambling clubs. Development also began along the coast at seaside resorts like Roker and Seaburn. 

Coupled with the focus on physical activity was an increasing interest in moral edification thorough the 

improvement of the mind, and reading rooms, worker’s institutes, public lectures and evening classes 

were all introduced during this period. 

 

The business acumen and organisational skills of the middle classes, not to mention the financial 

resources, were aptly suited to the foundation of leisure institutions, and numerous sports clubs were 

founded in the late 19th Century. One such club was the South Shields Golf Club, standing testimony to 

the enthusiasm and good judgment of the men and women of Cleadon, Whitburn and Shields in pooling 

resources, securing financial backing and battling numerous setbacks to establish a club that is still going 

strong today. The club’s centenary booklet perhaps best sums it up: 

 

‘Reflecting on a hundred years of golf at our club we note recurring themes of finance, farmers, land 

deals, course layout, professionals, local rules and establishing traditions. The founder members gave 

commitment and enthusiasm to their idea for developing a course.’ (Byrne 1993, 18) 

 

The South Shields Golf Club 

Thanks to Mike Byrne for much of the following information, derived from South Shields Golf Club 

Centenary booklet (Byrne 1993). 

 

Although thought to originate in Holland, the modern game of golf developed in Scotland in the 15th 

Century, gradually gaining popularity over the preceeding 200 years. In 1850, Queen Victoria and 

Albert built a new home at Balmoral, resulting in a countrywide obsession amongst the landed gentry for 

all things Scottish, including the game of golf. The first English resort opened in 1864 at Westward Ho in 

Devon and around the same time a cheaper, more durable and consistent golf ball became widely 

available. Known as the Gutty; it was made of Gutta Percha and was easily mass-produced, rapidly 

replacing the old feather-filled leather balls. The new balls provided a previously unknown quality and 

performance at an affordable price, giving the game a much broader appeal. As a consequence the 

popularity of the game spread quickly amongst both the upper and middle classes and by the 1880s golf 

clubs were established across the empire, in Ireland, Australia, New Zealand, Canada and South Africa 

(Peper 1999). 

 

The South Shields golf club was first formed in 1893 at an inaugural meeting attended by eight men and 

two women. Dr Crease presided over the meeting, during which Mr. C Sutcliffe was appointed secretary. 

Prior to the first meeting several sites had been reconnoitred looking for a suitable course, the favourite 

being twenty six acres on Cleadon Hills that belonged to Mr. Harland, a tenant farmer of Sunniside 

Farm. Following the meeting a sub-committee visited Mr. Harland and agreed that a new course would 

be established at the site in return for a rent of £15 per year. Later the same year the new South Shields 

Course opened, on October 1st 1893 (Byrne 1993). 
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The initial nine-hole course was designed by Mr. Page, a local architect, but there were two key 

problems to be solved. The first was access to the site, and the committee requested that a station 

platform be built opposite the Marsden Inn by the Marsden Railway Company so that passengers 

travelling from South Shields could alight close to the site, but this was rejected. Secondly, the physical 

conditions of the course left a great deal to be desired. The area was farmland, set with crops and grazed 

by sheep, cattle and horses. A series of old field walls criss-crossed the land, dividing off parts of the 

course, and the club was required to keep these in good order as part of their lease. This all made play 

very difficult, but despite these limitations the first golfers were keen to start playing. 

 

 

Plate 139: The South Shields Golf Club in 1898 © South Tyneside Library image no. STH0004667. 

 

The club’s first president was Sir Hedworth Williamson of Whitburn Hall. Mr Alex Purvis was treasurer 

and Mr Sutcliffe secretary. The agreed annual subscription was ten shillings and six pence for men. The 

club also permitted lady members for a fee of five shillings and junior members were introduced in 

1894. The club officers secured an initial overdraft of 100 pounds to build a clubhouse and veranda and 

buy a turf cutter, roller, spade and blackboard for notices (ibid).  

 

The first competition was held on October 28th, 1893 with prizes ranging from five to two guineas, the 

top prize going to Mr. C. Ripley of Newcastle. Regular open competitions followed but in 1895 the club 

suffered a major setback when for no apparent reason Mr Harland rescinded the lease and the club were 

given till August to vacate the land. Following negotiation the farmer agreed to let the course remain in 

return for a rent increase to thirty pounds and the erection of a set of entrance gates at the club’s 
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expense. This was only the first of a number of similar episodes that dogged the early years of the club.  

 

 

Figure 66: South Shields Golf Course in 1913. Note the extension (in dark green) where the remains of the 

associated features remain visible today. Reproduced from Byrne 1993, 10. 

 

In 1903-4 the course increased from nine to eighteen holes and by 1910 the club was so popular that 

numbers had to be limited to 200 men and 70 ladies. Two fields south of the mill were purchased with 

the aim of expansion and work began on the construction of new holes, greens and bunkers. However 

soon after completion the site was requisitioned by the military. This pre-war extension of the course has 

caused some confusion for archaeologists and military historians. The trenches and features on Mill Field 
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are visible on aerial photographs and have previously been interpreted as First World War practice 

trenches (HER 975). One or two of these may well be military in origin but the majority are now 

believed to be associated with the golf course expansion (Fig. 66). 

 

In 1914 the course and clubhouse was taken over by the military authorities, for that the club received 

£12 per month in compensation. Games continued to be played at the course until war broke out in 

August 1914, this included a competition arranged to mark the ten year anniversary of the club in June 

1914. In August 1915 the military returned the course to the club, but play was largely abandoned until 

the Armistice apart for special events to support military charities (op cit). 

 

In 1919 £490 compensation was paid to the club by the war office for the use of the site and the entire 

course was officially returned. The money was used to revise the course layout and Dr. C. Mackenzie, a 

well known course designer whose work included the Augusta National Course, was commissioned to 

undertake the new layout. The course itself was in very bad condition following neglect during the war 

years but the popularity of the club remained constant. In 1922 it was once again financially stable and 

able to undertake improvements to the clubhouse as well as further extensions to the course. The 

committee were able to negotiate with the Church Commissioners for tenancy of 180 acres of land on 

Cleadon Hill Farm. This meant that the offending field walls could finally be demolished, opening up the 

green. However holes 9-13 were closed soon after 1925. 

 

 

Plates 140: South Shields Golf Course as it appears today, looking north-east from the Cleadon Pumping Station 

chimney. Image kindly provided by John Robinson. 

 

The club suffered a decline in membership between 1932 and 1939. The resulting financial hardship led 

to a reduction in groundstaff and a subsequent decline in the maintenance of the course, despite the 

members being encouraged to weed the course themselves using their penknives! The outbreak of the 
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Second World War brought closure once more and the course was covered with anti-aircraft trenching. 

The associated compensation again improved the financial situation of the club in the immediate post-

war period and allowed for much needed improvements to be undertaken in 1945. At around this time 

Harton Moor Golf Club merged with the Cleadon club (op cit). 

 

In 1948 Mr. R. Chipchase became president and in 1951 Mr. J. H. Evers became secretary, both 

retaining their positions until 1969. The pair saw the club through a difficult period in the 1950s, 

emerging in 1961 with a buoyant membership comprising 302 men, 83 ladies, 24 life members, 29 

juniors and 22 special members. At this time consideration was given to converting the derelict Farding 

Lake Farm into a new clubhouse but this was rejected; the redevelopment of the existing facilities did 

not go ahead until 1978. A few years later, in preparation of the clubs centenary, the land adjacent to 

the water tower was purchased and a new watering system installed. Today South Shields is a busy golf 

course with a thriving membership and a full programme of events throughout the year, including 

charity fixtures. 

 

Whitburn Cricket Club 

Cleadon did not have its own cricket club until fairly recently but there were clubs nearby at East Boldon 

(Plate 141) (established in 1882) and at Whitburn (established 1862). The Whitburn club held their first 

match on Whit Sunday in 1862 when they played against Monkwearmouth’s Eden Club. This was yet 

another venture sponsored by Sir Hedworth Williamson who was a keen cricketer himself and a frequent 

player on the team. He made over part of his grounds at Whitburn Hall to be used as a pitch, stipulating 

that no gate money should be taken at matches. The club went on to be one of the founders of the 

Durham County Senior League in 190218 

 

 

Plate 141: Gentlemen of the East Boldon Cricket Club c.1900 (© Beamish 28169). 

 

                                                      
18 Citing online reference ‘Whitburn Cricket Club’ by Yearnshire http://www.whitburncc.org.uk/history.html 
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The Sunderland and South Shields Racecourse 

By the end of the 19th Century Cleadon even had its own racecourse (CS32), the Sunderland and South 

Shields Racecourse (also known as Boldon Racecourse) owned by Richard Thornton and Sydney Stone. 

The pair acquired the lease of Boldon Flatts in July 1897 for the purpose of, ‘racing, skating, and athletic 

sports generally’ and the first race meeting was held on the following August Bank Holiday. The track 

was a one mile circuit, with a half mile straight, and was located ‘only three minutes walk from Cleadon 

Station’ (Shields Daily Gazette, 14th July 1897). It seems that the original plan was to create a large 

complex that was to include a grandstand, paddock and public conveniences, although it is unclear if 

these were ever built as there is no evidence of the complex on either the second (1898) or the third 

edition (1919) OS maps. In 1898 there was an application made to construct a hotel just outside 

Cleadon to accommodate those attending meets but the application was rejected by the local magistrate, 

one reporter commenting that ‘as the location is in the prettiest piece of country between Shields and 

Sunderland, people will not regret that it is to remain undisturbed by a new drinking place which might 

have a tendency to spoil the quietude’ (Newcastle Courant, 17th September 1898). 

 

There were annual meetings at Boldon every Easter, Whitsun and August Bank Holiday, as well as 

athletic events in the summer and ice skating competitions in the winter. The site might also be 

considered the first home of the Sunderland Airshow! In 1910 it was the focus of a series of aviation 

events including monoplane trials in May, organised by the Northumberland Aero Club (Sunderland 

Echo, 9th May 1910), and Boldon Aviation Week in June, arranged by the Royal Aero Club. The Bank 

Holiday race meet that year was advertised as a ‘Racing and Aviation Meeting’ (Sunderland Echo 29th 

July 1910) but, sadly, ended in tragedy with the first death in British aviation history of a person on the 

ground. 

 

The event was held on the 1st August 1910 and billed as a thrilling display of the skills and talents of the 

first ‘lady aviator’ to appear in England, Madame Mathilde Franck from Paris, who was paid the then 

princely sum of £500 to ‘give exhibitions of flying with and without passengers’ in her Farman biplane 

(ibid). The day started well in bright and almost windless weather, the aviatrix entertaining a huge crowd 

who ‘cheered her enthusiastically’. Tragedy struck on her return flight back to the Flatts after flying out 

towards the sea. Her plane, flying low, hit a flagstaff and was sent crashing to the ground, striking 

Thomas Wood, a 15 year old boy from Boldon Colliery, killing him outright (Dundee Courier, 3rd 

August 1910). Madame Franck herself was lucky to escape with just a broken left leg and cuts on her 

throat from the plane’s wires. Other bystanders were also injured, although none seriously (Aberdeen 

Journal, 2nd August 1910). 

 

Franck recovered and a few weeks later appeared on stage at the Sunderland Empire, a venue founded 

by Thornton in 1906. She was pushed onto the stage in a wheelchair by her manager to great applause 

(Shields Gazette, 11th August 2010) but, sadly, the accident effectively ended her flying career. She died 

in 1956 at the age of 90.  
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Plate 142: Madame Mathilde Franck, one of the first women pilots in aviation history, on her Farman biplane. 

 

The Sunderland and South Shields Racecourse continued to appear in local trade directories until the 

outbreak of the First World War (Ward 1909-10 & 1911-12). There is no reference to the site after the 

war, Thornton presumably preferring to focus his attentions on developing the chain of variety theatres 

he had established across the region, remaining managing director of the Sunderland Empire until his 

death in 1922. 

 

THE 20TH CENTURY: WAR, DEVELOPMENT, DEMOLITION AND RESILIENCE 

Timeline: 1901 King Edward VII succeeds Victoria >1906 Doxfords the biggest shipbuilders in the 

world, producing on average one ship per two weeks > 1909 Durham becomes England’s first all Labour 

Council > 1910 George V becomes King >1911 152,000 miners employed in the Durham coalfield > 

1912 the Titanic sinks on her maiden voyage > 1913 the North East born Suffragette, Emily Davidson, 

dies when she throws herself under the King’s horse at the Derby > 1914-18 First World War >1923 coal 

mining reaches a peak with 170,000 men employed in the Durham coalfield >1926 General Strike 

>1928 the Tyne Bridge is built by Dorman Long of Middlesbrough >1920-1933 28 shipyards close 

resulting in mass unemployment (80% in Jarrow) >1936 Jarrow Crusade – 200 unemployed men march 

to London to protest against recession >1937 George VI crowned >1937 boom in the construction of 

cinemas across the country > 1939-45 Second World War >1947 Coal mines nationalised, N.C.B 

created > 1948 Nation Health Service founded >1952 Elizabeth II accedes to the throne>1959 colliery 

closures begin > 1960s widespread urban redevelopment  across the North East >1963 Newcastle 

University splits from Durham > 1963 Beeching report results in the closure of many of the branch 

railway lines >1965 first section of A1(M) opens >1966 England wins the World Cup >1967 Tyne 
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Tunnel opens >1974 Local government reform revoke the old county boundaries, Tyne and Wear, and 

Cleveland created, Cleadon becomes part of the new borough of South Tyneside >1984 Miners Strike 

>1986 Nissan opens Sunderland car plant >1988 Closure of the Austin and Pickersgill shipyard marking 

the end of Shipbuilding on the Wear >1992 Sunderland becomes a city >1994 closure of the last mine 

in the Durham coalfield. >1997 Stadium of Light opens >2000 celebrations for the new millennium. 

 

The 20th Century was a period of considerable change both in Cleadon and across the region as a 

whole. At the end of the 19th Century over 100,000 people in the North East were employed in mining 

or heavy industry. Over the next 90 years. a steady decline in manufacturing resulted in the wholesale 

closure of coal mines, shipyards, iron foundries and chemical works, resulting in mass unemployment 

and economic recession. Two world wars in the first half of the century led to a temporary boost to 

production, punctuated by a period of inter-war economic depression, but from the 1950s onwards there 

was a gradual decline in industry. Of particular significance to South Tyneside was the collapse of the 

shipbuilding industry, resulting in hitherto unprecedented levels of unemployment.  

 

Mining reached a peak in 1923 with over 170,000 men employed in the Durham coalfield. However, 

after this, one-by-one, the collieries began to close down. A spate of pit closures followed the 

nationalisation of the industry in 1947 and this was followed by more each decade until the last of the 

Durham coalfield mines, Wearmouth Colliery, closed in 1994, marking the end of an era.   

 

The impact of these changes on Cleadon was perhaps not as dramatic as elsewhere in the region where 

villages were more reliant on industry. At nearby Marsden for example, the closure of the colliery in 

1968 effectively brought about end of settlement.  Nevertheless, such changes did have a marked impact 

on both the social and physical fabric of Cleadon.  The brick and tile works and stone quarries had 

largely all closed down by the 1950s, and the number of those employed in farming continued to 

decline with further advances in mechanisation, including the widespread introduction of the tractor, 

and an increase in the importation of foods and other materials.  The result was that those in the village 

who had previously been employed in either industry of agriculture either left or turned to new trades. At 

the upper end of the social scale, many of those who lived in Cleadon’s fine houses, men such as James 

Wilson (Cleadon Old Hall), Alfred Doxford (Cleadon Meadows) and C.W. Anderson (Cleadon Park), had 

invested heavily in shipbuilding, mining or iron manufacture and, as a consequence, faced considerable 

financial difficulties. 

 

In terms of the physical impact on the landscape, the abandoned brick-pits and stone quarries were 

backfilled and new housing development erected. Landowners, unable to maintain their estates, were 

also forced to sell off property and much of the land associated with Cleadon’s great houses was divided 

up and sold for development. This was partially facilitated by changes in the management of the 

bishop’s estates.  
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Up until the end of the 19th Century much of the township remained the property of the bishop. In the 

mid 19th Century management of the estates was taken over by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners. They 

gradually began to rationalise the church holdings and to sell off substantial amounts of property. As a 

result, for the first time many of the local landowners could purchase and easily dispose of their property 

as they saw fit. The gradual sale of lands continued into the 20th Century, with copyhold tenancy finally 

being abolished in 1925. However the Church Commissioners, who took over from the Ecclesiastical 

Commissioners in 1948, still own substantial amounts of property in and around the village. 

 

The division and sale of land, and the subsequent development of often large-scale housing projects, has 

transformed Cleadon’s landscape, although something of the original identity of the village core remains.  

Extensive development also brought an influx of new people into the village and a corresponding rise in 

the number of shops and services. The introduction of bus services in the 1920s and 30s, and more 

recently the opening of the Metro, has also made travel between Sunderland, South Shields and 

Newcastle much easier, establishing Cleadon as a popular commuter settlement.  

 

The 20th Century Schools 

Research by Kathleen Robinson and Brian Bage 

 

The Infant School 

In 1902 a new school (HER 12784) was built to replace the old Parochial School. It was located just to 

the south of the old school and was first opened in June 1903 to educate children from the ages of 5 to 

13. It remained the only school in the village until the new Senior School (HER 12771) was built on 

Cleadon Lane in 1907, after which it became the Church of England Infant School.  

 

 

Plate 143: The new schoolhouse opened in 1903. This later became the Infant School when the new Senior School 

was opened on Cleadon lane in 1907. 
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The schoolhouse (today known as the Old Schoolroom) has changed remarkably little over 100 years. 

The single-storeyed building originally featured a single space, divided into two classrooms by a screen, 

with cloakrooms set at each end. The four large windows in the pitch-roofed central bays provided 

maximum light into the classroom, heated by fireplaces at either end of the room. To the rear of the 

building was a small yard where the children entered the building and where the toilets were also 

located. There were also two entrances facing the Sunderland Road, located at each end of the building.  

 

The design of the school was tightly governed by the local Board of Education in accordance with the 

principles set out in ‘School Architecture’ by E R Robson, published in 1874. This provided guidance on 

all aspects of school design including classroom size, lighting, heating, ventilation and overall hygiene. 

The children moved into their new school after a two day holiday at Whitsun. Kathleen Robinson writes: 

‘We can imagine the packing of books, slates, pens, ink wells (cleaned out), bottles of ink etc. before the 

weekend, and during the two days holiday heavy desks, the globe, cupboards, and possibly even a 

piano, being carried by workmen into a new, light, airy, beautiful schoolroom’. 

 

Initially there was just one classroom, with the juniors facing one way and the seniors the other, but in 

January 1905 workmen were employed to erect a screen to divide the two.  

 

The building remained in operation as the village infant school until 1963 when the new Junior School 

was built on Boldon Lane. The infants were then moved to the premises on Cleadon Lane (HER 12771), 

although the old schoolroom (HER 12784) remained in use as a dining room and library until 2007. It is 

now the village community centre and has recently been renovated. 

 

The Senior School 

The Senior School (HER 12771) was built in 1907 on Cleadon Lane to educate children between the 

ages of 7 and 13. Known fondly by many children simply as ‘The Big School’ it later became Cleadon 

Junior Mixed School for children aged 7 to 11, until the juniors moved to Boldon Lane in 1963. The 

school then became Cleadon Church of England Infants until 2007 when the current Cleadon Church of 

England Primary School (now the Church of England Academy) was built. Recently the building has 

been converted into private apartments. 

 

The building is a good example of late 19th- and early 20th-century school architecture, consistent with 

the Board of Education designs as advocated by Robson. It is divided symmetrically in two halves with 

the boys on one side and the girls on the other. Each side has a separate entrance as well as attendant 

cloakrooms and masters’ and mistresses’ rooms. It is built of red brick and local sandstone, ornamented 

with red clay tiles. The layout features a central assembly hall, adjoined by six classrooms. 
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Figure 68: Ground plan of the senior school, areas marked in red have been demolished as part of the recent 

development. Plan by the Archaeological Research Service Ltd 2012, 61. 

 

 

Plate 144: Cleadon Senior School, later Cleadon Junior Mixed School. 

 

As part of her research into Cleadon’s schools, Kathleen Robinson interviewed a number of Cleadon’s 

former pupils. One common theme running across all of these accounts is a strong memory of the 

teachers at the school. Gordon Lawson, clearly remembers the school headmaster ‘Pop’ Oliver, as well 

as Miss Stephenson, Miss Edmondson, Mr. Neasham, Mr Dodds and ‘Daddy’ Gardiner. The latter, he 
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recalls, was a particularly hard taskmaster who would hurl a piece of chalk at an inattentive boy. The 

infant school staff, which included Miss Tones, the headmistress, and Mrs Davidson, was a little more 

lenient, although David Oliver remembers being made to stay behind on his first day in the Old 

Schoolhouse. The five year old David stood there for some time before he realised everybody else had 

gone home and he was left alone! He eventually crept out of the school and ran home. The next day he 

told Mrs Davidson, who was greatly relieved that he had let himself out and commended him for being a 

‘sensible boy’. 

 

The Cleadon Junior Mixed School 

The Cleadon Junior Mixed School, on Boldon Lane, opened in September 1963 on land purchased from 

the Cleadon Meadow estate. The original intention was to construct an accompanying Secondary School 

on land adjacent but these plans never came to fruition. In the end the western section of the playing 

field was sold for development and Malvern Court stands there now.  

 

  

Plates 145 and Figure 69: Children from class 5 excavating the remains of the old Cleadon Mixed School, and 

extract from 1970’s OS map showing location of the school. 

 

The 1960s school (Fig. 69) was demolished in 2007 when the present school was built. As part of the 

Village Atlas project, in May 2013 pupils from the school dug two test pits in the footprint of the former 

building. The pupils had a wonderful time excavating the remains of the old school, recovering 

numerous fragments of broken tile, glass and brick that indicate that the trial pits were located over the 

old cloakroom block. All safety precautions were taken during the course of the excavation. 

 

The First Housing Estate 

At the opposite end of the village from the schools, the first decades of the 20th Century saw the 

development of the Cleadon Plantation Housing Estate (HER 12801). This was perhaps the most 

significant change to the layout of the village since the enclosure of the moor and common fields in the 

17th Century.    

 

In 1893 Henry Cooper Abbs, the nephew of the Reverend George Cooper Abbs, sold the Cleadon House 
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estate, which amounted to just over 134 acres, to a Newcastle syndicate who intended to divide the land 

up into individual plots for re-sale and development (Sunderland Echo, 15th November 1893). In 1899 

the plots were offered for sale by auction (Fig. 70) and soon after work began on the construction of the 

Cleadon Plantation Estate, the first of the housing developments that now surround the historic core of 

the village.   

 

 

Figure 71: Quarter-acre semi-detached cottage, offered for sale at the 1899 auction for £240 (image provided by 

Maurice Chadwick). 

 

The estate was conceived as series of villa properties, each set within their own grounds, and sold 

according to size, ranging from a quarter to three quarters of an acre plots (Chadwick pers. com.). The 

half-acre properties cost £440 and comprised a seven room house, built in the English Vernacular style, 

with bathroom and conveniences. In contrast, the more modest quarter-acre houses (Fig.71) cost £240 

and comprised a semi-detached cottage containing four rooms and conveniences. 

 

The third edition six-inch OS map shows the extent of the Plantation Estate by 1919. Development was 

largely focus along three main roads to the west of Cleadon House.  Furthest west was Underhill Road, 

then West Park Road, which formerly marked the boundary of the Cleadon House grounds. Furthest east 

was Laburnum Grove, perhaps named after the tree-lined boundary shown on the first edition OS. 

Notably there are no properties actually on Laburnum Grove in 1919, the houses in this area dating to 

the inter-war period. To the south of the village Whitburn Road was constructed, running east to west, 

adjoined by Woodland Road. Both of these connected with West Meadows Road to the south of the 

village, running parallel with the Sunderland Road. In general, properties to the south of the village did 
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not develop till later, although these are shown as being well underway. To the south-west of the village 

was an unrelated development in close proximity to East Boldon Station, comprising a series of brick-

built terraced houses arranged along Bywell Road. 

 

 

Figure 72: Extract from third edition OS map, published in 1919, showing the pre-war development of the Cleadon 

Plantation Estate. 

 

A glance at the 1921 trade directory indicates something of the nature of the clientele these properties 

were built for: Alexandar Fergusson Brown, boot dealer (Underhill); Hugh Brown, draper (Underhill); 

George Spoor, mortgage broker (West Park); William Weddle, gentleman (Underhill); Henry James 

Waterston, ironmonger (West Park); Thomas Lamb, café proprietor (Underhill); Henry Mayors Lawson, 

solicitor (Underhill); John Hooper, manager (Underhill); Harold Illif, agent (Whitburn Road); James 

Leithes, gentleman (West Meadows); Ernest Frail, manager (Whitburn Rd); Robert Atkinson, secretary 

(Underhill); and Hugh Bennet, surgeon (West Meadows) (Ward 1921, 361-3).  

 

The properties on the Plantation Estate were all built to a very high standard, following a general pattern 

and style, although with minor modifications according to size. Most of the houses faced south, 

providing the best exposure to the sun and taking advantage of the views out over the neighbouring 

gardens, reminiscent of the later garden suburb estates of the 1930s and 40s. The overall impression is 

one of affluence and style, reflected not only in the design of the buildings but also the size of the 

gardens and the occasional provision of a coach house (NECT 2007, 50-52). They are constructed of red 
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brick, produced locally. Ward’s 1899 directory refers to ‘The Cleadon House Brickworks’, suggesting 

that the estate had its own clay pits, although it is unclear where these were located. The most likely 

candidate is the Moor Lane brickworks, to the south-west of Cleadon House, expanded considerably in 

the first quarter of the 20th Century.  

 

 

Plate 146: One of the larger Plantations estate houses on West Park Road, built as part of the first phase of 

development in the early 20th Century. 

 

Cleadon Nursery 

The Cleadon House 1893 sale notice (Sunderland Echo, 15th November 1893) also makes a reference to 

‘7 acres of market garden’. This was Cleadon Nursery (CS33), located to the west of Cleadon House. By 

the mid 20th Century the nursery, which occupied the former Bainbridge Farm, had extended west, 

running behind Cleadon Tower, to encompass land belonging to South (or Cutler) Farm, occupying 

much of what is now Meadowfield Drive. The third edition OS map (Fig. 72.) shows the extent of the 

nursery just after the First World War, which would have been a busy period of production. It clearly 

features three large greenhouses or sheds as well as other ancillary buildings and was acessed via 

Nursery Lane, formerly known as Dog Kennel Lane. On the east side of the lane are three brick-built 

cottages. A plaque on the northernmost cottage dates the construction of the terrace to 1860. These 

probably pre-date the market garden and may have been built as workers cottages associated with the 

earlier farm or Cleadon House.  

 

It is clear that the market garden was in operation by 1893 and was operated in association with 

Cleadon House, however apart from the 1893 sale notice the first direct documentary reference to the 

nursery is Ward’s 1899 trade directory (Ward 1899-1900, 372) where Greves (J) & Sons, nurseryman, is 
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listed. Prior to this there are earlier references in the directories to ‘gardener’. As early as 1877 Henry 

Kelly is listed as a ‘seedsman and gardener’ (Ward 1877) and in 1881 Danile Sloand appears as a 

‘gardener’, but it is unclear if these relate to the nursery or are simply associated with one of the larger 

estates in the area. The Greves, who lived in Norfolk House, continued to run the nursery until the 

1930s (Ward 1931), at which point it may have passed to George Stephenson, listed as a ‘market 

gardener’ in 1937 (Ward 1937).  

 

 

Plate 147: View of Cleadon Nursery, looking south with Cleadon Tower in the foreground (Image kindly provided 

by William Carr). 

 

The nursery remained in operation until the 1970s, when the area was developed for housing. An aerial 

photograph of Cleadon (Plate 147), taken about 1950, shows the later extent of the nursery with 

numerous large greenhouses visible. The picture also shows the terrace on Nursery Lane, running south 

from Front Street, Cleadon Tower and the Old Post Office. 

 

Cleadon Cottage Homes 1909 – 1962 

By Brian Bage 

 

In 1834 the Poor Law Amendment Act established Boards of Guardians to manage Poor Relief, replacing 

the old Poor Law Unions that were run on a parish-by-parish basis. In the mid 1900’s South Shields 

Guardians acquired a corner plot of land at the junction of Sunniside Lane and Sunniside Terrace to 
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build the Cleadon Cottage Homes (Fig. 67). The Homes comprised a single line of large, semi-detached 

houses, facing west over open fields to the Shields Road and Cleadon Grange beyond. In the centre of 

the group was a large detached property that housed the matron, either side were houses 

accommodating the boys on one side and the girls on the other. The houses provided accommodation in 

‘family groups’ of around fifteen to twenty children, each looked after by a house-mother of father. The 

boys lived in Ivy, Sycamore, Snowdrop, Hawthorn, Daisy and Laburnum; the girls in Pansy, Violet, 

Primrose, Maple and Oak 19.  There were very few other properties in the vicinity at the time, Woodbine 

Cottage not being built till later. 

 

The homes were constructed to house, educate and provide vocational training for boys and girls who 

were either orphaned or who needed foster care. In 1911 there were 193 children and 13 officials in 

residence at the homes, the children all attending the Village School and All Saints’ Church. The homes 

closed in 1962 and all the cottages were demolished apart from Woodbine Cottage, which became part 

of Oakleigh Gardens School. 

 

 

Plate 148: Cleadon Cottage Homes c.1910. 

 

In the autumn of 1994 Edward (Ted) Barber wrote to Whitburn Local History Group expressing his wish 

to erect a memorial dedicated to the Boys and Girls of the Cottage Homes. In February 1995 the request 

was passed to the newly formed Cleadon Village Local History Group who subsequently organised and 

managed the project. An architect was appointed and planning permission granted in April 1996. Karl 

Fisher, who worked on the Sunderland riverside and marina sculptures, was engaged in October 1996, 

                                                      
19  Citing online reference ‘The Workshouse’ > http://www.workhouses.org.uk/SouthShields/  
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with a view to completing the work in the spring of 1997. Ted Barber was the benefactor for the whole 

project, which cost £2270.14. He spent the first 15 years of his life at the Cleadon Cottage Homes before 

joining the Royal Navy in 1938. After World War II he settled in Western Australia, first becoming a 

schoolmaster, then a farmer in 1998. Subsequently he and his wife moved to Tasmania. 

 

  

Plate 149: The memorial to those of the Cleadon Cottage Homes who fought in both world wars, erected due to the 

kind donation of a former residence at the homes, Edward (Ted) Barber. 

 

On 6th August 1997 a book of remembrance, created from sandstone and slate, was incorporated within 

Cleadon Village War Memorial. This was a tribute to all those young men and women who served 

during both World Wars, but whose names were unknown. The memorial is in the form of a sculptured 

open book (Plate 149) and is inscribed on the left hand page with the words:  

 

“In memory of those young men and women of 

Cleadon Cottage Homes who served during the 

World Wars 1914-1919 ~ 1939-1945” 

 

On the opposite page is a quotation from the poem ‘A School Song’ by Rudyard Kipling: 

 

“They that put aside today, 

All the joys of their today and with toil of their today 

Bought for us tomorrow” 

A ‘Blue Plaque’ recording a brief history of the homes was placed on the one remaining building, 
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Woodbine Cottage. The cottage was on the site of Oakleigh Gardens School, which was subsequently 

demolished in 2014 to make way for a new housing development. The plaque was removed when the 

school closed in the summer of 2012 and placed in Cleadon Village Community Room until a more 

permanent home can be found for it.      

 

Cleadon at War - The First World War 

After months of tension throughout Europe the First World War finally broke out on the 4th August 1914. 

However for months before this, the country had been busy making preparations for war. Land and 

buildings were requisitioned by the army to billet troops and stable horses. Training grounds were 

established and provisions and stores put in place.  Cleadon’s proximity to the major shipment ports of 

Sunderland and Tyne meant it was strategically well placed as a transitional training centre and would 

have been for many young men their last stationing before being sent to active service on the front.  The 

village would have also played an active role in second line coastal defence located close to the primary 

shore and cliff defences at Whitburn, Roker and Marsden. All in all, Cleadon would have been a busy 

place in 1914; the streets a sea of khaki; the pubs and village hall busy with raucous servicemen making 

the most of their final days in Blighty; the roads packed with service trucks, gun carriages, carts and 

horses, the sky punctuated by the flashes and crack of gunfire from the training ranges. 

 

As in the later Second World War, one of the most immediate concerns was the threat of invasion and as 

early as 1900 new artillery batteries had been installed all along the east coast. On the outbreak of war a 

network of coastal defences were put in place. The section from Sunderland to Whitburn was 

established by the 3rd Battalion of the Cheshire Regiment, the northern section, from Whitburn to the 

Tyne by the 3rd Battalion of the Durham Light Infantry (DLI) (Fig. 73).  

 

The Cheshires arrived in Sunderland on the afternoon of August 5th 1914 and, following training at 

Monkwearmouth, they were moved to their respective sectors, holding the coast from Roker Pier to 

Whitburn Gas Works. The Battalion was organised into eight companies, E Company (Beamish) took 

over a front from the river mouth to Seaside Lane, at the northern end of Roker, establishing their 

Company Headquarters in the old dismantled Battery at Abb’s Point. D Company (Houghton-le-Spring) 

held the coast from Seaside Lane to Whitburn Gas Works with Company Headquarters in a house on 

Seaside Lane and the remaining Companies were dispersed in billets in various parts of Roker and 

Sunderland in support and reserve. The strength of the Battalion at the time was 29 officers and 996 

warrant officers, non-commissioned officers and men, including two medical officers and two chaplains.  

 

On the 9th August the Battalion marched into Cleadon and East Boldon where they were deployed in 

establishing a second line of coastal defence. They were also instructed to undertake troop training. A 

few days later on the l6th August, the Battalion moved to Gateshead and from there, on the 19th, to 

camp in the park at Ravensworth Castle. They remained at Ravensworth until shipped out to the front on 

the 22nd of April 1915, to take part in the second battle of Ypres. The Battalion were in the front line of 
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the assault and almost immediately nearly 600 of those who had been billeted at Cleadon were killed or 

injured.  By the time the battle ended on May 25th their numbers were reduced from the original 1000 

to 150.  

 

 

Plate 150: The rifle ranges at Whitburn remain visible today and originally included five ranges. It was used after the 

war by the Territiorial Army for training. 

 

During the first two years of the war coastal defence had relied heavily on naval patrols but by 1916 the 

Admiralty were forced to inform the War Office that it could no longer spare enough ships to protect the 

north east coast, and instead offered to dismount two gun turrets from the warship HMS Illustrious and 

mount them on land. One turret was positioned on the Tyne at Hartley and the other installed at 

Marsden, later to be known as the Kitchener Battery. A command post was built at Lizard Lane (Fig 67), 

which is now thought to have been quarried away, although it is now suggested that part of the later 

WWII battery may contain material from the early command post (Roger Thomas, English Heritage, pers. 

com).  The various emplacements all appear in a list of lands and buildings under military control 

compiled by the War Office towards the end of the war in June 1918. In addition to Marsden, the War 

Office report also lists an emplacement at Whitburn and the re-commissioning of the 18th Century Roker 

Battery (HER 86), the Abbs Battery in Sunderland, built in 1858 (HER 2706), and Frenchman’s Battery at 

South Shields, completed in 1905, (HER 869).  Two rifle ranges are recorded in the vicinity: the cliff top 

installation at Whitburn is still clearly visible, comprised five ranges, one for side arms and four for rifles 

(HER 2587);a smaller range on the coast at South Shields. 
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Figure 73: Extract of plan of coastal defences to the north of Whitburn, managed by the DLI. The Cheshires were 

responsible for the line to the south (DRO Ref: D/DLI 7/793/1). Reproduced by permission of Durham Record 

Office. 

 

For the first time home defence was high on the agenda with air attacks a terrifying new threat. There 

were Zeppelin raids at Tynemouth on the 14th and 15th April 1915, and a year later on the 8th and 9th 

August 1916 at Wallsend, Whitley Bay, Jarrow and South Shields.  The raids did little actual damage, 

especially compared with the later bombing raids of the Second World War, but they did have a marked 

impact of the country’s morale as for the first time innocent civilians at home were placed at risk on 

home soil. The most effective counter-weapon against the Zeppelins was the development of the fighter 

plane and two Royal Naval Air Service detachments of 36 Squadron were rapidly established at Whitley 

Bay and Hylton Moor. Closer to home, at Cramlington the 36 Squadron Royal Flying Corp was 

established on the 1st February 1916, with responsibility to patrol the Newcastle area. They had a 

landing ground at Cleadon, just east of Cleadon Hills Farm that was in use from April 1916 till 

December 1917.20 However, in order to mobilise these units effectively, a system of early warning was 

required. This was the sound mirror, developed by Professor Mather in the summer of 1915 and 

designed to detect a Zeppelin about 15-20 miles away, giving approximately 15 minutes warning for the 

air crews to mobilise. To the south of Cleadon is the recently restored Fulwell mirror (HER 4992), which 

is a fine example of this type of air defence system, well worth a visit.  

 

                                                      
20 http://www.nelsam.org.uk/NEAR/Airfields/Histories/Cleadon.htm . 
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Plate 151: Location of the 36 Squadron Royal Flying Corp landing ground at Cleadon, just east of Cleadon Hills 

Farm. 

 

However, ironically the only bomb damage Cleadon suffered during the war was not dropped by a 

Zeppelin but was a case of friendly fire. During the war the Tyne Harbour Defence Authorities required 

all ships making for port to flash a prescribed signal. If they failed to do so after a second request then 

the Tynemouth Battery fired a shell over the ships bow. One such incident saw the shell ricochet off the 

surface of the water and suddenly hurtle off inland, landing with a thump in the back garden of Briar 

Cottage. Thankfully it never exploded and was later retrieved and defused. It was remarked at the time 

that if it had maintained height and velocity for just another 60 yards it would have ploughed right into 

the infant school, which was holding classes at the time (CRA 1984). 

 

  

Plates 152 and 153: The WWI pillbox at Cleadon, note the three rifle apertures in the interior that look out over 

Cleadon land on the approach road from the coast. 

 

As part of the secondary coastal defences, there may be a very rare example of a First World War pillbox 
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at Cleadon (HER 1786), preserved in the hedge to the north of Peacock Lodge (Fig. 67). This varies 

considerably from the standard Second World War designs, although there were known variations. The 

Cleadon pillbox is a circular structure built of shuttered concrete and set with a slightly conical concrete 

roof. Today the building is well concealed amongst the undergrowth and could be at considerable risk in 

the future from tree growth damage. 

 

Trenches (HER 975) would have also formed part of both the primary and secondary line of defence. 

These were not as complex as the front line trench networks but were often simple linear foxholes, 

evidence of which exist all along the coast. Examples of such trenches may survive in the fields to the 

south west of the Cleadon mill, although equally these could simply be practice trenches.  Unfortunately 

the pre-war expansion of the golf course makes it quite difficult to distinguish the military features from 

golf course bunkers without archaeological excavation, but at least one Cleadon resident remembers 

finding ‘hoards of bullets’ next to the trench south west of the mill when he was a boy. The mill itself is 

well known to have been used as target practice, bullet holes are still visible in its stonework.   

 

 

Plate 154: Location of possible practice or defence trenches in the field to the west of Cleadon mill. 

 

Practice trenches usually followed the characteristic zigzag pattern of the Allied front line defences, dug 

in this formation to prevent the enemy from shooting straight down the line. The trenches were usually 

about 7 feet deep and 6 feet wide with a ‘fire step’ formed of sandbags cut into the side to allow sentries 

to see over the side of the trench. Communications trenches were dug to link the front line to the reserve 

trenches through which men, equipment and casualties could be moved (Whaley et al 2008). There are 

no classic zigzag trenches visible on aerial photographs of Cleadon but practice trenches did not always 

conform to this model. At the outbreak of war the digging of trenches, whatever shape, was a means to 

keep raw recruits occupied while also helping to get them fit.  
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Plate 155: The classic practice trench, dug by the Durham Light Infantry at Hylton castle (DRO D/DLI 2/8/60(16). 

Trenches like this would have been dug at Cleadon Meadows, Cleadons Hills and elsewhere. Reproduced by 

permission of Durham Record Office. 

 

 

Plate 156: The DLI at Cleadon Meadows in 1914 (DRO D/DLI 2/8/60(11). Reproduced by permission of 

Durham Record Office. 

 

Practice trenches were definitely dug by troops in the area as there are photographs of the Durham Light 

Infantry (DLI) digging trenches with Cleadon campanile clearly visible in the background. There are 

three local training grounds listed in the 1918 War Office report, the nearest being Sunniside Farm, the 
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South Shields Golf Course on Cleadon Hills, and a third at Marsden Farm, Whitburn. Numerous troops 

would have passed through these facilities. One of the earliest regiments stationed in the village were the 

Cheshires, as detailed above, but others included the 3rd Battalion of the York and Lancasters,21 the 3rd 

Battalion of the Notts. and Derbys, the Northumberland Fusiliers, and the 8th Battalion of the DLI. Vera 

Britain, in her moving account of the war years ‘Testament of Youth’ mentions that her brother Edward, 

who was in the 3rd Sherwood Forrester, also spent time in Cleadon 

 

‘About the middle of the month Edward’s sick-leave ended, and he returned to light duty with the 3rd 

Sherwood Forester at Cleadon Hutments, near Sunderland (Britain, 264) 

 

 

Plate 157: The DLI digging trenches at Cleadon, with the tower of Cleadon Pumping Station clearly visible in the 

distance (DRO D/DLI 2/8/60(4)). Reproduced by permission of Durham Record Office. 

 

Hutment camps were erected all over the country in the month leading up to the war. They were 

accommodation units comprising pre-fabricated huts and offered slightly better and more permanent 

facilities than the canvas troops tents used elsewhere. The hutments were often associated with medical 

facilities and the Cleadon hutment, located in the grounds of the Cottage Homes, was at one point the 

base for the 3rd Battalion of the Notts & Derby regiment, a reserve battalion made up of recuperating 

soldiers convalescing before being sent back to the front.  There were a number of other hutments in the 

area, at Marsden Farm, South Bents Farm and West Hall in Whitburn, South Farm at East Boldon, and 

Scot’s House (west of West Boldon) . In addition to the hutment camps, troops were billeted at Cleadon 

Meadows and at Undercliffe, and there was an Officer’s Mess in the Grey Horse Inn at East Boldon. The 

Village Institute, in the old Parochial School building, proved popular with troops at the time, who 

                                                      
21 Citing online reference ( http://www.forces-war-records.co.uk/units/328/york-and-lancaster-regiment/), 
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gladly took advantage of the card room and billiard table. 

 

The full list of accommodation facilities recorded in the 1918 War Office document is: 

 

Boldon   East Farm                                 Grey Horse Inn (Officers’ Mess) 

                        Hutted Camps, Nos. 1 and 2     Scott’s House (Hutment Camp) 

                        South Farm (Hutment Camp)   Stratford House 

Cleadon             Cleadon Meadow                     Cottage Homes (Hutment Camp) 

                           “Undercliffe”                            Wesley Hall 

Whitburn  Barnes Institute   South Bents Farm (Hutment Camp) 

   Hutment   West Hall 

   Marsden farm (Hutment Camp) 

   Sea View Cottage  Whitburn Hall 

 

 

Plate 158: DLI soldier practicing signalling from the top of Cleadon Meadows in 1914 (DRO D/DLI 2/8/60(14). 

Reproduced by permission of Durham Record Office. 

 

Horses were stabled at Boldon Grange and at Cleadon Meadows, and there is a reference to ‘horse lines’ 

at Whitburn. The stables at Cleadon Meadows also served as a military store, and there was another 

store at East Farm in Boldon and the Castle Café in South Shields. The 1918 War Office list also refers to 

a ‘detention hospital’ at Wesley Hall, Whitburn but is unclear what or where this was. A detention 

hospital would have been for infectious diseases like scarlet fever and tuberculosis, rare today but still 
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prevalent in the early 20th Century.  

 

 

Plate 159: DLI rifle training in trenches at East Boldon (DRO D/DLI 2/8/60(15). Reproduced by permission of 

Durham Record Office. 

 

Following the war, like many villages in the area, Cleadon wanted to erect a memorial to honour those 

who died. There are in the region of 100,000 war memorials in the UK, most of which were erected in 

the two decades following the First World War. One of the things that makes the Cleadon memorial so 

special is that the village chose not only to remember their dead but also to honour those who fought 

and returned home safely to their families, making it not only a memorial to the horrors of war but also a 

symbol of hope for the future.   

 

The Cleadon War Memorial 

The roadside memorial (HER 10964) was unveiled on November 1920 by Col. G. Pollard of Seaton 

Delaval, a former resident of Cleadon Grange. It was sculpted by Thomas Curry of South Shields and 

stands in the centre of the village, outside Cleadon Tower. There are also two brass plaques mounted at 

All Saints Church. 

Twenty two men from the village gave their lives during the war: 

   
     Adamson J.            Elliott A.R.      Kirkup P.A.             
     Airey J.G.            Ericson E.         Laidler J.              
     Allison N.            Graham A.         Metcalfe W.H.             
     Allison R.S.          Greathead C.R.   Overton C.            
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     Burge C.              Hodgson J.        Richardson C.              
     Burge H.              Hogg A.F.         Sanderson R.      
     Burkitt E.            Iliff, E.          Wills, E. 
     Burrell-Corey J.G.   Kirkley W. 
 

This list includes Captain Philip Austin Kirkup, MC of No 45 Reserve Squadron RFC, a relative of the 

Abbs family of Cleadon House, who was killed in a flying accident on the 11 April 1917. There are two 

Allisons amongst the list who may be related to the Allisons of Undercliffe. R.S Allison could be Robert 

Stafford Allison, who is registered as having died in Palestine on the 16th June 1917 aged just 25, 

leaving a wife, Eleanor, to mourn in Roker.22 

 

 

Plate 160: The war memorial surrounded by a sea of red poppies in September 2014. 

 

Eric Ericson was a marine engineer, who lived at Elsinore House on Whitburn Road, and Charles 

Richardson was the village smithy but of the other men we know very little. Their surnames appear in 

the 1915 trade directory. These may be the fathers of the service men, being too old themselves to join 

the forces.  J Hodgson’s father was a building surveyor, living at Swinside on the Sunderland Road. A.R 

Elliot may have been the son of James Elliot, the village cartwright who lived on Broomfield West, while 

William George Greathead is listed as a clerk living at Greencroft, West Meadows Road, and Jason Hogg 

is a stationer living at Russell House on Underhill Road. Charles Metcalfe was the church sexton and a 

Mrs Hannah Overton is recorded as living on Whitburn Road, perhaps already mourning the death of 

                                                      
22 Citing online reference ‘Everyman Remembered’ >   (http://www.everymanremembered.org/profiles/soldier/649339/ ). 
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her husband or son. This information gives us some connection with the lives of the men on the 

memorial but there is much more still to be discovered about both those who lived and those who died. 

Further research based on the names of the memorial would make an excellent local history project, 

possibly working with the school. Perhaps each pupil ‘adopting’ a name on the memorial to research, 

and being responsible for laying a poppy to their ‘soldier’ on Remembrance Sunday each year. 

 

The Inter-war Period 

During the inter-war years housing development in and around Cleadon continued to expand. Despite a 

period of crippling recession and unemployment in the 1920s, there was considerable growth in house 

building across the country with over four million properties built nationally between 1919 and 1939. 

Construction continued on the development of the Plantation Estate. Houses were built on both sides of 

Laburnum Grove, annexing the southern end of the Cleadon House grounds. To the south-west of the 

village The Crescent was laid out and there was further development on the south side of Whitburn Road 

and all along West Meadows Road. As well as the large villa properties of the pre-war period a number 

of smaller semi-detached properties were built, reflecting a diversification of Cleadon’s population.  

 

  

Plates 161 &162: Inter-war housing on the west side of Sunniside Lane. 

 

On the north side of the village, development began to extend along the west side of Sunniside Lane, 

leading up to Cleadon Cottage Homes. The houses in this area were modestly sized semi-detached 

properties, built in the English vernacular style, a style popular at the time as a form fit for Britain’s 

heroes. The larger houses on the east side of the road were not built till later. On the eve of the Second 

World War building had also begun on the east side of the Shields Road, opposite Cleadon Grange, 

where Elmsleigh Gardens, Oakleigh and Thornleigh were being laid out. To the north of the village the 

Cleadon Park Estate, the first Council housing estate to be built in South Tyneside, was begun. This 

extended to the north and west of the old limestone quarry (Fig. 74).  
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Figure 74: Extract from fourth edition six-inch OS map published in 1939 showing the extent of housing 

development prior to the Second World War. 

 

Transport in Cleadon 

Until the early 20th Century local travel around Cleadon would have been by foot, horse or cart. The 

NER line provided transport to Sunderland and Newcastle but travel to South Shields and the 

surrounding districts would have been relatively difficult. In the 1900s the construction of the new 

housing estates, and the associated influx of residents into the township, saw an increased demand for 

cheap forms of public transport.  

 

Horse-drawn omnibuses had been in operation in the urban centres since the early Victorian period but 

these seldom reached into the more rural districts. However, by 1907 the North Eastern Railway was 

running a bus service to Cleadon and Whitburn, from South Shields Railway Station every twenty 

minutes, and by 1931 the South Shields Corporation ran a service between South Shields Market and the 

village, and South Shields Station and the Cleadon Estate (Sunderland Echo, 28th May 1931).  At the turn 

of the century there had also been plans to run an electric tramway through Cleadon to connect together 
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the existing Sunderland and South Shield networks.  

 

 

Plates 163: The North Eastern Railway bus c. 1910. (Beamish 17599). 

 

Privately operated horse-drawn trams had been run in the region since the late 19th Century. Attempts 

had also been made to introduce steam trams but these had proved unreliable and often broke down. 

The introduction of a comprehensive public transport system gained impetus with the foundation of the 

South Shield Corporation in 1896, and the Sunderland Corporation three years later (1899), and in 1901 

the British Electric Traction Company Ltd first brought a bill before parliament to introduce a network of 

electric tramways to connect together the two urban centres. 

 

The original bill was quashed by opposition from the NER and the two town corporations, who proposed 

their own bill - The South Shields, Sunderland and District Tramways Bill - in 1902 (Shields Daily 

Gazette, 15th November 1902). The proposed route started in South Shields and ran along the Shields 

Road in a series of stages to the Whitburn Parish boundary. Tramway No. 5 was then intended to run 

from the parish boundary towards Cleadon, terminating close to the Britannia Inn. Another section 

(No.6) would continue the journey east, terminating at Whitburn, where the service would run south 

towards Fulwell, eventually connecting with the Sunderland line (London Gazette, 25 Now 1902). 

However, there were considerable disagreements as to the route. Sunderland wanted to run the track 

along the coast, via Whitburn, while South Shields wanted to go through Cleadon. The Act was 

eventually passed in 1904 but further disagreements and financial difficulties meant that the scheme was 

never fully built.  
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Just before the First World War the proposals were revived by the South Shields Corporation and the 

Cleadon Tramway finally built, opening in 1922 (Joyce 1985. 69). It was primarily designed to serve the 

new Cleadon Park Council Estate and did not run into the village but terminated in a field close to 

Cleadon Laws. It ran every 15 minutes to South Shields town centre, carrying two million passengers in 

the first year of operation, and becoming one of the most successful of the Corporation tramway routes. 

The ultimate aim remained to link through to Sunderland but this was never achieved, despite several 

attempts to gain further support. The Cleadon Tramway eventually closed in 1946, ten years after the 

other South Shields cars had been decommissioned (ibid). 

 

 

Plates 164: Tram terminus at Cleadon in 1938 (Beamish 13230). 

 

The Second World War 

In 1939 Britain was again under the shadow of war and Cleadon once more found itself mobilising as 

part of the coastal defence network. In the intervening years since the First World War there had been 

considerable advances in military aviation and weaponry, meaning that the German Luftwaffe were now 

equipped with deadly bombers that could rain destruction from the sky in a way never dreamt of a few 

years earlier when the cumbersome Zeppelins lumbered across the skies. The shipyards and foundries 

along the Tyne and the Wear were a primary target, the Germans aiming to cripple Britain’s arms 

manufacture. Cleadon, equidistant from the Tyne and the Wear, would have been at considerable risk. 

The raids were also intended to disrupt food convoys and to break the spirit and morale of the 

population, instilling fear and uncertainty. Within minutes of war being declared, on Sunday the 3rd 

September 1939, air raids sirens were heard across the country.  
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As early as 1938, with war imminent, an elaborate series of defences and diversions were constructed 

along the East Coast of Britain. This comprised a network of first and second line anti-invasion defences 

including pillboxes, gun emplacements, barbed wire entanglements, munitions stores, anti-tank traps 

and minefields. Local beaches were closed for the duration of the war, becoming a no-mans land of 

barbed wire that must have brought back dark memories for those who had survived the First World 

War. 

 

Along the coast the batteries at Frenchman’s Point (HER 869) and Roker (HER 86) were fitted out with 

new weaponry (Whaley, Morrison & Heslop 2008). A proposal to install three 9.2 inch guns at the 

Marsden Kitchener battery (HER 4616) never came to fruition and the site was not armed, although the 

underground complex was refurbished and used as an ammunition store. A radar station was also 

established sometime before February 1942 (HER 5523 and 5887).  

 

Anti-Aircraft Batteries 

Slightly further south at Lizard Lane, a heavy anti-aircraft battery (HAA) was built and armed with four 

3.7 inch static guns. These remained ready for use until the late 1950s. Such weapons could fire to a 

maximum height of 32,000ft (9,754m), and were designed to shoot down high altitude bombers. In 

addition, the site was equipped with two quick firing Bofors guns intended for use against smaller fighter 

planes, as well as two rocket batteries (ibid). It was operated by the Home Guard from 1941 to1945 and 

remained operational after the war, controlled via the command post at Melton Park in Gosforth. It was 

one of only a handful of sites retained into the Cold War period to defend against potential Soviet jet 

attacks. The site was eventually decommissioned in the mid 1950s but a number of the original gun 

emplacements survive in-situ, although, being on private land, not publically accessable (Op Cit, 67). 

 

There was a second Heavy Anti-Aircraft Battery located at Cleadon (HER 4912) (Fig. 75), manned by 

territorial units of the Royal Artillery between February 1940 and January 1946 (Roger Thomas, English 

Heritage, pers. com). The complex included anti-aircraft guns, a gun-laying radar, various machine gun 

posts, a magazine, canteen, guardroom, pillbox, gun store, barracks and a Bofors gun pit, all surrounded 

by a barbed wire perimeter fence. The site was downgraded in the early 1950s to an unmanned unit and 

the outline of the complex is shown on the 1951 OS map, although the detail of the layout was 

concealed for security reasons. The battery was decommissioned in 1956, the buildings on the western 

side of the complex being demolished and the site returned to the landowner. The site is now occupied 

by the Sunderland Association Football Club’s training academy (Op Cit, 35). 

 

Operating alongside the anti-aircraft guns were searchlight batteries, designed to light up the sky and 

expose the enemy planes to the anti-aircraft guns or force them to fly higher, so reducing their bombing 

accuracy. The searchlights could also be used to guide friendly planes back to base. A searchlight 

battery was recorded at Cleadon (No.TT216) (HER 5541), forming part of the HAA complex. At the start 

of the war the Royal Artillery, attached to the Northumberland Fusiliers, manned the searchlight 
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batteries, under the control of fighter command. When the Fusiliers were posted to the South Coast in 

advance of the D-Day landings, the American 25th Anti-Aircraft Artillery (Searchlight Battalion) took 

over manning the stations. Most searchlight sites consisted of a circular earthwork, usually 10m in 

diameter for a 90cm light, with a number of associated ancillary huts for accommodation and to the 

house generators. 

 

 

Figure 75: Extract from the 1951 OS map showing the Cleadon HAA battery (HER 4912) on what is now the site of 

the AFC training academy. 

 

Pillboxes 

There are two recorded Second World War pillboxes on the Cleadon Hills (HER 4652), in addition to the 

possible First World War box mentioned earlier (HER 1786), which could be later in date. Today only 

one of the Cleadon Hills boxes remains visible, largely hidden beneath soil and gorse. It is constructed of 

brick and concrete with a corrugated cast-concrete roof. However it is not possibly to determine the site 

type given that much of the building is obscured (Plate 166).  

 

More than 28,000 pillboxes were built during 1940-1, located along the coast, rivers, canals and 

railways around industrial cities. Most were built to a standardized forms (known as FW3 Type 22 to 

Type 28) outlined in the War Office Directorate of Fortifications and Works produced in June 1940. This 

document provided detail of the size, shape and thickness of the walls for each design, although there 

are a considerable number of variations known from across the country (CBA 2002, 79). The basic 

pillbox structure was a squat flat-roofed, heavy, concrete building rarely built more than 6ft 6inches 

(c.1.98m) high and hexagonal, lozenge or L-shaped in form. They included a series of loopholes, the 
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size of which depended on whether the building was designed for rifle fire or light machine guns (CBA 

2002, 79). The interior often featured a concreted partition designed to limit the risk of ricochet. The 

locations of pillboxes were chosen by the Royal Engineers but they were constructed generally by local 

contractors. 

 

  

Plates 165 and 166: Searchlight at Debdon Gardens, the headquarters of the Anti-Aircraft Artillery (Searchlight 

Battalion). A searchlight like this would have operated at the Cleadon battery. The second photograph is the gun 

emplacement on the Cleadon hills (HER 4652), which is now very overgrown and barely visible.  

 

Aircraft Obstructions 

Aerial photographs taken by the RAF in 1946 show a series of long trenches, or mounds, extending over 

the South Shields golf course and out towards Lizard Lane (HER 11695 & 11686) (Fig. 67). A second set 

is shown to the west of the township, by the Cleadon Lane brickworks (HER 11693). These are glider 

obstructions designed to discourage enemy gliders from landing in advance of an invasion.  

 

In the early days of the war it was assumed that there would be landings along the coast by enemy 

parachute, glider and sea-plane. Obstructions were put in place on sites deemed suitable as landing 

spots, which the South Shields Club’s greens certainly would have been. In addition, Roker, Tynemouth 

and Souter lighthouses, together with the Cleadon water tower, would have provided important 

navigational aids for any invading force. The construction of the aircraft obstructions began in May 1940 

with wrecked cars, old ploughs and any other available scrap metal being placed in open fields near to 

any target points like ports and airfields. Cleadon, with its direct route to both Sunderland and the Tyne 

docks, was considered a strategically important site, vulnerable to invasion. 

 

The obstructions were designed to both stop planes landing in the first place and to prevent any of those 

that did land from ever taking off again. Trench and mound obstructions typically comprised a 3 feet 

(0.91m) deep trench with a mound of spoil piled on one side. Trenches were laid out in a 150-yard 
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(137.16m) grid, with pits at least 2 feet 6 inches (0.76m) deep and preferably 4 feet wide. Aircraft would 

topple or pivot on the mounds, and fall into the trenches (Whaley, Morrison & Heslop 2008, 51).  

 

Bombing Decoy 

At Wellands Farm near Whitburn a bombing decoy (HER 5515) was constructed, designed to confuse 

enemy bombers at night. As early as October 1939 such decoys were being deployed. Day sites were 

known as ‘K’ and were set up all over Britain to look like airfields, often equipped with fake aircraft and 

associated buildings, but these were largely abandoned by the end of 1941. Night decoys were termed 

‘Q sites’, and relied on an array of lights to look like airfields lit up for landing (Dobinson 2000). A 

variation of the Q site, the QF site, was designed to be built in unoccupied areas to deflect bombers from 

hitting the real targets. Fires would be lit with the intention of tricking the enemy pilots into believing 

that incendiary bombs had been laid by their own reconnaissance flights to guide them to a target. The 

pilots would then either discharge their bombs harmlessly or be fired on by a waiting anti-aircraft 

battery. Such sites had become very sophisticated by 1945 employing impressive pyrotechnics, ignited 

remotely, to look like exploding industrial works. Another variation, QL sites, codenamed Starfish sites, 

were similar but designed to look like a city or dock area under blackout. These employed lights that 

would go on and off in a random sequence, as well as tram wire flashes, furnaces and mock marshalling 

yards. 

 

The Whitburn decoy (HER 5515) was a starfish site, designed to look like a city on fire, presumably to 

confuse the bombers heading the Tyne or Sunderland docks.  It was in operation between August 1941 

and April 1943 and designed and maintained by Fred Pippet, an RAF officer from Tyneside. He 

remarked that he intended to create ‘dock lighting, factory lighting and glow from locomotives’. Today 

all that remains of the site are the crew room where the displays were managed. This is a shelter with 

two concrete blast walls protecting the door. Wellands Farm was bombed on Tuesday 8 April 1941 

(Whaley, Morrison & Heslop 2008, 42). 

 

Bombing Raids 

Bombing raids along the North East coast escalated in the early months of the war. On the 15th of 

August 1940, an estimated 300 High Explosives and 900 Incendiary Bombs were dropped on Wearside, 

killing 23 people and injuring 82 (Air Raid Damage Report 16th September 1940 – DRO CCX/175 and 

176). The day of the raid is dramatically recounted in the Cleadon Village Festival leaflet (1984): 

 

The sun was shining and Cleadon was basking in its usual calm despite the fact that the Air Raid Alarm 

had sounded. The crack of anti-aircraft defences could be heard but the thought that the village itself 

would be a likely target was never seriously entertained. The customary precautionary measures 

however, had been observed by most of the residents 

 

On that day 15 German bombers were on their way to attack the Tyneside shipyards. A fighter plane 
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squadron was hastily mobilised to intercept the enemy and the bombers retreated, but not before 

dropping their payload. The High-Explosive bombs fell within yards of three houses in the village: 

 

The first shaved the house known as St Bedes, in Underhill Road, and owned at the time by Mr. G.A. 

Stradler. There was a deafening explosion and the house was completely demolished. A maid, the only 

person in the house had a miraculous escape. She had wisely taken shelter within the premises and was 

discovered among the debris, severely shaken but otherwise unhurt. Windows of surrounding properties 

were extensively damaged and an adjacent house, Moor View, owned by Mr and Mrs Lamb, had 

shrapnel embedded in its front room walls. One piece scythed its way through the trees, cut straight 

through the garage door, pierced the back of the car and finally struck the centre of the steering wheel 

setting off the car horn. The vehicle wailed its defiance until the battery was drained.  

 

The plane unloaded a further two bombs, damaging property on Whitburn Road and West Meadows 

Road, but, surprisingly, no one was killed or badly injured. 

 

  

Plates 167 and 168: The unexploded mine near Sunniside Lane that fell during the 1941 April raid (South Tyneside 

Historic Images - STH0001439/ STH0001440). 

 

The August raids marked the start of a three-year intensive bombing campaign, targeting the docks and 

shipyards on the Tyne and the Wear, that would see many dead and large areas of Tyneside and 

Sunderland reduced to rubble. The bombing campaigns continued intermittently until 1943 when the 

nation's AA were upgraded. New radar-controlled guns and anti-aircraft rocket batteries were introduced 

that could precisely target aircraft. However, bombing technology improved too, leading to fewer but 

more targeted precision raids.  

 

Throughout the war Cleadon is mentioned a number of times in air raid reports23. 

 

                                                      
23 Citing online reference ‘ Attacks on the North East’ > http://www.bpears.org.uk/Misc/War_NE/w_section_08.html  
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15 Aug 1940 A force of 122 bombers and escorting fighters flying from Norway and 

Denmark attempted a mass daylight raid on the North-East but were 

decimated by the RAF and lost 28 aircraft while the RAF lost none. High-

Explosive bombs were dropped at Dawdon (11 dead), Easington Colliery (9 

dead), Sunderland (4 dead), Hawthorn (2 dead), Thornley, Cassop, 

Woodside, Etherley (1 dead each), Cockfield and Cleadon. 

28/29 Oct 1940 High-Explosive bomb fell near Fines Road, Medomsley and at Cleadon. 

7/8 Apr 1941 High-Explosive bomb, incendiary bombs and parachute mines across 

Northumberland from Ford to Wallsend and at Whitburn, Graythorp, 

Dalton Percy and Cleadon, where 1 man and 2 women died. 

23-24th April 1941 Two parachute mines were dropped at Cleadon, one exploded in a field 

and caused damage to windows and doors of farmhouses. There were no 

casualties. The other mine fell in a field and failed to explode. The mine is 

about 400 yards from the main Sunderland/South Shields road and it was 

found necessary to divert traffic. 120 houses in the vicinity were 

evacuated. The mine was rendered safe and the road opened for traffic by 

14.30pm when the evacuated houses were reoccupied. 

25-26th April 1941 Series of bombing raids along the coast. Damage to Tynemouth, 

Cullercoats, Jarrow, Hebburn, Burdon, Cleadon, Usworth, Pelaw and 

Gateshead. Mine found in a field between Cleadon Hill and Cleadon 

Cottage Homes, it was disposed of later in the day by the Naval Bomb 

Disposal Squad under the direction of Lieutenant Apps, RN. 

5/6 May 1941 High-explosive bomb fell at Cleadon 

21/22 Oct 1941 High-explosive bombs fell at Urpeth, Leam Lane, Great Usworth, Cleadon, 

Newton Bewley, Stockton, Seaton Snooks and near the Wynyard Estate. 

Sunday 14-15th March 

1943 

One ABB 500 container fell in a wheat field near Cleadon, it contained 

incendiary bombs of the ordinary 1kg type; no damage was caused. At the 

same time a high-explosive bomb exploded near Curley Crook, Cleadon, 

together with four firepot incendiary bomb, without causing damage. A 

number of 1kg incendiary bombs of the ordinary type fell at Cleadon, 

amongst these was one with an explosive charge in the nose. 
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Plate 169: Footings of the officer’s mess associated with the former searchlight battery (CS9). 

 

What little surviving evidence of the Second World Warremains in the township is in danger of being 

lost. The pillbox (HER 4652) on Cleadon Hills is perhaps the most comprehensive surviving feature, but 

this is rapidly disappearing beneath the 

undergrowth. The only other evidence is a set 

of wall footings (CS9) in the field on the north 

side of Cleadon Lane (Plate 169), just north-

east of the All Saint’s church, part of the 

former officers’ mess associated with the 

searchlight battery (Chadwick pers. com.). 

 

Post-War Development 

Housing development in the village 

continued apace after the Second World War. 

The Plantation Estate continued to expand 

with further construction on Laburnum Grove 

and to the south of Whitburn Road. In the 

garden of Cleadon House sand and gravel 

extraction destroyed evidence of earlier 

plantings, dislocating the house from its 

original setting (Fig. 76). Only the pleasure grounds to the south-east of the property survived. These 

were purchased by the Council and opened to the public as Coulthard Park. The lake is still shown as 

open water on the 1951 OS map but was subsequently backfilled. More recently some of the larger 

properties at the core of the Plantation Estate have been sub-divided to form smaller units and additional 

Figure 76: Extract from the 1951 OS map showing the 

extent of gravel extraction to the south of Cleadon House. 
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boundary fences and walls have been added. Fragments of the Cleadon House boundary wall are still 

preserved in places. 

 

To the north of the village Cleadon Park Estate expanded rapidly in the post-war period. The quarry was 

filled in and Cleadon Park House demolished in 1982 when the sanatorium eventually closed. The 

grounds of the house were purchased by the council and opened as Cleadon Park.  

 

 

Figure 77: 1951 six-inch OS map showing the extent of development across the township. 

 

New Leisure Activities 

The immediate post-war period saw the founding of a number of new clubs and societies as people 

sought to re-established a normal life and reclaim the countryside that had for so long been out of 

bounds. This continued throughout the 1950s and 60s as people began to have more leisure time and 

post-war rationing at last came to an end. The rise in production in the 1960s also saw an increase in 

disposable income. 
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Cleadon Drama Club 

By The Little Theatre, Cleadon 

 

One August evening in 1945 George Sylph, an amateur actor and producer, was in Cleadon visiting his 

friends the Perridge’s. The conversation soon turned to a recent production by South Shields Westovian 

Society in the Cleadon Village Church Hall. A fine actor and director, George’s interest in theatre had 

started during his school days. Bill Perridge and his wife Hylda also had an interest in theatre, appearing 

in operatic and amateur productions in Preston and Cambridge as well as locally. They all agreed that it 

was a pity that the hall was not used more frequently for such events and they should form a local drama 

company. Hylda immediately went out and scouted the village, soon returning with the names of six 

prospective members. 

 

 

Plate 170: The Cleadon Little Theatre Building, which opened in 1952. 

 

A general meeting was called the next month and Cleadon Village Drama Club was born. George Sylph 

was elected as the first chairman of the new society. The President was Lady Helene Chapman, wife of 

Sir Robert of Underhill Cleadon, a good friend to the organisation. On her death she was succeeded by 

an equally good friend, her son, Sir Robin Chapman.  

 

No time was lost in mounting the first production, ‘The Admirable Crichton’ by J M Barrie, which 

opened in December 1945.  The production was a marked success, raising £29 14s 9d for the Boldon 

Welcome Home Fund, a charity for returning troops. Other beneficiaries from productions in the early 

years were the Boys’ Brigade, the Cleadon Nursing Association, and Cleadon Cottage Homes.  

 

The CVDC had no premises and rehearsals took place in members’ homes, although a headquarters of 

sorts was established in rooms at the Old Ship Inn, used for committee meetings and storing scenery and 
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props. However, from the beginning, the ambition of the group was to have their own premises and a 

development committee was set up on 9th March 1948 to secure this. The plan was to establish a 

permanent clubhouse for the purpose of rehearsals, as well as a workshop for scenery building and 

storage. The clubhouse would also be used for social functions and in-house performances. Productions 

were to continue to be staged at the Church Hall and at the Pier Pavilion in South Shields.  

 

Fund raising and planning began in earnest and in August 1951 the committee agreed to an offer to buy 

a site on Boldon Lane, approximately 600 square yards at 2/- (10p) per square yard. Plans were 

submitted and a Building Society Mortgage for £600 approved.  

 

The Nissen hut type building had been used for storage at one of the Sunderland shipyards and was 

acquired through the good offices of Mr. Harold White, an active club member and an executive of the 

shipyard in question. It was transported to Cleadon and erected on new concrete foundations at the 

present site. The clubhouse was formally opened by Lady Chapman at a ceremony held on 24th 

September 1952.  

 

It took a great deal of dedication, hard work and fund raising before the clubhouse had more than just 

basic facilities. Gradually, over the years a stage was put in place, heating installed and the walls lined 

with panelling. A small bar was erected and a members’ club licence acquired.  

 

Productions continued to be staged in the Village Hall but the increasing popularity of television meant 

audiences interested in live theatre events were dwindling and the club could no longer afford the hire 

charge of the larger venues. In 1969 the decision was made to stage productions at the clubhouse, and 

the more intimate atmosphere of the venue seemed to give something extra to productions. In response 

the clubhouse was renamed the Little Theatre and today continues to stage productions throughout the 

year.  

 

The Late 20th Century 

Like many villages, town and cities in the local area, Cleadon suffered badly in the 1960 and 70s at the 

hands of planners and developers. During this period the appearance of the village changed dramatically 

but, thankfully, the historic character of the village core remains intact. Three of the large country houses 

– Cleadon Park, Cleadon Meadows and Cleadon Old Hall - which had played such an important role in 

the history of the settlement, were demolished. The grounds of Cleadon Meadow had been gradually 

sub-divided and sold off throughout the 20th Century but in the 1960s the house was finally demolished 

and the housing estate of the same name built. Cleadon Old Hall met a similar fate when it became 

structurally unstable. The Old Hall flats and the Cleadon service station were later erected on the spot 

where the Hall formerly stood. To the north of the village Cleadon Park House was pulled down in the 

1980s.  
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One of the most dramatic changes to impact the medieval layout of the village was the re-alignment of 

the Sunderland and Shields Road. The road had previously passed through the village in a staggered, 

dog-leg junction, a form probably in place since the foundation of the village in the medieval period. In 

the early 1960s this was straightened in a bid to improve traffic flow. The old Ship Inn was demolished 

as part of the scheme and the village pond reduced in size. The second pond, to the north on Sunniside 

lane, was backfilled around the same time. 

 

   

Figure 78: Extract from the 1862 and 1960 OS map of the village centre showing the changed road alignment. 

 

Elsewhere in the village, South Farm was sold for development and Foxton Court, Thirlmere, 

Windermere, Grasmere, Buttermere and Meadowfield Drive constructed. This is divided from the 

Plantation Estate and Whitburn Road by Coulthard Park. There was also development on the north side 

of Front Street resulting in the demolition of Laburnum Cottage and Ivy Cottage. The Georgian Cottages 

were also torn down, despite the issue being debated in Parliament, and new shops and street-fronted 

properties erected with arguably little thought for the historic character and setting of the village. 

Thankfully, in 1975 the Cleadon Conservation Area was designated with the aim of protecting and 

enhancing what survives of the villages’ historic core and medieval layout. It was later extended in 2004 

to encompass the Plantation estate (Fig 67). 

 

Conservation Areas are protected under the provision of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation 

Areas) Act 1990 and designed to protect an area’s ‘special architectural or historic interest, the character 

and appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance’. This refers not just to the buildings in 

the village but also the medieval layout of the settlement; the relationship of buildings to the surrounding 

space; open spaces and views; boundaries; thoroughfares; green areas and trees; street furniture, and 

surface materials. In fact everything that can be said to make a positive contribution to Cleadon’s unique 

historic sense of place and character. That is not to say that any new development or alterations are 

discouraged or prohibited but just that due care and thought is given to the wider impact of any 
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proposals on the nature and setting of the village. More information on the Conservation Area can be 

found in the Cleadon Conservation Area Character Appraisal (STC 2007a). The Cleadon Hills are also 

designated a separate Conservation Area (STC 2007b). 

 

In recent years, widespread new housing, the opening of the metro line, and the construction of the 

impressive new school, have all contributed to Cleadon’s increasing popularity as a place to live. The 

church, chapel, church hall and community rooms continue to thrive, and there is a diverse range of 

clubs, societies and events on offer throughout the year. It is a welcoming and friendly village with a 

strong sense of community and heritage. It embraces the future, accomadating change, while remaining, 

rightly, passionate and protective of its strong links with the past. 

 

CLEADON THEN AND NOW  

A quick look at the changing face of Cleadon as recorded in historic photographs 

 

 

 

Plates 171 and 172: The Cleadon War memorial c.1930 (STL 1994, 9) with South farm visible to the left of the 

picture, and the same view today. 
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Plates 173 and 174: Cleadon c.1935 (STL 1994, 11), looking south-west along Front Street towards Cleadon Tower 

and the Old Post Office, with the War Memorial in the middle distance. Not a great deal has changed except for the 

rendering of the buildings and the demolition of the block on the far side of Nursery Lane. 
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Plates 175 and 176: Cleadon c.1910 (STL 1994, 12), looking south-east along the Sunderland Road towards the Old 

Schoolroom (opened in 1903). To the left of the schoolhouse is the Parochial School, demolished in 1938 when the 

current Church Hall was built. On the opposite side of the road stands The Ship Inn, demolished when the road was 

widened in the early 1960s. The impact of the road widening is clearly visible in the second picture, particularly the 

reduction in size of the village pond.  
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Plates 177 and 178: Cleadon c.1960 (STL 1994, 17), looking south-east along Front Street. Perhaps the greatest 

change between the two pictures is the loss of the Georgian Cottages that dominated the south side of the road 

before they were demolished in the 1960s. 

 

FURTHER RESEARCH AND NEW PROJECTS 

As discussed in the introduction, one of the main aims of the Atlas project has been to inspire further 

research into the local area. Hopefully some of the themes and events discussed above will have fired 

the imagination and will provide a starting point for further exploration. Although this report is quite 

large, in many areas it has just skimmed the surface and there are a whole host of interesting elements 
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that would benefit from further study, providing both personal fulfilment and advancing our 

understanding of the village and surrounding cultural landscape. Below are a few areas suggested but 

there are no doubt many, many more.  

 

Events and Themes to Explore 

 

Medieval and Post-Medieval Cleadon 

Cleadon is lucky in the fact that there are a large number of primary documents preserved that relate to 

the medieval and post-medieval development of the village. Being part of the bishop’s estate, details of 

copyhold agreements, surveys, valuation returns, Halmote Court (local administrative court), Court Rolls 

(early census) and other documents associated with the administration of the township were all kept as 

part of the Durham Diocesan Archive. Today this can be found at Durham University Special 

Collections. The new Barker Research Library facility is open to the public, and the staff there will help 

you get started. Some of these early documents are written in Latin but surprisingly very few, most are 

actually written in English, although it can take a while to get used to the handwriting and to transcribe a 

document. Areas warranting further investigation would be: 

 

 The early landowners: perhaps taking one of the names from the Hatfield Survey, of the later 

1587 or 1649 Surveys, and trying to trace more about the family; the land they owned, and later 

descendants. The Chambers would be an obvious choice but others would include the 

Merymens (Merrimen), Matthews, Woods and Wakes and Coulsons. 

 

 Enclosure agreements: looking more closely at the Enclosure Agreements and related maps, the 

1714 copy of the Cleadon map (DHC11/VI/180) and the Whitburn Enclosure (DHC6/III/21), 

both held at Special Collections. A detailed look at changes in land ownership, perhaps also 

including a comparison with the later tithe map, would be useful. 

 

 Early farmsteads: further work on early farmsteads known in the area including Farding Lake, 

Sunniside, Cleadon Laws, Burdon Farm and South Farm. Details of these are all held in the 

Durham Diocesan Archive. Are they medieval in origin? Did they start off as larger hamlets? 

How did they develop? Is there any surviving field evidence ?  

 

 Transcribing documents: it would also be beneficial to transcribe some of Cleadon’s more 

important documents to aid research in the future. The Surtees Society often undertake this kind 

of work and it might be worth approaching them about looking more closely at the material 

available for Whitburn and Cleadon. 
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The 18th Century 

 Cleadon House: Margaret Maddison (NEVAG) has already undertaken a considerable amount of 

research into the history of Cleadon House but the link with the Greys would be worth further 

exploration, and perhaps a more detailed look at the life of John Dagnia. 

 

 Cleadon Old Hall: a history of the Old Hall would certainly be worth undertaking. Again, 

records relating to the property could be found at Special Collections as well as elsewhere. In 

particular the link with John Burdon Esq. and Hardwick Park would be worth exploring further.  

 

 Cleadon’s Garden History: John Burdon and John Dagnia where both keen early 

horticulturalists. Margaret has undertaken research into the development of the Cleadon House 

Garden but there may be further material relating to the work of John Burdon. In particular the 

development of the garden to the north of North Road, where Heather Close now stands. A 

garden study could also be extended to cover the development of the later estates – Cleadon 

Meadows and Cleadon Park - looking at changing fashions and influences. 

 

 Cleadon’s Methodist Chapels: a study of the development of Methodism in Cleadon and 

Whitburn. Detailing evidence of Wesley’s visits to the area and their impact. Further information 

on John Burdon, Cleadon’s first Methodist minister, and his association with Wesley. How the 

old chapel developed and any related information, and the later construction of the 19th 

Century chapel. 

 

The 19th Century 

 Cleadon’s Brick and Tile Industry: a study looking at the development of brick and tile 

manufacture in the area. Is there any evidence for 17th- and 18th-century production? Who ran 

the brickworks? How did they operate? Are there any associations with building projects in the 

village (e.g. Cleadon House) or further afield? How many people in the village were employed 

in production? What was the impact of closures? 

 

 Cleadon’s Stone Quarrying Industry: a study looking at the development of stone quarrying 

looking at many of those areas detailed above.  

 

 Transportation: a more detailed look at the development of Cleadon’s transport system, looking 

at the early roads, the coming of the railway, the buses and the trams. 

 

 Cleadon Hills Farm: this farmstead would certainly warrant further investigation and recording, 

subject to permission of Mr. Clegram, of course. A preliminary visit to the farm as part of the VA 

field survey identified the potential presence of elements dating to the 18th Century but there 

was not enough time as part of the project to explore these fully. Similarly, the Gibbons family 
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who ran the farm were an important local family and worthy of further study.  

 

 Cleadon Grange and North Farm: it would be useful to explore the history and development of 

North Farm, particularly its origins in the mid 19th Century, and perhaps undertake a building 

survey of the Grange; subject to the owner’s permission. The Grange is important as one of the 

only surviving examples of the large country houses built in Cleadon in the 19th Century, 

Cleadon Meadows and Cleadon Park both being demolished. Underhill is the only other 

surviving example, but a considerable amount in known about this site already. 

 

 Later landowners: further research into some of Cleadon’s later landowners appearing in the 

tithe apportionment book, including Richard Pemberton, Barbara Ormston, George Townshead 

Fox and Percival Fenwick. What was their association with Cleadon? Where else did they hold 

land? 

 

 Cleadon inns and pubs: a closer look at the development of Cleadon’s two inns and the Cottage 

Tavern, perhaps with a building survey of the latter, subject to permission. 

 

 Cleadon’s shops and high street: a study of Front Street looking at the development of properties 

along the street and the changing nature of the associated shops and businesses.  

 

The 20th Century 

 Cleadon Nursery: further research into the development of the nursery, in particular its origins in 

the 19th Century. 

 

 First World War: further study into the role of Cleadon during the First World War is certainly 

required, in particular looking at the various regiments training in the area and the nature of the 

training and hutment camps.  

 

 First World War Excavations: excavation of one of the trenches below Cleadon Mill should also 

be considered to confirm if these were practice trenches or not. The trench immediately west of 

the mill has been identified as the most likely candidate and Natural England did grant 

permission to excavate this in 2013 but, unfortunately, there was not enough resource available 

at the time to achieve this.  

 

 First World War Remembrance: further research into the names of each of those mentioned on 

the war memorial would be an interesting project for the school, perhaps producing a book of 

remembrance covering not only those who fought and died but also the lives of those who 

returned.  

 Cleadon Cottage Homes: research into the lives of those who lived at the Cottage Homes, as 
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well as the operation and administration of the institution. Records for this can be found at the 

Tyne and Wear Archives. 

 Second World War: oral history project looking at memories of the Second World War. 

 

 Memories of Cleadon: the Village Atlas oral history group has already begun collecting and 

transcribing oral histories of some of Cleadon residents. Similarly the Cleadon Local History 

Society will no doubt continue to gather old photographs and documents relating to the area. 

One thing that might be considered is preparing a Cleadon Reminiscence Box, with postcards 

and memories of Cleadon that could be made available to care homes and day centres in the 

Cleadon and Whitburn area, to help stimulate memories for dementia patients. 

 

Restoration Projects 

There are three archaeological sites in the village considered to be in need of restoration and 

stabilisation.  

 

Cleadon Grotto: this site was restored a few years ago but the structure is once again heavily overgrown 

with ivy that is potentially weakening the jointing and damaging the structure. Consideration needs to be 

given to undertaking remedial work to restore and stabilise the grotto, and provisions put in place for the 

long-term management of the structure. As a grade II listed building permissions will be required from 

South Tyneside Council. Advice in the first instance should be sought from the South Tyneside 

Conservation Officer. 

 

Cleadon WWI Pillbox (HER 4652): further research needs to be undertaken to ascertain whether this is a 

First or Second World War feature. In either case, the structure it currently at considerable risk and 

consideration should be given to cutting back the trees in the immediate vicinity of the pillbox to prevent 

damage. This should not have a marked impact on the efficiency of the boundary as it divides arable 

rather than pastoral land. The extent of works also does not need to be extensive but just enough to clear 

the vegetation placing the structure at immediate risk. Advice should be sought from the Tyne and Wear 

Specialist Conservation Team and English Heritage. Please note that this monument is on private land. 

 

Cleadon WWII Pillbox (HER 1786): The other pillbox and emplacement on Cleadon Hills is also at 

immediate risk of being lost under vegetation. Consideration should be given to gorse clearance and 

stabilisation works to prevent the site ‘disappearing’ over the next five years. Any clearance work should 

also include the provision for building survey. Both clearance work and the survey would make an 

excellent community project but advice should be sought from the Tyne and Wear Specialist 

Conservation Team in the first instance, and permission will be required from Natural England. 
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INFORMATION AND RESEARCH RESOURCES 

There are a host of excellent local history books both general and more specific. Those used in the 

compilation of this report are included in the bibliography at the end of this section. The following is a 

short, and by no means exhaustive, list of other useful resources and references  

  

General Landscape and Building History Books 

Hoskins, W.G.  (1985) The Making of the English Landscape  

A bit out of date now but still a seminal text for landscape history and a really interesting and good read. 

 

Beresford, M. (1984) History on the Ground 

A compelling book that looks at how the landscape reflects change. 

 

Taylor, C.. (1983) Villages and Farmstead 

Builds on Hoskins’ earlier work to look in detail at factors influencing settlement change and its impact 

on the landscape. 

 

Rackham, O. (1988) The illustrated History of the Countryside 

Great reference book that clearly illustrates evidence ‘in the field’ 

 

Cunnington, P. K (1999) How Old is Your House 

A good, easy-to-follow introduction to understanding historic buildings. It includes a section on 

recording and on documentary research. 

 

Morris, R. K (2000) The Archaeology of Buildings 

A more detailed account of the development of buildings, including an analysis of building materials. 

 

Specific Books for Local Area 

Roberts, B,K (2008) Landscapes, Documents and Maps: Villages in Northern England and Beyond AD 

900-1250 

Key text for the local area, it expounds on Roberts’ theory of the Durham Green village. 

 

Simpson, D (2000) The Millennium History of North East England 

Useful ‘timeline’ book for cross-referencing key events across the North East. 

 

Local History Text 

Hutchinson, W (1787) History and Antiquities of the County Palatine of Durham, Newcastle 

The earliest of the local histories and the basis for most of the later works. 
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Surtees (1820) Surtees, History and Antiquities of Durham 

Four volume local history based on Hutchinson’s earlier work but more accessible. 

 

Mackenzie, E & Ross, M (1837) An Historical, Topographical, and Descriptive View of the County 

Palatine of Durham 

Local history based on Hutchinson’s earlier work but more accessible. 

 

Fordyce, W (1857) The History and Antiquities of the County Palatine of Durham 

A later local history. 

 

Whellan (1894) Directory of County Durham, 1894 

This trade directory provides a useful introduction to many of the villages and settlements in the area 

including population figures and information on hauliers, etc. 

 

Page, W (1907) The Victoria history of the county of Durham 

Not terribly useful as only the first three volumes were completed and these were largely the sections 

dealing with the county overview. 

 

Latimer, Fordyce and others - Local Records of Historical and Remarkable Events 

19th-century chronicles of events by date, very useful for key events and interesting details. 

 

Kelly’s (and others) Trade Directories 

Cover the period c.1820 through to 1950s and are useful as a reference for settlement numbers, 

professions, business and a potted local history 

 

Great online source for these is http://books.google.co.uk/  

 

Map Information 

 

Small-Scale Maps (1540-1810>) 

Early small-scale maps include Christopher Saxton, b. 1542; John Speed 1552?-1629; Pieter van den 

Keere 1620; Joan Blaeu, 1596-1673; Herman Moll, d. 1732; Thomans Kitchin d. 1784. Good 18th-

century maps by Andrew Armstrong 1700-1794, Christopher Greenwood 1820 and Thomas Bell 1843. 

 

Great online resource for early maps and pictures in the Durham University Pictures in Print: 

http://lewis.dur.ac.uk/pip/index.html  

 

Online Resource for Historic OS Maps are: 

Tyne and Wear Sitelines http://www.twsitelines.info/siteline.nsf/search?openform  
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Old Maps http://www.old-maps.co.uk/index.html  

 

Agricultural History 

Grainger, J (1794) General View of the Agriculture of the County of Durham. Bailey, John (1810) 

General View of the Agriculture of the County of Durham. Both available online at: google books 

http://books.google.co.uk/  

 

Historic Environment Record 

Access to the HER can be obtained online at: 

 

Tyne and Wear - Sitelines http://www.twsitelines.info/siteline.nsf/search?openform  

Durham and Northumberland – Keys to the past http://www.keystothepast.info/Pages/Home.aspx  

 

English Heritage also maintain a national list (formerly known as the National Monument Register or 

NMR) you can view this online on at: http://www.pastscape.org/  

 

Aerial Photographs 

There was country-wide coverage of Britain by the RAF following WWII and some coverage during 

WWI. These provide a snapshot of the landscape prior to widescale agricultural and urban expansion. 

The main collection is held by English heritage as part of the National Monument Archive. These can be 

ordered from http://www.englishheritagearchives.org.uk/. 

 

EH are also busy putting these online as part of the Britain from Above project 

http://www.britainfromabove.org.uk/. Many are also now loaded onto Google Earth. This is a very useful 

free online resource for aerial photographs, and its ‘historic image’ function lets you review the 

landscape at various times and under various conditions. You can download the application online from 

http://www.google.co.uk/intl/en_uk/earth/index.html. 

 

Other Useful Web Reference 

 

Ancestry UK: great for family history. The census data is also a useful resource for landscape and 

buildings research http://www.ancestry.co.uk/. Most local libraries have a free subscription. 

Access to Archives: The National Archive – you can use this to find documentary references across the 

country http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/a2a/ 

A Vision of Britain: A vision of Britain between 1801 and 2001 including maps, statistical trends and 

historical descriptions. http://www.visionofbritain.org.uk/  

British History Online: a range of local histories (including the Victoria County History (VCH)) and other 

reference material; http://www.british-history.ac.uk/Default.aspx  

English Heritage: The ‘Professional’ tab at the top of the homepage lets you search a number of useful 
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databases. http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/  

English Heritage Pastscape; National Monument Record online: http://www.pastscape.org/ 

English Heritage Archives: list of archives held as part of the NMR – these can be ordered and sent to 

you: http://www.englishheritagearchives.org.uk/ 

English Heritage Images of England: information on listed buildings, including photographs: 

http://www.imagesofengland.org.uk/ 

England’s North East: a useful general history reference by David Simpson:  

http://www.englandsnortheast.co.uk/index.html 

Genuki provides a virtual reference library of genealogical information of particular relevance to the UK 

and Ireland and is great for information on settlements of all types http://www.genuki.org.uk/   

Durham Mining Museum: an online reference for anything to do with mining: 

http://www.dmm.org.uk/colliery/e008.htm 

Southtynesideimages: an excellent resource featuring a huge number of historic images covering all 

aspects of life in the South Tyneside, www.southtynesideimages.org.uk . 

Virtual Library of Bibliographical Heritage: this is a Spanish reference library but is a good reference for 

maps, etc. and is worth checking if you cannot find something on Pictures in Print 

http://bvpb.mcu.es/en/estaticos/contenido.cmd?pagina=estaticos/presentacion 

OS Map Key: glossary of terms used on Ordnance Survey Maps: 

http://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/oswebsite/aboutus/reports/misc/abbreviations.html 

Trade Directories Online: collection of trade directories online that can be searched– very useful! 

http://www.historicaldirectories.org/hd/findbykeyword.asp 

British newspaper Archive: a very useful resource, this is a searchable digital archive of British 

newspapers going back to the 18th Century. A subscription is required but may be available at local 

libraries. http://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/  

 

Archives and Local History Libraries 

Further details of this can be found at the following websites: 

 

Durham University Special Collections: https://www.dur.ac.uk/library/asc/ 

Durham County Record Officer: http://www.durhamrecordoffice.org.uk/ 

Tyne and Wear Archives: http://www.twmuseums.org.uk/tyne-and-wear-archives.html 

South Tyneside Heritage: http://www.southtyneside.info/article/8862/Local-history--heritage 

Sunderland Heritage: http://www.sunderland.gov.uk/index.aspx?articleid=1092 

 

All sites include online catalogues. 
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1099‐1128
Village possibly laid out by 

Bishop Flambard

1173
Scots invade the North East 

marking the start of nearly 300 

years of conflict.

1183
First documentary reference to 

Cleadon appears in the Boldon 

Book. 28 villagers recorded as 

living in Cleadon and Whitburn.

1348

1509
John Chambers listed as the 

Collector for Cleadon. 

1536
Four men from Cleadon take 

part in the Rising of the 

North. Two executed on 

Newcastle Town Moor.

1579
Cleadon shown on Saxton's 

Map of Durham.

1587
Survey for Henry VIII. The first 

survey to draw a distinction

1620
Isabel Chambers marries 

George Lilburne at Whitburn.

1637
Family accused of milling their 

own corn and excommunicated 

by Bishop Morton.

1641 ‐ 1652
The Civil War. Newcastle 

supports the Royalist cause; 

Sunderland the 

Parlimentarians.

23rd March 1644
Battle of East Boldon. Scots

1714
Detailed map of land 

allotments.

1738
Cleadon House built for James 

Dagnia, a glass manufacturer 

and owner of salt pans in South 

Shields.

c.1740
John Burdon builds Cleadon Old 

Hall. It is put up for sale in 1753.

1743
John Wesley visits Cleadon.

1754
Cleadon appears on Andrew

1801
675 people registered as living 

in Cleadon and Whitburn.

1828
First trade diectory of the 

village is published by Parson. 

1830
Rev. George Cooper Abbs 

inherits Cleadon House.

Parochial School opens.

Cleadon Meadows built.

1839
Whitburn Tithe is produced.

Brandling Junction Railway 

opened.

1853
John Clay  employs John 

Dobson to build a new house at 

Cleadon meadows.

Undercliff is built around the 

same time for James Allison.

1855
200 people living in Cleadon.

1869
All Saint's Church built.

1870
Frances Wilson leaves a 

message in a bottle at Cleadon 

Old Hall.

1874

1900
Work begins on the Plantation 

Estate, Cleadon's first housing 

estate.

1903
New school opens.

1907
New Senior School opens on 

Cleadon Lane.

1909
Cleadon Cottage Homes open.

1910
Mathilde Franck crashes at 

Boldon Racecourse.

1927

1951
Cleadon Drama Club moves into 

new premises.

1953
The Ship Inn and South Farm 

demolished.

1960s
The Old Hall, Cleadon Meadows 

and Georgian Cottages 

demolished.

1975
Cleadon and the Cleadon Hills 

are both designated 

Conservation Areas.

1978
South Shields Golf Club opens 

new clubhouse.

April 2013
Village Atlas begins.

June ‐ Sept 2013
Various field work projects with 

the School and local people.

July 2013
Excavation at Old Mill Farm.

Sept 2013
Recording at Cleadon Tower.

Nov 2014
Cleadon Celebration Day.

Feb 2015
Cleadon Village Atlas Released.

March 2015
Website and Cleadon booklet

Cleadon
1348
The Black Death.

c. 1350
Cleadon and Whitburn appear 

in the Hatfield Survey.

1455‐1485
Wars of the Roses.

survey to draw a distinction 

between Cleadon and 

Whitburn. 11 copyhold 

tenants are recorded. First 

documentary reference to 

Cleadon Tower.

Battle of  East Boldon. Scots 

take position at Cleadon Hills. 

1666
Hearth Tax returns list 22 

households in Cleadon.

1675
Isobel and Michael Matthews 

living in the house that later 

becomes the Britannia Inn.

1676
Cleadon Enclosure Agreements.

1680
Whitburn Enclosure 

Agreement.

Cleadon appears on Andrew 

Armstrong's map of Durham.

1764
Ralph Grey, cousin of Earl Grey, 

the Prime Minister is living in 

Cleadon House.

1780
John Burdon leases 'Burdon 

Farm' and established first 

Methodist Chapel. He becomes 

the first minister.

1796
Turnpike opens.

opened.

1845
Swinburn comissions John 

Dobson to undertake work at 

Cleadon Park House.

1874
Whiburn Colliery opens.

1889
Pumping Station opens.

1894
New Britannia Inn opens.

1898
Extensive quarries at Cleadon 

Park and Marsden shown on 

2nd ed. OS map.

1899
New Methodist Chapel opens.

1927
Six bodies found during gravel 

extraction. Are these the 

Chambers family?

1914‐18
Training and hutment camps at 

Cleadon.

1920
War memorial erected.

1939‐45
Heavy AA battery at Cleadon 

and bombing decoy at 

Whitburn. Cleadon suffers 

several bombing attacks.

new clubhouse.

1982
Cleadon Park House 

demolished.

1983
Cleadon holds 800th 

anniversary celebrations.

1997
Cottage Homes memorial 

erected.

Website and Cleadon booklet 

released.

1173
1513
Defeat of the Scots at 

1641‐1652
The region is divided. By the 

War. Newcastle supports the 

Royalist cause; Sunderland the 

1759
First Methodist church built in 

1821
Hetton, first of the deep pits, 

sunk.

1852
First iron ships built at 

Sunderland.

1871

1911
152,000 miners employed in 

the Durham Coalfield.

Dec 6th 1914
Hartlepool shelled by German 

1960s ‐ 70s
Shipyard closures on the Wear 

and the Tyne.

1967 
Tyne Tunnel opened.

The North 
East

1173
Scots invade the North East 

marking the start of nearly 300 

years of conflict.

1309
The Percys purchase Alnwick 

Castle.

1331
Warkworth Castle built.

1378
The Neville family  build Raby 

Castle.

1389
Lumley Castle is built.

Defeat of the Scots at 

Flodden. 

1536
The Pilgrimage of Grace. A 

Northern uprising against 

Henry's religous changes.

1569
Rising of the North. The 

Nevilles and Percy's lead a 

rebellion against Elizabeth. 

Rebels defeated and 

executed.

1588
Plague rages across the North 

East.

Royalist cause; Sunderland the 

Parlimentarians, supported by 

the Scots.

1644
Scots capture Newcastle.

1665
Plague hits the North.

First Methodist church built in 

Sunderland at Numbers Garth.

1769
James Cook born near 

Middlesbrough.

1771
A great flood destroys bridges 

on the Wear and Tyne.

1779
Wearmouth Bridge built.

1785‐90
John Raine publishes the first 

detailed plan of Sunderland.

sunk.

1825
Opening of the Stockton to 

Darlington Railway.

1840
251 ships built on the Wear.

1841
Derwent Iron Company 

established, later the Consett 

Iron Works.

1844
Penshaw Monument built.

1871
First Miners' Gala held.

1865
Wearside produced one third of 

the glass in England.

1883
Eddison and Swan Light 

Company founded on Tyneside.

1896
The first women accepted at 

Durham University.

Hartlepool shelled by German 

Navy.

1923
Coal mining reaches a peak 

employing 170,00 miners in 

Durham.

1928
The Tyne Bridge is built.

1931
80% unemployment ‐ Jarrow 

Crusade.

Tyne Tunnel opened.

1974
Reorganisation of local 

government, Tyne & Wear 

created.

Miner's Strike.

1992
Sunderland becomes a city.

1993
Swan Hunter, last of the 

region's shipyards, closes.

2001
Population of city of Sunderland 

280,807.

2002 
Metro extended to Sunderland.

2005
The Sage opens at Gateshead.

1215
The Magna Carta is signed by 1851

The Country

The Magna Carta is signed by 

King John.

1272
End of the Crusades.

1282
Edward I conquerors Wales 

and invades Scotland.

1348
The Black Death.

1415
Henry V leads England to 

victory at Agincourt.

1455‐1485
Wars of the Roses.

1534
Henry VIII splits with the 

Roman Catholic Church.

1538‐1540 
Dissolution of the 

monasteries.

1558
Elizabeth I is crowned .

1591
First of Shakespeare's play 

performed.

1603
James I is crowned, uniting the 

English and Scottish thrones.

1605
Gunpowder Plot.

1641‐1651
Civil War.

1649
The king is beheaded.

1660
Restoration Charles II becomes 

King.

1666
The Great Fire of London.

1746 
The Jacobites crushed at 

Culloden.

1760
George III crowned.

1771 
Richard Arkwright introduces 

water powered loom.

1776
American Declaration of 

Independence.

1805
Battle of Trafalgar.

1815
Battle of Waterloo.

1820
George IV becomes king.

1833
Slave trade abolished.

1837
Victoria becomes queen.

1851

The Great Exhibition held at 

Crystal Palace.

1854

The Crimean War.

1861

Death of Prince Albert.

1871 

The Bank Holiday Act is passed.

1884

The first Marks & Spencers 

shop opens in Leeds.

1890 

The first electric underground 

trains run in London. 

 1903

The Wright brothers undertake 

the first powered flight.

1914‐1918

World War I.

1922

BBC is founded.

1926

General Strike.

1939‐45

World War II.

1947

Coal industry nationalised. 

1951
Festival of Britain.

1953
Elizabeth II crowned.

1982
Falklands War.

1986
Unemployment peaks at 14.1%.

1994
The National Lottery begins.

1999
Welsh Assembley and Scottish 

Parliament established.

2001
September 11th attacks.

The population of England 

reaches 52 million.

2012
UK hosts Olympic games.
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SECTION 3:  

AROUND US TODAY: CLEADON’S NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

by Ivan Dunn 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The Durham Magnesian Limestone Natural Area extends from the mouth of the River Tyne down the 

North East coast to Hartlepool and inland as far as Bishop Auckland in the west. It covers an extent of 

over 44,000 ha. 

 

 

Plate 179: Cleadon Hills, looking towards Penshaw Monument. 

 

The landscape is characterised by the steeper escarpement slope to the west, leading to gently rolling 

contours on the plateau itself, which slopes towards the North Sea in the east leading to impressive cliff 

faces at the coast. Glacial deposits are also found within the region resulting in more neutral grassland 

area where this has accumulated. 

 

The underlying geology heavily influences the soil and vegetation types of the area. Steeper slopes and 

exposed cliff faces, including man-made features such as quarries, show the best examples of magnesian 

limestone flora. 

 

Cleadon is situated near the sea, roughly half way between the mouths of the River Tyne and the River 

Wear. Being on the watershed means that major water resources are not available and the underlying 

geology compounds the situation, as the majority of rainwater will soak into the Magnesian Limestone 

beneath. On the whole this has led to a dry landscape more conducive to grassland and arable farming 
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than woodland or wetland features.  

 

 

Plate 180: Birds-foot Trefoil and Thyme can grow with only the bare minimum of soil. 

 

 

Plate 181: Magnesian Limestone is important for both plants and invertebrates. 

 

There are, however, a few water features within the area, mainly in the form of small ponds, while 

Bolden Flats, the lowest point within the parish, often floods in winter and does hold some water during 
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the summer. There are also ponds found where the boulder clay on the surface is impermeable enough 

to hold rainwater. The most notable of these is in the centre of the village. 

 

The area is dominated by a rocky outcrop at Cleadon Hills. This is the most important ecological area 

within the parish and has been designated a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI ). These are the 

country's very best wildlife and geological sites that include some of Britain’s most spectacular and 

beautiful habitats. There are over 4,100 SSSIs in England, covering around 7% of the country's land 

area.24  

 

The Cleadon Hills outcrop stands out from the surrounding farmland, but wildlife corridors from 

Marsden Old Quarry do provide some routes by which species may colonise the area. This is especially 

significant as the other important Magnesian Limestone grassland species are found on the cliff tops 

around Souter and Whitburn. 

 

To collect data we carried out simple, visual surveys, walking the sites until we found no new records. 

Quadrats were used to demonstrate the more 'scientific' approach and to help concentrate the view on a 

limited area, but as we were recording fauna as well as flora it was simpler and more effective to be 

mobile. Looking down at quadrats meant that we were missing birds, bees and butterflies flying 

overhead. 

 

We'd like to thank all the volunteers and residents who helped with the surveys. The school children 

were particularly helpful, looking in all the nooks and crannies that other volunteers might not have had 

the energy or willingness to crawl into. 

 

The following is a break-down by local sites where surveys where carried out. 

 

CLEADON HILLS 

Cleadon Hills has been designated as a Site of Special Scientific Interest due to the importance of the 

Magnesian Limestone grassland in the area. The site has a number of regionally and nationally rare 

species, however due to the grassland not being managed for nature conservation for a number of years, 

some of these have now disappeared. The most floristically important areas are the steep slopes to the 

west and south. Here nutrient levels are marginally lower, probably due to leaching via rainwater. 

Important species found here include Small Scabious, Betony, Rock Rose, Salad Burnett and Pignut. 

Scrub has been removed at some point in the recent past as stumps are still evident. This has improved 

the site by increasing the area of Magnesian Limestone grassland. The bank has a fairly large population 

of Columbine in the spring.   

                                                      
24 citing online reference http://www.sssi.naturalengland.org.uk/Special/sssi/index.cfm  
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Plate 182: Black Knapweed on a steep-sided bank overlooking Cleadon. 

 

  

Plates 183 and 184: (Left) Rocky outcrops support a much more diverse flora than the flatter areas where grasses 

dominate. (Right) Small Skipper and White-tailed Bumblebee feed on Field Scabious. 

 

The flatter areas are cut for early hay. Unfortunately this is too early to have the maximum benefit to 

flowering plants although regular cutting will reduce the sward density and allow wild flowers to 
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colonise the areas at some point in the future. With the area being cut, this will remove some of the 

nutrients from the area, increasing the chances of less dominant species being able to survive. If the 

plant material is left it will continue to die back each autumn/winter and break down as part of the 

composting process, releasing more nutrients into the soil. Removing plant material will help to alleviate 

this process. 

 

  

Plates 185 and 186: (Left) Salad Burnett and (Right) Common Rock-rose. 

 

 

Plates 187 and 188: Grass cutting on the flatter areas will help wild flowers to survive, while taller areas are 

important for insects and small mammals. 
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Plates 189 and 190: School children helping collect data and learn about the environment as part of our species 

monitoring studies. 

 

The area is also important for birds and butterflies. The scrub on the south-facing slopes provides cover 

and breeding areas for birds. Lesser Whitethroat, Linnet and Yellowhammer were frequently seen. The 

longer grassland areas provided an ideal habitat for Skylark. 

 

  

Plates 191 and 192: Wall Brown (Left & Right). 

 

In addition to the common butterfly species, a number of Wall Brown butterflies were seen. The 
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population of these have greatly increased in recent years. Until recently an exclusively southern 

species,. the major populations are now to be found in the North East, and in this area in particular. 

Other butterfly species seen include Peacock, Red Admiral, Large White, Small White, Green-veined 

White, Common Blue and Small Tortoiseshell.  

 

CLEADON VILLAGE POND 

The pond is situated in the centre of the village east of the Shields Road.  

 

Pond dipping was undertaken to ascertain the species found there. While the pond looks attractive, there 

are a few factors limiting its wildlife potential. The main one being that the large trees to the south and 

east are causing areas of heavy shade and, with the suspended solids and silting, this will reduce the 

light levels in the water, preventing emergent vegetation from establishing. Leaf fall will also increase the 

acidity of the water, further reducing the number of species that can survive. A thin film of oil on the 

surface was also noted. This may have been released from vegetative decomposition, but is more likely 

to be due to the proximity of the main road. 

 

 

Plate 193: Cleadon Village Pond. 

 

The other main factor is the high population of Sticklebacks in the pond. They will effectively reduce the 

number of aquatic insects through predation. It will be very unlikely that frogs and newts will be able to 

produce any young in the pond. 
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The commonest group of fauna found in the pond was snails. Rich silt and decomposing vegetation are 

ideal for them. Other species found include Water Boatmen, Mosquito Larvae, Olive Mayfly, Stonefly, 

Bloodworm and Pond Skaters. 

 

On the whole, the pond is of great importance to wildlife in the area. Primarily as a source of drinking 

water, but also for animals that feed off aquatic insects (we saw a Grey Wagtail doing both while we 

were surveying the pond). 

 

CLEADON VILLAGE AND ENVIRONS 

Our walk around Cleadon village was interesting in a number of ways. The local limestone used in 

constructing certain walls and buildings provided habitats for plant species more usually associated with 

quarry faces. We recorded Hart's Tongue Fern, Wall Rue and Hard Fern in the area, as well as 

commoner species such as Ivy-leaved Toadflax and other species that can survive in low nutrient 

habitats. It is highly likely that the gases produced by passing cars are also having an effect on vegetation 

growing in walls and pavements as the nitrogen and hydro-carbons are effectively producing an air-born 

fertiliser to growing plants. 

 

 

Plates 194: Rocky outcrops, magnesian limestone grassland, scrub, farmland and the village itself all provide diverse 

and important habitats for wildlife. 

 

The other interesting observation was that the area has very few native, veteran trees. The village has a 

number of wooded gardens, but these are nearly all imported species, such as Monkey Puzzle, 

Sycamore, Horse Chestnut, Copper Beech and European Larch. Some species found are now classified 

as pest species, such as Rhododendron and Japanese Knotweed. Some of these species may be the 
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legacy of 18th- and 19th-century landscaping associated with Cleadon House, the Old Hall and Cleadon 

Meadows, especially as the age of the trees are fairly uniform. One of the trends of the 19th Century (for 

those few who could afford it) was for travellers to bring back potential garden plants from a ‘Grand 

Tour’ of Europe, with the aim of establish these new varieties in various parks and gardens back home. 

 

 

Plate 195: Cleadon Grotto, part of the former leisure gardens belonging to Cleadon House, laid out in the mid 18th 

Century by John Dagnia. 

 

TILESHEDS LOCAL NATURE RESERVE (LNR) 

Tilesheds LNR, situated to the west of the village, provides an important area for nature conservation. 

The site is primarily newly planted woodland, but has important magnesian limestone grassland and a 

small wetland area. The grassland has been improved by scraping off the top soil, exposing the lime-rich 

subsoil underneath. This area is very important, containing a large population of orchids as well as other 

species such as Ragged Robin, Greater Knapweed, Glaucous Sedge, Ox-eye daisy and Meadow 

Vetchling. 

 

The woodland provides a good habitat for birds and insects. A number of species were seen including 

Bullfinch, Greater-spotted Woodpecker and Speckled Wood butterfly. 
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Plate 197: The entrance to Tilesheds Local Nature Reserve. 

 

  

Plates 198 and 199 Ragged-Robin and Northern Marsh Orchid. 

 

The pond area provides habitat for water birds, including Mute Swan, Mallard and Moorhen. Chicks, 

goslings and cygnets were seen. The high populations are likely to be attributed to feeding by members 

of the public; on days where we surveyed the site, a number of families were feeding the ducks. While 

feeding may benefit the birds, often it can have a detrimental effect on the pond itself. It increases the 
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nutrients in the water, often reducing the water pH resulting in acidification. It also increases the growth 

of aquatic plants resulting in the pond being overgrown. Water birds also cause the sediment to be 

disturbed. Suspended sediment reduces the amount of light that can reach the pond bottom. This, as 

well as not having a substrate firm enough to root in, prevents submerged vegetation from growing. 

 

 

Plate 200: 'Scraping' helps to reduce nutrients and grasses, which allows a much more diverse flora to exist.  

 

  

Plates 201 and 202: (Left) Speckled Wood , (Right) Yellow Flag Iris and Common Reed. 
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BOLDEN FLATS 

Bolden Flats, situated to the south of the village, is an important area for wildlife. As it is subject to 

flooding, it forms a wetland habitat ideal for winter wading birds. During the summer it still has a range 

of bird life including Heron, Moorhen, Mallard and the occasional Lapwing and Greylag Goose. 

 

It also has a number of bee and butterfly species, including Small White and Speckled Wood, that 

frequent the hedgerows and field margins. Unfortunately we were unable to secure permission to enter 

the site, but the lack of public disturbance would be of benefit to ground nesting birds. 

 

 

Plate 203: Boldon Flats, with Heron taking off in the centre of the picture, 

 

As the 2013 summer was particularly dry very few areas were suitable for biological water quality 

testing. This involves disturbing the sediment of the stream and using a net to catch aquatic insects. 

Certain insects have little tolerance to water pollution and populations tend to fluctuate dramatically if a 

pollution episode occurs. By recording the numbers of species found on a monthly basis changes in 

water quality can be determined. As there are no major streams within the parish no data has been 

collected to undertake a historic comparison. 

 

As in the agricultural areas (see below), field boundaries are very important for wildlife, and a number of 

important species were found in these areas and along the roadside verge. Unfortunately, Japanese 

Knotweed was also found along the latter. 

 

The woodland provides a good habitat for birds and insects. A number of species were seen, including 

Bullfinch, Greater-spotted Woodpecker and Speckled Wood. 
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Plates 204 and 205: (Left) One of the ditches feeding Boldon Flats, (Right) May, the flower of the Hawthorn, is 

important for insects early in the summer. 

 

 
 
Plate 206: Japanese Knotweed, growing along the roadside beside Boldon Flats car park. 
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AGRICULTURAL AREAS 

Outside the village the area mainly consists of arable agriculture and horse grazing. Remaining hedges 

are probably the most important habitats, but some annual pioneer species can find a home. These 

include species such as Knotweeds, Pineapple Mayweed and Chamomile.  

 

 

Plate 207: Arable agriculture is predominant to the south and west of Cleadon Hills. 

 

 

Plate 208: Cattle and horse grazing is used to control the grassland at Boldon Flats. 
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Having standard trees in association with the hedges provides additional habitats. We saw Greater-

spotted Woodpecker and Sparrowhawk in this area.  

 

Grazed areas tended to be over-grazed from an environmental point of view and have minimal wildlife 

as the low sward is only conducive to certain plants such as daisy and various plantains. This is due to 

plant adaptations that protect the main areas of the plant by having the majority of the leaves too low to 

be grazed and those high enough to be grazed low in nutrients so their loss to the plant is tolerable. They 

also tend to be quicker to flower and seed increasing their chances of reproduction.  

 

In some areas garden escapes can thrive in the hedgerows. One of note in this area was Soloman's Seal. 

 

 

Plate 209: Soloman's Seal, rare species or garden escapee? 

 

SPECIES RECORDED AS PART OF THE VILLAGE ATLAS WILDWATCH PROJECT 

Often areas can have really exciting wildlife, though known to very few people. In some cases this might 

protect them, but it also means that no one can help them either. The vast majority of our local wildlife 

is never reported to national or regional authorities and this lack of information exchange can often lead 

to valuable wildlife areas being damaged or destroyed. Changes in land use, building development and 

even 'local wildlife areas' have been created to the detriment of important species that are already there. 

Often the plants and animals are known about by the people who live in the area, but the records aren't 

available to the organisations that make the final decisions.  

 

The aim of the Limestone Landscapes' WildWatch Project has been to build a more comprehensive 

picture of the wildlife value of this area, but only through your help. 
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Finding, and sharing, wildlife sightings works both ways. Others can see just what a great place you live 

in and you can see just what wildlife is in your area. Perhaps there's something you didn't know about? 

 

By reporting what wildlife species you see you can make a difference. 

 

 

Figure 79: Distribution map of Common Rock-rose. Squares shown in green show records submitted by volunteers, 

while squares shown in white are from the regional biological record centre (ERIC). The intensity of the colour 

shows the number of records in that particular area. 

 

Birds 
Blackbird   Turdus merula  

Blackcap   Sylvia atricapilla  

Bullfinch   Pyrrhula pyrrhula  

Chaffinch   Fringilla coelebs  

Chiffchaff   Phylloscopus collybita  

Collared Dove   Streptopelia decaocto  

Coot    Fulica atra  

Curlew    Numenius arquata  

Dunnock   Prunella modularis  

Goldfinch   Carduelis carduelis  

Greater Canada Goose  Branta canadensis  
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Grey Heron   Ardea cinerea  

Greylag Goose   Anser anser  

Herring Gull   Larus argentatus  

Jackdaw   Corvus monedula  

Lapwing   Vanellus vanellus  

Linnet    Carduelis cannabina  

Magpie    Pica pica  

Mallard    Anas platyrhynchos  

Moorhen   Gallinula chloropus  

Blue Tit    Cyanistes caeruleus  

Common Whitethroat  Sylvia communis  

Great Spotted Woodpecker Dendrocopos major  

Great Tit   Parus major  

Grey Partridge   Perdix perdix  

House Sparrow   Passer domesticus  

Lesser Redpoll   Carduelis carbaret  

Lesser Whitethroat  Sylvia curruca  

Long-tailed Tit   Aegithalos caudatus  

Mute Swan   Cygnus olor  

Pochard    Aythya ferina  

Robin    Erithacus rubecula  

Rook    Corvus frugilegus  

Sky Lark   Alauda arvensis  

Song Thrush   Turdus philomelos  

Sparrowhawk   Accipiter nisus  

Starling    Sturnus vulgaris  

Swallow   Hirundo rustica  

Swift    Apus apus  

Willow Warbler   Phylloscopus trochilus  

Wood Pigeon   Columba palumbus  

Wren    Troglodytes troglodytes  

Yellowhammer   Emberiza citrinella  

 

Invertebrates 
Buff-tailed bumblebee  Bombus terrestris  

Common carder bee  Bombus pascuorum  

Early bumblebee  Bombus pratorum  

Garden bumblebee  Bombus hortorum  

Red-tailed bumblebee  Bombus lapidarius  
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White-tailed bumblebee  Bombus lucorum  

Common Blue   Polyommatus icarus  

Green-veined White  Pieris napi  

Large Skipper   Ochlodes venata  

Large White   Pieris brassicae  

Meadow Brown   Maniola jurtina  

Orange-tip   Anthocharis cardamines  

Peacock   Inachis io  

Ringlet    Aphantopus hyperantus  

Small Skipper   Thymelicus sylvestris  

Small Tortoiseshell  Aglais urticae  

Small White   Pieris rapae  

Speckled Wood   Pararge aegeria  

Wall    Lasiommata megera 

 

Mammals 
Brown Hare   Lepus europaeus 

 

Broad-leaved Trees 
Alder    Alnus glutinosa  

Ash    Fraxinus excelsior  

Aspen    Populus tremula  

Birch    Betula pendula  

Chestnut, Horse   Aesculus hippocastanum  

Elm, Wych   Ulmus glabra  

Hazel    Corylus avellana  

Maple, Field   Acer campestre  

Oak, Pedunculate  Quercus robur  

Sycamore   Acer pseudoplatanus 

 

Ferns 
Hard-fern   Blechnum spicant  

Harts-tongue   Phyllitis scolopendrium  

Rue, Wall   Asplenium ruta-muraria 

 

Vascular Plants 
Bedstraw, Lady's  Galium verum  

Betony    Stachys officinalis  

Bittersweet   Solanum dulcamara  
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Black Medick   Medicago lupulina  

Bluebell    Hyacinthoides non-scripta  

Burnet-saxifrage   Pimpinella saxifraga  

Buttercup, Meadow  Ranunculus acris  

Campion, Bladder  Silene vulgaris  

Centaury, Common  Centaurium erythraea  

Cinquefoil, Creeping  Potentilla reptans  

Clover, Red   Trifolium pratense  

Clover, White   Trifolium repens  

Colts-foot   Tussilago farfara  

Columbine   Aquilegia vulgaris  

Comfrey, Common  Symphytum officinale  

Cowslip    Primula veri  

Cranesbill, Meadow  Geranium pratense  

Crosswort   Cruciata laevipes  

Cuckooflower   Cardamine pratensis  

Daisy, Ox-eye   Leucanthemum vulgare  

Dead-nettle, White  Lamium album  

Eyebright   Euphrasia arctica  

Fat-hen    Chenopodium album  

Flax, Fairy   Linum catharticum  

Goats-beard   Tragopogon pratensis  

Gorse    Ulex europaeus  

Ground Ivy   Glechoma hederacea  

Harebell   Campanula rotundifolia  

Hawkbit, Rough   Leontodon hispidus  

Hawkweed, Mouse-ear  Pilosella officinarum  

Herb Robert   Geranium robertianum  

Hogweed   Heracleum sphondylium  

Horehound, Black  Ballota nigra  

Meadow Buttercup  Ranunculus acris  

Nettle, White Dead  Lamium album  

Salad Burnett   Sanguisorba minor  

Garlic Mustard   Alliaria petiolata  

Iris, Yellow   Iris pseudacorus  

Knapweed   Centaurea nigra  

Knapweed, Greater  Centaurea scabiosa  

Knotgrass, Equal-leaved   Polygonum arenastrum 

Knotweed, Japanese  Fallopia japonica  
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Meadowsweet   Filipendula ulmaria  

Mignonette, Wild  Reseda lutea  

Mugwort   Artemisia vulgaris  

Orchid, Bee   Ophrys apifera  

Orchid, Northern Marsh  Dactylorhiza purpurella  

Pignut    Conopodium majus  

Pineapple Weed   Matricaria discoidea  

Plantain, Hoary   Plantago media  

Ragged-Robin   Lychnis flos-cuculi  

Ragwort    Senecio jacobaea  

Ramsons   Allium ursinum  

Restharrow   Ononis repens  

Rock-rose, Common  Helianthemum nummularium  

Scabious, Field   Knautia arvensis  

Scabious, Small   Scabiosa columbaria  

Sedge, Glaucous  Carex flacca  

Sedge, Greater Pond  Carex riparia  

Solomons-seal, Angular  Polygonatum odoratum  

Speedwell, Field   Veronica persica  

Speedwell, Germander  Veronica chamaedrys  

Tansy    Tanacetum vulgare  

Thistle, Carline   Carlina vulgaris  

Thyme, Wild   Thymus polytrichus  

Trefoil, Birds-foot  Lotus corniculatus  

Vetch, Bush   Vicia sepium  

Vetchling, Meadow  Lathyrus pratensis  

Violet, Common Dog  Viola riviniana  

Violet, Hairy   Viola hirta  

Willowherb, Great  Epilobium hirsutum  

Yarrow    Achillea millefolium  

Yellow Rattle   Rhinanthus minor  

Quaking-grass   Briza media  

 

INFORMATION SOURCES AND FURTHER READING 

You can find out more on the following websites: 
 
http://www.limestonelandscapes.info/wildwatch/  
 
http://www.eco-it.org.uk/LimestoneLandscapes/  
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Tyne and Wear Archives (T&WA) 
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CB.SS/PH  South Shields County Borough Medical Officer of Health    

CB.SS/PH/2/1/2  Borough Hospital and Sanatorium wages book June 1929-March 1934   

CB.SS/PH/2/4/1  Copies of revised plans for the conversion of the Cottage Homes, Cleadon to 

M.D.Centre  1957-1958   
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CB.SS/PH/3  Control of infectious diseases    

CB.SS/PH/7/1/3/1  Tuberculosis clinic daybooks of tuberculosis cases sent for treatment to 

sanatoria  Jan 1956-Jan 1963   

DF.SHE  Summary  Sir John Sherburn's Estate at Cleadon and Whitburn 1867-
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DF.WF/40/3  Cleadon Hill Farm colliery subsidence 14 March 1911   
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DT.TRM/3/10  House, Cleadon for Mr Smith; Sketch plan  1958   

DX5/2*  Tithe plan with reference table of Whitburn parish including enlarged plans for 

the villages of Cleadon and Whitburn; surveyor John Bell of Gateshead 1839  

DX404 Burdon Estate, Cleadon  1903   

DX404/1  Cleadon. Sale particulars of Burdon Estate, comprising two fields on the south 

side of Whitburn Lane, six fields on the north side of Boldon Lane and two 

houses in Main Street, Cleadon. Includes plans  7 September 1903   

DX553* Cleadon and District Historic photographs c1900-1990   

DX635/1/18  No 31 Cleadon FC (2nd XI) nd [1936]   

DX1263/1*  Cleadon Windmill 28 September 1993   

E.CL1*  Cleadon Church of England Infants School 1872 - 1974   

E.CL2*  Cleadon County Junior Mixed School  1908 - 1973   

HA.ST/3/36  Cleadon Park Hospital  9 December 1974 - 25 September 1981   

HO.CL  Collection  Cleadon Park Sanatorium, South Shields  1924-1973   

JA.SCT/1/19  Sunniside Farm, Sunniside Lane, Cleadon, South Tyneside  June - 

September 2007   

L/4359/285 * Index to 1851 Census of South Tyneside, vols 1    

PU.SS/1/18/13  Contract for erection of Cleadon Children's Homes, with Receiving Home at 

Workhouse  2 September 1907 - 12 November 1908   

PU.SS/3  Cleadon Childrens' Homes  1909-1951   

UD.BO/25/46  [3/17/28] 26 houses, West Drive, Cleadon.  12 August 1948 

UD.BO/25/48  [3/17/40] 38 houses, Cleadon Lane, Whitburn  29 December 1948   
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UD.BO/25/49  [3/17/52] 60 houses, Cleadon Lane  13 June 1949   

UD.BO/25/50  [3/17/57] 32 houses, Cleadon Lane  7 July 1949   

UD.BO/25/54  [3/17/68] Bowling green, tennis court etc, Cleadon  31 January 1950  

UD.BO/25/77  [3/19/13] 12 bungalows and 46 houses, West Drive, Cleadon  30 

September 1953   

UD.BO/26/3  38 houses, Cleadon Lane, Whitburn  11 December 1948 - 29 March 1950 

  

UD.BO/26/4  92 houses, Cleadon Lane, Whitburn  6 October 1949 - 3 January 1951 

UD.BO/27/55  [199] Cleadon Village site, A792  5 June 1919 - 22 March 1921   

UD.BO/27/144  [604] Footpaths - Boldon Lane and Cleadon Lane  2 December 1932 - 28 

August 1936   

UD.BO/27/212  [927] Housing site, Cleadon Lane, Whitburn  14 October 1946 - 22 

February 1949   

UD.BO/27/213 [927] Housing site, Cleadon Lane, Whitburn  28 March 1949 - 21 October 

1953   

UD.BO/27/236  [1007] Housing site - West Drive, Cleadon  14 February 1947 - 1 

December 1950   

UD.BO/44/26-27  Cleadon, 118 houses for R. Brown & Sons.  25 November 1925   

UD.BO/44/28  Cleadon, Woodlands Road.  26 May 1926 

 

Durham University Special Collections (DUSC) 

DDR/EA/TTH/1/252* Whitburn Parish tithe and apportionment book 30 April 1842 

DDR/EA/NCN/2/77*  1792 – 1807 Cleadon 

DHC10/A6/1146  (72923) Papers relating to the Enfranchisement to the Corporation of 

South Shields of land (site of fever hospital) at Cleadon . Plan on Deed 

of Enfranchisement. 

DHC11/VI/36a*  Plan of Whitburn and Cleadon and Boldon Royalties (ud) 

DHC11/VI/168* Plan of Boldon, Whitburn, Cleadon, showing call numbers and rents (ud) 

DHC11/VI/170b  Tracing of plan of Cleadon House estate (ud) 

DHC11/VI/170a  (after 1895 and before 1914) Plan of Cleadon House estate near 

Sunderland belonging to Henry Cooper Abbs, Esq 

DHC11/VI/180*  Plan of Whitburn and Cleadon showing allotments [acreages stated] 

and tenants (ud) 

DHC11/VI/215*  Rough plan of lands around Whitburn and Cleadon Hill. Some 

tenants’ names are given. Headed "Re Chadwick's Claim" (ud) 

DHC11/VI/216a*  (201697) Plan of lands in the Whitburn and Cleadon area near Lizard 

House and Hope House (ud) 

 

DHC11/VI/36b*  Plan of Cleadon North Farm (ud) 
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DHC11/VI/36c*  Plan of Cleadon and district (ud) 

GB-0033-CKS  The Cookson Family Papers 

DPRI/1/1743/D1/1-6 * John Dagnia Will 26 June 1742 

DPRI/1/1743/D1 * Probate John DAGNIA, gentleman, of South Shields Westpans in the 

county of Durham [South Shields, County Durham] 

GRE/X/P46    Copy will of Ralph Grey of Cleadon, County Durham, 28 July 1764 

(not seen). 

CCB MN/3/321783. 1-9/9 Burdon, East; Cleadon Township, Far Whitburn. Bishopwearmouth 

Parish). Original notitia & plans 

CCB/D/1956/43/21454*  13 September 1852 R.W. Swinburn. Counterpart. Whitburn and 

Cleadon quarries. 

CCB B/162/4 (23376)*  Survey of the Manor of Chester-le-Street made by order of Parliament 

in April 1647. Includes the townships of Chester, East Boldon, West 

Boldon, Whitburn, Cleadon, and Ryton.  

CCB B/159/55 (57150.5) Cleadon, East and West Boldons, Whitburn and Ryton Rental for 

1803. 

CCB B/23/12 (189707)   21 September 1563 Rental of East Boldon, West Boldon, Whitburn and 

Cleadon. 

DHC6/IV/57 6 May 1680* Copy of an indenture of award dated 6 May 1680 for the division of 

the Moors and West Meadows in the parish of Whitburn. 

DHC6/III/21* Whitburn and Cleadon (1718) 

SCM TWCMS-B9482 Plan & section of an intended line of rail way from South Shields to 

Monkwearmouth - surveyed by T. O. Blackett 

 

Durham Record Office (DRO) 

D/DLI 2/8/60(1)*  Photograph of a trench, taken at Cleadon, c.1914 

D/DLI 2/8/60(2) * Photograph of a soldier on guard duty at Cleadon Meadows, .1914 

D/DLI 2/8/60(3) * Photograph of a soldier, and a man in civilian dress, on deck chairs, in 

front of an ammunition dump at Cleadon, c.1914 

D/DLI 2/8/60(4) * Photograph of soldiers of the 8th Battalion, The Durham Light Infantry, 

digging trenches at Cleadon, c.1914 

D/DLI 2/8/60(5)*  Photograph of Lieutenant Leybourne, 8th Battalion, The Durham Light 

Infantry, in a garden at Cleadon Meadows, c.1914 

D/DLI 2/8/60(6)*  Photograph, captioned Transport Lorries, showing soldiers of the 8th 

Battalion, The Durham Light Infantry, standing in front of empty 

carriages at Cleadon Meadows, c.1914 

D/DLI 2/8/60(7)*  Photograph, captioned Transport Lorries, showing horses in a field at 

Cleadon Meadows, c.1914 

D/DLI 2/8/60(8)*  Photograph, captioned Transport Lorries, showing a soldier holding a 
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horse, and empty carriages at Cleadon Meadows, c.1914 

D/DLI 2/8/60(9)*  Photograph of a tennis court in the gardens of a country house at 

Cleadon Meadows, c.1914 

D/DLI 2/8/60(10)*  Photograph of soldiers of the 8th Battalion, The Durham Light Infantry, 

relaxing under a bivouac at Cleadon Meadows, c.1914 

D/DLI 2/8/60(11)*  Photograph, captioned Transport Lorries, showing soldiers attending to 

horses at Cleadon Meadows, c.1914 

Ref: D/DLI 2/8/60(12)*  Photograph, captioned Transport Lorries, showing soldiers attending to 

horses at Cleadon Meadows, c.1914 

D/DLI 2/8/60(13)*  Photograph of a trench in a garden at Boldon, c.1914 

D/DLI 2/8/60(14)*  Photograph of a soldier of the 8th Battalion, The Durham Light 

Infantry, on the roof of a house, practicing signaling at Cleadon 

Meadows, c.1914 

D/DLI 2/8/60(15)*  Photograph of a corporal and soldiers of the 8th Battalion, The 

Durham Light Infantry, in a trench during rifle training at Boldon, 

c.1914 

D/DLI 7/793/* Plan of the coastal defences of the Tyne Garrison, from the River Tyne 

to Dene Mouth, by Lieutenant G.G. Wornum, 3rd Battalion, The 

Durham Light Infantry, May 1917 

D/DLI 2/8/60(16)* Photograph of trenches at Hylton, c.1914 

DRO CCX/175 & 176 Air raid damage reports 

DRO D/No1 (1772) Copy of Cleadon Enclosure (1676) held by Thomas Fenwick. 

  

Other Resources: 

Plume OS 354: Whitburn Moor Indenture (1680) 
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APPENDIX 1: SITE INVENTORY 

The following is a list of the main archaeological and historic sites identified within the township, derived from the Tyne and Wear Historic Environment Record. The entries are 

extracted from the HER but updated as appropriate. The last section includes the results form the Village Atlas landscape and buildings survey undertaken in spring and summer 

2013. These entries feature the prefix ‘CS’. The majority of sites are illustrated in the main report in Figures 12, 17, 32 and 67. Further information on the HER can be found at 

http://www.twsitelines.info/ 

 

Tyne and Wear HER Entries 

     
HER No Site Name NGR Description Period Sources Photo 

6838 Cleadon Hills 
Farm, Latin 
inscription 

NZ 3922 6335 Latin inscription on a rock at Cleadon Hills Farm. 
PETRA MARC - FLA. 

Unknown The Arbeia Society, 2004, 
Archaeological Survey of the coast 
from South Shields to Whitburn 

 

883 Flints NZ 38 63 
(3824 6385 
revised location) 

Sand pits. The find spot remains obscure, but note 
that there were quarries on the site of Cleadon 
Park, south of Quarry Lane, in the middle of the 
last century. Miket equates these with the "rolled 
flints" recorded as coming from a raised beach, 
though these were not said to be artifacts. 

Prehistoric G.B.Gibbs, 1939, Neolithic Man in 
County Durham, Antiquities of 
Sunderland, Vol. XIX, 25 
Transactions Natural History Society 
Northumberland, Durham and 
Newcastle-on-Tyne, 189? Vol. XIII 
(for 1894-9), 165 
R.Miket, 1984, The Prehistory of 
Tyne and Wear, p. 85 no. 6 

 

6837 Cleadon, Burdon 
Crescent, flint 
arrowhead 

NZ 374 624 Leaf-shaped arrowhead, in rose-coloured flint, 
found in garden soil of No. 14 Burdon Crescent, 
Cleadon. 

Prehistoric The Arbeia Society, 2004, 
Archaeological Survey of the coast 
from South Shields to Whitburn 

 

11329 Cleadon Hills, 
polished stone 
axe 

NZ 388 631 A polished greenstone axe was found in the 
Cleadon Hills c.1994. There is no further 
information regarding the circumstances of the 
discovery, nor a more precise findspot. The axe 
was a small one, 82mm in length, 47mm wide at 
its widest point nearest the blade, tapering to 
22mm. In size and form there was nothing to 
distinguish the find from other small axes 
traditionally considered to belong to the early 
Neolithic, perhaps 3500BC.  

Prehistoric Pers comm, Steve Speak, Tyne and 
Wear Museums, 2/12/2005 
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HER No Site Name NGR Description Period Sources Photo 

11686 Ridge and furrow 
on the north side 
of the township 

NZ 379 615 Ridge and furrow of Medieval or Post-Medieval 
date seen as earthworks and mapped from air 
photographs. Most of these remains still survive. 
There is particularly good earthwork survival from 
the west beside the River Don, on Boldon Flats and 
to the east in the area of Cleadon Hills Farm. Other 
remains have been destroyed by development in 
Cleadon and Boldon. The ridge and furrow north 
of Cleadon Hills Farm is also on the Local List. 

Medieval? English Heritage Hadrian's Wall 
WHS Mapping Project, 2008, 
1403331; Aerial Photograph RAF 
3G/TUD/UK/8 5081 20-DEC-1945, 
RAF 58/B/40 5168 18-MAY-1948, 
RAF 58/B/35 5265 16-MAY-1948; 
SOUTH TYNESIDE LOCAL LIST 
REVIEW 2011: REFERENCE 
NUMBER: LSHA/126/B and 
LSHA/158/C 

 

973 Ridge and furrow 
on the east and 
south side of the 
township 

NZ 38 62 Ridge and furrow survives as earthworks, or on air 
photos, north (NZ 38 63) and north-east (NZ 39 
63) of Cleadon village, on what were named as 
North Field and Cleadon Lizards on the 1st ed. OS 
6".  There are traces east of the village, on both 
sides of Cleadon Lane in East Field, and on what 
survives of Cleadon's share of Boldon Flats called 
Cleadon Moor on the 1st ed. 6" {1 and 2}. Area 
retains considerable ridge and furrow, with what 
appear to be large ditched boundary banks. The 
ridge and furrow at Boldon Flats and that between 
East Farm and Undercliff at Cleadon is on South 
Tyneside Council's Local List. 

Medieval/Post-
Medieval 

1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862; Durham IV/ VIII 
Aerial Photograph, South Tyneside 
Planning Dept., 1981  
Pers. Comm. S. Speak, Tyne and 
Wear Museums,1992; 
Aerial Photograph, Geonex, 1991 
10791/010 07/09/1991; 
Aerial Photograph, Air Fotos, 1989 
903-1793-6, 905-1834-8, 904-1815-
9; SOUTH TYNESIDE LOCAL LIST 
REVIEW 2011: 
REFERENCE NUMBER: LSHA/133/B 
and LSHA/154/C 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 

 

974 Boldon common 
fields 

NZ 33 60 Ridge and furrow survives as earthworks, or on air 
photos, east of East Boldon on Boldon Flats (NZ 37 
61), south of East Boldon (NZ 36 61 and 36 60), 
and west of West Boldon (NZ 33 60, 33 61, 34 60 
and 34 61) {1-2}. Area retains considerable ridge 
and furrow, with what appear to be large ditched 
boundary banks. Miket suggested a site at Boldon 
Flats NZ 377 614 as a possible prehistoric site. 
Steve Speak of Tyne and Wear Museums says this 
is a pond, possibly within a subsidence hollow or 
collapsed shaft. Now filled in. Feature could 
possibly be evidence of Boldon Flatts racecourse 
(CS32). 

Medieval/Post-
Medieval 

Aerial Photograph, South Tyneside 
Planning Dept., 1981  
Pers. Comm. S. Speak, Tyne and 
Wear Museums,1992  
Aerial Photograph, Geonex, 1991, 
10791/010 07/09/1991 
Aerial Photograph, Air Fotos, 1989, 
903-1793-6, 905-1834-8, 904-1815-
9; English Heritage Hadrian's Wall 
WHS Mapping Project, 2008, 
1403245; Aerial Photograph RAF 
58/B/35 5416 16-MAY-1948, RAF 
CPE/UK/2352 2186 04-OCT-1947, 
NMR OS/89266 42 11-JUN-1989, 
NMR MAL/77024 118 07-JUL-1977 
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HER No Site Name NGR Description Period Sources Photo 

12761 Boldon Lane, 
pound 

NZ 3808 6228 The Boldon Book of 1183 mentions Cleadon 
pound or pinfold. From at least the 18th Century 
the pound was located at the junction of West Park 
Road (formerly Pinfold Lane) and Boldon Lane. 
Today there is a plaque and seat at the road 
junction to commemorate it. 

Medieval South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, page 8; D. 
Wawn, no date, Notes on the 
Antiquities of Cleadon 

5452 Cleadon, five 
human burials 

NZ 381 622 Five burials were found near Cleadon Tower in 
1927. Wawn suggests that they were members of 
the Chambers family of Cleadon Tower, who had a 
dispute with the Bishop of Durham that led to their 
excommunication. The burials may have been 
exhumed from a small gravel pit close to Cleadon 
Tower(HER 2582). They were reburied at Whiburn 
St Mary’s 

Medieval John Mabbitt, Tyne and Wear 
Museums, 2003, 2-4 Sunderland 
Road, Cleadon, Archaeological 
Assessment 
W. Hutchinson, 1785, The History 
and Antiquities of the County 
Palatine of Durham, Volume 2  
D. Wawn, Cleadon, County 
Durham: Notes on its Antiquities 

 

963 Cleadon village NZ 385 624 The village appears in the Boldon Book (1183) and 
later Hatfield's Survey (1380) and the 
Parliamentary Survey of 1647. Cleadon is listed 
with Whitburn, and it is not possible to give any 
idea of the number of tenants and holdings 
peculiar to either.  

Medieval W. Greenwell, 1852, Boldon Book, 
Surtees Society, 25, p. 46 
W. Greenwell, 1856, Bishop 
Hatfield's Survey, Surtees Society, 
32, pp. 102-06 
See reference list 

 
4614 Cleadon, 

Medieval bronze 
belt tag 

NZ 387 633 Medieval bronze belt tag found by Mr C McKenna 
of Mill Lane, Whitburn in 1992. Inspected by Clive 
Hart of Tyne and Wear Museums. Finder retains 
the item. 

Medieval Pers C. Hart, 1992, Arbeia Roman 
Fort   
Pers. Comm. B, Atkinson, 1992, 
Coroner's Officer 
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964 
(and 8026) 

Cleadon tower NZ 385 624 Cleadon Tower is believed to be mentioned as 
early as 1587 and is perhaps rather a rare instance 
of a tower standing on a copyhold estate. The 
tower was taken down by Richard Pemberton, Esq. 
in the late 18th Century. The current ‘tower’ dates 
to 1890, although the surrounding buildings are 
earlier.. 

Medieval R. Surtees, 1820, History...of 
Durham, II, 55 and n. 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
Grade II Listed (List No. 1025211) 
CVA Building Survey but NEVAG 
Cleadon Tower Building Survey 
NAA & NEVAG Rpt 15-03. 

 
 

8051 Front Street, No. 
11 

NZ 3850 6243 Briar Cottage House, a mid C17, grade II listed 
building.  Roughly squared coursed limestone, roof 
of pantiles.  2 storeys, 
3 bays.   Central half-glazed door with blank wall 
over between 3-light stone- mullioned windows 
with hood-moulds; 2 mullioned windows of 2 
lights with hood-moulds at first floor. 

17th-century Department of National Heritage, 
List of Buildings of Special 
architectural or Historic Interest, 
3/19 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
CVA Building Survey 2013 
Grade II Listed Building 
 

 
8048 Front Street, No. 

1 
NZ 3854 6242 Grade II listed farmhouse and hind cottage.  Late 

C17/early C18. Coursed squared limestone, the 
main house thinly rendered; roof of Welsh slates to 
the main house, pantiles to the cottage.  Main 
house: 2 storeys, 3 bays; central boarded door with 
oblong fanlight, sash windows at either side on 
ground floor; first floor has 2 sash windows and 
blocked narrow central window.   Roof has 3 
segment-headed dormers blocked with plywood at 
time of survey; 2 end brick chimneys.  Cottage-: 2 
storeys, 2 bays; one sash window at left; at right, 
one blocked narrow window on first floor. 

17th-century Department of National Heritage, 
List of Buildings of Special 
architectural or Historic Interest, 
3/15 
Grade II Listed Building (List No. 
1025250) 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal 
CVA Building Survey 2013 
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12762 Burdon Farm NZ 3853 6243 Burden's Farm lay north of the village pond. Some 
farm buildings still survive. 

17th-century 
(possibly earlier) 

South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, page 8 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale, Durham, 3 
CVA Building Survey 2014 
 

 
1587 Cleadon 

Windmill 
NZ 3893 6318 18th-century tower mill built of coursed limestone 

rubble rising from a low mound contained by a 
retaining wall of limestone. The tower stands 
roofless with cap and sails removed but the stone 
shell is intact with one or two floor joists still in 
place. All the openings have dressed sandstone 
outer and timber inner lintels. Part of the cogged 
track on which the cap of the windmill turned is 
still visible.  

17th-century in 
origin - current 
building date to 
late 18th-century 

I. Ayris & P. Jubb, 1987, Tower Mills 
of South Tyneside  
I. Ayris & S.M. Linsley, 1994, A 
Guide to the Industrial Archaeology 
of Tyne and Wear 
Grade II Listed Building (List No. 
1025192) 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
CVA Cleadon Mill Excavations – 
NAA Report No. 15-02 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 

965 Farding Slade 
Farm 

NZ 3920 6429 In 1647 Elizabeth, widow of Robert Chambers, 
held land etc. listed under the heading "Whitburne 
cum Cleyton Copyholds". This land included "16 
riggs of land in Cleadon in a certain place there 
called Farthing Slayde". The status of this place in 
the mid C17 is unknown, and also, indeed, 
whether it might be medieval. It underwent 
extensive modification and rebuilding in the mid 
19th Century when occupied by Robert Jefferson. 
Site was cleared in the 1980s 

17th-century? D.A. Kirby, 1972, Parliamentary 
Surveys of the Bishopric of Durham, 
Surtees Society, II, 185, p. 50 
W. Parson & W. White, 182, 
Directory of Durham and 
Northumberland, II, pp. 199-200 
Ordnance Survey maps, 1862, 1st 
ed. 6, Durham IV 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
CVA Landscape Survey 2013 

1582 (and 
2317) 

Tilesheads Farm 
Brick Kilns 

NZ 3652 6208 'Brick Works' first shown on Armstrong’s 1791 
map and appearing later on the 1839 tithe and 1st 
edition Ordnance Survey map. Featured a pair of 
horizontal through draught kilns surviving on a site 
otherwise cleared of its former buildings and now 
host to a piggery. Three19th century brick making 
sites were situated within a quarter of a mile radius 
in this area. The surviving kilns, recorded in 1994, 

17th-century? Armstrong 1791 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
1st edition Ordnance Survey map, 
1854  
I. Ayris & S.M. Linsley, 1994, A 
Guide to the Industrial Archaeology 
of Tyne and Wear, p 45 
CVA landscape and building survey 
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were demolished.  Now forms part of the Tilesheds 
Nature reserve, the flooded clay pits providing 
wonderful wetland habitat. 

2013-14 

 
2396 Cleadon Laws 

limestone quarry 
NZ38006346 Limestone Quarry, adjacent to Cleadon Laws farm. 

Marked as ‘Old’ on the 1st edition OS mapping, so 
was out of use by 1862 

17th – 18th C 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale, Durham, 4 

 

2397 Limestone 
Quarry 

NZ 3824 6364 Limestone Quarry, marked as Old on the 1st 
edition OS mapping so was out of use by 1862. 

17th – 18th C 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale, Durham, 4 

 

2400 Limestone 
Quarry 

NZ 3838 6412 Limestone Quarry. Marked as Old on the 1st 
edition OS mapping so was out of use by 1862. 

17th – 18th C 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale, Durham, 4 

 

2401 Limestone 
Quarry 

NZ 3871 6410 Limestone Quarry. Marked as Old on the 1st 
edition OS mapping so was out of use by 1862. 

17th – 18th C 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale, Durham, 4 

 

2398 Limestone 
Quarry 

NZ38286398 Limestone Quarry. Marked as Old on the 1st 
edition OS mapping so was out of use by 1862. 

17th-to 18th-
century 

1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale, Durham, 4 

 

12789 The Britannia 
Inn, car park 
walls 

NZ 3836 6247 The boundary wall of the car park to Shields Road 
is a limestone boundary wall, topped with later 
sandstone coping. The fine boundary wall that 
returns along the northern and western boundary 
of the car park are the former garden walls of 
Cleadon Meadows, a mansion house designed by 
John Dobson.  

17th-to 18th-
century? 

South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, page 44 

 

8165 Cleadon, Front 
Street, No. 3 

NZ 3853 6242 House.  18th-century farmhouse.  Roughly coursed 
limestone rubble and brick.  Roof low pitched, of 
pantiles.  2 storeys, 2 bays, the left limestone at 
ground floor and raised to 2 storeys in brick. 
Ground floor: sash window with glazing bars at 
left, boarded door with oblong fanlight at right. 
First floor: 2 sashes with glazing bars.   

18th-century Department of National Heritage, 
List of Buildings of Special 
architectural or Historic Interest, 
3/16 
Grade II* listed building (List No. 
1355080) 
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12777 Sunniside Lane, 
No. 5 

NZ 3854 6245 Late 18th-to early 19th- century house probably 
incorporating the remains of earlier structures. 
Rendered front elevation that returns along the first 
floor of the south facing gable. A pleasant building 
with brick corbelling supporting rainwater goods, 
brick quoins and timber four-pane sliding sash 
windows on the first floor and three-over-two on 
the ground floor. 

18th-century South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, page 30 
CVA Building Survey 2014 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 

 
9606 Cleadon Lane, 

No. 1, East Farm 
and boundary 
walls 

NZ 3857 6242 The farm comprised two yard areas and a 
collection of outbuildings including a gin-gang. 
The late 18th and early 19th Century farmhouse 
(NZ 3857 6242) is built in irregular coursed rubble 
with irregular stone quoins. It has new window 
openings and window inserts that are flush to the 
wall. The roof is Welsh slate with high raised 
gables.  
The farmhouse is surrounded by an attractive stone 
boundary wall and is a prime example of the used 
of the local limestone and glacial erratics as a 
building material. The new East Farm development 
is a courtyard with modern houses around it. 

18th-century 
(possibly 
medieval in 
origin) 

Tyne and Wear Specialist 
Conservation Team, March 1992, 
Other Buildings of Acknowledged 
Architectural Quality or Historic 
Significance (South Tyneside UDP 
Appendix ENV (B)); South Tyneside 
Council, March 2007, Cleadon 
Conservation Area Character 
Appraisal Tyneside Local List Review 
2011, LSHA/147/C 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
CVA Building Survey 2014 

 

 

9099 Sunniside Farm NZ 3864 6342 A discreet group of functional buildings in local 
limestone and slate. In good condition with recent 
lime-rich pointing. Single high brick arched 
entrance into the courtyard. The farmhouse is a 
simple square hip roofed building with regular 
fenestration. Farm appears on 1839 tithe map and 
was one of the post-enclosure farmsteads 
established in the late 17th Century. 

18th-century 
(probably 17th 
century in origin) 

South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Hills Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal 
CVA Building Survey 2014 
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12765 Cleadon Old 
Hall 

NZ 3846 6243 A large 18th-century three bay mansion house. Set 
within landscaped grounds with a woodland edge. 
Demolished in the 1960s. Replaced with flats of 
the same name. One or two trees survive from the 
garden of the Old Hall. Original house probably 
built for John Burdon who later moved to 
Hardwick Park. 

18th-century South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
CVA Building Survey 2014 

8153 Cleadon, Front 
Street, No. 5 

NZ 3852 6241 House.  18th-century.  Roughly coursed imestone 
rubble, Welsh slate roof.   2 storeys, 2 windows 
with late C19 sashes; later central projecting porch 
has boarded door and oblong fanlight.  Stone gable 
copings, 2 end brick chimneys. Rear elevation: red 
brick, 2 periods, similar first floor windows, 
modern ground floor windows and door.  Included 
partly for group considerations. 

18th-century Department of National Heritage, 
List of Buildings of Special 
architectural or Historic Interest, 
3/17 
Grade II Listed Building (List No. 
1299739) 
CVA Building Survey 2014 

 
8027 Cleadon House 

boundary walls 
and gate piers 

NZ3831762324 Cleadon House wall and gate piers. Arising from 
front right of the house is a high brick wall with 3 
banded square piers and a garden entrance; this 
connects with a high garden wall, extending the 
width of the garden, of roughly squared coursed 
limestone rubble with a triple moulded brick 
coping. The entrance from the street is formed by a 
low wall of brick with stone coping, continuing 
along through 3 square brick piers with plinths, in 
which are 2 ashlar gate piers with overhanging 
cornices. Original iron gates and railings have 
been removed. 

18th-century English Heritage National List 
Grade II Listed Building (List No. 
025213) 
1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
CVA Building Survey 2014 
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8049 Front Street, No. 
7 

NZ 3851 6241 Former Wesleyan Methodist Chapel, which 
occupied an earlier farm building.  Early C18 in 
date built of roughly coursed limestone rubble and 
orientated north to south away from the line of 
Front Street. Chimney at gable end, which has 
been repaired with hand-made red brick. Recently 
renovated and now a house. 

18th-century 
(possibly 17th-
century) 
 

Department of National Heritage, 
List of Buildings of Special 
architectural or Historic Interest, 
3/18 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
Grade II Listed Building (List No. 
1025251) 
South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal 
CVA Building Survey 2014 

2331 South Shields to 
Sunderland Road 

NZ 3643 6728 Toll Road from South Shields to Sunderland 
running through the village. Road opened in 1796, 
although the route had been in existence at least 
since the medieval period and is the reason for the 
existence of the village. Toll houses included 
Harton Turnpike (SMR 2391). Road was 
extensively modernized in the 1960s when the 
layout was widened and rationalized, changing the 
character of this part of the village quite 
considerably. 

18th-century 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale, Durham, 8 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 

8027 Cleadon, Front 
Street, Cleadon 
House 

NZ 3707 6173 Grade II listed house built c.1738 (rainwater heads) 
for John Dagnia of South Shields, glass 
manufacturer.  Brick with stone dressings; roof of 
plain tiles.    
Simple block plan.  2 storeys, 5 windows, 
including a central Venetian staircase window, all 
with broad moulded glazing bars, raised surrounds 
and projecting cills.  South front to garden has 
scrolled pediment to central door, moulded 
architraves to all windows, large oblong fanlights 
with radial decoration above two side doors; a C19 
conservatory encloses the 3 doors.    
Interior: staircase has dado rail and cornice and a 
wrought-iron balustrade of c.1750 in a rococo 
design of leaves, seed-pods and curved bars; the 
front porch has been inserted beneath this; doors to 
main rooms in hall have corniced picture-panels; 
fluted pilasters support an elliptical arch to the 
narrower section of hall opposite the stairs. 

18th-century Department of National Heritage, 
List of Buildings of Special 
architectural or Historic Interest, 
3/22 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
Grade II* listed building (List No. 
1025212) 
South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal 
Maddison, (2013) unpublished 
report (NEVAG) 
CVA Building Survey 
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12802 Recreation 
ground (former 
garden of 
Cleadon House) 

NZ 3834 6202 The grounds to Cleadon House were laid out in the 
picturesque style of the mid to late 18th Century, 
includes a gothic grotto (HER 8159) that 
overlooked a lake and terraces. The house had its 
principal elevation overlooking the grounds, with 
open views channelled through woodlands to the 
grotto, lake and pastures beyond. Some vestiges of 
the grounds survive.  Much of the estate was 
developed in the early 20th Century when the 
Plantation estate was built. Some large mature 
trees, principally Chestnut survive from the earlier 
period.  

18th-century South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, pages 59-60; 
SOUTH TYNESIDE LOCAL LIST 
REVIEW 2011, LSHA/152/C 
Maddison, (2013) unpublished 
report (NEVAG) 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
CVA Building Survey 

 

 

8159 
(and 
12803) 

Cleadon House 
Grotto 

NZ 3834 6218 Garden feature, (formerly in grounds of Cleadon 
House) Roughly squared coursed limestone rubble 
with brick dressings.  Wall and two returns into 
and retaining a hill.  South elevation has 3 pointed 
arches flanked by 2 similar niches.  A square cover 
in the ground behind probably replaces a lantern.  
Interior octagonal with 3 niches in the 3 north 
sides.  There was formerly a lake in front of the 
grotto. 

18th-century Department of National Heritage, 
List of Buildings of Special 
architectural or Historic Interest, 
3/54 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
Grade II Listed (List No. 1355067) 
Maddison, (2013) unpublished 
report (NEVAG) 
CVA Building Survey 

12763 South Farm 
(French's Farm or 
Cutler Farm) 

NZ 3848 6235 South Farm stood on the site where Foxton Court 
now stands. Referred to in the Bishops records as 
South Farm and also sometimes called French’s 
Farm or Cutler’s Farm. Demolished in the 1960s, 
no surviving remains 
 

18th-century 
(possibly 
medieval in 
origin) 

South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, page 8 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 

 
9609 Cleadon, 

Cleadon Lane, 
West Hall Farm 
and gate piers 

NZ 3905 6221 Farm buildings and gateposts. An early to mid 
19th-century farmhouse, which is two storeys with 
a single storey extension to the east. Built of 
coursed limestone rubble with a Welsh slate roof 
and raised gables. It has timber sliding sash 
windows with margin panes, stone lintels and cills. 

18th-century 
(probably 17th-
century in origin) 

Tyne and Wear Specialist 
Conservation Team, March 1992, 
Other Buildings of Acknowledged 
Architectural Quality or Historic 
Significance (South Tyneside UDP 
Appendix ENV (B)); South Tyneside 
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The extension has an original six-over-six pane 
timber window. Whitewashed outbuildings 
surround the farmhouse. The barn along the edge 
of Cleadon Lane was the original farmhouse, built 
in the 18th Century. The pitch of its roof suggests 
that it was previously thatched. The buildings have 
been modified and extended in response to 
changing agricultural practices and methods. There 
is a line of mature trees along the western edge of 
the farm. West Hall Farm is a remarkably intact 
group of historic agricultural buildings. 

Council, 2007, Cleadon 
Conservation Area Character 
Appraisal, pages 19-20; SOUTH 
TYNESIDE LOCAL LIST REVIEW 
2011, LSHA/149/C 
Chadwick ‘West Farm, Cleadon’  
(1996), unpublished. 

8025 Front Street, 
gates and piers 

NZ 3850 6235 Gates: C18, one modern copy.  Wrought iron.  
Gate piers: 3 C18, stone rusticated and 
vermiculated, with projecting cornices and obelisk 
finials.  Original source of gates is unknown but 
not from immediate vicinity of Cleadon 

18th-century 
(relocated) 

Department of National Heritage, 
List of Buildings of Special 
architectural or Historic Interest, 
3/20 
Grade II Listed Building (List No. 
1025210) 
CVA Building Survey 2014 

 
2414 Limestone 

Quarry 
NZ 3882 6328 Limestone Quarry, marked as ‘Old’ on the 1st 

edition OS mapping so was out of use by 1862. 
Measures approx. 20 x 20m and covered by gorse, 
There is a small wall at the west end. Extent shown 
on 25-inch first edition. 

18th-century? 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale, Durham, 4 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 
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2411 Limestone 
Quarry 

NZ 3878 6400 Limestone Quarry, first shown on 1839 tithe map 
and marked as ‘old’ on the 1st edition OS 
mapping, so out of use by 1862. 

18th-century? 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 25-inch scale, Durham, 4 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 

 
12778 Cleadon, 

Sunniside Lane, 
No. 1 

NZ 3854 6243 Possibly once a single storey cottage of 17th- or 
18th-century date, heightened in the 19th Century 
to two storeys. The windows are timber sliding 
sash. The first floor window on the side elevation 
has been raised. There is a central chimney stack. 
The open sided timber porch on the front is 
modern. Building has been recently rendered. 

18th-century? South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, page 30 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
CVA Buildings Survey 

 
12774 Sunniside Lane, 

No. 7 
NZ 3853 6246 A single storey cottage, possibly 18th-century in 

date, rendered and painted white. Appears to be a 
pair of cottages converted into one. The projecting 
stone cills have been painted black. New windows 
have been inserted. The roof is Welsh slate, with 
brick chimney stacks and terracotta pots. Probably 
associated with the Old Hall garden, which 
extended to the west. Perhaps a gardener’s cottage 
or workshop. 

18th-century? South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, pages 28-29 
CVA Building Survey 2014 

2417 Limestone 
Quarry 

NZ 3963 6315 Limestone Quarry, marked as Old on the 1st 
edition OS mapping so was out of use by 1862. 

18th-century? 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale, Durham, 4 

 

2415 Limestone 
Quarry 

NZ 3887 6305 Limestone Quarry, marked as Old on the 1st 
edition OS mapping so was out of use by 1862. 
Same as 2414. 

18th-century? 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale, Durham, 4 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 

 

2416 Limestone 
Quarry 

NZ 3920 6290 Limestone Quarry, marked as Old on the 1st 
edition OS mapping so was out of use by 1862. 

18th-century? 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale, Durham, 4 
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12791 Old Post Office NZ 3842 6234 The post office is slotted into a terrace of late 19th-
century houses that are rendered. They have 
replacement windows and timber shutters that 
clutter the elevations. 

18th-century? South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, page 47 

 
2399 Cleadon Park 

Limestone 
Quarry 

NZ 3845 6398 Cleadon Quarry. The precise extents of the site are 
unclear on the 1st edition OS mapping, which 
does however show a Lime Kiln within the site. 
Extensive working shown on first edition map, 
quarry remained in used until the mid 20th 
Century. Now a park and housing estate. 

19th-century – 
founded earlier, 
perhaps 17th-
century. 

1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale, Durham, 4 

 
2482 
(and 2404) 

Marsden Old 
Quarry 

NZ 3957 6453 Quarry at Marsden, which is first shown on the 
2nd edition OS map but probably developed from 
an earlier quarry (HER 2404), shown on the first 
edition OS. It was served by railway HER 2483.  
In 2004 during excavation work to strip topsoil 
from the limestone adjacent to Marsden Old 
Quarry Local Nature Reserve, a series of what 
looked like boreholes were found covering an area 
of approximately 10m x 10m. T 

19th-century 2nd edition, Ordnance Survey map, 
1898, 6-inch scale, Durham, 4, SW 

7792 Cleadon Park 
House 
(Cleadon 
Cottage) 

NZ 3821 6377 The house was known as "Cleadon Cottage" in the 
early C19. On a tithe map of 1839 it is shown as 
consisting of a principal west wing and a north 
service wing with an L shaped block adjacent to it. 
The main approach from the Sunderland turnpike 
was from the west, presumably to the entrance to 
the house in the centre of the west wing. In 1845 
alterations and additions were carried out by John 
Dobson for R W Swinburne, glass manufacturer, 
with the addition of a south wing and the entrance 
and its approach moved to the north. Local dressed 

19th-century .Meadows and E. Waterson, 1993, 
Lost Houses of County Durham, p 
37; N. Pevsner (second edition 
revised by Elizabeth Williamson, 
1985, The Buildings of England - 
County Durham 
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magnesian lime-stone with plinth, quoins, frieze, 
cornice and parapet and fairly low pitched hipped 
Welsh slate roof with corniced stone chimneys. 

2477 West Harton 
Rifle Range 

NZ 3695 6392 A 1000yd Rifle Range at West Harton, with 
associated buildings. Shown on Ordnance Survey 
maps of 1897, 1898 and 1899 but not shown on 
later editions. 

19th-century 2nd edition, Ordnance Survey map, 
1898, 6-inch scale, Durham, 4, SW; 
English Heritage, 2008, Hadrian's 
Wall National Mapping Programme, 
1403730; Aerial Photograph RAF 
540/1381 0204 07-AUG-1954 

 

2578 Brick Works NZ 3635 6215 Brick Works.  This was not shown on the 1st 
edition OS mapping, so was opened after 1862. 
1894, claypit used as a fishpond in 1921. 
 

19th-century 2nd edition, Ordnance Survey map, 
1898, 6-inch scale, Durham, 8, NW 
Davison, P J, 1986. Brickworks of 
the North East, 122 site 25 

 
2402 Lime Kiln, 

Farding Lake 
Farm 

NZ 3921 6440 Lime Kiln, location unclear on the 1st edition OS 
mapping, probably lay within a 200m radius of the 
grid reference.  It is not shown on 2nd edition OS 
mapping, which does mark an Old Quarry near 
this point and which may have been the disused 
workings around the kiln. No visible surface 
evidence surviving. A second kiln is shown to the 
east of the farm. 

19th-century 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale, Durham, 4 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 

 
9246 Sunniside Lane, 

Farm Cottages 
NZ 3870 6335 Architecturally undistinguished workers dwellings 

near to Sunniside Farm (HER 9099). 
19th-century South Tyneside Council, 2007, 

Cleadon Hills Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal 
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12779 North Street, The 
Cottage Tavern 

NZ 3844 6249 A 19th-century public house. It was extended at its 
western end in the later 20th Century. Pitched 
gables have been added to the south elevation and 
the first floor rendered, painted white and timber 
boarding added. 

19th-century South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, page 31 

 
12780 Cleadon, Shields 

Road, Grove 
House 

NZ 3842 6250 Late 19th-century house built of firebrick formerly 
incorporated a butchers shop with slaughter house 
behind. A painted stone lintel above a blocked 
doorway on the southern gable is inscribed 'H 
Burdon Butcher'. The two storey house is double 
fronted with a full height timber re-clad bay to the 
left side and a new large window inserted on the 
ground floor to the right side. All the windows are 
replacements. A stone boundary wall continues 
north behind Grove House. 

19th-century 2nd edition, Ordnance Survey map, 
1898, 6-inch scale, Durham, 8, NW 
CVA Building Survey 2014 

 
12788 The Britannia Inn NZ 3842 6240 Built in 1896 to replace an earlier coaching inn of 

the same name. Extravagant design in limestone 
with sandstone quoins, window and door 
surrounds. It has been extended to the south to 
more than double its original footprint. 

19th-century South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, page 44 
2nd edition, Ordnance Survey map, 
1898, 6-inch scale 
CVA Building Survey 2014 

 
12799 Sunderland 

Road, No. 10 
(Moorside) 

NZ 3855 6221 A two storey early 19th-century house that is 
rendered and painted white. The front elevation 
includes a box bay with a Welsh slate roof. All of 
the windows have been replaced in Upvc. The 
house has a large attractive garden. 

19th-century South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, page 52 
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12764 Cleadon 
Meadows 

NZ 3832 6254 Large mansion built to the design of John Dobson 
in 1853 on the site of an earlier country house built 
in the 1820s and shown on the 1839 tithe (see 
picture). Demolished in the 1960s. The 
replacement housing estate has the same name. 
The garden wall survives (HER 12789). 

19th-century South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, page 10 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
CVA Building Survey 2014 

 
12768 Cleadon Lane, 

Peacock Lodge 
NZ 3900 6225 An exuberant example of late nineteenth-century 

date that has been substantially extended. The 
original building is arts & crafts style. It includes 
fine detail. Peacock Lodge has a steeply pitched 
flat tile roof with stone water tabling and chimney 
stacks with stone shoulders added to both gables. 
The roof has three dormers with pointed gables. 
The gables are steeply pitched and are braced by 
carved timber work that is painted white. There are 
segmental arches over the windows. Thre property 
is bounded by a low stone garden wall. 

19th-century South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, pages 20-21; 
SOUTH TYNESIDE LOCAL LIST 
REVIEW 2011, LSHA/150/C 
CVA Building Survey 2014 

8163 Cleadon Lane, 
Undercliff 

NZ 3897 6243 House, now 3 separate dwellings.   Built circa 
1853 for the Allison family.   Brick with sandstone 
dressings; Welsh slate roof.   2 storeys; 3 bays on 
west front defined by 4 Tuscan giant pilasters with 
stone plinths and capitals.  Hipped roof, square 
brick chimneys with stone bands and cornices. 
Plain 2-storey, 4-bay wing on east has 2-storey, 2-
bay return forming a courtyard with a range 
consisting of a passage, a house of 2 low storeys, a 
cottage, a carriage entrance and a coach house.  A 
curved brick wall extending from the north-west 
corner of the house to the courtyard entrance has, 
on the courtyard side, a brick mounting block with 
3 stone steps. 

19th-century Department of National Heritage, 
List of Buildings of Special 
architectural or Historic Interest, 3/7 
Grade II Listed Building (List No: 
1355077) 
CVA Building Survey 2014 
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12769 Cleadon Lane, 
Undercliff Lodge 

NZ 3886 6228 Gate lodge to Undercliff (HER 8163). It has been 
extended along its western elevation with the 
addition of a flat roofed building in the 1970s, 
which is painted white. The extension is 
inappropriate. 

19th-century South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, pages 22-23 

12770 Cleadon Lane, 
Undercliff, lake 

NZ 3890 6227 See above (8163). Ornamental gardens including a 
lake were laid out in front of the south elevation 
and approached by a sweeping set of stone steps. 
The lake has gone. 

19th-century South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, pages 22-23 

See above. 

9610 Cleadon Lane, 
Undercliffe, 
boundary wall 

NZ 3891 6226 See above. 19th-century Tyne and Wear Specialist 
Conservation Team, March 1992, 
Other Buildings of Acknowledged 
Architectural Quality or Historic 
Significance (South Tyneside UDP 
Appendix ENV (B)) 
CVA Building Survey 2014 
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8047 Cleadon Lane, 
Church of All 
Saints 

NZ 3858 6235 Parish church.  1869 by R J Johnson, south aisle 
1907.  Snecked limestone rubble with sandstone 
ashlar quoins and dressings, high-pitched roofs of 
Welsh slate with stone coping to nave and aisle, in 
Early English style.  Nave with south aisle and 
south porch, chancel with 3-sided apse, north 
transept.  Transept has a 2-light window in the 
gable and an east door with flower stops to a drip-
mould.   Roof has stone cross finial at west, iron at 
east; above the chancel a hexagonal timber 
bellcote with Welsh slate spirelet and iron finial; 
chimney at the transept gable. 
Interior: south arcade of 2 wide bays, paintings of 
Garden of Gethsemane by J Eadie Read of 
Newcastle c.1914 in spandrels; apse paintings of 
Christ on the Cross and Christ in Majesty by 
Michael Hoare of Folkestone in 1967; 2-light west 
Window, war memorial by L C Evetts of Newcastle 
in 1948. 

19th-century Department of National Heritage, 
List of Buildings of Special 
architectural or Historic Interest, 3/8 
Grade II Listed Building (List No: 
1025247) 
Chadwick, M (1994) unpublished 
report 
CVA Building Survey 2014 

 
8114, 
8117 

Cleadon, West 
Park Road, No. 8 
and No. 4 gas 
lamps 

NZ 3813 6621 
NZ 3812 6223 

Gas street lamp. Late C19. Cast iron fluted 
standard, supporting square glazed lap with 
circular ventilator cap. 

19th-century Department of National Heritage, 
List of Buildings of Special 
architectural or Historic Interest, 103 
CVA Building Survey 2014 

 Gas Lamp to the 
rear of No. 6  

NZ3755 6168 Gas lampost. Mid C19. Cast iron. Fluted iron 
tapering column on moulded base. Topped by a 
square lantern supported on scroll brackets. The 

19th-century Grade II Listed Building (List No 
1262062) 
CVA Building Survey 2014 
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glazed lantern is topped by a circular ventilation 
out-let. 

15244 North Drive, No. 
2, boundary wall 

NZ 3740 6207 Magnesian limestone walls. 19th-century SOUTH TYNESIDE LOCAL LIST 
REVIEW 2011: REFERENCE 
NUMBER: LSHA/148/C 

 

12776 Sunniside Lane, 
No. 3 

NZ 3854 6244 A two-storey house set back from its neighbours. 
Probably 19th-century incorporating remnants of 
earlier structures. It was once attached to a range 
of structures around a farmyard. A simple double 
fronted traditional two-up two-down property. It is 
rendered white. The lower cills are stone. The 
chimney stacks are located at eaves height creating 
a flat ridgeline. The windows are replacements. A 
drive between Nos. 1 and 3 leads into the former 
farmyard. 

19th-century South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, page 30 

 
12792 
(inc. 
12767) 

Front Street, Nos. 
18 to 22 

NZ 3842 6232 Nursery Lane once led to extensive areas of glass 
houses behind Cleadon Tower. Today it still 
contains an extremely attractive terrace of houses. 
Built in 1860, the houses are rendered. Some retain 
their original six-over-six windows and doors. 
Sections of stone boundary wall survive. The 
houses face onto an unattractive garage court. 

19th-century South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, page 47 
CVA Building Survey 2014 

12794 Front Street, 
shopping centre 

NZ 3838 6236 The north side of Front Street is a mixture of late 
19th-century and post-war buildings. Three 
buildings survive from the 1800s. Cleadon Village 
Pharmacy and Oddbins are mid 19th-century 
terraced houses with intact first floors and 
conjoined chimney stacks.. All of the other shops 
are new and built to different designs. Some of the 
service yards behind the shops incorporate old 
stone boundary walls of the gardens of Cleadon 
Meadows (HER 12764). 

19th-century South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, pages 49-51 

 

12798 Sunderland 
Road, Methodist 
Church 

NZ 3854 6223 Built in 1899. Single storey brick church. Extended 
at the back. A new simple lych gate has been built 
by the entrance to the car park. 

19th-century South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, page 52 

 

2582 Gravel Pits NZ 3816 6226 Gravel Pits, west of Cleadon, their location is 
unclear on the 2nd edition OS mapping.  They are 

19th-century 2nd edition, Ordnance Survey map, 
1898, 6-inch scale, Durham, 8, NW 
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not shown on the 1st edition OS mapping, so were 
operational after 1862. 

9607 North Street, No. 
2 (The Garth) 
and boundary 
walls 

NZ 3848 6247 Built in 1897 and extended in the latter half of the 
20th Century. The extension is of some merit. The 
historic brick boundary wall to Cleadon Old Hall 
(HER 12765) runs between No. 1 and No. 2. It has 
been repaired in a way that detracts from its 
general appearance, but it is an important survival. 

19th-century Tyne and Wear Specialist 
Conservation Team, March 1992, 
Other Buildings of Acknowledged 
Architectural Quality or Historic 
Significance (South Tyneside UDP 
Appendix ENV (B)) 

 

14505 Quarry Lane, 
White Horse 

NZ 3930 6444 Figure painted on quarry face at Marsden. There 
are many stories associated with the site but it 
probably dates to the late 19th Century. 

19th-century SOUTH TYNESIDE LOCAL LIST 
REVIEW 2011: REFERENCE 
NUMBER: LSHA/72/SS 

 

2480 Cleadon 
Pumping Station 

NZ38696357 Cleadon Pumping Station (Sunderland and South 
Shields W.W.) Cleadon Water Pumping Station NZ 
389632(A). Built by Thomas Hawksley, the 
ornamental grounds contain a neo-Italianate 
engine house, boiler house and cottages all 
dominated by a camponile chimney. Built 1860, 
originally steam powered with 2 cornish engines 
and 3 cornish boilers, the station was electrified 
c1930. The complex forms part of a Conservation 
Area and the buildings are listed, 

19th-century 2nd edition, Ordnance Survey map, 
1898, 6-inch scale, Durham, 4, 
South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Hills Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal 
Grade II* Listed Building (LN 
1232322) 
 

2289 
 

Brandling 
Junction 
Railway, 
Sunderland 
Branch (later 
NER – HER 
1186) 

NZ 2966 6215 The North Eastern Railway, Sunderland Branch 
was originally the Brandling Junction Railway from 
Gateshead to Monkwearmouth, opened in 1839. 
The line passed through an unbroken tract of open 
countryside, except at Fulwell where a cutting had 
to be created through the magnesian limestone, 
nearly a mile long and up to 29 feet deep.  Its 
southern terminus was Monkwearmouth Station 
(HER 2751).  Only the remains of the embankment 
walls remain in-situ. The station now forms part of 
the Metro line. 

19th-century 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale, Durham, 3 
N.T. Sinclair, & I.S. Carr, 1990, 
Railways of South Shields, p.6; 
W.W. Tomlinson, 1914, The North 
Eastern Railway - Its Rise and 
Development, p 327 
CVA Landscape Survey 2013 

 

 

2580 East Boldon, 
Brick Works 

NZ 3723 6163 Brick Works with associated Clay Pit. Not shown 
on 1st edition OS mapping, so opened after 1862 
but before 1898. 

19th-century 2nd edition, Ordnance Survey map, 
1898, 6-inch scale, Durham, 8, NW 
Davison, P J, 1986. Brickworks of 
the North East, 122 site 27. 
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2332 Brandling 
Junction 
Railway, Biddick 
Branch 

NZ 3602 6365 Railway or Wagonway. The southern end is the 
junction with the North Eastern Railway, 
Sunderland Branch (SMR 2289).  This was part of 
the Biddick Branch of the Brandling Junction 
Railway, which was opened in 1839 and closed in 
1840.    The northern section was still in use as a 
railway (SMR 2395) related to Harton Colliery.  
The line was completely reopened as the North 
Eastern Railway Harton Branch in 1867, its 
northern end having been remodelled, see SMR 
2550. 

19th-century 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale, Durham, 8 
N.T. Sinclair, & I.S. Carr, 1990, 
Railways of South Shields, p.6 

2581 Moor Lane Brick 
Works 

NZ 3816 6145 Moor Lane Brick Works.  Works not shown on the 
1st edition OS map so were opened after 1862. 
Expand considerably in the early 19th Century, 
possibly serving construction of the Plantation 
estate. 
No surviving evidence – now part of Broadlands 
estate  

19th-century 2nd edition, Ordnance Survey map, 
1898, 6-inch scale, Durham, 8, NW 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 
Davison, P J, 1986. Brickworks of 
the North East, 122 site 27. 

 
12805 sand pit NZ 3808 6225 Shown on Ordnance Survey third edition of 1919 

as 'old' meaning out of use. 
19th-century Ordnance Survey third edition map 

1919 
 

12793 
(inc. 
12766) 

Front Street, 
workshop 

NZ 3833 6230 The backland area annexed to Cleadon House 
(HER 8027) comprises a small but extremely 
interesting collection of buildings. This includes a 
small irregular coursed limestone workshop with a 
high roof pitch (HER 12766). There is a red brick 
back wall of a former estate building with an 
attractive late 19th-century box bay at first floor 
level. The yard gives an interesting glimpse of the 
working buildings of the old village. It is of 
considerable architectural and historic merit. 

19th-century 
(possibly with 
some 18th-
century 
elements) 

South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
CVA Buildings Survey 2014 

12790 Front Street, 
guidepost 

NZ 3846 6237 A fine cast iron guidepost survives in front of a 
small artificial community building in front of 
Foxton Court. It is in deteriorating condition. The 
fingers have been removed. 

19th-century? South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, page 46; 
SOUTH TYNESIDE LOCAL LIST 
REVIEW 2011, LSHA/153/C 
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2577 Cleadon Junction 
Brick Works 

NZ 3637 6230 Brick Works.  This was not shown on the 1st 
edition OS mapping, so was opened after 1862. 
1894-1938 

20th-century 2nd edition, Ordnance Survey map, 
1898, 6-inch scale, Durham, 8, NW 
Davison, P J, 1986. Brickworks of 
the North East, 122 site 24. 

 
12784 Sunderland 

Road, infants 
school 

NZ 3854 6235 School built in 1903 to replace the earlier 
Parochial school. Board School building, rendered 
and incised to look like masonry. The windows are 
original. The building comprises two symmetrical 
halves. Part of the left hand porch and a section of 
the lower roof was removed when the church hall 
(HER 12783) was built. 
 

20th-century South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, page 38 
3rd edition, Ordnance Survey map, 
1919, 6-inch scale 
CVA Building Survey 2014 
‘Cleadon’s Schools’, Kathleen 
Robinson (2014), unpublished report  

12775 Sunniside Lane, 
Nos. 2 and 4 

NZ 3858 6253 A pair of semi-detached houses of mid 20th-
century date. Part of a short length of post-war 
ribbon development. 

20th-century South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, page 28 

 

12773 East Farm 
Cottages 

NZ 3863 6250 Built in the 1920s as accommodation for staff 
working at Undercliff (HER 8163) for the Chapman 
family. Two blocks of single storey cottages with 
hipped roofs.  

20th-century South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, page 28 
 

 

12801 Cleadon 
Plantation 

NZ 380 620 Cleadon Plantation, a landscaped estate, was built 
over Cleadon Moor and Little Moor to the west of 
the historic core from the start of the 20th Century. 
It lies over an undulation of Cleadon Hills falling 
gently from the north east to south west. The estate 
comprised a collection of large houses in generous 
gardens using well established tree and hedge lines 
to create a sense of enclosure and privacy. The 
quality of pre-First World War housing stock is 
outstanding. Houses were approached by drives 
that cut across the gardens and were south facing 
to take advantage of views over the sloping 
gardens. Some houses had short garden terraces. 
This echoes the estates like Regent's Park in 

20th-century South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, pages 55-86 
CVA Buildings Survey 2014 
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London that were built in the 1830s and 40s and 
the later Garden Suburb movement.  

10964 
(same as 
11198) 

Front Street, War 
Memorial (WW1 
and WW2) 

NZ 384 623 First and Second World War Memorial. Unveiled 
November 1920 by Col. G. Pollard of Seaton 
Delaval. A pink rough hewn slab with a laurel 
wreath at the top and the names of the dead and 
those who served in World War One on a Welsh 
green slate panel. There is a cross on the step 
below. Located in a rockery. The sculptor was 
Thomas Curry of South Shields. There is a plaque 
on the right side "E. Smyth, Sunderland". 

20th-century Ian Ayris, Peter Jubb, Steve Palmer 
and Paul Usherwood, 1996, A 
Guide to the Public Monuments and 
Sculpture of Tyne and Wear, p 65; 
North East War Memorials Project 
Ref. C79.01 (www.newmp.org.uk); 
Newcastle Weekly Chronicle 20 
November 1920; South Shields in 
Old Picture Postcards 

 
12804 Gravel pit NZ 3809 6235 Shown on Ordnance Survey third edition of 1919. 20th-century Ordnance Survey third edition map 

1919 
 

15247 Whitburn Road, 
No. 45, Ardmore 

NZ 3816 6181 Modernist/Art Deco house built in 1932. Flat roof, 
horizontal windows, windows cut through the wall 
returns. Recently restored. 

20th-century SOUTH TYNESIDE LOCAL LIST 
REVIEW 2011: REFERENCE 
NUMBER: LSHA/164/C 

 

10903 Tilesheads 
Nature Reserve, 
'Dream Boat' 

NZ 365 621 1994/5 by David Gross. A community carving in 
timber in collaboration with King George 
Comprehensive School. The piece, which lies 
close to a pond, is an upturned boat with a 
sheltered seat inside. The artist, David Gross, 
described the concept behind the sculpture: "The 
dream boat will be a vessel for voyages of the 
imagination rather than a physical trip over water.  

20th-century Ian Ayris, Peter Jubb, Steve Palmer 
and Paul Usherwood, 1996, A 
Guide to the Public Monuments and 
Sculpture of Tyne and Wear, p 85; 
Paul Usherwood, Jeremy Beach and 
Catherine Morris, 2000, Public 
Sculpture of North-East England, p 
54-5 

 

12771 Cleadon Lane, 
Senior School 
(later Infant 
School) 

NZ 3061 6233 Cleadon School was built in 1907. It is brick, with 
a Welsh slate roof with red clay ridge tiles. There 
are gabled wings projecting from the front 
elevation. The school was originally divided into a 
boys and girls school. The water tabling, lintels and 
cills are stone. Above the windows are key stones 
with brick on edge detail. The rainwater goods are 
cast iron. There is a brick boundary wall with stone 
coping, with a steel fence on top. The school is no 
longer in use and has permission granted for 
conversion to residential. 

20th-century South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, pages 24-25; 
SOUTH TYNESIDE LOCAL LIST 
REVIEW 2011, LSHA/159/C 
‘Cleadon’s Schools’, Kathleen 
Robinson (2014), unpublished report 

 
12785 All Saints 

Church, vicarage 
NZ 3856 6233 Built in 1907. Extremely attractive Edwardian 

house with a hipped gable. A projecting splayed 
20th-century South Tyneside Council, 2007, 

Cleadon Conservation Area 
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bay sits over the porch. A full height timber box 
bay and a ground floor bay, with original windows 
and heavy cornices are attached to the south 
elevation. There are mature landscaped gardens. 

Character Appraisal, page 38; 
SOUTH TYNESIDE LOCAL LIST 
REVIEW 2011, LSHA/161/C 

12782 Front Street, 
electricity 
substation 

NZ 3855 6237 A pre-First World War electricity substation. Brick 
built with a rosemary tile roof. It is surmounted by 
a square tower with an open ventilation lantern 
with a lead ogee shaped roof. It has projecting 
brick cills and a dog-tooth brick cornice. 

20th-century South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, page 34 
CVA Buildings Survey 2014 

 
12783 Cleadon, All 

Saints Church, 
church hall 
(location of 
Parochial 
School) 

NZ 3854 6236 Inter-war church hall. Brick with shallow buttress 
supports on the north and south elevations. 
Rendered and incised to look like masonry. 
Original windows. Slate roof. Little ornamentation 
except the front porch with a concrete doorway 
with simple triangular pediment with 'ALL SAINTS 
CHURCH HALL' painted across it. The church hall 
is situated on the site of the old Parochial School, 
which served as the village hall after the school 
next door was built in 1903 

20th-century South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, page 38; 
SOUTH TYNESIDE LOCAL LIST 
REVIEW 2011, LSHA/160/C 
CVA Buildings Survey 2014 

 
11199 Front Street, War 

Memorial 
(Cleadon Cottage 
Homes) 

NZ 3844 6236 Stone book with pages open on steps in front of an 
altar (HER 11198). Inscription of a pink panel: "IN 
MEMORY OF THOSE YOUNG MEN AND 
WOMEN FROM CLEADON COTTAGE HOMES 
WHO SERVED DURING THE WORLD WARS 
1914-1919 1939-1945". 

20th-century North East War Memorials Project 
Ref. C79.06 (www.newmp.org.uk); 
SOUTH TYNESIDE LOCAL LIST 
REVIEW 2011, LSHA/156/C 

 
15245 No. 2, 

Greenlands 
NZ 3818 6227 Detached house built between 1897 and 1914. 

The only pre-First World War house in the street. 
Brick built with a Welsh slate roof, raised loop 
tiles, terracotta chimney pots and attractive 

20th-century SOUTH TYNESIDE LOCAL LIST 
REVIEW 2011: REFERENCE 
NUMBER: LSHA/162/C 
South Tyneside Council, 2007 
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moulded terracotta cill course. There is a coach 
house/stable in the grounds with a double 
ventilated roof, faced brick walls, rendered gable 
ends and stepped kneelers.  

15246 Underhill Road, 
No. 19, 
Cardrona House 

NZ 3796 6198 Detached brick villa. Built between 1897 and 
1914. Polygonal corner bay window, Art Nouveau 
style stained glass and Arts & Crafts style porch. 
Welsh slate roof, red pantile over the bays, elegant 
open sided timber and brick front door porch. Two 
tall chimney stacks with stone cornices and 
terracotta pots. The garden contains fine trees. 

20th-century SOUTH TYNESIDE LOCAL LIST 
REVIEW 2011: REFERENCE 
NUMBER: LSHA/163/C 
South Tyneside Council, 2007 

 

12781 Village pond NZ 3853 6238 The heart of the village and one of two ponds that 
used to serve Cleadon; a second header pond 
being located on Sunniside Lane. The current pond 
was reduced in size when the road was widened in 
the 1960s 

Medieval South Tyneside Council, 2007, 
Cleadon Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal, pages 33-4; 
SOUTH TYNESIDE LOCAL LIST 
REVIEW 2011, LSHA/151/C 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
CVA Landscape Survey 2013-14 

 
975 Cleadon Hill, 

army trenches 
NZ 389 631 On Cleadon Hill, west and south-west of the 

windmill, there are short, slightly curved, stretches 
of ditch with the upcast piled on one side. By oral 
tradition these were said to be army trenches, date 
of digging unknown. Some of the features in this 
area are definitely associated with the pre-1914 
golf course but at least 4 and perhaps 5 could be 
WWI trenches, though not the classic zigzag 
networks. These notably face each other and are 
orientated east to west. Range from 28 to 12m long 
and are approx 2m wide with a raised bank on one 
side and shallow recess on the other. Majority of 
features probably relate to pre-war golf course 
extension. 

WWI Pers. Comm. P.R.M. Harbottle, 
1993, Cleadon Hill trenches -
Historic Environment Record 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 
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HER No Site Name NGR Description Period Sources Photo 

4652 Cleadon Hills, 
Pillbox 

NZ 3913 6241 Potential WWI pillbox constructed of concrete and 
brick and partially hidden in the hedgerow. 

WWI? Defence of Britain Project, 2002, 
Defence of Britain Database, 
S0002914; SOUTH TYNESIDE 
LOCAL LIST REVIEW 2011, 
LSHA/157/C 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 
Roger Thomas pers com 

 
4653 White Horse 

Cliff, 2 Pillboxes 
NZ 393 644 Two clay brick and concrete WW2 pillboxes built 

into side of hill. In fair condition. Constructed 
1940-41 {1}. Not seen during recent survey 

WWII Defence of Britain Project, 2002, 
Defence of Britain Database, 
S0002913 
CVA Landscape Survey 2013-14 

 

5541 Searchlight 
Battery TT216 

NZ 385 624 Searchlight Battery - During WW2 many of the 
Tyneside searchlights were manned by the 225th 
Anti-Aircraft Artillery (Searchlight Batallion) USA. 
Their headquarters was at Debdon Gardens in 
Newcastle (HER 5559). Many of the searchlight 
sites were used as low security POW camps after 
the American troops left, accommodating the 
prisoners who were working on local farms. Until 
radar was invented, searchlights were the only 
means by which aimed anti-aircraft fire and fighter 
interception were possible at night.  

WWII 2003, Searchlight Sites on Tyneside - 
18 November 1944, 
www.skylighters.org  
Alan Rudd, 1986, List of 20th-
century defence sites on Tyneside  
Council For British Archaeology, 
1995, Twentieth-century, Defences 
in Britain - An Introductory Guide 
Handbook of The Defence of Britain 
Project, p 62-63 

 

5565 Marsden Hall, 
Searchlight 
Battery 

NZ 39 64 Searchlight Battery - During WW2 many of the 
Tyneside searchlights were manned by the 225th 
Anti-Aircraft Artillery (Searchlight Battalion) USA. 
Their headquarters was at Debdon Gardens in 
Newcastle (HER 5559). Many of the searchlight 
sites were used as low security POW camps after 
the American troops left, accommodating the 
prisoners who were working on local farms.  

WWII Searchlight Sites on Tyneside - 18 
November 1944, 
www.skylighters.org  
Council For British Archaeology, 
1995, Twentieth-century, Defences 
in Britain - An Introductory Guide 
Handbook of The Defence of Britain 
Project, p 62-63 

 

11693 Whiteleas, 
aircraft 
obstructions 

NZ 3706 6244 An extensive area of aircraft obstructions from 
WW2 seen as earthworks and cropmarks on aerial 
photographs. Linear ditches with associated small 
dumps of spoil to either side. There are four 
parallel lines of obstructions, each 136m long and 
connected by another line at right angles. 

WWII English Heritage Hadrian's Wall 
WHS Mapping Project, 2008, 
1403229; Aerial Photograph RAF 
58/B/37 5449 17-MAY-1948 

 

11695 Aircraft NZ 3947 6382 An extensive area of aircraft obstructions from WWII English Heritage Hadrian's Wall  
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HER No Site Name NGR Description Period Sources Photo 

obstructions WW2 seen as earthworks and cropmarks on aerial 
photographs. An incomplete grid of linear ditches 
with associated small dumps of spoil to either side. 
Seen over an area measuring 1155m x 1120m. 

WHS Mapping Project, 2008, 
1403238; Aerial Photograph RAF 
58/B/35 5265 16-MAY-1948 and 
RAF 106G/UK/1193 4280 27-FEB-
1946 

11685 HAA  military 
depot 

NZ 3952 6398 
NZ 3966 6371 

A military depot of WW2, seen on war-time air 
photographs. Two groups of structures at NZ 3952 
6398 and NZ 3966 6371, approximately 300m 
apart are probably magazines of ammunition 
associated with a naval gun known as the Tyne 
Turret that was situated approximately 700m 
further east. These were all temporary structures 
protected by coils of barbed wire. Now 
demolished. 

WWII English Heritage Hadrian's Wall 
WHS Mapping Project, 2008, 
1403240; Aerial Photograph RAF 
106G/UK/1193 4280 27-FEB-1946 

 

 

Cleadon Village Atlas Field Survey  
 
Survey No. Site Name NGR Description Period Sources Photo 

CS1 Guard stone NZ 38540 62422 Guard stone at the junction of Front Street and 
Sunniside Lane, adjacent to Burdon Farm. These 
were positioned to protect walls from damage from 
carts or agricultural equipment. Possibly 
contemporary with the wall and may be 18th-
century.  Top of the stone is damaged. 
Consideration should be given to repairing this to 
prevent further decline. 

18th-century? CVA Building Survey 2014 
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CS2 Former pond on 
Sunniside Lane 

NZ 38541 62486 Second pond to the north of the village pond and 
east of Burdon Farm. Shown in 1839 tithe and 
maybe medieval in origin. Feature was infilled in 
the early 20th Century and now only survives as a 
shallow depression in the grass close to the 
junction of North Road and Sunniside Lane 

 
Medieval? 

1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale; 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 
 

CS3 Cleadon Laws NZ 3793 6343 Cleadon Laws – place name might suggest a former 
prehistoric barrow site, although no surviving 
evidence above ground. Later a post-enclosure 
farmstead dating to the 17th Century, shown on the 
1839 tithe map. A small limestone quarry is 
recorded on the first edition OS map (1862), 
already marked as ‘old’. 

17th  century but 
place name 
could indicate 
prehistoric 
activity 

1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale; 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 
 

 
CS4  Cleadon Mill 

boundary wall 
NZ 3890 6312 Remains of boundary wall running west of Cleadon 

Mill and shown on the first edition OS map, 
approximately 200m long and 1.25m wide, 
constructed of local limestone although only 
survives as grassed over footings 

17th – 18th C 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 
 

 
CS5 Structure in old 

quarry (in 2414) 
NZ 3885 6301 Remains of a small stone built building or structure 

on the western edge of the quarry. Measure 
approx. 2.25m across with an ‘entrance’ at the NW 
end. Rear wall is cut into the hill, SW wall of local 
limestone. Feature approx. 80cm deep. Might be a 
small quarryman’s shelter or possibly a crane base 
of some sort. 

17th – 18th C? Does not appear on any of the 
historic OS maps. Not shown on the 
first edition OS 25-inch map. 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 
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CS6 Remains of pre-
war golf course 

NZ 3896 6294 Linear banks and a shallow circular depression 
with surrounding banks, associated with the pre-
1914 golf course.  

20th-century Aerial photographs CPE-UK-2175 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 

CS7 Earthworks 
adjacent to 
Cleadon Mill 

NZ 3890 6321 Oval enclosure, measuring 25m east to west and 
13m north to south. Central depression with raised 
collar with stonework under the surface, suggesting 
a walled enclosure. Shape and proximity to 
Cleadon Mill Farm would suggest a pond but 
interior was not boggy and feature is not annotated 
as containing water on the 25-inch first edition OS 
map. Possibly a paddock or sheep stell. 

17th – 18th C? 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale, 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 
 
 

 
CS8 Limestone quarry NZ 3906 6307 Limestone Quarry, marked as Old on the 1st 

edition OS mapping so was out of use by 1862. 
Large amount of rubble found in the undergrowth, 
which would suggest a small structure, now 
demolished 

17th – 18th 
century? 

1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale, Durham, 4 

CS9 WWI officers 
barracks 

NZ 3865  6236 Footing of barrack block occupied by British and 
Canadian officers during WWII and associated 
with the searchlight battery. Footings survive well 
and can be clearly seem, building measures 20m x 
30m, aligned along road. 

WWII Information from Maurice Chadwick 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 
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CS10 Cleadon Hills 
Farm 

NZ 3922 6336 Cleadon Hills Farm. Post-enclosure farmstead, 
although may have medieval origins. Current 
farmhouse is modern but evidence of an earlier 
structure forming part of the existing barn. This 
may be early 18th-century in date. Would warrant 
further research and recording, subject to tenants 
approval and permission. 

17-18th century 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale; Durham, 4 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
CVA Survey 2013-14 

 
CS11 Fragment of wall 

footings 
assocciated with 
Farding Lake 
farm 

NZ 3929  6440 
NZ 3946 6432 
NZ 3934 6427 

Wall footings associated with old field boundaries 
belonging to Farding Lake Farm. Footings are 
visible running across footpath where ground has 
eroded away, although walls have all been 
demolished and are no longer visible at surface.  

17-18th century 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale, Durham, 4 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 

CS12 Farding Lake 
pump 

NZ 3922 6439 Pump adjacent to Farding Lake and first shown on 
the first edition OS (1862). The 1919 third edition 
map shows this as a ‘windpump’ presumably for 
supplying the farm with water. The second (and 
third) edition map also shows a ‘Pumping Engine 
House’ located slightly further north at the tip of 
the lake. This may have been providing water to 
Marsden Village. There is no surviving, above 
ground, evidence today. 

18th-century? 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale, Durham, 4 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 
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CS13 Hodder Farm NZ 3726 6307 
NZ 37596 63304 
(well) 

Farm shown on 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map 
and continuing through into the late 20th Century. 
Map shows annotation ‘pillar’ but unclear what 
this is. There is a well shown to the north east. 
Appears to be post-enclosure farmstead. No longer 
standing. 

18th-century? 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale, Durham, 4 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 

 
CS14 Milestone NZ 3859 6217 Milesone shown to the south of the village on the 

Sunderland road reading ‘South Shields 3 miles, 
Sunderland 3 miles’. Probably dates to turnpike. 
Shown on 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map but 
no longer standing. 

18th-century 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale, Durham, 4 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 

 
CS15 The Matthew 

House (the Old 
Britannia Inn) 

NZ 3842 62411 Building formerly standing where the Britannia Inn 
now stands. Fireplace in the Britannia originally 
came from this building, which is believed to be 
contemporary with the 17th Century phase of 
Cleadon Tower and belonged to the Matthew 
Family, one of the foremost families in the village, 
with considerable amounts of land. Demolished 
when the pub was built 1897. Part may have been 
incorporated into the later structure. 

17th-century 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale; Durham, 4 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
CVA Landscape/Buildings Survey 

 
CS16 Ridge and 

Furrow at 
Cleadon Hills 
Farm 

NZ 3934 6338 Part of HER 11686. A well-preserved block of ridge 
and furrow to the north of Cleadon Hills Farm 
(Well Close Field). Narrow rigg measuring approx 
2-3m across with gentle curve. Divided into 
furlongs with headlands still clearly visible. No 
walls of hedges. Possibly at least one furlong of 
broad rigg 

Medieval to 
18th-century 

EH Aerial CPE-UK-2175.TIF 
CVA Landscape/Buildings Survey 
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CS17 Former ridge and 
furrow on 
Cleadon Hills 

NZ 3934 6293 Part of HER 11686. A cluster of ridge and furrow 
visible on the Cleadon Hills to the south of 
Cleadon Hills Farm. Visible on post-war aerial 
photographs but now ploughed out, although line 
of S-curve is preserved in boundary walls. Looks to 
be broad rigg. 

Medieval EH Aerial CPE-UK-2175.TIF 
CVA Landscape/Buildings Survey 

 
CS18 Ridge and 

Furrow at East 
Farm 

NZ 3866 6245 Part of HER 973. Two blocks of ridge and furrow 
surviving to the east of East Farm. Broad rigg 
measuring 4-5 m across and running NW to SE. 
Headlands visible. 

Medieval EH Aerial CPE-UK-2175.TIF 
CVA Landscape/Buildings Survey 

 
CS19 West Farm Ridge 

and Furrow 
NZ 3929 6197 Well-preserved ridge and furrow clearly visible to 

the rear of West Farm. Broad rigg, measuring 4m 
across with reverse-S visible and headlands visible. 

Medieval EH Aerial CPE-UK-2175.TIF 
CVA Landscape/Buildings Survey 

CS20 Cleadon Park 
Farm 

NZ 3821 6377 Post-enclosure farmstead probably founded in 
the17th Century. Later developed into Cleadon 
Park House (HER 7792) 

17th-century 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale; Durham, 4 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 

 

CS21 Cleadon Out 
House 

NZ 37975 6397 18th-century enclosure farmstead, first appearing 
on the 1839 tithe and later on the 1st edition 6-
inch OS map. Courtyard farmstead to the north of 
Cleadon Park farm 

18th-century? 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale; Durham, 4 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 
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CS22 The Ship Inn NZ 3850 6236 Formerly located at the junction of the Sunderland 
Road and Front Street this was one of two coaching 
inns in Cleadon and probably dated to the 18th 
Century, if not earlier. Building was demolished in 
the early 1960s when the road was widened.  

18th-century 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale; Durham, 4 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 

 
CS23 Cleadon Lane 

Brick Works 
NZ 3717 6154 Same as HER 2580. 19th-century 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 

c.1862, 6-inch scale, Durham, 4 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 

 

CS24 Cleadon Lane 
Station 

NZ 3717 6154 Station first associated with the Brandling Railway 
and later taken over by the NER and renamed East 
Boldon Station. Today forms part of the Metro line 
but little of the original fabric of the station 
survives. 

19th-century 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale; Durham, 4 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 

 
CS25 Cleadon Mill 

Farm 
NZ 3… 6…     

CS26 Cleadon Grange NZ 38274 62851 Cleadon Grange, property associated with North 
Farm, both formed in the early 19th Century and 
lying to the north of the main village.  The farm is 
arranged around a central courtyard with the main 
farmhouse, the Grange, forming the southern side 
of the complex. In the late 19th Century it was the 
home of George Pollard and his family. George 
laid the foundation stone for the new village school 
in 1902, and he and his wife erected three stained-
glass windows in the church to commemorate the 
safe return of their son (Major George Pollard) from 
World War I. 

19th-century  
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CS27 Tilesheds signal 
box 

NZ 3641 6211 Signal box was first opened in 1875 to control the 
crossover and siding on the Tyne Dock branch of 
NER railway, which separated from the Sunderland 
to Newcastle main line a few metres south at 
Cleadon Junction. In addition, the signalman 
monitored the level crossing, opening and closing 
the wheel-worked gates to let people and carriages 
along Tileshed Lane. 

19th-century 2nd edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1898, 6-inch scale; Durham, 4 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 
 

 
CS28 Bainbridge Farm NZ 38450 62320 Farm shown on 1839 tithe, farmed by George 

Bainbridge on land belonging to Richard 
Pemberton. Originally located on the east side of 
Nursery Lane, formerly known as Dog-kennel 
Lane. One of four farms in the village in the 19th 
Century and potentially medieval in origin. 

Medieval? 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 6-inch scale; Durham, 4 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 

 
CS29 The Cluster NZ 3856 6238 Group of cottages that formerly stood to the east of 

the village pond, clustered around the wellhead. 
Demolished in the 20th Century. 

18th-century? 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1862, 25-inch scale; Durham, 4 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 
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CS30 Parochial School NZ 3854 6236 The Cleadon Parochial School was founded in 
1830, located on the south side of the pond, where 
All Saints’ Hall currently stands. Pupils at the 
school ranged in age from 5 to 13 and were all 
educated together. The building was also 
sometimes used for church services, before the 
construction of All Saints church in 1865. When 
the new school was built in 1903 the old school 
became a dining room and library. It served as a 
mess hall during WWI before being demolished in 
1938. 

19th-century 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1855, 25-inch scale; Durham, 4 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14; 
‘Cleadon’s Schools’, Kathleen 
Robinson (2014), unpublished report 

 
CS31 The Georgian 

Cottages 
NZ 38378 62343 Two blocks of terraced cottages, separated by a 

narrow lane, on the south side of Front Street. 
Probably built as worker’s cottages for either 
Bainbridge Farm or Cleadon House Estate. 
Demolished in the 1960s but the western end of 
the range survives, occupied in part by a travel 
agent’s and a saddlery shop. 

18th-century 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map, 
c.1855, 25-inch scale; Durham, 4 

1839 Tithe DDR/EA/TTH/1/252 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 
 

 
CS32 Race Track NZ 37420 61412 The Sunderland and South Shields Racecourse, 

also known as the Boldon Racecourse, first opened 
in 1897, run by Richard Thornton and Sydney 
Stone who later opened the Sunderland Empire. 
Racecourse held three annual meets as well as 
other fixtures. The site was also used to house 
athletic events and for ice-skating in the winter. 
Was the scene of Madame Mathilde Franck air 
crash in 1910. Site did not re-open after WWI. 
Exact location is not clear but was near to Cleadon 
Lane Station, on Boldon Flatts. May account for the 
circular feature seen on some aerial photographs 
(see 974) 

19th-century CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14 
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CS33 Cleadon Nursery NZ 38464 62215 Cleadon Nursery, first founded in the late 19th 
Century, is referenced in a sale notice of 1893. It 
expanded considerably in the early 20th Century to 
occupy much of the land to the west of Cleadon 
House, behind the Front Street properties. Owned 
in the 20th Century by the Groves family. 

20th-century, but 
probably 19th-
century in origin. 

Cleadon House sale notice 1893; 
3rd edition 6-inch scale 1919; 
Aerial photograph c.1950 

 
CS34 Cleadon Cottage 

Homes 
NZ 38568 62922 Cleadon Cottage Homes. Children’s home built in 

1909 and operating until 1962. Housed approx. 
200 orphaned or abandoned children. Served as a 
hutment camp in 1909. A commemorative plaque 
to those from the Homes who served in the war 
can be seen on the village war memorial. There is 
also a blue plaque temporarily stored at the Village 
Community Room. 

20th-century 3rd edition 6-inch scale 1919; 
CVA landscape and building survey 
2013-14; 
Brian Bage. pers.com 
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